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In the Name of God the Giver of Justice
Praise to Ohrmazd the Creator the Majestic the Glorious
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Chapter 1
-

-

Frawardigan
(1)

1.1-7
1

ZarduMt asked this also of Ohrmazd : "At whattime

do thefrava&is

of

the righteous come to visit the world?"
(2)

-

-

2

Ohrmazd said : "During the ten days of Frawardigan , at their own time
3
fthat is] the Frawardig days at the beginning of Mah Adur , if one
continuously worships them and invokes them".

(3)

If someone dies during the five Gatha days, then in the first month
his month-day

4

5
should be observed in exactly thirty days [time].

the other months, Roz Frawardin should be observed

In

for him. Hisyear-

day should be observed on its proper day.^
(4)

If it is not known in which month and on which
_ _
y
_ q
month is Mah Adur and his day is Frawardin.

day he died, thenhis

(5)

If the month is known,and the day is not known, thenhismonth

is

that which is known, and his day is Roz Frawardin.
(6)

If the day is known, and the month is not known, then his

dayis that

which is known, [his] month is Mah Adur.
(7)

If one knows for certain that [he did not die in Mah Adur and one knows
—
—
for certain that] he did not die in Roz Frawardin,
and the day Warahran should be observed for him.

then themonth Dai

CJ
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Chapter 2

2.1-8

Cooked and Uncooked Food; Fire and Water
(1)

Zardu£t asked this also of Ohrmazd: "If someone dies in a house with
'
1
one door, then what must be done?

(2)

"(As regards) cooked food which is in the house with one door — cooked
2

food (comprises) bread and stewed and roast meat and (other) eatables—
3
and that which is uncooked , then how shall the periods of 'nine nights'
and 'a month' apply to it?"
(3)

Ohrmazd said: "If someone dies in summer in a house with one door,
then until a month passes, one must not go into it; in winter until
4
nine nights pass, one must not go into it .

(4)

"Food which has not been cooked should not be used in summer until one
month is complete, in winter it should not be used

until nine days

5
are complete; the cooked (food) is useless .
(5)

"Whoever brings fire into the house in the periods of
and the 'month', then he has one tanapuhl6 sin; if

‘nine nights'

he kindles (it)

on the same place (where death occurred), (he has) one tanapuhl sin
-

7

[and on any other place one yadj.
(6)

"Whoever brings j&aterj into the house (in the 'nine nights' and the
_
g
'month'), then he has one framan sin ; if one pours (it) on the same
place (where death occurred), [it is one tanapuhl sirj, and on any
- 9
other place one yad.

(7)

"Should anyone go in on a (mere) whim1® , then has one framan sin.

(8)

"Any cooked food which they bring into the house is all unclean."11
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Chapter 3

3.1-8

Bodily Effects of Sins and Good Deeds
(1)

And this also he1 asked

of Ohrmazd: "If a man commits a sinthrough all

the bodily members, then to which of his members does itsevil

come

first?"
(2)

Ohrmazd said: "Because in the human body the organ of the tongue is
2

the most valuable, then it comes first to the tongue
(3)

And this also he asked:

"Then where does it come?"

(4)

And Ohrmazd said to him: "Then it comes to the heart,

3

and then it

comes to his stomach.
(5)

"And spoilt and hateful children are born of him, because he sins and
does not perform good deeds."

(6)

4

"If people do good deeds, then to which of their members does the
goodness come first?1'

(7)

Ohrmazd said: "It comes first to the tongue, because the tongue has
been created best of all the organs, and then it comes to his heart,
and then it comes to his stomach, and then to his whole body.

(8)

"And well-brought up, dutiful, law-abiding and sociable children will
be born of him, because he does good deeds and does not sin."

3!?8

Chapter 4

4.1-2

On Forbearance
(1)

Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t: "If [someone] were to deceive you in the
/

world, and intend to do you harm — that is, deprivation of property —
then he would be your enemy; speak to him mildly and according to the
law, for if you speak mildly and according to the law, then you can
better oppose and defeat him than if you were to speak to him angrily
and harshly.
(2)

For if a man of good faith pleads his case, and during the conduct and
delivery of the case complains bitterly and pleads the case improperly,
then that is worse for him than for a man of bad faith who pleads his
case properly and [yet] has injustice in his action; for the sin of a
man of deceitful intention arises from ill-will towards someone.

It

would be the same (lit. ‘thus’) in the case of both, one [is guiltyj
of stealing property, and the other of bearing ill-will towards someone."^

Chapter 5

5

Old Age
Ohrmazd said this also to Zardu£t: "In the world there is no one by
whom this can be done, (namely) that he says this to a person:

'You

remain alive, I shall pass away as your substitute' : because everyone
passes away from the world, except those who are created immortal.^
Even one who is saved from all evils, then even he is not saved from
- 2
old age; for Zarman undertook (to do this) from Ahreman (saying):
'In everything in the end I destroy everyone; from me, (I) who am
3
Zarman, escape is not possible'. Let them do good deeds, because it
is through those that the soul can be (in existence); in no way will
the body come to one's help."

4

Chapter 6

6.1-4

On Breaking Covenant
(1)

ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd:

"How many kinds of breaking a covenant are there?"

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "Six kinds.

(3)

This also is revealed: when someone breaks a covenant with someone, [the
retribution for] that is very swiftf then it will come upon him within
nine years.

(4)

This also is revealed:

if a man commits (this) sin and crime -(that

breaking a covenant - i t comes upon the children who are born to him
after the committing of the sin and crime.

is)

Chapter 7

7.1-6

The Man of Good Religion and the Maraarpan
(1)

This also is revealed (when) something occurs to a man of the Good
f

Religion, and he does not know whether doing it is a good deed or a
sin, if it is something of the kind which can be postponed when he
does not do it, and he is able to postpone it, then it should not be
done but postponed; if he has something of the kind which cannot be
postponed, if he has sought and consulted with a dastwar, (if it is)
sinless, if he does it, then it will not go to his account; if it is
*sinful then it goes to his account, and it mag be cancelled from his
account through the decision.1
(2)

(When) someone goes over from the faith to which he belongs to another
2

faith, he is margarzan,

because he is deserting the faith of the Good

Religion, and he is taking up *this bad faith; on account of taking up
the worse faith he thereby becomes margarzan.
(3)

For that faith which came to him through inheritance, then thereby he
does not himself become a sinner, and on this day when he takes up

(4)

another, through that

(act) he is a sinner

And when someone (who

is) margarzan comes to the faith of men of the

4
Good Religion, immediately he becomes righteous.
(5)

(As regards) the Good Religion, then this (is) the greatest virtue of
it, when one accepts it so that one performs worship,then that worship
S removes and sweeps away all sin from one's account, like a swift and
strong wind when it blows over a plain and sweeps and bears away; and
likewise indeed that worship makes the man's soul pure from sin,5

(6)

It is revealed that on the day when one performs a ya£t of *Nabarv6
the amahraspands come down from Garodman and carry the soul to Garodman.
their own place, three times in that one day, and they bestow goodness
upon one and they give one reward and recompense.

Chapter 8

8,al-8

Xwedodah 1
a(l)

£
And (as for) an infidel, this is the greatest virtue, if he comes from
the law of evil religion to the Good Religion; and (as for) the man
of the Good Religion, after he has performed worship this is the
greatest virtue, if he performs xwedodah, for on account of that
xwedodah, which is so venerable and marvellous and very great, (there
3
is) the smiting of dews .

(2 )

And (as for) Ohrmazd, (with regard) to performing xwedodah, it is
revealed that when ZarduSt sat before Ohrmazd, and Wahman and Ardwahi^t
and Bahrewar and Hordad and Amurdad and Spandarmad are sitting around
Ohrmazd and Spandarmad sits at his side, and she put her

hand upon

his neck, ZarduMt asked Ohrmazd; "Who is this who is sitting at your
side to whom you are so dear, and she is also dear to you?
(3)

L.

"You who are Ohrmazd do not turn your eyes from her, and shedoes

not

turn (hers) from you; you who are Ohrmazd do not release her from
(your) hand and she does not release you from (her) hand."
(4)

And Ohrmazd said: "This (is) Spandarmad,

who (is) my daughter and my

Queen of Paradise, and the mother of (my) Creation."
(5 )

ZarduMt said: "Since in this world they call this a most perplexing
S'

thing, how (do you answer) you who are Ohrmazd, if you are asked?"
(6 )

Ohrmazd said: "0 Zardu^t, this should have been the best thing
enjoyed by mankind.

(7)

_ _ 6
"Since from the creation onwards, Mahle and Mahleni practised thus,

you also should have practised thus, because when that thing was
altered by mankind then they should not have altered it\
(8 )

"Just as Mahle and Mahleni practised xwedodah, so mankind should have
practised thus; all mankind would have known its own lineage and stock,
never would a brother have been abandoned in affection by his brother,

7

nor a sister by her sister.

8.a9-C4

(9)

"For all

nothingness, emptiness and drought came to mankind on that

account,

when men came to them from an alien land and from an alien

province

and from an alien country, and they married, and when they

take their wives away, the fathers and mothers (of the women) wept,
with these (words): 'They are taking our daughter into captivity'
b(l)

This also (is revealed), that xwedodah is so miraculous, it is the
salvation from hell from the most grievous sin such as death-deserving
e
sorcery.

(2)

And exclusion from Hell, i.e. exclusion from the dews, comes into being
at that time (even) if from his desire to practise sorcery (a person)

- a
was made margarzan.
(3) And if they practise xwedodah, they are thereby saved and excluded
from Hell, the prison of Ahreman and the dews; xwedodah is such a
miraculous (thing).
c(l)

ID
In one place it is revealed that Ohrmazd said to Zardugt: "These are
the four best things: worship of Ohrmazd the Lord; and offering
firewood and incense and oblation to the fire; and satisfying (the
needs of) the priest; and he who practises xwedodah with (his) mother
or daughter or with (his) sister.

(2)

"And of all those he who practises xwedodah is greatest and best and
foremost."

(3)

And xwedodah is so miraculous, (it is a) smiting of Ahreman, the dews
and the evil of mankind, for the sake of Ohrmazd the Lord and all the

ir

yazads; every time they commit sodomy (it is) with all the dews, ^hunger
and trouble and thirst and old-age and sickness and illness and ruin
and oppression by xrafstars , and all the other evils which are in the
world, increase £as a result of] sodomy.
(4)

It is revealed that if all the xrafstars in the world, to the height

8 ,c.4- d.7

of a mountain, die and all the poison and stench and filth were to
go to one place, the stench would not reach Ohrmazd and paradise,
(5)

When men commit sodomy, the stench from the sodomy goes to the world
of hostile powers.

(6 )

Just as today the most evil (comes) from sodomy, so when Solans comes,
all men will practise xwedodah, and every demon will be destroyed
through the miracle and power of xwedodah.

d(l)

This also is revealed, that a man practises one xwedodah [with} (his)
mother and one with (his) child, (his) daughter; the one with his.mother
is superior to the other because he who has come from (her) body is
nearer to her.

(2 )

For it is revealed that when the accursed Ahreman committed sodomy
with himself, then it was more grievous than his committing it with
-

the dews .
(3)

That (xwedodah) which is (practised) with the daughter is superior to
that which he practised with the (woman who is his) sister but who is
not his child.

(4)

Assuredly a daughter who was born of (his own) mother, when the father
practises (xwedodah) with the daughter who was born from his own copulation,
so it is superior to that (first copulation) when he is not her brother.
When a sister and brother are of the same father and a different mother,

(5)

then it is (the same) for them, and when they are of the same mother
and different father, then it is the same for them.
(6 )

If a man's daughter is born illegitimately from the wife of another
person, when that time (comes) when he takes her in marriage, then
the authority, then the merit of xwedodah is his, and the sin of breaking
covenant is fchis in the child's (account), like the xwedodah.j^
7

(7)

Also the soul of a child who dies before (the age of) seven years, then

8 .d7-e7

its soul remains in the sun station; and if the father is righteous
(it goes) with the father to Paradise; and if the father is wicked,
if the mother is righteous, it goes with the mother to Paradise; if
its father and mother are both sinful it goes with the father and
mother to Hell.
(8)

There was a dastwar who said thus: "If they found a name-fire for it
(i.e. the child), they kill a xrafstar in its soul, then its soul
becomes separate from the mother and father; it does not go to Hell."

(9)

There was a dastwar who said; "That is because of one's own good deeds,
for it is revealed in the Avesta that love belongs to Ohrmazd when a
father nurtures a child.

Then he thus established that for seven years
j
its soul is with the father and mother; indeed the souls of children
are like infants.

e(l)

16

And xwedodah is so miraculous, concerning Yim it is revealed that when
the glory of sovreignty went from him, he was with Yimag his sister.
He went to flee from the assembly of Dahag, mankind, dews and parigs
to the var, that is the lake.

(2 )

And he was sought by them in Hell, and he was not seen; and he was
sought by them among mankind and water and earth and cattle and plants
and in the mountains and in the river-beds, and he was not seen by
them.

(3)

Then Ahreman brayed; "I think this, Yim is in the var, that is the lake."

(4)

And a dew and a parig undertook this saying: "We shall go and seek Yim."

(5 )

And they crept off and went, and when they approached that var where
Yim was, that var which was the water of Tir, Yim said; "Who are you?"

(6)

And they said: "We are those who are just like you, who have fled from
the hands of the dews • we too have fled from the dews .

(7)

Let us be united.

"And you give this sister in marriage to me, that I also shall give
this (woman) to you."

'•J \ s

8 ,e8-gl

(8 )

And Yim, because he did not distinguish the dew from men, then made
the parig his wife, and gave his sister as wife of the dew.

(9)

And from Yim and that parig, the

14
bear and *monkey and Gandavw and

u
r'l
goswar were born; from Yimag and that dew the tortoise and cat and
*11

hawk and frog and leech

and also many other

xrafstars were born;

and Yimag saw that that dew was evil and she must seek a separation
(from) him.
(10) And one day, when Yim and that dew had been drinking wine, then (it

was that) she changed places and clothes with those of the parig ,
and when Yim came he was drunk, unknowingly he slept with Yimag who was
his sister, and the merit of xwedodah came into the case; many dews
were defeated and died, and at once they (i.e. those two demons)
crept away and fell back into hell.
f(l)

This also is revealed in the Avesta, that Zardu^t asked Ohrmazd: "Much
thought, much speech and much action, then, is prescribed by you who
are Ohrmazd, as being necessary to think, speak and do; of all thought,
speech and action, which is the best to think, speak and do?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said: "Much thought, speech and action, then, is prescribed
by m e , 0 Zardust; of that thought, speech and action which must be
thought, spoken and done, that is best and most excellent him who
performs xwedodah1
1
.

(3 ) For it is revealed that the first time he has intercourse, one thousand
- 2-4
dews die, and two thousand sorcerers and parigs; when he has intercourse
twice two thousand dews die, and four thousand sorcerers and parigs; when
he has intercourse three times, three thousand dews die, and six thousand
sorcerers and parigs; when one has intercourse four times, manifestly
the man and woman are blessed (i.e. in heaven).
9 (1 )

Thus he says, (one of) those who may give the son to the mother -

8.gl-h3

for physical intercourse: "So that we shall not have fear of Hell, and
the sins we have committed shall go from the account, and at the
v
Cinwad Bridge we will

be /pure inj heart, and a good and seemly place

shall be ours, and we

well propitiate Ohrmazd and

Ahreman."

_

cause torment for

So (too) says the mother to (her) son if she speaks righteously

"I give (myself) to you" for physical intercourse, just as has been
said, "you, my son."

So says the father to (his) daughter; *so says the

brother to her who is

(his) sister; /jsoj says the

sister to him who

is (her) brother, just as I have written.
(2)

From that act of xwedodah there is such a smiting and tormenting of dews ,
if, afterwards those men and women become sorcerers and unlawfully
kill and thousand sheep and cattle at one time, and give offerings to
the dews, on account of that smiting and tormenting which happened to
them (i.e. the dews ) as a result of xwedodah,

then for them (i.e. the

dews) the satisfaction is not complete, and for them it is not (possible)
to believe; "Their souls will come to us".
h(l)

V-T

16
He who maintains xwedodah in marriage for one year, thus it is as

though by one third of all this world, with water, with plants and with
v- - 17
corn, then, has been given by him as asodad to a priest; and when he
maintains (xwedodah) in marriage for two years, it is as though by him
two thirds of all this world, with water, plants and corn, have been
given as asodad to a priest.
(2)

When he maintains (xwedodah) in marriage for three years, thus (it is)
as though all this world, with water, with plants and with everyxthing,
have been given as aSodad to a priest.

(3)

When he maintains it in marriage for four years, and he has performed
worship, then manifestly his soul goes to Garodman - and if not, then
(at least) it goes to Paradise.

8,il-m2

i(l)

Zardulst asked Ohrmazd; "If (there is) a man of xwedodah and he has performed
worship, and he offers a service, then is his merit such as though he
had offered it without xwedodah? What is the rule?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said:"(It is) just as if it had been offered by one hundred
men without xwedodah,

(3 )

Zardu£t asked this also of Ohrmazd; "How is it when a man of xwedodah
performs an afrin?"

(4)

(Ohrmazd) said: "(It is) just as if one hundred men without xwedodah
are performing the afrin."

j(l)

And he asked this also; (As for) those who give help, they counsel
and convert to xwedodah, and on account of their words (someone)
practises xwedodah, what is the merit?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said; "Then his merit is just as if there were one hundred
priests each of whom has one hundreddisciples, and he keeps them

(all)

in food and clothing for one winter."
k(l)

Zarduit asked this also of Ohrmazd: "(As for) those who prevent people
from performing xwedodah,and on account of their words (someone) does
not practise xwedodah, then what is their sin?"

(2 )

"Then their place is Hell."

1 (1 ) In (one) passage it is revealed that (he is) wiser than the wise, more
righteous than the righteous, he in whose thoughts, words and deeds the
dews are least powerful; and Ahreman and the dews are least powerful
in the body of him who is [a man of] xwedodah and by whom worship has
1-2
been performed.
m(l)

(It is) revealed in the religion that at that [jzime] when Zardu&t came
from the presence of Ohrmazd the Lord in one place of the world where

<14

__

he had gone, he then said this: "Praise the religion, practise xwedodah!
(2 )

"And I speak of the good (man), and the devout; as for negligent and bad

369

8,m2-03

men, then by them this was said harshly; 'A thing which is so hard and
grievous in our law, xwedodah, is not to he practised,'
(3)

n
.
r \
&
Then this also(is)a grievous thing; as the most excellent (thing)
of everything it is said that it must be practised.

(4)

"This is revealed to me also, that in all the law and belief of those
confessing the faith, although by them (i.e. the negligent) that is
then called the most grievous sin, in this law and belief of good
(men), i.e. that of Mazda-worship, it is called the most excellent
and the best good deed*

n( 1)

This also is revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu^t:
"Perform the doing of good deeds,"

And Zardu^t said: "Which good deed

shall I perform first?"
(2 )

Ohrmazd said: "Xwedodah, because of all those good deeds it should
be performed first; for in the end it is through xwedodah that all who
are in the world join the religion."

0(1)

This also is revealed in the religion, that Zardu^t said to Ohrmazd:
"In my eyes it is bad and hard and strange that I should make xwedodah
so prevalent among mankind."

(2 )

Ohrmazd said; "In my eyes also (it would be) as in yours, except for
this (reason) that it is the most excellent thing of all; then let
it not be difficult and hard for you,:

(3)

"Be diligent in practising xwedodah and others too will practise
diligently."^

Chapter 9

9.1-10

Merits of Services
(1)

This chapter, where I write in detail, as I know and can explain from
i
the & vesta, about the merit of (the ceremonies of) worship, and about
those which minimally I perform„

(2)

-

Whoever celebrates a Dron

1

(service), then (it is) one tanapuhl

2

merit

for him, and its wondrousness and victoriousness and power and strength
are so great that the Spirit of the Dron, when the sun goes in and
Ahreman comes out from Hell to the world, and the dews in numbers like
(the
(3)

hairs in) the

mane of a horse, for the destruction of the world,

the Spirit of the Dron, when the service is performed, does battle with
those dews, ninety-nine times he struggles so fiercely.

He strikes

those dews to (hit) the ground like flies, and like hail when it falls
upon the earth.3

(9)

4
And if ('there is) gosodag -and dron, it is very meritorious, and the

5
§numan

of Lord Ohrmazd is a blessing and merit of 300 (staters).

Because of the greater merit of dron and goSodag it is liberality and
righteousness towards the yazads , and if one increases the recitation of
the Avesta in more gahs (i.e. watches of the day) it creates more joy,
and the dron of three danags ' weight (has) the merit of three (ordinary)
drons .

There was one who called (the service) *The Lesser Worship

If the service with a broad dron is undertaken, then the merit of the
number of Dron (services) is to be twice the number of Dron

(services

performed); and if the number of the drons is double, then its merit is
to be double the number of Drons (performed).

The merit of an (act of)

worship without zohr^ is to be 100 tanapuhls , the merit of one with zohr
is to be 1000 tanapuhls .
(10) To perform worship is so great and important, now in particular, and
valuable, that it is revealed in the Avesta that when a man is fifteen

9.10-16

years old and has not performed worship, then food and water should be
given to him in the manner (appropriate) to dogs and birds.

85

_

(11) The merit of a Wi sparad

(service) without zohr (is) 1,000 tanapuhls ,

that which is with zohr (is) 100,000 tanapuhls .
(12) The

merit of a Hadoxt^ (service) without zohr (is) 2,000 tanapuhls

that which is with zohr (is) 200,000 tanapuhls .
(13) (As for) a D w a z d a h - h o m a s t (service) without' zohr, then its merit is
200,000 tanapuhls , that which is with zohr (is) 1,000,000 tanapuhls *
(14) The merit of a H a m a g - d e n (service) with ten-Homast is to be one
hundred times as much as that of one Homast; and the merit of a Hamag-den
(service) of ten-Homast with zohr is to be one hundred (times that of)
a hamag-den (service) of ten-Homast without zohr; the merit of a
Hamag-den (service) of one-Homast without zohr is 1,000 tanapuhls ,
that of one-Homast with zohr, 100,000, that of ten-Homast without zohr,
100,000, that of ten-Homast with zohr, 1,000,000.
(they recite, the more) they increase merits.

The more the Avesta

That of ten-Homast with

zohr (is) as (I have) written; for this reason, when one Hamag-den
(service) is celebrated, then all sins disappear from one's account,
except the margarzan sin
(15) When merit is a thing so great, (it is yet) so easy to perform in that
there is so much merit in one Hamag-den ceremony.

Then when the human

soul comes to the Pinwad Bridge,they put (his) sin and merit into the
balance, and if the merit is more by a little as a single

thread of a

spindle, they lead him off to Paradise; if his sin is more by as }ittle
as a single eyelash and (indeed) the tip of that eyelash, then they lead
him off to Hell.
(16) Just as it is easy to do good deeds, then it is easy to sin also, and
it is necessary to be diligent in doing good deeds and refraining from
sin, for if one refrains from sin, one will not go to Hell.
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Chapter 10

10.al-b3

On Truthfulness and Charity
a(l)

This chapter: ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Which is the one virtue that is
best for mankind?"

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "Truthful speech^ is best, because in truthful speech
there is honour in the world and good life

2

and salvation in Paradise;

and 'as for your descendants and progeny, by doing meritorious works
it will be better for their families, and your soul will be truly
blessed."

For he who is condemned as regards material things for the

sake of truth, it is better for him than for one who is condemned as
3
regards the soul for the sake of falsehood , because it is possible to
amass wealth again, but when people die, (their) souls pass on.

Then

there is no help for it.
(3)

For (it is) revealed that no friend will be a friend to him, no brother
will be a brother to him, no father (will help) him as a son; and even
if their meritorious works are more than that by which they will be
righteous, when they have gone from the world, they cannot give (that
merit) one to another.

b(l)

4

This chapter: charity is a merit so great and valuable and renowned
that the coming of the yazads and good men, and the goodness of Ohrmazd
and the amahraspands are greater in the world from the houses of the
charitable.

If charity is performed righteously to the good and worthy,

(it is) goodness for the worthy; teachers and disciples will resort
to the houses of the charitable who are the righteous.
(2)

Every good action of theirs which they perform in the houses of the
charitable, it will be as though the charitable person who is righteously
charitable shall have performed it with his own hands.

(3) As for the charitable who are sinful

5

in their charity, who fgive toj

bad and negligent men, thieves and robbers come to (their) houses;
from that house (comes) affliction for Ohrmazd and the other yazads;

J fa
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the evil which those wicked ones think and speak and do in that house,
will be just as though the charitable man who is sinful shall have
performed it with his own hands,
c

This also is revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to Zardust:
"He who performs charity knowingly and discriminately like me, I who
am Ohrmazd; and he who performs charity ignorantly and without understanding
and indiscriminately fis like] Ahreman.

d(l)

This also (is) revealed in the religion, that when two men are contesting,
and one says: "Since I apply discrimination in giving, except that I
investigate thoroughly his goodness and character and means, until then
I do not give him anything", when he thus speaks with those words, he
will go to Hell.

(2)

The other one says: "I do not investigate whether he is righteous or
wicked, but he who undertakes from me (to perform) meritorious works, so
that he praises righteousness and afflicts the dews, and I do not know
of any sinfulness of his, then in a case of doubt, I consider him a good
man, and I give him food and clothing," when he speaks so with those
words, he goes to Paradise.

e

This also (is) revealed in the Avesta,that he who gives something to
a righteous man goes to Paradise. And he who gives something to
a sinner,

7

and does not know that he is sinful, when he comes to know

that he is sinful, then he must take it (i.e. the gift) back; if he
has to produce a witness (to prove his claim) that: "this thing was not
given by me to you," and he does so, whatever harm he (the sinful' man)
is able to do, (even if) he does it, let him not take possession of the
property,
f

This also is revealed in the religion, that charity is so miraculous,
that when one gives property to a good man, then immediately the sound

10 .f-k

of his words comes before Lord Ohrmazd, and they give him (i,e. the
man who is charitable) reward and recompense,
g

This also (is) revealed, that charity is so valuable that when Ohrmazd
[created] corn, its *stem was hollow (every) four finger-breadths,
and its ear was at the height of three lances, that is three reeds; the
—
— 8
dews went and ... that corn ... except what Mahliya and Mahliyan ,
seized in (their) fists, so that it (han) was not destroyed again by
them (the dews),

Ohrmazd solved the problem and Hadis, *who has been
9

_

granted (the reward) by the Righteous One , comes to Mahliya and Mahliyan
to find the solution to the problem; and he asked for corn, and corn
was shown (i.e. given) to him; and then the Spirit of Charity, and also
that Hadi§ and Dahman A f r i n ^ went to judgement, and they annihilated
and defeated the dews .
h

This also (is) revealed in the religion, that Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt:
"Charity is something so marvellous, there are thirty-three paths from
heaven to the dinwad Bridge, and everyone who is blessed on account of
meritorious action is able then to go on one path, and he who is blessed
on account of charity is able to go on all those paths"

i

This also (is) revealed, that he who performs a good' action and then
gives something to someone who has nothing, then all meritorious action
is in this.

j

This also (is) revealed, that

(a) man should keep (his) thought away from

sin, protect (his) tongue from words which should not be spoken, and
control (his) spirit from women; he should not strive so for the Sake
of (his) appetites (thinking) whatever he hears of must then be his.
k

This also (is) revealed, that

12

all men should behave with one another as

though they were brothers; they should enjoy (things) amicably, and they
should do what they ought to do, and perform meritorious works for the

lO.k-m

sake of the soul, and give gifts to righteous men, and behave towards
people without ill-will and without anger, and give things with
discrimination.
1(1)

This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu&t: "These five
things were created very beautiful by me: the sun when it rises; the
body of Yim when it was full of glory; when it has rained and water
has settled on the grass and the sun light falls upon it;
Mihr of the broad pastures, when he comes to a country and spreads
(lit. makes) friendship in the land; and the fire, red and blazing,
when they offer oblations to it at the Gahanbar (festival); (but)
more beautiful and more essential than those five things this was
created by me, the man who utters a true thing consciously through
knowledge.

(2)

"And these five things appeared to me very ugly; when a tomb has been
made on a plain, and a recently dead (body) is placed in it and it
remains there in a state of putrescence; when on a dark winter's
night enemies are on the road; the tongue of the tyrannical evil rulers
of Hel l , when in their anger they have given an order of evil rulers
cruelly with it (i.e. the tongue); when in a country people had no
love even when others did them good; and old-age when it has overtaken
someone and he has gone to the place(?)15; (but) more ugly than all
those things for me to behold was this thing, the man who consciously
utters falsehood."

m

This also (is) revealed, that charity is such a marvellous virtue, it
seems best for the earth when the charitable man walks over it, it
seems [best] for the wind when it reaches the body of the charitable
(man); it seems best for the woman when the charitable man is her
husband; it seems best for the horse when the charitable man upon it

draws the bow; and it seems best for the good animal when the charitable
man consumes its products; by the glory of charitable men the sun
travels best on its path, the moon also goes best on its course, the
stars go on their w a y s b e c a u s e the charitable are giving gifts,
the people of the earth are alive, and the young ones of birds survive
in the egg and out of -the egg.
This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t: "Whatever
charitable men give, I give them two-fold in return, and I store it
up."
This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said: "I honour the charitable.
When I have seen the souls of the charitable passing over Mount Harborz,
17
they have gone to Heaven (Garodman),"
This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said ."You are goodtO charitable
man, who approach more strongly and more victoriously than other souls."
This also (is) revealed, that Ohrmazd said to Zardu£t; "For the sake of
all men I say to you, who are Zardu^t, that Heaven, the Paradise of
Ohrmazd, belongs to those who give charity to righteous men."

Then

He also said this: "For the sake of all men I say to you, who are Zardu£t
that the Hell of darkness belongs to those who give charity to the wicked

Chapter 11

11,1-10

Penalties of Different Crimes
(1)

If men have untied their sacred girdle (kustig)* and have put on (only)
'
2
the shirt of one piece , the first step which they take, (it is) one
framan sin; the fourth step (it is) then one tanapuhl sin for them,
and then, until one stops it is not more than one tanapuhl sin,

(2)

If one stops, then goes, then the judgement for it is the same as that
for (the sin of) "running with one shoe",

3

in principle; then the

judgement for it is the same as for (the sin of) '*running (with the
kustig) untied'r, which is very bad, because (the sin of) " running with
one shoe,f decreases all the milk of females in the world,
(3)

(If) someone urinates standing (=on foot) then it is one tanapuhl sin
for him; and if someone urinates one span and two inches beyond the
sole of the foot, then it is one tanapuhl sin for him,

(4)

4

And (if) someone wastes his semen, then it is one tanapuhl (sin) for
him.^

(5)

And (if) someone spoils food and eatable things then it is one tanapuhl
sin,

(6)

(If) someone pours water at night towards the north, then it is one
tanapuhl sin for him.^

(7)

(If) someone takes or steals one drahm

from a man, (then it is) a sin

on the spot, and in (this world he must give four drahms

for (each

of) those he takes by force, and two drahms ■ for (each of) those he steals
(8)

7
If someone steals a sheep or takes it away, then it is a sin on the spot,
and he must pay back four-fold and two-fold,

(9) And (if) someone steals a horse

or takes it away, then spiritually

it

is a one stater sin for.him, and physically he must pay back four-fold
and two-fold,
(10) If someone steals a slave, then

spiritually it is one tanapuhl sin

him, and physically he must payback four-fold

and two-fold.

for

J>IO
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1
9
(11) And if someone gives a woman to a man,and the man

to whom he gives

'
9
her has received her as a righteous gift,then he gives the young woman
to a second man, and the young woman consents to being given to the
man, just as to that first man also, if he keeps her for the period
of one year, then the husband, the young woman and also that man to
whom she was afterwards given become margarzan; it is written in the
chapter (relating) to them, and by me the details are written below.

10

Chapter 12

12.1-6

On Breaking Covenant I I
(1)

If (someone) makes an agreement in friendship verbally with someone
and (then) breaks that covenant, every one of the descendants of that
man (shall) all (live in) fear for three hundred years, and (the
punishment for) that breaking of covenant will come upon them.

(2) Second, he who shakes hands to this effect, saying "Make a covenant
with me", and breaks the covenant, (it is) as I have written, for
six hundred years.
(3)

Thirdly, he

whooffersa sheep or goat,

2

saying; "Make a covenant

with me", and breaks the covenant, (it is) as I have said for seven
hundred years.
(4)

Fourthly, he who offers a cow or horse

3

to this effect, saying: "Make

a covenant with me", and breaks the covenant,(it is) as I have said,
for eight hundred years.
(5)

Fifthly, he

who offers five hundred drahms

4

to this effect saying:

"Make a covenant with me", and breaks the covenant,it is as I have
said, for nine hundred years.
(6) Sixthly, he

who offers a village

5

to this effect saying: "Make a

covenant with me", and breaks the covenant, it is as I have said,
a thousand years.

for

;JOU

Chapter 13

13.ai-8

The Affliction of Ahreman
a(l)

This also is revealed, that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Can the (sacred)
word and also other good actions be used in the same way as weapons?"^

(2)

And Ohrmazd said: "When it is used to smite the life

3

of Ahreman and

the dews”.
(3)

Zardust said: "What (causes) his affliction?"

(4)

Ohrmazd said: "When a yatha ahu.vairuo and an a&am vohu are recited
against himfthen he cannot do any sin or harm at all, and the
advantage which (comes) from this is well known.

(5)

4

"For there are many things which the wicked Ahreman created for the
purpose of damage to my creatures; and that which was from him, by
me profit was brought from it, there was great advantage and help
from it for my creatures, and serious disturbance and damage from it
for the creatures of Ahreman.

(6)

For it is revealed that Ahreman considered three things most grievous,
in this (way): "I shall always do (those things) to the creatures
of Ohrmazd from which the harm to Ohrmazd will be greatest”.

(7) (Yet) if those things had not been created by him,

5

it would have been

more advantageous for the wicked Ahreman, and there would have been
serious injury to my creatures by him.
(8 )

One of those (things is) when he created death, men died; (this was
advantageous) for it is clear [that] if greed, need, deceitfulness
and strife had been created and people did not die of old age, it
would have been necessary to kill, and all the people would have fought
and quarrelled all the time with one another, and would have said this:
"If we are not going to die, then we need more possession", and then
on account of fear of the other (person) a (hidingj hole would have been
necessary for all the people to preserve one's body,

and there would

hve been grievous harm for the existence of the creatures.

13.a9-b4

(9)

One of those (things is) when [he dried up] water, for if there had
not been a drying up [of waterj it would have covered all this earth,
and there would have been grievous harm from it.

(10) One of those things (things is) when he

extinguished fire,for if

fire had thus been burning, but had not

been extinguished, fire

would thus have covered all this world,

then everyone would have had

the fear of burning, and there would have been grievous harm and
suffering from it.
b(l)

This also is revealed, Ohrmazd said to Zarduit: "All men in the world,
as long as they are alive, then for them there are necessarily three
states.7

(2 ) *If they are healthy and they have no illness or punishment, then
all the goodness of the world is needed by them.
(3) 11If there is hardship and misfortune for them, then it is necessary for
them that (lit. 'when') their souls go from their bodies.
(4)

“And when their souls were at the (point of) severance (from the body),
and they were free of worldly desire (lit. without hope in/of the world),
then thereafter the blessedness of their soul is more desirable than
anything (else)."

Chapter 14

14,1-7

Slaughter of Gospand
(1)

(In a) passage it is revealed that Ohrmazd said to the beneficent
)

animals: "Give yourselves to the world so that mankind may eat you."
(2)

And the beneficent animals thensaw spiritually the

afflictions which

continually come to them now from mankind, and they disputed much with
Ohrmazd about (his) decision.^
(3)

Then Ohrmazd made a compact with them, namely:

2

"Give yourselves

(i.e. to the world); whatever sin you commit will not then go to
your account", so long as they had not given themselves.
(4)

And the beneficent animals said:

"The sins which we commit, to whose

account will they go?"
(5)

Ohrmazd said: "He who eats your

flesh and puts his hand into sin, all

the sins which the animal does go to his account."

3

(6) For he who has eaten (even) a small fish and sins, if a camel kills a
4
man then indeed it goes to his account.
(7)

It is not permitted to buy

meat from non-Iraniansand infidels more

than on one occasion;5 and to an infidel, unless you think that
otherwise he will die, you must not give anything at

all.

Chapter 15

15,ai-a9

Services which go to the Bridge; Margarzan Sins, and Confession
a( 1) This chapter: which services, if performed, go to the Bridget
f

(2)

_ _

*2

The Kwarsed,

_

^

^

Gahambar,

Rapihwin,

^

Sto£

^

and Frawardigan

services

go to the Bridge.
(3) The matter is this, that if one does not perform (these services)
one must pay the penalty at the iinwad Bridge, the end of which is

(4)

7
on the Lawful Summit, and below which is Hell.
Q
And when a man dies, (if) he confesses the sins which he has
committed, at the third dawn

9

he is led to the Lawful Summit, and he

is led to Heaven.^
(5)

He who has committed a margarzan^

(sin), and he confesses while in

the physical state, and he- is beheaded, then at once StoS should be
prepared and performed, and (thus he will be) saved; and if he confesses,
and it is not possible to behead him and in the spiritual state on the
third night

12

v

he is beheaded at the end of the (Cinwad) Bridge, then

also on the fourth fdayj Sto£ should be performed, and (thus he will
be) saved.^
(6)

And if he does not confess, he will go to Hell; he will be in Hell until
the Future Body.

(7)

14

15
And for a time he will be restored (to) corporeality,
and he will
be beheaded and he will be made to experience

16

the punishment of

Hell,
(8)

There was a dastwar who said: "He who has committed one margarzan .
(sin) will thus be saved; he who has committed two will not, because
he has killed a man in the physical state; unless he himself is killed
in the physical state in return, then he shall not have atoned for
that (crime)."

(9)

(There was) that (dastwar) who said: "(with) one margarzan (sin) he
may be saved, (with) two margarzan (sins) he will not," then he gave

oog.
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the reason for (this) thing, saying: "That man may be beheaded (only)
'
17
once in the physical state,"
(10) And that (dastwar) also who said: "(With) two margarzan sins he may
be saved", then he gave [the reason] for (these) things, [saying7*
"When (he is) in the physical state, he is beheaded bodily, and on
the third night,

18

in the spiritual state at the end of the Bridge,

(his) soul is beheaded
(11) And the religious leaders have all agreed upon this, that

if onehas

confessed, one does

not go to Bell, because (even) if the soul

is beheaded (once),

the soul can be beheaded (again) many times.

(12) If he has committed

many margarzan sins (but) he does not confess, he

will go to Bell, and in the Future body he will be restored to
corporeality, and for each one (of the margarzan sins) he will be
beheaded once, he will be made to experience the punishments of hell,
and (only then will he be) saved.
(13) He who does not celebrate the gahambar (festivals during) one year,
then for every single one (of the festivals not celebrated by him)
it is one owiri&t sin on his account, and those sins go to the Bridge;
until he has paid the punishment, he is not able to step upon the
Bridge.
(14) He who once in the day does not recite the Xwar£ed (niyayi^n), then it
is one framan sin for him; and if twice he does not recite it, then
it is two framan sins for him; and if thrice he does not recite it
(i.e. not at all), then it is one owiri£t sin on his account, and
that also goes to the Bridge; if he does not recite it all three times
on the next day, then it is just the same for him.
(15) And (if one does not perform) Rapihwin and Stog and Frawardigan, for
each one (the sin) is not more than one framan, and these also go to
the Bridge.

15.bl-dl

b(l)

When men go from the (physical) world, when account of their soQls is
taken, (it is) in this way, if their good deeds are more than their
sins, then they are led to Heaven,

(2)

18

— ■" 19
Those who are hamemal
(sinners) through (owing) debts, then in

the Future Body they should give alms
"of the soul"

19

20

; and (for) the sins and merits

then they will be given rewardfor the merit,

and they

will be punished for thir sin*
(3)

At the time of passing away men must confess before someone (*oy)
who knows by heart the religious law and commentary, and who is
very knowledgeable of (the degrees of) sin and merit, and he (the
sinner) should remember his sins one by one.

(4)

22

Everyone who is able should pay,

21

if a man is

then there will be no (true) confession by him,
alone
(5)

23

able and does not pay,
for (spoken) confession

is something for those who are incapable (of paying),

And for an offence against others a man must make amends, and he should
confess to it in the presence of the injured party; but for (the offence
of) adultery [he must givej compensation, for he must confess to that
in (the presence of) his own rad, and as he knows the wish of the
husband, he must then give compensation to the husband, to this end
so that his (i.e. the husband's) love for his wife and children may
24
not disappear.

c

If a man commits a sin for the first time, he (can) confess; and if
he does (it) a second time, he (can) confess; and if he does (it)
a third time he (can) confess; and if he does (it) a fourth time he
can confess; the fourth time then four times what he has done goes
back to the account.

d(l)

If a man confesses in detail on three days (i.e. times) all the sins
■ which he has committed, he is redeemed; then (if) he were to commit
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those sins again wilfully, then (the sins of ) all four times go back
to his account.
(2 )

When (men) confess, then they should first

confess margarzan (sins),

then they should confess other sins.
(3)

There was a dastwar who said: "It is revealed thus
if a man says:

by the Avesta that

'Once and for all I confess all the sins which have

assailed me', then he will have (truly) confessed."
(4)

There was a dastwar who said: "Unless a man has recounted one by one the
sins which he has committed and confesses, otherwise there is no
(true) confession in him." That also

e(l)

is revealed in the Avesta that a man should practise both these
*two (things); contrition, and avowal, i.e. confession.

25

(2 )

And contrition (is) this: when a man is contrite in thought.

(3)

And avowal is this: when on account of shame a man hangs down his head
(and) declares the sins which he has committed one

by one before the

spiritual teacher, the dastwar, and confesses.
(4)

There was a dastwar who said thus: "At the (time of a man's) passing
away, if his relative does this (i.e. on his behalf), then also it is
proper, for this reason, that as long as someone declares before his
26
(i.e. the dying man's) dastwar the sins which he has concealed,
they may go from his account."
It is revealed in the Avesta

27

that if the spiritual authority, the
2Q

dastwar, makes public a little of the sins

which that man recounted before

(him) in detail, (then) the dastwar of the man is margarzan.
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Chapter 16

16,al-b2

Gahambar and Offering
a(l)

Concerning the Gahambar* it is revealed that when (a man) prepares,
celebrates, consumes, and gives (to others) charitably and sincerely,
then the merit for him will be such as if he had offered a thousand
2

ewes with their lambs as a righteous gift to a priest,
(2 )

He who consumes, he who prepares, he who gives, then the merit will be
the same as this for him.

(3 )

3

If they celebrate a Gahambar among ten men, from this Gahambar until
that (next) Gahambar every meritorious action which one of those ten
men performs will thus be the portion of all (ten men), as if it had
been performed by them with their own hands, and if (they celebrate
the Gahambar) among a hundred and a thousand men, it will be just the
same.

(4)

And concerning the Gahambar, it is revealed that before the five days,
when they come m ,

4

all the created things of Ohrmazd, those which

are under the earth, such as the fox and the weasel and the stoat
and musk-rat

and all the other created things upon the earth, like

water and plants and beneficent animals and men, have (this) hope:
"By the spirit of the Gahambar we shall i n c r e a s e A n d

(it is) revealed

that the offering which is greatest and best is that of the Gahambar.
b(l)

(In) one passage (it is) revealed that Zarduit asked Ohrmazd: "Did you
ever make an offering?"

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "I did (so), for when I created the world

then I

made an offering when I gave the soul to Gayomard, then I made an
offering; when you, Zarduit, were born from your mother, then I made
an offering.
an o f f e r i n g ^

When you received the religion from me, then I made
The offering is so marvellous [that] (in) all works

and judgements that men perform righteously, then at the beginning they
should make an offering.

16.b3-b9

(3)

For it is revealed that an offering (which is made) by three men, then
ten thousand frava£is of the righteous come to i t .

(4)

Zardu&t asked this of Ohrmazd: "(When) an offeringgoes

tothe yazads ,

then what is the sign of this?"
(5)

And Ohrmazd said: "One sign (is) when rain is needed, during the offering
it rains.

(6) "And this also is a sign, when those who are making an offering, and
among them there has been discord beforehand, during the offering
they make peace.
(7)

"And this also is a sign, when a good, fine, worthy man,who has not been
invited to the offaring,arrives at that offering as a fellow guest,
and they receive him and treat him well."

(8) And this also he asked: "(When) an offering goes to

the dews, then

what is the sign of this?"
(9)

9
And he said: “When the flat clouds which should have rain in them
9
produce *lightning;

(people) fight and quarrel with one another

during the offering; wicked men arrive at the offering.
it- is so, the offering is gone to the dews".

And whenever
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Chapter 17

17,al-c

Performance of the Ya£t
a(l)

This chapter; a seven year old boy should not perform the worship; an
eight'year old should do so.'1'

(2)

The woman who has performed the worship, she need not then perform
niyayeS of XwarSed and AtaxS i Warahran;2 and they (i.e. women) should
3
not celebrate and partake of the Ustofrit, and they should not
_ 4
perform the service which is with zohr because they are not to be
5
allowed into the fire-sanctuary;
and they should celebrate the
Gahambars , and they should celebrate Rapihwin outside, if it is being
celebrated within (the fire-sanctuary), they are authorised (only) if
they do not go (in); (in) all the offerings in which the afrinagan
should be said, such as the Gahambars , and Nog-Nabar and the yearfestivals and Frawardigan and the Ustofrit they should not occupy the
front places .

b

This also Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "I commanded both men and women,
saying:

'Perform worship!' rather than to men (alone), because after

fifteen years (of age) marriage for women^ seems preferable to recitation
of sacred words and performance of worship; for no-one in the human
race will be righteous and worthy of heaven who has not learned by
7
heart the Gathas , 0 righteous Zardu&t, except for that man who is without
sin through performing worship and who gives something, and he says:
'perform worship on my behalf1
/; that worship is called 'the world has
thus been bought' "
c

This chapter: if those in authority and powerful lords coerce men
against their will into a contract of marriage,

9

if they conclude that

contract of marriage, to do (so) is best, or (if not, it is better)
if they leave the city and land and go away; and (it is) true that it
is a difficult thing for (the man) who marries under pressure from
kings.
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d(l)

But it is revealed in the Avesta that Ohrmazd spoke thus to ZarduSt:
t
"Perform the worship of that being, which if you do, you will be certain
that you will attain to heaven."

(2 )

Zardu£t said; "Which (is) that (act of) worship?"

(3)

Ohrmazd said; "Perform the worship of the Creator Ohrmazd, for everyone
is agreed upon this, that one should perform the worship of the
Creator Ohrmazd.

(4)

And take care of the beneficent animals, for if (everyone is) not
agreed concerning the soul., even then (they are) agreed concerning
the body; it is revealed that if beneficent animals have access to
water and fodder, from beneficent animals there is food and clothing
(for people).

(5 )

And make intercession for the poor, for everyone is agreed upon this,
that one should make intercession for the poor and give something
to the dastwars , for everyone is agreed upon this, that one should
(give) something to the dastwars ; they conduct matters most beneficially.

(6 )

For everyone

is

agreed

to

this,

that everyone should consider

the greatest good.
(7)

For if they act oppressively towards (a man) and he leaves the place
and goes away, and evil rulers order (judgement of) the case of that
person: "He is the person by whose action there will be desolation for
the city and land, and harm to people, and damage to property, that
man who leaves the city and land"; and if he had not left the city and
land

on account of (their) doing that act (i.e. the act of oppression), he

could not have caused that harm and damage and desolation to the city
and land and people; and (since) he, out of self-'interest, when there
is no danger of death for him, does not perform his proper activity
then the injury and loss to people in that city goes to (his) account.10
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(8 )

B'or he should consider the greatest good, for Ohrmazd and the amahraspands
consider the greatest good, and they know that (it is) for the greatest
good (that) they are doing those things for the benefit of the world,
from which there is benefit for mankind,

(9)

For they make rain, and many a person dies in the rains, the rivers
carry away many a person, many a person dies in the waters, and eventhen, because the making of rain is very beneficial, Ohrmazd and the
amahraspands ~ for the sake of the making of rain - Ohrmazd and the
amahraspands struggle and do battle none the less with Ahreman and the
dews.

(10) In the Avesta it is revealed that if a foreign enemy comes and they
intend to take prisoners and (cause) great damage in the land of Iran,
and (our) warriors go towards them to restrain them, many are. they who
kill many of (our) warriors, and even then,because of the greatest
good,(if) the foreigners come and destroy the fire of Warahran and
(kill) the righteous man, and they take prisoners and (cause) harm in
the land of Iran, the warrior who does not fight and (who) flees is
margarzan; he who does (his duty), and is killed in battle, he is
blessed,^
(11) This is the greatest good which also man should consider, if a foreign
enemy is appointed (to govern) in his city, and he causes damage and
destruction in his city, and (yet) there is no danger of death for
hims himself, and he (nevertheless) abandons the city to the enemy and
goes away, (though) being able to restrain (the enemy), and there is
damage to the fire of Warhran and the righteous man and beneficent
animals

and water and plants, that man must atone (for the injury he

has allowed),* and concerning this I have said that, when there is no
danger of death for him, then he is not justified unless he does (his
duty).
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(12) In the Avesta

it is revealed that if a fellow countryman has a farthing

for himself,and the loss to other people is one thousand, then he is
justified if he does not help them; when he has a profit for himself,
and men are in possible danger of their lives,£he is not justifiedj
unless he gives away his wealth and helps them; and if he is in possible
danger of his life, and (other) people (are) in certain danger of their
lives, he is not justified unless he forfeits his life, saying "I
shall help them"; when he is in certain danger of death, and (other)
people too are in certain danger of death, he is justified if he
does not act.
.(13) And it is revealed that when Ohrmazd fashioned and created

12

in time

the men of this time which is so difficult, then the fravaMis of the
men of this time stood before Lord Ohrmazd in complaint.
(14) Those frava£is were satisfied by Lord Ohrmazd with these two things:
one (was) that, when he said: "For the good deeds which you perform,
13
then I shall give you more reward and recompense",
and one (was) that,
when he said: "I shall fashion for you in that time the man

14

by whom

you will be saved from that distress; when the needs of the yazads
have been revealed through him, if you should turn yourselves away
from those matters, you will be sinners thereby"; because the frava&is
of those men were satisfied with those reasons; when Ohrmazd spoke.

J7J

Chapter 18

18,al~c4

The Value of Fire
a(l)

This chapter: about the value of establishing the Fire of Warahran1
(in) one passage it is revealed that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: “Is the
world better or the Fire of Warahran?"

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "The Fire of Warahran is better than the world."

(3)

Zardubt asked: “Why?"

(4)

Ohrmazd said: "For this reason that if the Fire of Warahran had not
been, there would not have been the ordering of the world."

And (in)

“ 3
a passage it is revealed that Zardubt said to Wibtasp the king of
kings: "In every place and time establish the Fire of Warahran, do not
3
hold yourself back from establishing the Fire of Warahran, for no

living person would ever have remained in the world, neither he who
is

prosperous and rich nor he who is needful of what is beneficial -

if the Fire of Warahran had not been created by me, for (it is) on a
account of the Fire of Warahranif at night it is possible (for a man)
to come and go, (and it is) on account of the Fire of Warahran if
Ardiiwang

4

is a guest in the house."

5

This also is revealed, just as the coming of the royal messengers

6

is

swift, (so) also is the coming of the yazads to the dwelling of the
Fire of Warahran.
c( 1)

The Fire of Warahran is so wonderful, when it is made to blaze up
at midnight, it smites Ahreman, and it smites the 99,999
£
and diseases of Ahreman.

(2)

If incense

9

7

offspring

is put on the fire on that side where the wind comes,

that Fire of Warahran I'smites a thousand dewsj and twice as many
sorcerers and witches.
(3)

And if it is made to blaze up at midnight,it

smites athousand dews

and twice as many sorcerers and witches.
(4)

And if the Aduroa10 is made to blaze up at midnight, itsmites a thousand
dews and twice as many sorcerers and witches.

oye
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(5)

11
And if it is made to blaze up not at midnight,
it cuts through the
darkness and blackness (and) lessens them.

d(l)

(In) one passage it is revealed that the fire is so venerable, Ohrmazd
12

created the body and soul of Firef

from his own heart and thought,

and he created its splendour and glory from the light of the Endless
Light
(2 )

And he made five (fires)
Garodman.

14

.

One (is) that which burns before him in

j.£>
and with this he makes true the essence of men;
and one

is that which is created in the body of men;

17

one is that by which

—
v
18
he smites the dew *£panjagr; . and one is that which is created in
19
water and plants; one is that which he desired to created on the
4.U 2 0
earth.

(3)

It is revealed that Ohrmazd held a meeting with the amahraspands ,
and (the yazad) Fire also was at the meeting.

(4)

And before Ohrmazd and the amahraspands he hung his head and wept.

(5)

The amahraspands sat around (the yazad) Fire and wept.

(6 )

When he saw that the amahraspands too were weeping, he stood before
Ohrmazd and wept.

(7)

And he said to Ohrmazd.* "You, the beneficent, are going from this wicked
-21

world to Garodman

which is free from assault, and you are leaving

me here.
(8)

"And they will treat me with unlawful treatment; and in the dwellings
of men, when the master of the house goes to sleep, then I should be
placed in (someone else's) care, (but) they will leave me to affliction;
and they will make me bright, and in order to search a house they will
bring me into the house, and (then) they will cast me away and extinguish
22

me,

"Second (is) that,when from that place where they should protect me, they

:>yj
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will bring me to another place, and they will not take care of me, and
?
I shall fall stunned there.
(10) "Thirdly (is) that, when wicked whores in menses

23

will approach

(me) and stench as great as a house will come to me from their whoredom,
and I shall be ill, and I shall (have to)consume filth.
(11) "Fourthly (is) that,when witch-whores are allowed to the fire-place3^
and they arrange (their) tresses and scatter(?) hairs, and I shall
(have to) consume their tresses and filth.
(12) J'And fifthly (is) that, when children come and throw foulness and filth
upon me, and I shall (have to) consume their foulness and filth,
(13) "Sixthly (is) that, when for blacksmith's work they pour dirty metal on
me, and they blow with (their) mouths, not with bellows, and grudgingly
and against my will I shall heat that metal.
(14)

"Seventhly (is) that, when.at the tested ordeal, when the innocent and
the guilty are declared by me, they will disagree, saying: 'Truly, he
has not acted with reason and justice.'

(15) "Eighthly (is) when they take me for toil and work,

25

and they bring

me as a spirit into the (physical) world and I am able to help the
wicked and the righteous alike."
(16) And this also he said: "0 Ohrmazd, do not create me in the material
world,

26

as the stars and the moon and the sun give light in the world,

27

so would I also do in a material form."
(17) When Ohrmazd had heard the complaint of Fire, he then said to the
amahraspands : "Since Fire is complaining in this way, and I cannot
create the creations in the world without Fire, what do you think is
better and more advantageous (18) “if I leave

this complaint and lament for

Fire, and create the creation

in the (physical) world, and he will have no complaint and lament? For
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me it is possible to remove this complaintand lament, if I do not
create him in the (physical) world.0
(19) And the amahraspands said: "It is better and more advantageous if you
create the creations in the (physical) world, than if Fire does not
complain and you do not create the creations in the (physical) world.
But Thou, O Ohrmazd, take Fire and establish him victoriously
a dwelling; thus we may help him."

28

in

And he took the fire of GuSnasp in

his hand and established him victoriously and he established the fire of
29
Farrobag and also that of Burzenmihr
with his own hands, and he spoke
blessings over them one by one, saying:"May you be the light of the
Creator and the goodness of the Creator in your own dwellings
(20) And he said to Fire: "Do good among men, in all dwellings and in all
villages and in all districts and in all lands; and they will honour you,
(those) who are the Water, the Plants and the fravaSis of the righteous,
when they (i.e. men) bring to you the offering, and when they present
to you wood, dry,which has been inspected in the light."
(21) Even then Fire did not agree to being created in material form in the
(physical) world, until Ohrmazd provided him with a safeguard, and made
him the lord at the gate of Heaven; and he gave him a mace, and he
ordered him, saying: "Everyone with whom you are not pleased, cast
down into Hell with this mace."

30

(22) And then he agreed to his being created in the (physical) world.
e(l)

(In) a passage it is revealed: "When someone establishes a Fire of
Warhran, the greatest possible number of fires which are unprotected
and uncared for should be collected by him.

(2)

31

There was a dastwar who said thus; "One thousand .and one should be
collected."

(3)

He who collects a fire, and brings it to the Adurog of the Fire of
Warhran, then (it is) a merit of 90 for him.
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(4)

(As for) someone who through negligence extinguishes (a fire),

there

was a dastwar who said thus: "He is margarzan."
(5)

If one extinguishes the fire of Warahran either through negligence, or
deliberately, or (in) whatever way, he is assuredly margarzan.

(6) If someone were to collect (the fires), the first that must

be collected

is the one threatened with cooking carrion.
(7)

And the second that by which unclean matter is cooked.

(8 )

And the third that by which polluting dung is baked.

(9)

The fourth that by which pots are fired.

(10) The fifth that by which bricks are baked.
(11) The sixth that from goldsmiths.
(12) The seventh (from) silversmiths.
(13) The eighth (from) swordsmiths.
(14) The ninth from ovens.
(15) The tenth from cauldrons.
(16) The eleventh from donkey-drovers

32

and *villagers.

(17) The twelfth from musicians (who play) before noblemen.
(18) The thirteenth from brave horsemen.
(19) The fourteenth from other work.
(20) And when he collects a thousand and one fires , at that
authorised to establish (them) victoriously, and if the tending is
entrusted to the faithful, (at) every gah and Gahambar he will be
able to give the pure offering (to it).

33

(21) And one can thus maintain it (as to) daily sustenance through wood and
incense whose body is as great as an average sized man('s body).
(22) If he establishes (it) when he cannot do all this, then he has no
authority to establish (it).
(23) If he has committed a margarzan sin, then he has no
establish it.

authority to

39«
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(24) If first he establishes the fire, then commits a margarzan sin, even if
its (i.e. the fire's) existence and maintenance is not from the wealth
of the margarzan sinner, then the dedication must be change and it is
left (by him i.e. withdraws from all responsibility for it).
f

34

(1)

And it is revealed that fire is so venerable, Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt;
"(As for) the soul,

35

that of whom seems best, if you could see it?"

(2)

And Zardu^t said: "That of KriSasp

(3)

“
37
—
Ohrmazd summoned the soul of Kri^asp,
and the soul of Kri§asp appeared;
on account of the torment which he had seen in Hell he (i.e. Kri'&asp)
said to ZarduSt: "Would that I had been a herbad
have been a power for my protection.

38

so that there would

For the sake of seeking a livelihood

I wandered continually through the world, and the world used to be
hateful in my sight, and the world used to-be frightened of my
miraculous power."3^
(4)

And Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, O soul of Krigasp, for you are hateful in
my sight, because my son Fire

40

was extinguished by you and you did

not take care of him,"
(5) And the soul of Krigasp said: "Forgive me, 0 Ohrmazd, and grant me that
which is the Best Bxistence, and grant me Garodman. I slew the horned
dragon,

41

which devoured horses (and) which devoured men.

And its

teeth were as big as my arms and its ears were as big as fourteen
felts, and its eye was as big as a chariot, and its horn was as big as
a bough in height.
(6 )

"And I ran so much through the day along (his) back until I* seized
his head in my hand, (I) struck him with a mace up on the neck, and I
slew him
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(7)

"And if that dragon had not been slain by me, then your whole creation
/

would have been destroyed by him, and you would never have found a
remedy against Ahreman."

43

(8 ) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, because my son Fire
(9)

was extinguished by you."

44

Kri&asp said: "O Ohrmazd, grant me that which is the Best Existence
~

45

~

and Garodman, for I slew Gandarw,

who devoured twelve villages at

one time,
(10) "When I looked into the teeth of Gandarw, then
hung on the teeth; and he seized my beard, and

(I saw) dead men were
I was dragged by him

to the sea, and for nine days and nights we struggled in the sea; and
then I prevailed upon Gandarw, (lit.: I was more powerful than G.)
(11) "And I seized the sole of the foot of Gandarw, and I flayed the skin
up to the head, and with it I bound the hands and feet of Gandarw,

46

and

-

47

I dragged (him) to the edge of the sea, and I entrusted him to Axrurag,
(12) "And I slept in the *nest of the horses, and Gandarw dragged off (my)
friend Axrurag, and dragged off this my wife, and he dragged off my
father and mother.
49
(13) "And I was wakened from sleep by everyone,
and I rose and I sprang
forward a thousand steps for every step, and eveything that was struck
by that which leapt from (under) my foot burst into flames.

I went to

the sea and I brought them back, and I seized Gandarw and slew him.
(14) "If he had not been slain by me, Ahreman would have become king over
your creation."
(15) Ohrmazd said; "Stand away for you are hateful in my sight, because my
son Fire was extinguished by you."
(16) Kri&asp said: "O Ohrmazd, grant (me) Paradise and Garodman, for I slew
the highway robbers,

50

who were so big in body (that) when they were

4U0
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going along, people thought that the stars and moon were below them and
that

/

the sun went below their ears, and that the waters of the sea came

up to their knees.

51

(17) "I was up to (the level of) their ankles, and I struck them on the ankles,
they fell down and smashed the mountains on the earth.
(18) "And if these fallen highway robbers had not been slain by me, Ahreman
would have become king over your creation."
(19) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, for you are hateful in my sight, because my
son Fire was extinguished by you."
(20) Kri^asp said: "0 Ohrmazd, grant me Paradise and Garodman *for I exhausted
and defeated the wind.

52

The dews deceived the wind, and they said to

the wind: 'Of all the creation, you are the most powerful'; then he thinks
like this: 'Nobody is more powerful than me! KriSasp is going over this
earth and he is despising the dews and men, and even you who are the
wind, then he is despising you.'
(21) "When the wind heard those words, it rushed out so violently that all the
trees and bushes which were in its path were uprooted by it, and
all the earth which was in its path was stirred up, and there was
darkness.
(22) "And when it came to me who am Kriiasp, then it was not possible for
it to lift up my foot from the ground and I stood up and held it
(the wind) upon the ground, and I

stood with both feet upon its belly,

until it made a promise saying: 'I shall go back underthe earth;
I shall do what Ohrmazd ordained,

namely, supportthe earth

heaven! (and) I shall not neglect

this.'

and tfre

(23) "And if I had not done this thing, Ahreman would have become king over
your creation."
(24) Ohrmazd said: "Stand away, for you are hateful in my sight, because
my son Fire was struck by you."
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(25) Krisasp said: "O Ohrmazd, grant (me) Paradise and Garodman for thus
it is revealed

in

the religion that when Dahag escapes from the

chains, then no one except me (will he) able to find a remedy against
him; for'that reason then grant me
(26)

Paradise and Garodman.

"And if it is not possible to grant me Paradise and Garodman, then give
me back the strength and supremacy

which was in life; for if

then,

you give back to me that strength and supremacy which was mine when
I was alive, I shall slay Ahreman along with the dews , I shall destroy
the darkness of Hell, (and) I shall make (it) good, and light, and alone
may be I shall reside in it and walk therein

53

(27) Ohrmazd said: "This I shall not give to you, 0 soul

of Krisasp,

for men are committing sins, and until men do not commit sins, it is
not possible to make you alive again, nor is it possible to make any
other men alive again; for the resurrection

54

will be brought about

thus, when all men are sinless.
(28)

"When men die, and their souls are unrighteous, then they lose all
their repose, and all (kinds of) torment and suffering are inflicted
upon them."

(29) When Krisasp had spoken of his own deeds in this manner, the spiritual
yazads and the physical yazads wept and Zardu£t Spitaman wept, and said:
"Since you are not a deceiver, will you be a deceiver in my sight,0 Ohrmazd
towards

the soul of Kri&asp? Since, if Krisasp had not existed physically

and spiritually, nothing of your creation would have had permanence
in the (physical) world."
(30) When ZarduHt had become silent again, Fire rose to his feet and spoke
of the sinfulness of KriSasp against himself, and he said: "I will
not allow him into Paradise."
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„
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And Fire dad said these many words, and the yazad Go&urwan
rose to
his feet, and said: "I will not allow him into Hell, for he did much
good to m e ."^ ^
(32) Gotsurwan had said these many words, and Zardubt rose to his feet, and
bowed to Fire and said: "I shall take care of you, and I shall speak
of your deeds in the world, and I shall speak of them to Wigtasp and
Jamasp, saying:

'(see) how Fire acted magnanimously when Krisasp confessed

and was forgiven by him.'"

57

(33) ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "(Who will be) the first arrived of those whom
you restore?"
(34) And Ohrmazd said: "He who is Kri&asp."
(35) And Zardu&t felt aggrieved, and he said to Ohrmazd: "Since- KriSasp's
deed was the killing of men,
arrived?"

58

why should you make him the first

59

(36) Ohrmazd said: "Do not be aggrieved, 0 Zarduitt, for if KriSasp had not
been, and had not done those many deeds which have been spoken of,
neither you nor any creature of mine would have had permanence (in
the world)."
g(l)

And it is revealed that a man should not be confident of his own
achievement 1

(2)

And it

(i.e. of acquired merit).

is revealed that an offence against an adversary

2

will be

expiated only when the adversary is satisfied by him; it is revealed
that the yazads also will consider the case of the greatest good.
(3)

And it

is revealed that when a yazad is (his) helper, then he will

not be

admitted to Hell.^

(4) And it
not be

is revealed that when a yazad is his adversary, then he will
admitted to Heaven.
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Since from establishing the Fire of Warahran a man will have this
benefit, when that help of the yazad is his, he will not go to Fell —
even then its (whole) value is not known.
(In) one passage it is revealed that Ohrmazd said; "I have not declared
- 4
then, the value of the Fire of Warahran, and if I declare the value,
then it is the basis of all prosperity, and the fruit of the manifestation
of all righteousness and the value of the existence of all the material
creation of the Holy Spirit.

Chapter 19

19

Carrying out the Dead
In one passage it is revealed that when the master or mistress of a
house dies in the house, he should not be carried out through the outer
door, for the fortune of the house will go out with it (i.e. the
dead body).^

Chapter 20

20,1-4

Making Offerings
(1)

In one passage it is revealed that if a man declares: l:If this goodness
'

-

-

i

comes to me I shall make an Ustofrit o f f e r i n g t h e n even if it does
not come to him, (even) then he should make it (i.e, the offering),
for the yazads are the granters of (real) benefit, not the granters
of wishes, and the yazads know well the interests of m en.
(2)

There was a dastwar who said that £if a man declaresj: "If this
benefit does not come to me, then I shall not make (the offering),"
he is authorised if he does not make it.

(3)

When an Ustofrit is recited, then one is not authorised unless one
gives bread also, and wine and herbs and rue, and whatever outlay
is necessary for that (offering).

(4)

And when the Ustofrit is performed, one is not authorised to give
to that person who has not performed worship or who has eaten while
chattering,3 nor to him also who is exposed as a thief^ and that which
they eat, as much as they eat that will not be /of any worth to them/,
and this is likewise so for the Dron, and if they (i.e, the offerings)
have not gone to them (i.e, the donors)
dogs and the birds.

5

they should be given to the

Chapter 21

21

The Killing of Evil and Good Creatures
5(1)

This chapter: /'whoever] kills a sodomite,then for him (there is) one
tanapuhl merit.^ (i.e. a merit which atones for a tanapuhl sin).

(2) Whoever kills a man who is margarzan, then for him there is one tanapuhl
merit.
(3)

Whoever kills a winged serpent,

2

then for him (there is) one tanapuhl

merit.
(4) And

whoever catches a frog in water, kills

it and takes

it out of the

water, then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit; if he kills it in
the water and he kills 1500, /then for himj (there is) one tanapuhl
/merit] .3
r

“

(5)

Whoever kills an ant, fthen for him] (there is) a merit of 90 (sters ).

(6)

Whoever kills a serpent, while reciting Avesta over it, then for him

4

(there is) one tanapuhl merit; if he does not recite Avesta over it,
(7)

if he kills twelve, then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.5

(8 )

If he kills 100 scorpions, *parasites, *turtles and ^ t o r t o i s e s t h e n
for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.

(9). If he kills a dung-worm,

7

(there is) a merit of 12 (sters),
8

(10) And whoever kills a chameleon,

then for him (there is the merit of)

the period of one month of the greater yast, that,is, chanting of the
Gathas.
(11) Whoever kills a *sea-*crab then for him (there is) one tanapuhl merit.

9

(12) Whoever kills [a snake which isj a dog-lizard, 10 then for him (there is
the merit of) the. period of one month of the greater ya£t, that is,
chanting of the Gathas ■
(13) Whoever kills a *turtle, then for him there is one tanapuhl merit.
(14) Whoever kills a worm-producing fly,

12

11

then for him (there is a merit

of) ten days of the greater ya£t, that is, chanting of the Gathas .
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21.al5~b6

(15) Whoever kills 100 cheetahs, then for him (there is the merit of)
the period of one year of the greater yaSt, that is chanting of the
Gathas .
(16) Whoever kills a carnon*-carrying cat,

13

then for him the merit is

such as if he had (killed) four lions of the wolf species; and if he
kills a cheetah of the wolf species, and a lion of the wolf species,
then as much as the body of a lion of the wolf species weighs, then
for him (there is) so much tanapuhl merit.
(17) And

whoever kills two bugs or two fleas, for him (there is) the

merit of one day of the greater yaMt, that is, chanting of the Gathas.
b( 1 )

This also is revealed, that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd: "Which of the
xrafstars of Ahreman lives longest in the *world?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said: "The ant and the serpent; and concerning both of them,
they live for a thousand years, the ant for 1133 years.
grow on the serpent;
upon the serpent.

14

Wings will

when wings have grown on it, then horns grow

Among the xrafstars of Ahreman it is so poisonous

/"that ifj one kills a snake of one fingers breadth, then for him there
is (the merit of) a day of the greater yaiSt, that is, chanting of the
Gathas .
(3)

Whoever kills a h e d g e h o g t h e n for him (there is) a five-tanapuhl^^
sin.

(4)

Whoever kills an otter or a fox, or a weasel, then for him (there is)
a two~and-a-half~tanapuhl sin.

(5)

17
Whoever kills a dog, then for him (there is) a four-tanapuhl sin. .

(6 )

Whoever kills a water-beaver, then for him (there is) a 150 tanapuhl
. 18
sirl.
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Chapter 22

22.1-4

The Omniscience of Ohrmazd^
(1)

This chapter, Zardust asked Ohrmazd; "Are you wise and omniscient?"

(2)

And Ohrmazd said; "I am wise and omniscient."

(3)

And Zardust said: "Of what nature is your knowledge?"

(4)

Ohrmazd said: "My knowledge is such that if they take all the milk
of every (living)

thing into one cup, *then one by one separately I

know how to tell *from whose breast (the milk comes); and if they let
all the water which is in the world (flow) into one place, I know
how to tell separate(ly ) one by one from which

spring (thewater

comes);

and if they compress (together) finely all the

plants which are in

all the world, I know how to put them back one by one in to their own
place."

Chapter 23
The Fate of the
(1)

23.1-H

Souls of the Righteous and the Wicked^

Zardust said: "Creator, you are omniscient and you know all things;
(when) the righteous pass away from the world, whither do their souls
go?"

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "For three days and nights the righteous soul sits in
that place where his head lies when his soul departs, he wears a white
garment, (and) he speaks these words: "It was good for me if I did
(my) duty, I belong to Ohrmazd, and according to his wish he therefore
treats me with goodness."

(3)

2

And on the first night they show him as much felicity as (that of) a
man who all his life then experienced the greatest felicity in the
world.^

(4) And on the second and third nights then it is the same for him.
(5)

On the third night, in (this) very place, it seems as if all the most
fragrant plants in the world were brought to this place, and he sits
amid those fragrant flowers, and he says: "This smell is so fragrant
and so pleasant which the breeze brings to my nose, and never in the
(physical) world did I experience a fragrance such as this."

4

(6)

Ohrmazd said: "That breeze and fragrance is brought from Paradise."

(7)

When the soul looks into that breeze, he sees a maiden whose whole
body is bright and comely, and her form is so lovely that never among
the creatures of Ohrmazd was anyone seen to be lovelier than her.

5

(8 ) And he asks: "Maiden, to whom do you belong?"
(9)

The maiden says: "Young man of good thought, good speech and good action,
I am your Action, I am yours."

(10) And the soul says: "By whose doing are you (made) so great and excellent
and victorious and lovely
(11) The

and sorrowless as

you seem to me?"

maiden says: "By your doing I am just as I seem to you.

6
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23.12-17

(12) "When you saw him who was performing demon-worship and who did not
carry out the wishes of his friends, and who slammed the door (on
them) and who did not give anything at all, then you sat down and
7
performed worship, and you gave something to the righteous man who
came from near and who came [from] afar, and I was lovely, and by
you I was made lovelier, I

was comely and by you I was

through the duty which you

performed.

made more comely

Until the Future Body [when]
Q

mankind will perform worship of Ohrmazd in the physical state,

day

by day it will become better for me."
(13) The first step which the soul takes, he steps into that place where
(are) the stars, in Humat, he takes the second step into that place
where is the moon, in Huxt, he takes the third step (in)to that place
where the sun, in HuwarSt, and he takes the fourth step inf to) Garodman.
which is light.

9

(14) And the souls of the righteous who have departed from the physical world
before him and are in Garodman then bring to him the pleasant fragrance,
saying: "You are welcome! and you have (done) well (to) come from the
tormented, afflicted, physical world to this place which is free from
torment and affliction, and for the Long Duration it will be well for
you."
(15) Ohrmazd says: "Do not ask questions of h i m f o r on account of love
and affection for (his) body when he came out of the

body, then it

was difficult for him; and give him food!"
(16) The souls say: "Which food shall we give him first?"
(17) Ohrmazd says:

"Give (him) mares' milk, and cream and

butter and sweet

wine, or butter which is prepared in springtime, first give him the
spring b u t t e r b e c a u s e for the souls of the righteous v/hen they depart
from the world, then for them until the Future Body this is their food."
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23.18-26

(18) ZarduSt asked this also of Ohrmazd: "When he who is wicked dies,
whither does his soul rush?"
(19) Ohrmazd said: "For three days and nights it sits in that place where
his evil head lies when his soul departs.

And a torn and foul garment

which rests on his two shoulders has then clothed him, and this indeed
he says: 'It was indeed evil for me when I did hot perform my duty,
I belong to Ahreman, to what land shall I go? and whom shall I seek?
22
and who shall hold back this affliction from me?,n
(20) And on the first night they show him as much misery as (that of) a
man who, all his life then experienced the greatest misery in the
world.
(21) And on the second and third nights then it is the same for him.
(22)

On the third night, in (this) very place, it seems as though he is
in snow, and as if (all) the stench which is in the world were brought
to this place, and he lies down in it; when that stench assaults his
nose, he says: "Whence has the wind brought this stench which is so
strong, that never in the world did a stench such as this assault
my nose?"

(23) And that wind is from tiell, the stench of Ahremanl When he looks into
that wind, then he also sees his own Action, which is uglier and filthier
than any of the xrafstars , which (are) the miscreations of Ahreman,
which he had ever seen.
(24) And he asks: "To whom do you belong?"
(25) And the Action says.* "Young man of evil thought, of evil speech, of
evil action, I am your Action."
(26) And the (soul) says: "By whose doing are you (made) so evil and

sinful

and filthy and fetid and foul and full of defeat and so rowful, as you
seem to me?"
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23.27-33

(27)

The Action says:uBy you doing I am just as I seem to you.

When you

saw him who was performing worship,and (who) gave something to the
righteous man, then you slammed the door (on them) and you harmed your
friends and you did not give anything; and I was miserable, and by
you I was made worse, I was ugly, and by you I was made uglier through
the sins you committed.

Until the Future Body, when Ahreman is destroyed,

then day by day it will become worse for me."

Then he rushes to Hell.

(28) And the wicked (soul) says: "If they cut off my head, or smite me with
arrows and kill me, or first take me prisoner

then stab me with a

dagger, then

this path, where my

itwould seem better to me than on

treasure has been carried away (from me);

then (although) I must go

to Hell, I do not go willingly
(29) And the dew WizareS casts a noose upon his neck,
stands before him terribly and fearsomely.

and his own Action

On account of fear of his

own Action he runs before the dew WizareS just like a horse which has
been made to

gallop when it gallops on a race-course because of fear of

the whip, so

he too gallops to Hell.

(30)The first step which the soul takes
second step (in)td Du&huxt,

he steps (in)to DuSmat, and the

and he takes the third step (in)to DuSxwarSt,

and he takes the fourth step into Hell, which is darkness.
(31) And the wicked who have rushed from the world before him, then rush
towards him with the stench,
(32)

And they say to him; "111 it was to you! and ill have you come from
that tormented, mortal world to this place where for you that (wordly)
torment was easy in (comparison with) this tormentl"

(33)

Ahreman brayed: "Wicked one, why have you come to my

hell-hole?

Since

here except the pain and misfortune and torment with which they abuse
you, there is nothing else at all, and all is torment for you"
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23.34-36

(34) And he says to the souls of the wicked: "Do not ask questions of him!
y

And give him good of which he (is) worthy!"
(35)

And the wicked say: "Shall we give him freshly voided filth?
Is it best if we give him that filth, or that which has not been
freshly voided?"

(36)

Ahreman says: "Give him fresh filth, because for the souls
then for them untilthe Future Body

this is their food."

of the wicked,

Chapter 24

24.1-2

The Affliction of the Wicked After Death
This also is revealed, that (as for) the souls of the righteous, after
the soul departs from the body, when the wolf^ and fox and dog and
bird rend and devour (the body), there is nothing at all of distress
for the souls of the righteous; and (as for) the souls of the wicked,
after their souls depart from the body, when the wolf and fox and dog
and bird rend and devour his body, there is thus such a pain and
distress that it (the soul) cries out.
It says: "If I had devoured all the creation of Ohrmazd, (even) then
this punishment and torment would be enough for me."

And he moans

to the body, he says: "0 thieving,wicked body, great wealth was amassed
by you in the world, and today your sons and brothers and relatives
are fighting over it; and you did nothing at all of good for me, who
am the soul, and those (relatives) do nothing at all of good for you,
and they do not perform even one Dron (service) for your soul; and I
am weeping in Hell in the grip of demons, and I must endure the torment
2

until the Future Body;

and dog and bird and wolf and fox devour you here

and (as for) your wealth which you amassed, then not a thing will come
to your aid.

Whoever commits sin, then this is his punishment.

Chapter 25

25,1-4

FraUegird^
(1)

Righteousness

2

is so marvellous and great and valuable that in one

passage (it is) revealed that ZarduSt asked Ohrmazd; "How much time
remains

3

until the time of FraSegird, that is the bringing about

healing, the Final Body?"
4

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "Three thousand years,"

(3)

Zardust was afraid and said: "A long time remains!"5

(4)

Ohrmazd said: "Then
as the

do not let this time seem

souls of the righteous are in Garodman

longto you, for so long
thenthis much time of

three thousand years will seem in their sight as long a period and as
easy as when a beautiful maiden of fifteen years and a young man of
twenty years come with one another to their house and sleep upon
their soft quilts and the young man loves the girl with (all his)
s o u l a n d for them
day!"

that (alone) is required:"May night never become

So for those also who are righteous in

Garodman, for them because

of the pleasure and peace which is theirs then for them that (alone)
is required: "May that time never come!"

7
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Chapter 26^

26.1-4

The Ox, the Horse and Horn Curse Those Who Neglect Them.
_

(1)

This also is revealed: the Ox and horse and the yazad Horn curse

2

(men) if they are treated unjustly.
(2)

And the ox curses that person,

3

and it says to him: "May you not have

children, and may you have dishonour and other afflictions together with
every (kind of) affliction, you who kill me and cook me and do not
give me to worthy men,

5

and who onlycare for and keep your wife and
g
sons and your own stomach!"
(3)

The horse curses

7

that person who sits upon him (saying): "May you
Q
not be able to sit upon me, you who do, not help good men through
my strength and power,

(4)

9

and may you not keep back (your) enemies!"

And the yazad Horn curses that person,^ he says; "May you not have
children, and may dishonour and other afflictions be yours, you who
do not use me in worship,11 and do not consecrate the food which
(my) father Ohrmazd gave

12

to me, the jaw along with the tongue and left

eye of all beneficent animals, and the varieties

13

of beneficent animals,

you do not consecrate (for me), but you devour (it)!

14

Whoever does not

consecrate that food which my father Ohrmazd gave to me, but devours it,
in his house will be born neither priest nor warrior nor husbandman,
in his house the man of the race of sorcerers will be born, and he will
destroy the creations of Ohrmazd,

15

(he is) the miscreator who ruins things,

and (even if) he will undertake many duties and obligations, he will
bring nothing at all to completion,

17

and I shall bind him in the

“ ”
— 18
spiritual state with those chains with which I bound Frasyab the Tur.

16

Chapter 27
The Value of
(1)

(2)

27.1-12

vohu Recited on Different Occasions

This also is revealed, that there

is a time when a man recites one a£am

vohu (when) that one aih/n vohu is

more valuable than ten a&9m vohus .

And there is a time when one asem

vohu is more valuable than one hundred

a£$m vohus ,
(3)

And there is a time when one a£$m vohu is more valuable than one thousand
a£am vohus .

(4)

And there is a time when one a£om vohu is more valuable than a myriad
a£am vohus .

(5)

There is a time when one a&em vohu is more valuable than the region
of Xwanirah, excluding men.

2

(6) There is a time when one a£em vohu is more valuable thanall

the

world and (all) physical things.
(7)

When (a man) recites it (i.e. one asdm vohu), and consumes the Sro£ dron
then for him that is more valuable than ten.

(8 )

And when (a man) recites it (then) consumes the parahom, then for him
that is more valuable than a hundred,

(9)

3

4

And when (a. man) recites it (and then) goes to sleep, then for him
5
that is more valuable than a thousand.

(10) (When he recites) it when he awakes (and then) turns onto(his) other
side, then for him that is more valuable than a myriad.
(11) When a man recites it at

the final end^ [of lifej, then for himit is

more valuable than the region of Xwanirah.
(12) If the judgement is such
recitesj an aMom vohu he

for him (that he must go

to Hell) when [he

will come out of Hell toHammistagan, then

7

is more valuable for him than all (other) things.

th&t

Chapter 28

28.a-c

The Value of Righteousness and Good Works'^
This also is revealed: Ohrmazd said to Zardust: "All good works and
meritorious actions which you may be able to do, do (them) all on the
same day on which they present themselves for if you say: 'I shall do
-

them later,' there is (a time) when Astwihad

2

will come, and you will

not be able to do them,"
This also is revealed: If a man says: "Until my wealth amounts to one
thousand (drahms), I shall not perform meritorious actions and I shall
not have mercy on my soul," then, in his (act of) saying that, Astwihad
will come

to him, and thereafter he will not be able to do them.

This also

is revealed: Ohrmazd said to Zardust: "Be diligent in doing

good works and meritorious actions,

3

for in (the course of) one day

all these things may come to a man: in the first watch he is rich, he
is well-esteemed in the hearts of the rulers; by the watch of the noon
time meal

they keep him from the ruler's gate; (in the) afternoon then

they take

away his riches to the palace; then, when evening comes they have

killed him and he is eaten by birds."
The dastwars , such as was Warahran, son of Adurmah, have taught that
Astwihad and Zarman come to even the birds that fly in the air, mortal
in body, mortal they fall to earth and die.

4

Mortal body does harm

to mortal body, for this reason it strives, "lest my wealth should
disappear'1, for this reason it strives, "lest my children should
perish," for this reason-it strives, "lest my cattle should die."
If (he is) aware, (as man) knows through his own wisdom

5

4

that mortal

(things) die and turn to dust: the cow turns to dust, the horse

.

turns to dust, gold and silver turn to dust, the strong man turns to
dust, all things of the world turn to dust; that one thing does not
turn to dust, when a man contemplates righteousness, does good works
and meritorious actions, and having done many good works and meritorious
actions, gives gifts to priests.

4iy

Chapter 29

29.1-4

The Privileges of Seniority1
(1)

This also is revealed, Ohrmazd said to ZarduSt: "If a father is engaged
in a lawsuit with his son, or a teacher with his pupil, or a father-in-law
with his son-in-law, and if the father has one witness on his side, and
the son one witness on his, give the decision in favour of the father,
and entrust the property (at stake) to the father, for this reason,
that the good that the father does for his son, the son can never pay
back that goodness; he has nurtured him from childhood and immaturity
until that (time) when he becomes an adult; indeed according to this
saying:

'until a son is fifteen years old his nurture (comes) from his

father', then indeed so long as he (i.e, the father) is alive the (son's)
earnings belong to the father, and all the good works and meritorious
actions which the son does, will so belong to the father as if he had
done them with his own hands."
(2)

Zardust asked this also.of Ohrmazd: "Do the good deeds which a son or
a daughter perform belong to the mother or the father?"

(3) Ohrmazd said: "They belong equally to both, for both of them are to
him the father and the mother (equally).
(4)

"And if the teacher also has one witness on his side and the pupil
one witness on his, give the decision in favour of the teacher, for
this reason, that the teacher of the righteous

2

has spoken to the

pupil according to the Avesta and the Zand; who thereby redeems him
from the torment of Hell, and he gives him prosperity, and he makes
for him a pathway upon the,&inwad bridge £so thatj he will arrive in
paradise; also every good work and meritorious action which the pupil
does according to those utterances, which were taught by the teacher,
will thus belong to the teacher as if he had done them with his own
hands.

And indeed at the resurrection of the dead they will resurrect

the teacher and pupil at the same time;

3

for it is revealed that the

4'4U

29.4-5

teacher is superior to the father and mother, for the father is the
/

nourisher of the body and the teacher is the nourisher of the soul;
he who is the nourisher of the soul is superior to him who is the
nourisher of the body,

4

for if the soul becomes margarzan then the body

also cannot survive, for it is beheaded.
(5)

And if the father-in-law (has) a witness on his side and the son-in-law
(has) a witness on his, give the decision in favour of the father-in-law,
for the son-in-law can never repay that (goodness) of the father-in-law,
for this reason that he gave to the son-in-law [the Dadwarih, Mowbadih,
Radih, Mowgan-Handarzbadih or Mowbadan-Mowbadih.^ and he gave to him],
he gave the marriage, from which all this good can come.
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Chapter. 30

30.1-4

On Selling a Slave to an Unbeliever
(1)

This also is revealed, that it is not lawful to sell a slave to unbelievers.

(2)

[He] who sells and he who buys him (i.e. the slave), with regard to
the slave they are both, before the Rad, thieves of a youth of the Good
Religion.

(3)

With regard to the drahms indeed which they took for him, they are thieves;
the judges must punish (them).

(4)

If they have made him an unbeliever, thereafter all the sins which he
has committed on account of evil religion, including that of his own
being taken into evil religion, then become such as if he who sold
him and he who bought him had committed them with their own hands.

Chapter 31

31.al-alO

Yim's Sin and Confession*
a(l)

It is revealed that confession is something so valuable and marvellous
that Zardu&t asked Ohrmazd: "Show me the soul of him who was most
active in human body in the world."

(2 ) Ohrmazd summoned the soul of Yim from the northern direction, (i.e. Hell)
(3)

He approached all upon (his) knees and elbows and he was covered by a
torn garment which had holes on all sides.

2

(4)

And he was wearing clothes which were sinful.

(5)

And because of his shame in the presence of Ohrmazd, he sat twelve
paces away from Ohrmazd.

(6 )

Zardust said: "0 Ohrmazd, who is this, who because of his shame in your
presence has sat [twelve pacesj away [from you]?"

(7)

And Ohrmazd said: "This is Yim son of Vivanghan."

(8)

ZarduSt said: "What did Yim son of Vivanghan do forwhich

thejudgement

is so severe?"
(9 )

Ohrmazd said: "I revealed this religion first to Yim of (all) worldlings:
when it was necessary for him to be wiser, he set (himself) on the
path of Ahreman and the dews

(1 0 )

And he said: "I created the waters, the earth, the plants, the cow,
I created the sun, the moon and the stars, I created all the creations
of the heavens, I created all the creations of the world";

g

he uttered

lies such as must be rejected, these (statements) that he created (the
world); but this, i.e. how he created, this then he did not know.

And

through that false speech, his glory and lordship were then taken away
from him, and his body fell into destruction at the hands of the dews .
Moreover, whoever

4

praises himself for those virtues which he does not

have, those which he does have then leave him, just as they left Yim.
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31,bl-c7

b(l)

Zardu&t asked this also of Ohrmazd: "What did Yim do best for the good
of the world?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said: "That (time) which was when the dews said to men:

'Kill

the beheficent animals, so that we may give you the elephant, which is
advantageous (in that) neither keeper nor herdsman is required for i t .1
(3)

"Men replied:

'Let us act without the permission of Yim', and they did;
5

-

and Yim fought with the dews for men not to kill the beneficent animals,
and for men not to take the elephant from the dews ,* so *that the dews
were defeated and were made mortal and punishable
c(l)

Zardust asked this also of Ohrmazd: "What did Yim do worst for the
world?"

(2 )

Ohrmazd said; "When I revealed the religion to him, he did not accept
(it)."6

(3)

The soul of Yim cried out to Zardu&t: "Beware, do not listen to the words
of the dews, and accept the religion, because this time is the best
and the foremost when Ohrmazd speaks to you.

(4)

"For he first revealed it (the religion) to me, and when it was necessary
to be most wise, I set (myself) on the path of the dews .

(5)

"And I said that I (had) created all' the creatures and creations of
the spiritual and material worlds.

(6 )

"For those lies which I uttered, glory and lordship were taken away
from me, and my body fell into destruction at the hands of the dews .

(7)

"You who are ZarduSt, if hardship should befall you, if prosperity,
do not desist from proclaiming the religion; for when this earth becomes
a plain,

7

when the waters stand (still) in the sea,

8

~
9
and the Simurg

makes its nest in the forest, and when everyone who was in the world
rises again, when the sun moves upon that path, when everyone in the
world is sinless, when Ahreman and the dews are destroyed, (then)
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through the religion shall there be all worship and praise of Ohrmazd
and tlie amahraspands ."
(8 )

When Yim had spoken in this manner, then confession and contrition
came into his account,^

and he was forgiven by Ohrmazd and the amahraspands

and the other yazads . and he went from the northern direction (i,e. Hell)
to the state of Hammistacran and to the lordship of Hammistagan,1^

Chapter 32

32.1-5

The Value of the Righteous Soul
(1)

This also is revealed, that if the wealth which is in the whole world
belongs to one man, and Ahreman and the dews steal that wealth from
—

him, even then Ahreman and the dews do not think: "We have done to him
a complete injury."
(2)

If he has (only) one son

£inj the whole world, and they kill him, even

then they do not think; "We have done to him a complete injury."
(3)

If (he is) lord over all the world, and they seize that lordship
from him, even then they

do not think: "We have done to him a complete

injury."
(4)

If they take his life from the body, even then they do not think: "We
have done to him a complete injury."
3

(5)

When they make his soul wicked and annihilate

it, at (that) time do

Ahreman and the dews think; "We have done to him a complete injury

2

Chapter 33^

33,a-b

The Faithful and the Wicked
This also is revealed, that in this world one must
J

for wicked

2

not have any love

men, for those who are wicked deceive the faithful; when

they (i.e. the faithful) have happiness, then they take it away from
them by deception, when hardship and distress and deprivation come to
them, then they do not help them; on account of that love which {has
been shown/ by someone for wicked men, one will arrive in Hell, the place
3

of Ahreman and the dews ,

This also is revealed, that if the faithful (have)

fear of evil men,

then they must say to them the(following) words and pretend: "Our
love is with you, and your well-being matters more to us than anything
(else)"; and in thought they must (meanwhile) curse them, and when
the opportunity arises for it, then one must cause him (i.e. the evil
man) harm and injury.

A 21

Chapter 34

34,al-cl

Marriage, Obedience and Divorce
a(l)

This also is revealed, that until a child is seven years (of age)
since he is under his father's tutelage, he is sinless; every sin
which he commits causes punishment and injury to the dews.

(2)

From eight years old until fifteen years old, if he commits a margarzan
(sin), then (only) one

yad (sin) will he (added) to his account, if

he learns sorcery, then it

is (only) one tanapuhl sin, and other sins
i

h(l)

which he commits up to

one yad then (go) to his account.

When a daughter is not

yet nine years (of age), it is not lawful

(her) to a husband; it is not lawful oneself to marry her.
(2)

togive

%

And when she is nine years (old), at that time it is lawful to give
(her to a husband).

(3)

If a man desires a girl for love, if she is twelve years (old) and he
has sexual intercourse with her, and then does not give her (her legal)
s h a r e (he is) margarzan.

c(l)

**To the husband (there is) authority over the padix£ay wife, thus
(that) whatever he orders her concerning his wife's matters, she has no
power but to do it.

If a wife *complains of her husband at that time,

(it is) disrespectful.
Concerning the owner (2) of a slave: if she orders him to make a garment,
and he makes half a garment, or she teaches him to do something righteous
and he does that which is sinful, or she tells him to fetch something
which costs one drahm and he fetches something which costs three dang,
or when she tells him to prepare food and he does not do it - of this
much of which I have spoken, if he does not do one (of these things),
then complains, (it is) disrespectful.
Concerning the portion of the wife (3)

All the property which the

husband has given to the wife goes back to the husband, and nothing
at all of the property is hers; and [when] her husband is dead then nothing

3 4,cl-el

of the property of the husband shall be her inheritance.
(4)

If a wife says three times^ to her husband: "I shall not fulfil

the

duties of a wife for you", then (she is) margarzan.
(5)

If a son says three times to his father: "I shall not fulfil the

duties

of a son for you", [then] (he is) margarzan.
(6) If a father says three times to his son: "You are not myson, [then]
(heis) margarzan, and fatherhood (is) taken from
(7)

him.

If a slave says: "I shall not fulfil the duties of your slave n then
he is not margarzan; but he is like an ox when it sleeps and does no
work, and must always be beaten until it becomes obedient; when he
(i.e. the master) orders him to do something righteous and he does not
do it, prescribe a punishment for that; the slave is margarzan.

d(1) It is lawful for a man to divorce his wife at that time when danger
to (his) body or the (danger) to his soul is certain.
(2)

If she has given herself in adultery once, danger to (his) body is
certain; if she has concealed (her) menstruation once, then danger
to his soul is certain, and it is lawful to divorce (her).

(3) At that time it is lawful

7

(only) if he provides a guardian (for her);

if it is not possible for him to provide a guardian, then he himself
is not allowed to have sexual relations (with her), and he must protect
her as a guardian according to the law.
(4)

8

If he divorces her when divorce is not authorised (by law), the sin
(is) serious.

(5)
e(l)

There was a dastwar who said that (such an offence was) margarzan,
This also is revealed in the Avesta, that a man should approach his
wife in the light of the sun or a (domestic) fire; for if he does so
the dews can do little damage to him; the child which is born (of such
a union) will be more righteous and triumphant in righteousness.
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Chapter 35

35.al-c4

Thunder and Lightning; the Falling of Stars'^
a(l)

Zardu&t asked this also: "What is this (phenomenon that) when men look
f

at a mirror and at water they see their own form?"
(2 )

Ohrmazd said: "It is the light of Garodman by which the creations
have been created."

2

(3)

(Zardu£t asked:) "And what is this lightning that comes from the cloud?"

(4)

Ohrmazd said: "This light is from Garodman for assistance *and it comes
3
v
4
* to smite the demon Spanjagr."

(5)

(Zardu£t asked:) "What is this thunderbolt which falls from the cloud?"

(6 )

Ohrmazd said: "This is a stone; when the cloud draws (up) water (from
the sea), through the power of the wind and the movement of the threelegged ass

5

which stands in the middle of the sea, it (i.e. the water)

goes up JtqJ the atmosphere and grows hot and is heated severely, when
it falls on men and good animals it kills them, and Ahreman becomes
more oppressive."
b(l)
(2 )

And he asked: "To what is the voice of Ahreman similar?"
And he said: "It is similar to *thunder

and the cry of an ass, and the

cry of a lion, and the cry of a female camel, the cry of the lamenting
voice of the righteous man when he is struck unjustly and he cries
out."
y

c(l)
(2 )

(Zardu^t asked:) "And what is this star which falls?"
(Ohrmazd said:) "This is a defilement from Ahreman; if it falls on
men, it makes (their) hair white, and if it falls on plants it withers
them, and if it falls jonj good animals, they die."

(3)

(Zardu&t asked:) "And what is this pillar which is white, yellow, and
dark-coloured?"

(4)

(Ohrmazd said:) "All that is white is from the creation of Ohrmazd, and
the rest is from the creation of Ahreman; the white is for the assistance
of the rains and the rest is for the opposition of the rains,"

8

4JU
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(5)

(ZarduSt asked:) "(When) one makes a sound, and to it an answer comes
back (i.e. an echo), then what (is it)?"

(6)

(Ohrmazd said:) "When one makes a righteous sound, then to it the
sound of a righteous answer comes (back) and the yazads become strong;
when one makes an unrighteous sound, then to it an unrighteous answer
comes (back) and the dews become strong."

(7)

(Zardu£t asked:) "What then are those fires which burn which do not
produce embers?"

(8 )

9

And Ohrmazd said: "All that produces embers, Ohrmazd (created); that
in which embers and radiance are not (produced) Ahreman created."

Chapter 36

36.1-12

ZarduSt asks Immortality of Ohrmazd1
(1)

This also is revealed, Zarduit said to Ohrmazd: "When you go away
(to Heaven) and I also go away, when shall I return to the corporeal
state?"
2

(2)

Ohrmazd said: "In the assembly of Isadvastar."

(3)

This also is revealed, the souls of the righteous will thus arrive
together with one another, friend and brother and father and son and
*kinsman

3

and wife and husband,
4

(4)

If they are wicked, then they will not arrive in the end.

(5)

When Zardu&t came before Ohrmazd he wept and said: "0 Ohrmazd, make me
immortal!"

5

(6) Ohrmazd said: "It cannot be done, for (if so) the Tur Bradres6 the
priest, whom Ahreman created

for the (purpose of) killing you, he

(also) will become immortal,

and there will be no resurrection of

the

dead and future body, in which the poor have hope."
(7)

Zardu£t made a serious reply: "You created the wind, you created the
. water, you created the clay (of the earth), you created the fire, you
created everything, behold, seek for me a means whereby I may be saved
from death."

(8 ) And then Ohrmazd bestowed omniscient wisdom upon Zardu^t.
(9)

Zardu&t saw everything which

was and is and shall be of this place of

the physical state, and that also of the spiritual state and that also
of every person.
(10)

And he saw the place of him who was immortal, and who had

no children,

and (such persons) appeared to him sad and sorrowful.
(11) And he saw the place of him who was mortal, and who had children, and
he appeared full of peace and joy.
(12)

And then he said to Ohrmazd: "Transience, then, seems better to me
than everlasting life and childlessness."

4JZ

36.13-14

(13) Ohrmazd said: "Good, and you have learned well and seen, O ZarduSt,
/

that if you have pure-hearted children, then it seems better to me than
(if you have) eternal existence and (yet) you have no child; take a
wife, so that you will have children, for whoever, by (deliberate)
wrong-doing, has no wife will not reach heaven."
(14) Men should teach and learn that which is (revealed) in the Avesta and
the

Zand

and that (also) which they see with their eyes and hear

with their ears; from their teaching (there will be) knowledge and from
their learning there will be good nature and gentleness, and from
knowledge and gentleness there will be worthiness of (going) to Heaven
and Garodman and of beholding Ohrmazd and of the love of the
amahraspands .
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Chapter 37

37.&1-9

Care and Collection of Fires*

an;
(2 )

This (is revealed), how the fire should, be kept in the house.
(On) every occasion when firewood is put on to (the fire;, thrice it
sould be well inspected and made clean, and then it should be put
on to it (i.e. the fire).

(3)

2

He who sits near it should not then utter a word before the fire, and
if he does speak then he should hold something in front of his mouth
and nose, so that *the breath which comes out of his mouth and nose
does not reach the fire.

(4)

And when it is put to use, whenever its work is done,

it should be

3
collected.
(5)

And they should take the radiance (of

the flame) from it and put it in

(another) place; the remainder should

be taken to the Aduroq and

-

(then later to) the fire of Warahran.
(6)

4

When a cauldron is put on it the water and meat should be so arranged
that they occupy two thirds (of the cauldron) for if (the quantity)
is more than that, the water will fall on to the fire, every time
there is a sin of fifty-five drahms;

5

and when after the meal is over,

the cauldron is left upon the fire, then there is a sin of one framan
for it.
(7)

And if one does not collect the fire but continues it in use, then there
should be giving of *food [i.e. fuel7 and shelter,
(deep), and in summer five spans (deep),

7

in winter one span

it should be continually

done on all sides; and concerning continuing it in use it should be
done continually thrice in the day and night in summer, in winter twice
in the day and night it should be done *for protection.
(8)

Every time it should be made to blaze up, if it does not blaze up on
account of lack of fuel

(9)

8

9

every time (there is a sin of) one framan.

If it grows cold (there is) a sin of 90 (sters).
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(10) If afterwards

it is somade to blaze up and is so

have written above, and

covered,

11

as I

it grows cold, there is no sin.

(11) And if one puts one's hand into an oven

12

and the hair (of the hand)

is singed, (there is) a sin of 300 (sters ).
(12) And if one singes one's limb and it is not so that one plucks off and
throws (singed hair) (into the fire), there is a sin of three hundred;
if (,however,) one plucks (it) and throws (singed hair into the fire),
then one is margarzan.
(13) If hot water falls on a

limb and there is a wound, then up to one

di£t (in length) it should be regarded
and up

to one and ahalf dists

sin of

100 sters.

(14) If one

as the (sin of) one (diOUt),

as two diSts; for

pours water onanother person, thenalso

adist

there is a

it islikewise

(a

sin of 100 sters )
jb(l)

This also is revealed, what merit, then, is there for it if the
(different) fires are collected?

(2)

If the carrion-burning fire

13

is collected and carried to the Adarog,

the merit is ten thousand
framans;
and the carrion-burning fire is
,
11
1 " 11
that over which carrion is roasted or cooked.
(3)

That over which dye which is full of filth is cooked, one thousand
framans; dye which is full of filth and hot also

(4)

That over which pots are fired, one thousand framans .

(5)

That over which dung is burned, two hundred framans.

(6 )

That of the goldsmiths, one hundred framans .

(7)

That of the swordsmiths, seventy

(8 )

That of the silversmiths, ninety framans .

(9)

15
That of the blacksmiths,
eighty framans .

14

framans .

(10) That which (is) from an oven, sixty framans .
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(11) That which is (from) beneath a cauldron, fifty framans .
(12)

That

which burns before the brave JknightsJ, forty framans .

(13)

That

which burns before the donkey-drovers who are (journeying)on

the road, thirty framans .
(14) And that which is from any (other) work which has not been specifically
mentioned, twenty framans .
(15)

That

which is from one's own hearth, ten framans .

(16)

For all these (acts) the merit may be at least that much; if it is
even more (it is possible that) the merit of every framan will be
three drahms for even one drahm; and fthere was] one who said *four
drahms for *one *drahm.

(17) If the household fire is put to use for (cooking) food even (once)
more (than is allowed), then there is one framan sin for it.
(18) If it is not collected for several years, every time it is put to use
there is one framan sin
17
(19) If damp wood is put on (the fire) or meat is cooked on bricks,
every time is one awoiri^t sin (which is) one drahm.

Chapter 38

38

Consecration of Hamag-den
(If) a man wishes to consecrate a hamag-den^ for the sake of the souls
of his ancestors, it is thus the more highly meritorious according to
the number of drahms which he dedicates

2

-

for the giving of the hamag-den

(that is for the gift which is given to the souls of the ancestors).
And he may clearly restate the details of those gifts one by one,
saying: "Four drahms for the soul of such and such person, four drahms
for the soul

of such and such relative, and four drahms for my own

(soul)1'; and after that he will give those drahms in suitable manner
for the hamag-den, and the hamag-den will be consecrated in suitable
manner.

And every man who has consecrated a hamag-den will have the

merit of his own liberality.
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Chapter 39

a

39.a~b3

If a man gives his sister or daughter in marriage to a good man, it
is thus evident that it is a gift that (is) great and the amahraspands
become very happy as a result of his gift, and (there is) a merit of
300 for his account/^ then (more) merit will accrue from (this) merit.

b(l)
(2)

This (question) ; how should a wife behave towards her husband?
The wife of padix&ay (status) should consult her husband three times
every day saying: "What do you require when I think and speak and act,
for I do not know what is required when I think and speak and act,
tell (me), so that I will think and speak and act as you require?"
Then she must do everything that the righteous husband tells her, and
she should refrain from troubling and afflicting her husband.

(3)

If she respects her husband in this manner, and the husband has not
said: "D.o not give (anything)!" in the period of (one) year it is
lawful for her to give two hundred and ten drahms from the property
of (her) husband;

2

and if she has performed worship and has given birth to a

- 3
zot priest or a hawanan,
hundred drahms,

it is lawful (for her) to give up to three

and merit will accrue for both the wife and the

husband. Apart from that it is lawful (for her) to give with the
husband's approval (only); any (wife) who does not have the husband's
approval for it, but (nevertheless) gives, is a thief, if she gives
(something) with the approval of the husband, there is merit for
both.

And gifts should be given to him who (is) of the Good Religion,

and who is in need of more (than he has), and who is not known for
sinfulness; and if all the drahms are needed by innumerable (poor
people), they should be given in the presence of the priest.

4

More

should be given to poor people for this reason, that if one does not
give to him (a poor man), and he is in need of food, or death and
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disease overtake him, for that (man) who has (wealth) and does not give
then there is a margarzan (sin) on his account; that too

which (is given)

to his wife and children, or to that person who is in need, will be a
merit. 5
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Chapter 40

40.1-5

Worship
of Yazads
I
*1 . .ii ,1M ,
im—*

■WIIIMW

(1)

The worship of the Sun (yazad)1 [withoutj the merit of reciting the
Avesta is one framan merit every time; [the merit of reciting the
AvestaJ is one framan for every recitation.

(2)

The worship of the Moon (yazad)1 without the merit of reciting the
Avesta

2

is one framan merit every time; the merit of reciting the

Avesta is one framan for every recitation.
(3)

The other acts of worship for Ohrmazd and the yazads are the same (in
merit).

(4)

When the sun and the new moon are not venerated every time it is one
framan sin.

(5)

On reciting the afrinagans : for every afrinagan3 the merit then is one
framan without the merit of reciting the Avesta, and (the merit] of
reciting the Avesta is one framan for every recitation.

Chapter 41

41

Margarzan Sins
This (question): How many kinds of margarzan (sin) are there?
Margarzan (is of) many kinds,* but the most important (are) this
2
3
much; to commit murder; to learn sorcery; to bring carrion to
water and fire; and wickedly to eat carrion;

4

wickedly to cause a

single person to move a corpse which has not been seen by the dog;
to bury a corpse for ten years;

5

sodomy, highway robbery;

6

adoption, to take someone's wife for the period of a year;
—

extinguish the fire of Warahran; bad faith;

8

to break
7

to
9

false testimony;

false

teaching;*® heresy;** and these for me are the most serious sins.
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Chapter 42

42.1-7

Trading and Acquisition of Wealth
(1)

This (question): how should trading take place *so that there will
be no sin in it?

(2)

When in one town (a trader) buys one piece of cloth, which is worth
four drahms , for four drahms, and one takes it to another town, and
(in) the place where he takes it it is worth ten drahms , he sells it
for ten drahms , and takes out of it wages and daily sustenance for
himself and his beast of burden, and he gives away the remainder (of
it) as a righteous gift,

(3)

2

it is a (work of) great merit.

And if (a farmer) does not give what remains (as profit) as a righteous
gift, it is (only) lawful at that time when he is not able to get the
means for cultivation and cattle-feed.

(4)

3

This (is revealed), for him who requires means for a proper standard
of living it is lawful to acquire up to three hundred (drahms ) for
4
good living; if the income which comes to him (is) more than that
(amount), let him give what remains,

5

apart from his own expenses,

as a righteous gift.^
(5)

Even if his wealth is very great, even then it is allowed, and

this

at a time when people, to his knowledge, are not in need of food;
until (a time) when people are in need of food, then he ought to make
good use of his capital and income.

7

(6 ) From all (that) which is his, (as regards) the amount which is
required for himself and the

people under his authority for

if from that amount which is

required one portion is lacking or

superfluous (then the following is recommended):
by one portion- when even by

if meat is lacking

as little as one drahm's worth- then

still ought to supply the want of food of
(7)

8

oneyear,

one (poor) man.

When there is just enough, then he ought to supply the wants of two
(poor) men.

he
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(8 )

When there is one portion extra, then he ought to supply the needs of
five men ,

(9)

and then for every single (extra) portion.more, he ought to supply the
need of one (more poor) man.

(10) There was one who said that one ought to make good use of income (only).
(11) And if it is required in death and sickness no reckoning need he made
of "(the amount for) one year,"

9

(12) Because everyone who has hopes for the future (thinking) "something
(good) will come to me", all that which is left over by himself and the
people under his authority is to be given away
(13) And if a man has no hopes for the future, it is lawful if he does
not give anything away from what is required for himself and the
people under his authority until that [timej when such hope comes
to him,

'•FIO

Chapter 43

43.1-8

Wife and Child
(1)

When a man marries, and he has made a contract of marriage with the
young woman1s guardian, (if he acts) generously, there is the merit
of righteousness.^

(2)

If her menstrual cycle is completed (without menstruation), then every
time the merit (is) three hundred.

There was a dastwar who said:

"once (only) the merit (is) three hundred,"

2

(3)

If she becomes pregnant, the merit is three hundred.

(4)

If the menstrual cycle is regularly once every month, it is not authorised.

(5)

And if the child who is born grows up,

every good deed which that

child does is (ascribed) to the father

and the mother, just as if they

had done (it) with their own hands.
(6) And descendants in the physical state,

and the comfort of descendants

in the physical state, and also other advantages which may occur apart
from them, (are) all likewise (ascribed as meritorious).
(7)

(For) all the expense that he goes to for the livelihood of wife and
child, (if he acts) generously, there is the merit of righteousness.

(8)

This (is revealed), that if a wife leaves (her husband) then it is a
sin because sins of image-worhsip, and telling lies, and other sins
which are in her, then (go) to her account.

The things which she takes,

then through them she (becomes) a thief; the Yasna and Dron which she
causes to be performed from those things, are devil-worship, and are
no merit; and for him also who gives anything to her, then it is a
sin for him.
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Chapter 44

44,1-3

The Dog Species
(1)

(The members of) the dog species, except the fox and weasel and water1
beaver and others, (their) corpses are just like those of people.

(2)

Those named do not contaminate these three: a place, a house, a man.

(3)

There is one who sags thus :

"(The corpse of) the fox does not contaminate

clothes, but within three paces it contaminates fone's state of)
ritual purity."

Chapter 45

45

The Destruction of Ahreman
This (is revealed), that worldlings do not see (all) the sun-station
the Lawful Summit and Eranwez (are) in the centre of Xwanirah.

Towards

the northern sidef (there is) smiting for Ahreman from many things,
especially from xwedodah, the meeting with one another of good men,
when they perform mezdr and the worship of the yazads , and other good
deeds; and (there is help) for him from many (things), especially
2

from devil-worship, image-worship,

and (from) doing harm to people,

and (from) heresy, and tyranny, and other sins.
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Chapter 46

46.1-6

The Creation of the World
(1)

This is: how and from what has the sky been made?

(2)

There was a material like the embers of fire, /which wasj pure in

^

/

light, which was created from Endless Light.^
(3)

And he made all the creatures and creations from that, and when he
had made them he put them into a body and kept them in a body for
three thousand years; and he caused (them) ever to increase and he made
(them) ever more beautiful; and then one by one he created (them)
from the body of his own making.

(4)

2

And first he created the sky from the head, and its substance (is)
white *crystal, and its width and height (are) equal and the depth
of its surround wall

3

is as much as the breadth of empty space

4

and

5

its management is by the righteous man and Dahman Afrin, and there is
g
no support for it in the (visible) world; Ohrmazd resides within
(it) with the creatures and the creation.
(5)

7

And he created the earth from the feet, and its management is by good

deeds (the good Lord Mihr and Dahman Afrin, the Master of Truth and the
Master of Righteousness, bestow riches of the spirit upon the worthy
/man] as a righteous-gift for goodness.)

And he interred *in it

m i n e r a l s a n d mountains were to grow from minerals^ for eighteen years
both below and above they kept growing; and then they stopped growing
downwards, they kept growing upwards for eight hundred years up to
the sky.

And below and above its circle encompasses (the earth)

around, and so it is like an egg in which there (is) a little bird;

12

and there is no support for it in the (visible) world,
(6 )Just as he had caused the

mountain to grow up to the measure at which

it is (now), he then established the earth in the direction of the sky,
m

the star station, and he created the foundation, the base.

13

When

Ahreman invaded, then it was drawn down by him; at the Future Body

46.6-14

it will go back to the star station.
(7)

14

The depth of (mount) Harburz is as much as the breadth of the earth,
around (is) Harburz (as) the wall

15

and its breadth is so much (also).

Harburz and the earth (were formerly) in the star station in the
direction of the sky; from the star station to the moon station is
thirty-four thousand frasangs or more, from the moon station to the
sun station is thirty-four thousand frasangs, from the sun station
to the sky thirty-four thousand frasangs , from the star station to
16
here is thirty-four thousand frasangs ,
and from this place to the sky
below is nine thousand frasangs .
(6)

17

The substance of the sky is of white *crystal and bright, and its

light is from the sun.
(9)

After the Drujf had invaded the creation, apart from ZarduSt among
mortals no one has seen it (i.e. the true light of the sky),
18

(There are) seven regions within the sky.

17

The mountains of Harburz

are two thousand two hundred and forty-four, (in number).
(10) The sea of Fraxwkard (is) one third of this
(11) And he created water from his tears,

19

earth.

some of it is mixed into the

earth, and some of it is put upon the earth, and some of it is suspended
in the atmosphere; and it is all in flux.
(12) All that (water) for which the zohr is more and the pollution less
comes back to the sea of Fraxwkard in three

years,that in which both

are equal (in proportion comes back) in six

years, that in which the

pollution is more and zohr is less (comes back) in nine years.
(13) And he created the plants from (his) hair,

21

20

and first there was one

stem of one span and two finger-breadths in height and all the species
22

—

-

—

of plants were in it except one species,' and it was created in Eranwez,
(14) Then some (of the seeds) were carried by birds, some in water, and some
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by mankind from place to place.

And (there is) a forest also in the

sea and the white horn and the other plants in the world were from
23
that (forest).

And its comfort is from the bringing of ab-zohr,

so that it is pure; and its discomfort is from those (men) when they
cut or break it unlawfully.

Those species which he created afterwards

were fifty species.
(15) And he created the ox from (his) right hand, and he established it in
- - - 24
Eranwez,
and its height and width were three cubits,, and when Ahreman
assaulted it it died at once, and its seed fell to the earth at once.
25
Ohrmazd made all the species of animals from that seed, and first he
made one male and one female of every species, and afterwards progeny
proceeded from them; and their pleasure and comfort are from water and
2S
fodder and good protection in winter and summer, so that they are pure;
and their discomfort is from those men

27

when they kill them unlawfully

and work them unlawfully and do not give them water and fodder and /they
do not7 protect them..,2^

..(21)

[so that] they make them polluted by enemies, and they do not
keep thieves and wolves away from them.

(22) There are two hundred and eighty-two species of beneficent animals,
and they (are) of five kinds
(23)

29

One kind is that whose hooves are cloven, like the ox.

(24) One kind (is that) whose hooves are round, like the horse.
(25) One kind (is) that which (has) feet like those of the camel.
(26) One kind (is) the bird (family), one kind is the watery and the fishy.
Except for the beneficent animals of the kinds which are prescribed
(as unsuitable) in the Avesta,
(27) (viz.) the dog and the mountain-buzzard and the black crow and the
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vulture, the others may be eaten; (not) the dog because something of
- 30
the semen of Gayomard is in (it),
and the bodies of the mountainbuzzard and the black crow and the vulture are all polluted matter and
they have been created for (the purpose of) devouring corpses.

31

(28) And he created fire from his heart, and its radiance is created from
the Endless Light.
(29) And he created the plants and put fire into (them) and he bl&ssed
them, saying: "Since you will not be makers of fire (that is, it will
not be possible to separate fire from them)may you be the fuel of
the fire, (that when they put (you) on to it, then it will blaze up}."
(30)

32

When he intended to create the material form (of fire) in the world

then it complained, saying: "I will not go into the world, for they
will do much harm to me."
—
—
—
— 33
(31) Then Ohrmazd established Adur Gu^nasp victoriously in Adurbadagan,
(32) And he said: "Men (will be) allowed to cook one meal on the household
fire.

When they have used it for one meal they will take it to an

—
34
Atax£ t Warahran and they will make you free from affliction."
(33) And

then it undertook to come into the world and agreed

to it.

(34) And

Ohrmazd revealed, as a reward, all Atax£ i Warahran

in righteousness.

(35) And he established Adur Farnbag victoriously in Xwarazm

as a reward

for that (service) when he did battle with Dahag, and he established
Adur Burzenmihr victoriously on the heights of Mt. Wi&tasp as a reward
—
35
for that (service) when WiStasp was converted by him to the religion.
36
_
(36) And he made man from that day from which Gayomard (was made).

It

(i.e. Gayomard's day) had been entrusted in seminal form to Spandarmad
(i.e. the earth), and Gayomard
born.

37

was created from Spandarmad and was

When Ma^ya and Ma^yanag grew up in the earth, he had not been

caused to move for three thousand years.

When Ahreman invaded (the
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“
38
world) he (i.e. Gayomard) survived for thirty years.
And he was killed
in the month Frawardin on the day of Ohrmazd.

The seed of Gayomard fell

on the earth and remained in the earth in seminal fluid form for forty
39
years.
(37) Then Maiya and MaMyanag40 grew up from the earth in the form of
rhubarb, this (means) that just as when rhubarb comes up, then its
leaves point upward on the stem, their hands likewise are folded together
on their backs.

RoSn said: "For nine months they were in the form of

rhubarb."
(38) Then they were changed into human form: from them six sons and six
daughters were born, and there were (some) who lived and there were
(some) who died and thereafter all mankind were (descended) from them.

Chapter 47

47.1-18

The Conversion of WiStasp'2'
(1)

This (chapter): the place
Ohrmazd.

2

where Zardu£t received the religion from

ZarduSt went to confer with Ohrmazd at thirty years of age,
3

(2)

And he received the (revelation of) religion seven times.

(3)

- 4
~
_
_
And first he received it in Eranwez, in Adurbadagan he received it,

and for ten years he was in conference with Ohrmazd.
(4)

And for him in those

5

ten years there was much affliction of captivity
—

and imprisonment which Gannag Menog created and brought upon him.
(5)

&

7
_ _
And he (Gannag Menog) said this also; "For the sake of harming the
religion,

8

when he gets up, steal the other robe

S

and put human bones

10

into the pocket (of the robe) of Zardu&t", And he said to the people;
"Zardu&t is not such as you have taken (him to j

he keeps another
12

robe for worshipping, because ZarduMt is a corpse-bearer!"

Whereupon,

when the signal was (given) for it, when they (i.e. the bones) had been
put in, then he (the wicked agent) seized the bottom of the pocket

and

cast it down to the ground and a human head and hand and foot fell
down out of the pocket.
(6) And they bound him with thirty-three fetters,
thirst came upon him

13 14
'
and such

hunger and

that his strength and power and vigour and sight

and hearing failed him.^
(16)

After that he went before Wiitasp and stayed for two years in (the task
of) the conversion of WiStasp.
religion,

IS

And he said to Wiitasp: "Accept the

because Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and the other yazads ,

their desire is this, that you should abide by the religion."
46

(17) And WiStasp said: "If you have come for horses, or for riches, take
whatever you need [of them

J,

and go away from here."

4$ (18) Even again Zardust said; "Accept the religion", and WiMtasp said: "One
sinfulness of mine si so (great) that if I accept the religion, even
then it will not benefit my soul, for in (my) first battle I slew six

thousand, in (my) second five thousand, and in (my) third five thousand.
When I did battle again, (in my) first I slew one thousand, (in my)
second ten thousand, and (in my) third one thousand."

16

4-6 (19) Zarduit said: "No sin at all is incurred for slaying them, for they
were the broods (of demons), (like) wolves.

It (was) good for you when

you slew them!"
46(20) And again he said: "Accept the religion, for he did not do that, he
who (is) excellent who slew many demons,

17

nor (did he do) that, he

who (is) full of glory, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) full of
perception, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) very victorious, nor
(did he do) that, he who (is) very swift, nor (did he do) that, he who
(is) very eloquent

18

(he considers the good words and abides by them,

that is, he adheres to them, whose protector is Sro£, that he may be
18
considered as a dastwar) ;
4 6 (21)"nor (did he do) that, he who (is) a good archer, nor (did he do) that,
he who (was) very famous, nor (did he do) that, he who (is) very clever,
nor (did he do) that, he who (is) full of miraculous power, nor (did
he do) that, he who (is) full of strength.
(was) a protector

19

For it was Hosang who

and he smote many demons, it was Yim who (was)
-

full of glory, it was Dahag

20

20

who (was) full of perceptions,

it was

Fredon who (was) very victorious, it ivas Frasyab who (was) very swift,
it was Karsewazd who (was) very eloquent,
good archer,
(7)

M

22

21

-

-

it was Spedur who (was) a

23
it was Urwax£ who (was) very statesmanlike,

it was O^nar who (was) very clever,
miraculous power,

25

24

—

*

it was Kayos who (was) full of

— ™
26
it was Saman who (was) full of strength,
and

27
they were all ungrateful;
may you ever be worthy,
(8 )

h
28
0 Wi£tasp the world-ruler! For Ohrmazd instructed Yim
the bright
(in) the religion, (but) Yim despised Ohrmazd (thinking) : 'Astwihad shall
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not come upon me!’- and for that contempt of his, he was then cut to
pieces by the dews and men.

29

(9) 11And he instructed Fredon; (but) he also despised Ohrmazd, and for that
contempt of his Zarman then fell upon him, and with a mallet he was
able to keep his body three paces from him until they (i.e. the dews)
appeared

30

all around him.

(10)uAnd he instructed Krisasp likewise, (but) he also despised Ohrmazd,
and for that contempt Akoman then smote him upon the most conspicuous
7 .h 31
upland.
(11) Even then Wi^tasp did not accept the religion.
—
—
32
(12) And then Ohrmazd sent Wahman and A^awahiMt and Adur Burzenmihr
to
the abode of Wi&tasp.
—
33
(13) And he (i.e. their spokesman) said to Wi£tasp:
"Accept the religion,
for if you accept the religion, we shall all bless you (with) long34
dominion,
sovereignty, and long life of your soul, we shall bless

“

35

the gifts of Ardiiwang and Rasasti^nih,
called Pi^yotan,

and ive shall give you a son

deathless and ageless; (but) if you do not accept

(it), then we shall order you (to be) exposed to the vultures, so that
they will eat your flesh and your bones will fall into the earth."
(14) And even then he did not accept the religion.
(15)

39

37

38

- And Ohrmazd sent Neryos.ang (saying): "Go to Ardwahi&t, and tell him

thus: "Put mang

40

into some wine, give it to WiMtasp’."

(16) ArdwahiMt did likewise.
(17) When he had drunk, immediately he fell unconscious, and his soul .was
transported to Garodman, and it was shown the value of accepting the
,. .
41
religion.
(18) When he emerged from unconsciousness, he then cried out to Hutos
"Where is Zardu^t, so that I may accept the religion?"

47.19-25

(19) And Zardu&t heard that cry and went forward, and WiMtasp accepted the
i

religion.
(20) Then all the sheep and cattle, and all the fires which were burning,
and all the house spiritsf were rejoicing,
(21)

when they heard the words

of Zardu&t, when he taught the religion to

Wistasp; and then Zardust

was appointed to (the office of) Mowbadar>~

43
Mowbad

,

(22) For thirty-five years he was Mowbadan-Mowbad.
(23)

_
—
_
_
44
Then Tur i Bradres, who was like a wolf in manner,
killed Zardust.

(24)

That wicked one also died

at the same time by the worst death.

(25) And his end was on the day Xwar of the month Dai.^~*

Chapter 48*

48.1-9

Husedar, Husedarmah, Sogyans and the Resurrection2
(1)

v
3
After that (time) when Zardust went to confer with Ohrmazd, and fifteen
hundred years after (the time of) ZarduSt,4 *when it is the millennium
of Religion, Husedar will come into consultation with Ohrmazd for fifty
years,

(2)

5
On the same day Mihr yazad, that is, the sun, will stand at mid-day,
for ten days and nights it will stand at the zenith of the heavens.

(3)

For three years, (of) the plants whatever is not needed (i.e. not
harvested) then (even) that will not wither.

(4)

He (i.e. Husedar) will purify the religion, he will bring (the ritual
7

-

precepts of) Hadamansar

into use, and men will practise according

to Hadamansar.
(5)

The (members of the) wolf species all will go to one place, and in one
place they will coalesce, and there will be one wolf whose breadth
(will be) four-hundred-and-fifteen paces and length four-hundred-andthirty-three paces.

8

(6) And they (i.e. the Mazda-worshippers) will muster an army on the
authority of Husedar, and they will go to battle with that wolf.
First they will perform the yasna, and through their yasna it will not
be possible to withstand (them).
(7)

9

Then Husedar will say; "With the sharpest and broadest blades seek means
(to destroy) that demon of great strength."

And then men will slay that

demon, with whip and dagger and mace and sword and lance and arrow and
other weapons.
(8) And for one frasang around poison from that demon will envelop the
earth and plants and they will burn.
(9)

Out of that a demon(?) will run (in) the form of a black locust, and it
will go into the demon of the serpent and in that will be its abiding;
for this reason, it will not (any longer) be very oppressive.*°

48,10-17

(10) After four hundred years

11

-

-

there will be the Malkosan

12

rain.

(11) When it is the time for that rain, (in) the first year the upholders
of Religion will say to people ; "Store provisions, for there will
be rain"; people will store provisions.

13

(12) (In) that year there will not be rain; and (in) the second year they
will speak likewise and (people) will store provisions (but in) that
year there will not be rain; [and (in) the third year they will speak
likewise and (people) will store provisions (but in) that year there
will not be rain]; and (in) the fourth year they will speak likewise
and the unbelieving people will say: "That which the Mazda-worshipppers
say will not be, for even before they said this, (but) it was not so."
(13) Those provisions which they will have laid in before will not be
required for ten winters, and they will not store provisions any more,
and (in) that year there will be rain.
(14)

(In) the first year it will stop three times in summer, three times

in

winter; (in) the second year it will stop twice in winter, twice in
summer; (in) the third year it will stop once in winter, once in summer
(15) (In) the fourth year, (in) the month Hordad and (on) the day Dai-pad-Mihr,
snow will fall, until the month Dai on the day Dai-pad-Mihr;

14

it will

not stop even for a little time....
(16) ....and then the Mazda-worshippers will curse (him); by the curse of
the Mazda-worshippers he will die,

15

and the lives of the men and

beneficent animals of the place will be weak.
(17) And thenin those times men and beneficent animals will be brought
from the var which Yim made, and they will dwell in different places;
and they will be very great in body, very comely, and doers of good.
But he (is) a powerful demon, whom they will not be able to kill in
battle.
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(18) And when that,winter has passed, beneficent animals will be so weak
so that when people see one of the beneficent animals, then it will
seem wonderful.
(19) And beasts of the mountain and of the plain will come to men, and
they will think thus; "Men will treat us just like their own children."

17

(20) And then A%awahi£t will cry out above, and will speak thus: "Do not
any more kill those beneficent animals as you have killed them (up
to) now!

For the beneficent animals will so (slowly) come to maturity

that henceforth they will dwindle away.

Do not kill (them)I"

18

19

(21) And the Mazda-worshippers will act accordingly. And the beasts of the
mountain and the plain, when maturity will come to their bodies so
(slowly) that henceforward they will dwindle away, they will come to
men and they will say: "Eat me, before the devouring dragon eats me!"

20

and the Mazda-worshipppers will act accordingly.
(22) At the end of the millenium, Hu^edarmah will come to confer with Ohrmazd
for thirty years.
(23) The sun will stand at the zenith from that day for twenty days and
nights.
(24) And for six years of the plants, those which are not needed will not
wither.
(25) And he will bring (the legal precepts of) Dadig into use and people will
21

act according to the law (dad).

(26) And the (members of the) serpent species all will go forth to one place,
and in one place they will coalesce, and there will be one serpept,
eight-hundred-and-thirty-three paces in breadth, one thousand-sixhundred and sixty-six paces in length.

22

(27) And the Mazda-worshippers will muster an army, on the authority of
Husedarmah they will go into battle with that serpent.

4^0
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(28) When they arrive, Husedarmah will say; "Perform the yasna!" and they
will perform the yasna, and they will chase that demon away, and for
one frasang poison from that demon will envelop the earth and they
will burn.
(29) From that a demon will run (in) the form of a black locust and in the
23
demon of the two legged species (will be) its abiding;
for this
reason it will not (any longer) be very oppressive.
(30) In that millenium, Dahag will escape from (his) fetters.
seize dominion over dews

He will

24
and men;
thus he will clamour: "Whoever

does not pollute water and fire and plants, then bring him so that I
may devour him,"
(31) And fire and water and plant will go to Ohrmazd complaining of the harm
which men are doing to them, and will say: "Raise up Fredon who is dead,
so that he will smite Dahag, for if (it is) otherwise, I shall not
exist on the earth!"
(32) Then Ohrmazd will go with the amahraspands towards the soul of Fredon,
(33)

And

he will

say: "Stand up, smite Dahag!"

(34)

The soul of Fredon will say: "I cannot smite (him), go to the soul of
Saman Krisasp!"

(35)

Then Ohrmazd will go with the amahraspands towards the soul of Saman,
and he will raise up Saman Krisasp, and he

(i.e. Saman Krisasp) will

slay Dahag.
(36) Dahag will cry out so much that one quarter of the beneficent animals
— —
25
in Eran^ahr will run away.
(37) After that, at the end of the millenium of Husedarmah, So^yans will
come (in)to consultation with Ohrmazd for thirty years.
(38) And (on) that day the sun will stand at the zenith for thirty days.
(39) And when So^yans comes back from consultation, then Kayxosroy will
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—
26
come to him, when he is sitting (up) on Way of the Long Dominion.
(40) Sosyans will ask: "What man are you, whose soul even (sits) (up)on Way
of the Long Dominion, and by you he was changed into the form of a
camel?"

27

(41) Kayxosroy will answer: "I am Kayxosroy
— y

—

(42) And Sosyans will say: "Are you Kayxosroy of far-reaching intelligence,
who foresaw with wisdom when you destroyed the idol-temple on (the
shores of) Lake CeXist?"

28

(43) Kayxosroy will say; "I am that Kayxosroy
(44) And SoMyans will say: "So you did a goodly deed! For if you had not
done (it), it would have been a thief of all that transformation
whereby (there will be) the bringing about of the Good Renovation
(Fra^egird)."
(45) Again he will ask:""Did you smite the scoundrel Tur Frangrasiyab?"'*®
(46)

He will say: "I smote(him)."

(47)

Sosyans will say: "Soyou did a goodly deed! For if youhad not

smitten

the scoundrel Tur Frangrasiyab, he would have been a thief of all that
[transformationJ whereby (there will be) the bringing about of the
Good Renovation."
(48) Sosyans will say: "Go, my Lord, and praise the R e l i g i o n K a y x o s r o y
will praise the religion.

31

(49) Then in those fifty-seven years Kayxosroy will be Lord of the Seven
Climes, Sosyans will be Mowbadan-Mowbad.
39

'

(50) And then Krisasp will go (forth) with that mace of good

yridth,

, and

Tus will stand before him and will put an arrow in (his) bow; he will
say to Krisasp : "Praise the Religion, that is perform the yasna with
the Gathas, throw away the mace, for if you do not praise the Religion
and throw away the mace, then I will fire this arrow at you!"

32

48.51-61

(51) Because of (his) fear of Tus's arrow, Kri^asp will praise the Religion
and throw away (his) mace.
(52) All people will be upholders of Religion; they will be loving and
benevolent to one another.
(53) All people who are living, after that will not die.
(54) (As for) those who are dead, Sosyans, and the makers of the Renovation
who are helping him, *will raise them in (their) dead bodies.

33

(55) Ohrmazd will summon bones from the earth, and blood from the waters,
and hair from the plants, and spirit from the wind;
with the other and he will create the very form

35

34

he will mix one

which each has. (in

this present life).
(56) Sosyans will perform one yasna, he will raise one fifth of the dead;
with the second yasna a fifth, with the third yasna a fifth, with
the fourth yasna a fifth, with the fifth yasna he will raise all the
dead.
(57) And every person will recognise (others), saying: "This (is) my
father" and "this (is) my brother!" and "this is my wife!" and "this
is such and such a one of my family!"

36

(58) There will again be enjoyment of all food and all the things from which
(there is) pleasure and comfort and enjoyment for mankind, just as
Ohrmazd created (the world) in the beginning.

37

(59) There will be one thousand times as many foods and tastes as there
are now.
(60) Be who(so) believes will eat, and he who does not (so) believe wjll
4. 3 8
not eat.

(61) Ohrmazd will make this earth twice as great (in) length and breadth
as it is now, and the human form will be made with the beauty which
they saw as most fair and good in the world.

48 .62-72

(62) A man will be given the very same padix^ay wife whom he had in the
world.
(63) He who had no wife, then to him a wife will be given.
(64) The woman who had no husband, then to her they will give a husband.
(65) That man and woman who did extraordinary (good) works in the physical
bodyt they will be given one to another.
(66) And when the dead are raised up, those who perpetrated *injury and *harm
to those of the *Good Religion and acted *with violence, they will all
die; for three days they will lie dead.

39

(67) And then they will be resurrected, and those other margarzan (sinners),
every one dead will be raised up, except those who *thought and also
40
*wrought evil against the yazads .
(68) There was a dastwar who said: "The dead will be raised up again, they
will be penitent, and for every margarzan (sin) which they committed,
then shall their heads be cut off once, and they will be thrown back
to Hell, and the punishment of nine-thousand years will be inflicted."
(69) And at dawn after the third night Spandarmad

41

will stand up and say:

"Punishment for all of them; and also for the other sinful ones, who
were

hot sinful through margarzan (sins)", then they are to be.

punished for the sins they committed.
(70) And £ahrewar^2 will melt the metal of all the mountains in the world,
it (i.e. the molten metal) will reach (up to) mouth level at the
place of the test, and all mankind will cross through that (molten)
metal, and the sinful will finally become cleansed of their sins by
this.
(71) And for them the pain will be just as if molten metal were released
on them in this world.
(72) For the righteous it will be easy, as if they will be taken through

48.72-83

warm milk.
“1/
43
(73) Before Sosyans will raise up the dead,
on his authority an army
will be mustered; they will go into battle with the demon Heresy.
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(74) He will ask the demon Heresy: "Demon, the things which (belong) to you
(are) indeed a sin in the confession of the religion of the Mazdaworshippers; they were done by you in that body, which said this:
'I am the agent1; are you at all stupid, or not?"
(75) And it will say: "I am the offspring of the Evil Spirit, who is not
r

-

sorry [for it], nor am I!"

45

(76) Sosyans will perform one yasna; that demon will run away to the place
where it is now; from that place it will run back, and it will run
(over) this earth on the four uppermost sides, and the uppermost one
third (of the total area).
(77)

The earth will cry

out: "I cannot endure this demon, which is indeed

hidden, I cannot endure its staying upon me, for it seizes me with
such scarification and tears me like the four-legged wolf when it
tears the belly of beneficent animals and seizes from them the young.
(78)

46

So go forth, (you) who are Mazda-worshippers, and find the means of
(dealing with) this!"

(79) Accordingly the Mazda-worshippers will muster an army and they will
perform an act of worship.
(80)

That demon will run from that place where it is.

(81)

and it will run to the middle third part of this earth,

and

to the

furthermost (i.e. lowest) third part.
(82)

The earth will cry out just as I wrote above.

(83)

Andthat demon will run from that place, it will

go tothat(other)

place where it is now, and it will seize the demon Gocihr, and will
tell him: "The creation of the Holy Spirit intends to inflict punishment
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on the creation of the Evil Spirit."

And both will run off at once

from that place.
(84) And they will run to the furthermost third-part,

the lowest third-

part of this earth, and the earth will cry out in the same manner (as
I wrote above).
(85) And the Mazda-worshippers will likewise perform worship and (it will)
not (be)possible to withstand them with worship.
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(86) And then $ahrewar will pour out molten metal into that hole where they
went in, and it will go in after them.

48

(87) Those demons will thus fall from this earth to Hell, just as a stone,
(88) when it falls, or is thrown, into water, quickly sinks to the bottom
of the water.
(89) Then when punishment is inflicted on the sinful,Sosyans will perform
one act of worship and one-fifth of the other demons will be destroyed,
and he will perform a second act of worship one fifth (will be
destroyed), a third act of worship one fifth (will be destroyed), a
fourth act of worship one fifth (will be destroyed) and he will
perform a fifth act of worship and all the demons will be taken away.
(90)

49

Wrath and Concupiscence will say to theEvil Spirit: "I shall devour you,
ignorant Evil Spirit, for your creation has been seized, from you, and
the thief is not apprehended, and it is not possible for me to survive.1'

(91) First Concupiscence the dew-created will devour Wrath of the bloody
club,

50

.
and second he will devour Zamestan the dew-created, and

thirdly Sej of the furtive movement, and fourthly Zarman short of
breath, until (only) a few yet remain.

51

(92) The Evil Spirit will say to Concupiscence the dew-created, and
Concupiscence the dew-created (will say) to the Evil Spirit: "I
shall eat you, ignorant one,for the yazads seized the evil creation
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from you,"
(93) The Evil Spirit will stand up and go to the Holy Spirit; thus he will
say: "This creation was created by me, and Concupiscence
who is

the dew-created,

my creation, now says that you intend to devour me;

I shall

take you to judgement,"
(94) Ohrmazd will stand up with Sro£ the righteous, and Sros the righteous
will smite Concupiscence,
(95) will expel the Evil Spirit

Ohrmazd
52

out of the sky, with the filthy darkness

and the evil which he brought first, when he invaded, and (will expel)
all through the hole through which he invaded.

The hole will make him

so unconscious and senseless, (that) after that (his) unconsciousness
will remain.
(96)

There was one who said: "The eternally-existing ones will make him
powerless as if by killing.

No more will there by the Evil Spirit,

no (more) that creation of his,"
(97) At that time, when the wicked will have been punished and will have
passed through the molten metal, there will be the Assembly of Isadwastar
and to every person will be given reward and punishment (according)
to the number of good deeds which he has done.
(98) They will perform one act of worship and the earth will rise three
spears (in) height, with the second act of worship

it will rise three

hundred spears (in) height, with the third act of worship (jit will rise
three thousand spears (in) heighijj, with the fourth act of worship it
will rise thirty thousand spears (in) height, with the fifth act, of
worship it will reach the star station, and Garodman will descend from
that place (where it is now) to the star station.

53

(99) Then Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and all the yazads and mankind will
be in one place, and the star too and the moon and the sun and the
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Victorious Fire

54

will all be in the form of a man, who is strong, and

they will all be in the form
(100) Then it will be

55
of a man and they will come to the earth.

the creation of Ohrmazd entirely.

(101) And after that it will not be necessary for him to perform any action,mankind
in the likeness

50
of a body of forty years

and undying and

ageless, and without hunger and thirst,

of age, willall bedeathless,

(102) And their work will be this, to behold Ohrmazd and to pay homage,
and to do for the other lords
very pleasing.

57

all (things) which seem to themselves

Everyone will love the other like himself;

58

and the

happiness of the Future Body, apart from what (I have) written above,
is such that it may not be known through limited human knowledge and
reason or described.
(103) All the beneficent animals will exist again, and (also) the taste of
meat. Female will be merged again into female and male into male, until
they have merged again in union into the Uniquely-created Bull.
(104) Then the body of the Bull will be fashioned in the spirit state, it
will merge into the body of men.

It will leave the taste in the body

* men. 59
of
(105) If, after that, meat eating is not necessary, it is for the reason that
at all times the pleasure of the taste of all meats will remain in the
mouth; and then the body of the bull will return to mankind, and it
will be corporeal, in the material state.

00

(106) And man and woman will have desire for one another, and they will enjoy
it and consummate it but there will not be conception then.
(107) And the principal kinds of plants will be restored, and there will be
no

diminution of them, every place then (will be) like the spring,

resembling a garden in which (there are) all (manner of) plants and
flowers; and it is not possible with the wisdom of this world to

48.107

comprehend and know its wondrousness and excellence and delight
and purity.

Chapter 49

49.1-11

Kangdiz,Kayxosraw and Pisyotan
(1)

Concerning Syawa'S the son of Kayus, it is revealed that his miraculous
power was so (great) that through the Glory of the Kayanians he
managed to build Kangdiz1 with his own hands and (with) the strength
of Ohrmazd and of the amahraspands , over the heads (of the demons).

(2)

2

The world was managed according to the command of Syawa^s, until that
(time) when Kayxosraw came.3

(3)

After (his disappearance) Kayxosraw said to the Spirit of Kang: "You
are my sister, and I am your brother, for Syawa% made you into an
estate, and he made me into a *warrior;

4

return to me,1" And Kang

acted accordingly.
(4)

It came to earth in Turan, towards the district of the east, the place
5
where SyawaMkard was situated; and he dug one thousand holes, and
he inserted one thousand stakes, and after that it did not move.

6

It includes all of Turan with its fodder and cattle.
(5)

And Kayxosraw settled Eranian people there.

(6)

And its first wall is of stone, and the second of steel, and the
third of crystal, and the fourth of silver, and the fifth

of gold,

and the sixth of chalcedony, and the seventh of ruby.
(7)

And its palaces (are) of silver, and (its) pinnacles of gold, and
(there are) fourteen mountains in it,

7

and seven

*
navigable rivers

in it, and seven meadows in which there should be protection £>y his
lordship.
(8)

And its earth is so good that if a donkey stales (there), in one
night the grass will grow as high as a man.

(9)

.

8

g
And it has fifteen gates, each one fifty men high.

(10) Kang itself is such aheight that if a man at arms shoots

an arrow,

sometimes it will reach the top, sometimes not.10
(11) From (one) gate to (another) gate (is) seven hundred frasangs and
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ruby, gold, silver and other jewels and fine riches are within, and
it is great and prosperous
(12) Pisyotan son of Wi^ta'sp (is there) with a thousand disciples, who wear
clothes of black sable fur;

12

—

every day Pisyotan performs with these

disciples worship of the yazads .
(13) Pisyotan the immortal and deathless and unageing and without hunger
and thirst, there he is lord and master of Kang.
(14)

13

People and other (creatures) who are there all have every good thing
they need; there is little disturbance.

(15) And their life (is)

very

long; there are some who live for one hundred

and fifty years /and they are righteous] until the Future Body.
(16) They continually perform worship righteously.
(17) The people are all upholders of the religion and righteous, and the
people will not come from
(18)

that place to Bransahr until Pisyotan comes.

When PiMyotan comes, then there will be one hundred and fifty men with
him, and they will keep enemies away from EranMahr,and (he),

the

Lord of the religion, will again sit upon the throne; and he will make
the religion supreme.

And then he will go back to Kang,and everyone

who is needed to restore the supremacy of the religion will come and
will restore it, and then will go back to Kang, until the time of
Frasegird is here, the victory of Ohrmazd and the amahraspands and the
smiting and conquering and destroying of Ahreman and the miscreations
of the dews.
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Chapter 50

50

Hell and the Ridge of Ar(g)zur1
Thus they say that Hell (is at) the ridge of Ar(g)zur,

And Hell is not

the ridge of Ar(g)zur (itself), but (this is) the place where the gate
of Hell (is), a rim

2

-

thus the rim of Ar(g)zur is the name which they

call the rock, which (is) the ridge of Ar(g)zur. In the end the Creator
will fill

3 .
it (i.e. Hell) all up with molten metal.
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Chapter 511

51

Ma^ya and Masyane
Ma^ya and Masyane, on account of love, ate their first children; whether
(according to) the law of the world they are sinners or not is not
clearly known.

Love

2

is one and its physical form is one among all

beings, but there is he who has more and there is he who has less,
just like a man whose goodness (is) more and one whose goodness is less.

Chapter 52

52

Twelve things more difficult than Frasegird1
For Ohrmazd. twelve things were more difficult to do than Frasegird
and the Future Body; first he established the sky, second he established
the earth, third he created the sun in motion, fourth he created the
moon in similar motion, fifth he created the stars in similar motion,
sixth when he grew the ear of corn in the earth, seventh he created
colours, fragrances and tastes in plants of different varieties,
eighth he created fire in the plants and it did not burn (them), ninth
he established the child in the mother's womb, tenth he created
birds in the wind, eleventh he created water in motion, twelfth (he
created) the cloud whose immaterial form carries the water for the
physical world.

Chapter

53

The Vicarious Recitation of Confession

53
1

The recitation of confession; if a woman is unable (to make Confession)
if her husband is of padix^ay status, it is permissible for the man
2

(to confess on her behalf) ; if the father of a child of eight years
up to fifteen years does it, it is permissible; it is permissible for
another person by proxy if one man says to another man: "Go
4
ou my behalf!"

j

to confess

The good deeds which a son of padix'&ay status does

all accrue to the father of padix^ay status; and. (of the good deeds)
of a (son of) £agar status one-quarter is (for the cagar father).
There was a dastwar who said: "These also are all for the cagar father"

Chapter 54

54

v
1
The Producers of Frasegird
The producers of Frasegird are many; they (are) deathless and immortal
one (is) Pisyotan; one(is) the Tree Opposing Harm;

one (is) Gopatsah;

one is Yost of the Friyan family; and those who have a soult Tus and
J - 4
.v*Wew, and Krisasp, who has a body and has no soul.

Chapter

55

55J.-3

Contact with Putrefying Matter
(1)

If the shadow of a Mazda-worshipper falls on a corpse, it neither
defiles him himself, nor reduces the putrefaction,1 The number of years
of an offence by an adversary is not (to be) considered, for whenever
one forgives it, then it goes from (his) account.

If he dies and it

has not been forgiven him, if one's heirs forgive, then also it is
proper.
(2)

2

If they are carrying a dead body over a bridge of wood or of stone,
if it is shaken, if everyone who is on the bridge stands still,
['they arej not defiled, but if anyone keeps going he will indeed by
defiled.3

(3)

(If) any dead matter peels from the hands, feet of from the limbs,
- 4
if no moisture appears therewith, rt is hixr, otherwise it is nasa.
Those who have at first a

5

bit of dirty matter on the pen with which

they are writing on the fold, every time they take another piece
(of paper) each new word they write is a sin of one hundred and sixty
(sters).
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Chapter 56

56.1-8

Dron and Myazd1
Concerning the value of the dron and myazd it is written:
(1)

2

3
' ~
The dron has been likened to the world: its roundness symbolises
the round world, and its edge Mount Harburz; the increase

4

at the middle

of the dron (symbolises) men and stars and plants; the reason for
—■
5
placing the gosadag, (which represents) the Lawful Summit, in the middle
of the dron is this, that the Lawful Summit is in' the middle of the
world.
(2)

And the reason for placing the

frasast,^ which is (consecrated) for

the Lord Ohrmazd, separate from the dron is this, that one should
worship Ohrmazd separately from the amahraspands and the yazads.
(3)

—
7
—
And the others are worshipped with Ohrmazd, except for Sro£, for Sros

is the lord and ruler of (this) world; for this reason one should worship
him separately.
(4)

The reason for not making an edge on the frasast

is this, that

everything and every person has a limit, and because Ohrmazd exists
eternally, (he is) limitless.
(5)

The wine in the dron (service) is (like) the water in the sea, and it
(i.e. the vessel) must be made full, for by its not being full it
would symbolise that the water of the sea is not full; the 'crown’
(is) the forest in the sea.

g

(6)

The herbs (are) the incantations of the amahraspands.^

(7)

The three pieces of wood and incense (are) good thoughts, good words,
good deeds.

(8) When the dron is consecrated, for every person who takes the waz,1^
two bits of herb are to be put on the dron; everyone who takes the
waz is to be given the tasting of two herbs; for it is so revealed
that when he has tasted it, and the herbs which were on the dron
are given to him, on that day all sins, particularly the margarzan
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sin, are impossible.

That is a very serious blow to Ahreman and the

dews.'
(9)

In the ritual offering, he who eats one piece of citron, then will
not have rising wind in his throat.

(10) The myazd

13

12

has been likened to the amahraspands, for just as Ohrmazd

sits with the amahraspands and no voice whatsoever comes from the
amahraspands , so also in the ritual offering one must sit silent.
(11) For the greater myazd is (required) washing the hands,

14

smiting

putrefaction, covering the seats and cushions (with) cloth, and (thus)
the good effect of holy words is brought about.
the place must

1&

15

For eating of bread

be arranged, (it is) the destruction of the dews .

To

eat fully of other things is for the protection of the body, which is
the crown in the possession of men.
(12)

17

At the feast, if one sits in the foremost place (it is) two yat (sins)
for (the person in) the foremost place, and for allother persons it is
one yat (sin), if he chatters;

and the yazad goes away from there,

there is a dew present for every person, and it discharges filth in
the wine, and for every person who chatters one thousand dews become
pregnant.
(13) And (the demon) Wrath growls: For the world (there are) three important
19
things which are at work in the world."
(14) And Ahreman (growls): "What are those three things?11
(15) Wrath growls: "myazd and gahambar and xwedodah!r,3°
(16)

Ahreman growls: "If you desire,you may know the remedy
things, for in the myazd ( ,er

of two of these

) go in yourself, and sit in their

hearts so that they chatter: the yazad will depart their company; go
to the gahambar,so that they steal things from one another; if they
-

-

21

steal something from one another, the gahambar is b r o k e n l e a v e

4f t

56.16

xwedodah, since even I do not know the remedy to (give) you (for that)
without their (compliance), for when they copulate four times man and
wife will never depart the kinship of Ohrmazd, again progeny must
be given to them.

(Only) as a result of less progeny (in) the world

will they then have no desire to believe in him (i.e. Ohrmazd),
otherwise it will not be possible for man and wife to do anything

22

Chapter 57

57

iOa aat yazamaide and a£am vohxi'
The zand of i&a aat yazamaide: "Here thus (ida edon) pve worship Ohrmazd
/
who created beneficent animals, and also righteousnessf and he created
also water, and also good plants, and he created also light, and also
earth, and all prosperity".

"Righteousness is the best prosperity",

I.e. this store is good, good deeds (performed) with honesty;

"it is

good",these good deeds,"good is he from whom goodness comes to someone,"
i.e. goodness comes) to someone from his goodness. The explanation of
i9a and asam vohu.
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Chapter 59

59.1-3

On Meat Offerings
(1)

This (chapter) to which yazads each part of the body of sheep, cows
and other quadrapeds belongs and how it should be consecrated separately.

(2)

Wild (animals) are all like domestic animals1 the (wild) cow (like)
the (domestic) cow; the ass

(like) the wild ass; the sheep like the

(wild) sheep; the ibex like the goat;

2

the (wild) boar like the pig;

it is not clear which (creature) all the species of aquatic and
j
burrowing creatures are like.
(3)

When (an animal) is killed,,
thus;

4

then its gosodag is to be apportioned

5
jaw, tongue and left eye belong to Horn Yazad; the neck belongs

to AgawahiSt Yazad; the head belongs to Way Yazad; the right shoulder
belongs to Ardwisur Yazad; the left shoulder belongs to Druwasp Yazad;

*

—

p
—

^

the right thigh belongs to the fravagi of Jamasp;

the left thigh

belongs to the fravasi of Wistasp; the back belongs to Ratwoberezad;
the sides belong to the spirits of females, i.e. Arda Fraward

7

of

human females; the belly belongs to Spandarmad; the testicles belong
to Wanand Star; the kidneys belong to Haftorang; the breast belongs to
V

V

fravasis of the priests; the lungs belong to the fravasis of the
warriors; the liver belongs to Sahrewar;8 the spleen belongs to
Mansarspand; the fat of the entrails belongs to the Arda Fraward of
v

v

males; the rump belongs to the fravasi of Zardust Spitaman; the tail
belongs to the righteous Wad Yazad; everything that remains belongs
to the other amahraspands;^ there was one who spoke about gosodag.^

Chapter 60

60

Zand, o f uaQsL-.ahu yairva
i
2
The zand of yada ahu vairyo: "as is the will of the Lord" [as is

1

the will

2

3

of Ohrmazd] "so with (is) that of rad"

[and so (is) that of

the priestj "through every kind of righteousness" [good deeds are to be
done, so acting as priest is to be done; just as Ohrmazd (wills),
one must increase (t h e m ) J T h a t which is the gift of Wahman too is
within the action of Ohrmazd" [i.e. that reward and recompense which
they five to Wahman

5

they thus give to him (i.e. Ohrmazd) also;

there is one who says thus: "Wahman himself gives'].

"Lordship becomes

given to Ohrmazd by him" [and he makes Ohrmazd Lord and ruler over
himself], "who gives good things

to the poor" [and support, in that

they provide assistance and intercession for them.

There is one who

says thus: "Lordship is from Ohrmazd", i.e. the rulership is given
him by Ohrmazd.

7

There is one who says thus; "The Lordship of Ohrmazd

becomes put into motion.']

Chapter 61

61

On Eating the Meat of Gospand
(1)

He who has eaten the meat of a sheep and has not (yet) digested
and '(if) he should think a•sin or say or do (one) and the

it,

sheep has

committed a margarzan s i n t h e n it goes to his account,
(2)

If he has eaten (its) meat and he does not think or say or do a sin,
then it does not go to his account,

(4)

If he has eaten the meat of a cow, and the cow has committed a
margarzan sin, (it is) the same,

(5)

There is one who says that even if one has eaten (only) a

small fish,

2

and a camel commits a sin, then it goes to one's account,
(6)

From the Husparam (nask) the explanation of awake
"repentance" by hands and feet; avaine
is raz

5
6
"secret"; keho

is wayendag "bird"; vizv

7
is hasp "tortoise"; wh^k' is snehag "weapon",

g

and *warzag

4

is this, abaxs,

is azg "plough",

40^

Chapter 62

62.1-7

Counsels of Adurbad, Son of Mansarspand
from the Sayings of his Teacher Mihr Ohrmazd1
'
2
Satisfaction to the Creator Ohrmazd and to the amahraspands and to
all the yazads of the spiritual state and to the gods of the material
state.
(1)

Counsels of the immortal soul Adurbad, son of Mansarspand.

There was a disciple^ of Adurbad of immortal soul/ son of Mansarspand;
he was with Adurbad for a long time.

(2)

4
And this indeed he said to Adurbad: "Instruct me, *so that when I
go forth from the presence of the teacher, then on account of that
instruction my soul can (become) better."

(3)

5

Adurbad said: "Be certain (in faith) in the g o d s K e e p

your thought

speech and action honest and true, neither think nor speak nor do
7
8
any sin whatsoever, a n d may you be blessed!"
(4)

And the disciple said: "0 teacher, I am not content v/ith this, give
me special instruction, so that I shall practise it and I shall be
blessed".

(5)

Adurbad said: "Consider the twenty-two precepts of Mihr Ohrmazd, my
teacher; understand all (of them), put them into practice and my you
be blessed!"

(6)

9

The disciple said: "If you consider me as worthy,10 please tell (me
the precepts), so that I may understand and practise (accordingly)."

(7)

Adurbad said in reply: "The precepts (are) these:11 three types of
generosity, fourth truthfulness, fifth virtuousness, sixth diligence,
seventh intercession, eighth keeping one’s word, ninth desire for
peace,

12

tenth law-abidingness, eleventh union,

13

twelfth laying down

of weapons, thirteenth moderation, fourteenth lowliness, fifteenth
humility, sixteenth modesty,
completeness (of mind),

25

14

seventeenth pleasantness, eighteenth

2(5
nineteenth patience,
twentieth love for

people, twenty-first contentedness, twenty-second oneness

17

(of mind)

62.8-14

(8)

"The best generosity, first, he who is not asked but gives; second,
he who is asked (and) gives immediately; third, he who is asked and fixes
a times and does (his giving) on time. He is best, who, when he gives,
who entertains no hope as regards that (receiver of his generosity,
thinking): "he will give (it) back to me"; he does not give for the sake
of acquiring trade, nor for the sake of covetousness.

(9)

"Next, fourth, truthfulness is he who keeps (his) thought, speech and
action truthful with the yazads of the spiritual state and all the other
creatures of the material state.

19

(10) “Fifth, virtuousness is he who does battle with the demon of the
invisible (i.e. menog) world he does not admit any demon into his body,
in particular he keeps these four demons away from his body: Greed,
20
Wrath, Lust and Disgrace.
(11) "Sixth, diligence is he who, in all places and times, whatever he is
thinking and speaking and doing, if he dies at that very time, even
then there is no fear that: 'I should have thought and said and done
something differently.'

21

(12) "Seventh, intercession is he who speaks on behalf of widowed women, and
hungry children, and fires, cattle, beneficent animals, and other
helpless (creatures), particularly his own soul.

22

(13) "Eighth, trustworthiness is he who keeps to the covenant wholly and
submissively with all the creatures of Ohrmazd, and does not break the
covenant with anyone at all, (neither,/ the covenant which has been
accepted, (nor) that also which has been given; particularly he keeps
the covenant well and truly with his own soul.

23

(14) "Ninth, *desire for* peace (is) to perceive the law of the yazads

24

and ordering of the world, and keeper and preserver and organiser of all
the creatures and creation; for it is revealed in the scriptures that

62.14-22

the resurrection of the dead and the making of the Future Body and the
'
25
ordering of immortality can be performed on the way of peace.
(15) "Tenth, law-abidingness is he who abides by the law of the yazads.

26

(16) "Eleventh, union is he who in every righteous thing is one with the
yazads and the faithful.

27

(17) "Twelfth, *laying down of* weapons is he who lays down (his) weapon
with all creatures of Ohrmazd and does not make an attack on any
person at all; in all the sinful things of the evil of Ahreman and the
demons it is different: for discrimination of thought and discrimination
of action are (necessary) with regard to laying down of weapons.
(18) "Thirteenth; moderation is he who plans everything according to the
(right) measuref so that more and less should not be therein, for the
(right) measure (is) the completeness of every thing, except those
things in which there is no need for moderation: knowledge and love
and good deeds.

28

(19) "Fourteenth, lowliness is he who thinks thus as regards all the
creatures of Ohrmazd:

'He must be better indeed than me' .

(20) "Fifteenth, humility is he who considers his inferior as his peer,
and his peer as his superior, and his superior as a lord.

29

(21) "Sixteenth, discretion30 is he who knows the powers of virtue and
knowledge which he does not possess (thinking): 'I do not have
(them)^^, he strives in desiring to make them his own, and he knows
the (right) time for his duty,

32

he does not perform his duty until

its own time; the modest man (becomes) renowned, and he himself
33
long-sufferingr and he is righteous.
(22) "Seventeenth, pleasantness is he who does not offend anyone in his
presence: if someone goes to strike him, then he meets him gently

62.22-27

and pleasantly; he knows how to accommodate himself to all the
creatures of Ohrmazd, so that every person regards him thus: '(he
is) very pleasant with me
(23) "Eighteenth, completeness is he who neither think

nor says nor does

what is unworthy; first he contemplates well that which he thinks
is worthy, then he speaks and acts (accordingly).

34

(24) "Nineteenth, patience is he who, (as regards) the burden of the soul
which is necessary to the body, when hardship comes upon him and he
can thrust it on to someone (else), he does not do so but accepts
it upon himself patiently.35
(25) "Twentieth, love for people is he for whom the benefit and happiness
of all the faithful is just as necessary as his own; that which
does not seem good for himself he does not do to anyone (else).
Benevolence

37

38

is he who considers the weaknesses of other people only

after he strives to correct his own weaknesses; as regards the
faithful he tells them of the manifest strengths and the weaknesses
which they have,then not aggressively but lovingly for the sake of
correcting them.
(26) "Twenty-first, contentedness is he who is

contented with the power

and possessions which he has and which have accrued

to him, and (he

is) patient; for those things from which there can be spiritual increase,
(he should be) so diligent and devoted, that as long as he is alive
he is never contented with them.

38

(27) "Twenty-second, oneness is (as regards) those two pathways' which are
revealed in religion that the way was created in two branches,

and

one is righteous and one is sinful; you should avoid the sinful one
and stand upon the righteous one,
not turn away,

39

never

go out of that way and do

and you will neither think nor speak nor do anything

sinful whatsoever.'

466
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62.28

40
(28) The disciple said: "Master teacher,
may you be blessed!" for from
the instruction which was given by the teacher to the world (he was)
blessed.

In particular the words of this instruction to us are

indeed a means of providing great help and growth, and even if by
(his) wisdom and by (his) diligence he does not resemble us, then
if we and all men put (something) of this instruction into practice
they will be blessed through the will, strength, power, beneficence
and mercifulness of the yazads".

Completed in health and joy and happiness and fearlessness.
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Chapter 63

63.1-6

Incantations for Fever
Satisfaction to the Creator Ohrmazd, to all the yazads , to all the
yazads of the spiritual and physical states.
(1)

The

incantation for fever: "surahi, visra amnao karo^i va£a ahr$s ahrgs"

(2)

And

for wounds(?) of mother and daugher, the coming in the name of

that person (is to be) for three times (i.e. days).
(3)

If there is fever on the fourth (day),

2

make the knot in straw which

4
has been left on the wall.
(4)

Andthree knots are to be tied in the middle of it, according to one
rule three knots, (three knots according to one rule), and

two according

to one (other) rule; and if there is fasting, three knots are tied on
the middle, and one according to one rule - if a man, upon his arm,

5

if a woman, upon her arm.
(5)

Breathe6 the incantation and spell for the sake of protection; the waz
of ArdwahiSt is taken.

7

This incantation is to be repeated seven times,

or eleven times, or twenty-one times;

the incantation is kokaro aca

karo.
(6)

Water from the *spring which was dry (lit. "closed") came from the
- - 9
mountain at the order of the valiant Fredon.

(He) covered

10

the bodily

wound (?) of a horse,(?) and he dressed the bodily wound(?) of a horse(?)
11

and he held nine battle-axes in his hand, anyai.

Chapter 64

64.1-16

The Significance of Gem-Stones
(1)

2

The significance of gem-stones which LwhenJ they are put to good use,
are healing, which make the sky and mankind happier and more peaceful.

(2)

3
4
4
When one uses the green stone, then male children are born and one
reaps the good reward of that.

(3)

d

The black stone, whose gloss is white, is explained as the antidote
to all poisonous stones.

(4)

He who has the yellow stone, he becomes a believer in the spiritual
state.

(5)

The red stone is not suitable for anything.

(6)

[He who has] the dark blue stone, his prosperity increases and he
becomes generous.

(7)

[he who has] the sky-coloured stone, he immediately has intelligence
and is not confounded,

5

(8)

He who has the green stone, the noxious creatures do not bite

(him).

(9)

He who has the yellow stone, whose gloss is white, swiftly obtains
all the favours he desires from the yazads and men.

(10) He who has the black stone, he is saved against all opponents and
(in all) battles.^
(11) He who has the red stone, every work he undertakes will be completed,
but it will not go along quickly.
(12) He who has the dark blue stone, wherever he goes friends will

trust

in him, and they will give him more than all he requires.
(13) The sky-coloured /stone] quickens the minds of men, and it is good.
7
(14) For him who has the green stone, every kind of protection comes
quickly and swiftly.
(15) He who has the red stone, whose gloss is white, every work which he
undertakes will go along quickly and swiftly.
(16) He who has the black stone, his mind is sharp and deep, and whatever
g
he thinks of he obtains easily.
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(17) He who has the yellow stone, everywhere (he goes) he is respected and
held dear.
(18) [tie who hasj the dark blue stone, wherever he comes, everywhere he
stays he is successful.
(19)

He who has the

sky-coloured stone, if he displays it before the dews

and drujs , they

cannot do him any injury or hurt, and he will have

no fear of them.
(20)

He who has the green stone, then

he receives

no wound orblow

at all

from lance and sword in battle.
(21)

If a woman has the dark blue stone, whosegloss

iswhite,

who is

9
betrothed to a man, if she wears it above her eyes, then that man will
love her and cannot turn away; men must keep it on (her) body.
(22) He who has the black stone, he is of good repute wherever he comes
and he is held dear above all others.
(23)

He who has the

yellow stone, wherever he goes to, (people) attend to

him, serve him, and he presides over them beneficently.
(24) He who has the red stone,

he is respected everywhere, above all in

the assembly among (his) adversaries.
(25) He who has the green stone, wherever he comes to, he will not be
of ill fortune,
(26) He who has the sky-coloured stone, whose gloss is white, he is always
at ease and pain is never a guest in his body,
(27) For him who has the black stone, whose gloss is white, all remedies,
prescribed for him medicinally are successful.
(28) The yellow (stone) is harmful to many things, for if one throws it into
a well or a channel or a spring, the water dries up; when it is aimed
at clouds, it disperses them, and there will not be rain, but if it
takes away the influence of the red (stone) when one has it, one is a
friend of heaven.

64.29-31

(29) a.

10

He who has the red (stone) until the second creation comes then

nothing will conquer him.
b.

A man who (has) the dark blue (stone), if he is betrothed^^o a

woman, (and) he fixes it over the woman's eyes, that woman will love
that man and she cannot desert him, and she must keep that stone on
(her) body.
(30)

He who (has) the green (stone) must carry it even in the middle
of a desert, and there will be rain, fortune will flourish, and
everything that is ordered will be done.
He who has that (i.e. green stone)^^knows how to examine the minds
of men, for if they come before him to contest (with him), if they
think evil it will incline to the left, and if good to the right; if
they are thinking to murder someone and have it in mind, it will not
incline (at all).

(31) These are gem-stones of the yazads which have the strength of the seven
13
colours; these are gems

—

or of air— of living essence.

whether of water or of earth or of plant
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Chapter 65
Stations of Heaven
(1)

65.1-8
•\

This also is revealed in the Avesta, that from the earth to the star •
station is Hammistagan; from the star station to the sun station is the
Best Existence; from the sun station to the heavens is Endless Light,
and Garodman is in Endless Light,

(2)

And the frava&is of the blessed are those whose merits and sins are
equal and who have performed worship; and those whose merits are more
than their sins and who have not performed worship, and on account of
their not having performed worship, then their place is Hammistagan
on the star station.

(3)

Concerning the movement of the stars, ninety windows^are placed in the
east, and ninety in the west.

To the same number of windows the stars

come and go, and the form and essence of water and earth are created
on the star station.

And each one of the stars is the size of a house,4

and twenty-two come and go, and twenty-two horses draw them; and the
forms and essences of the stars are of their own form and their own
essence, one of them (is of) water and (one of) earth and (one of)
plants,5
(4) The form and essence of gospand are created on the moon station, and

6
the Best Existence on the moon station (extends) up to the sun station.
(5) Concerning the movement of the moon, one hundred and thirty five
windows are placed in the east and one hundred and thirty five in the
.west; to these (many) windows

the moon comes and goes.

(6)The fravaMis of the blessed whose merits are

more than theirsins

and

who have performed worship, [jihat is, who (have) more merit and <are
called sro'Socaranam] , then they are on the moon station.
(7) And on that station those who (are) more meritorious (are) above, and
those who are below do honour
(8)

to those whose place is above,

And the circle of the moon is altogether two frasangs in length and

65.8-14

two frasangs in widthp and the light of the moon is from the body of
7
_
the moon, one of the forms and essences £is that ofj. gospand on the
sun station.
(9)

8

Concerning the movement of the sun, one hundred and eighty windows
are placed in the. east, and one hundred and eighty in the west; the
sun comes and goes to these many windows.

(10) The fravaSis of the blessed whose merits are a tanapuhl more than
their sins and who.have performed worship, then their place is on
the sun station; and on the sun station is the resplendent Garodman.
(11) And on this station also everyone who is very meritorious, then his
place is above, and he who is below does honour to him whose place is
above.
9

(12) And for the souls of children whose age is seven years, and those who
are less than seven years, until their parents are dead (their)
judgement is (that) of their father's and mother's; except when they
give for their souls one full drahm

they are apart from the blessed;

for those of more than seven years and those up to fifteen years, the
reckoning is of their own (account) as it is revealed in the religion.
(13) The disc of the sun is as great as Eranwez; Eranwez is as great as one
seventh part of Xwanirah; the light of the sun

is from the spirit of

the sun, one of the forms and essence is (that of) mankind.
(14) It is revealed that every night Ahreman and the dews and drujs rush
from Hell to destroy the creations of Ohrmazd; when the sun comes up,
Ohrmazd and Wahman and Ardwahigt and Sahrewar and Spandarmad and. Hordad
and Amurdad and Mihr and Sros and Rasn yazad and many yazads , all of
them do battle with Ahreman and the dews and drujs .
and Dahman Afrin

and

Warahran Yazad

Neryosang Yazad, and the Kayanian Glory, and

all the fravaSis of the blessed do battle with Ahreman and the dews

4-yj)
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and drujs and they hurl them back into the darkness and obscurity.
(15) And in the daytime Mihr goes before the sun; when the sun goes down
into the window, Mihr turns back for the night; he protects the
v

10

creations of Ohrmazd from the dews and drujs .

Completed in health and joy and happiness and fearlessness.

NOTES

Notes to Chapter 1

1.

This chapter was translated and annotated by H.S. Nyberg in

Texte'zum mazdayasnischen Kalender, Uppsala, 193U, 14+-7 ancL 7U-5*
2.

In her article

Jon the Calendar of Zoroastrian Feasts V, BSOAS,

XXXIII, 3, 1970, 5l3-39» M* Boyce has offered an explanation of how
the ten frawardlg days came into the Zoroastrian calendar through a
reform made at the beginning of the Sasanian period, almost certainly
in the reign of ArdaSir Papakan, when the length of the year was, it
seems, increased from 3&0 to 36£ days.

Previously a one-day festival

of the fravaSis, Hamaspathmaedaya, appears to have been celebrated as
the sixth gahambar, commemorating the creation of man; thus the souls
of the living and the dead were blessed together at one festival (see
M. Boyce, art. cit., 5>l9)*

The festival was celebrated on the last

day of the year, so that the souls of the dead left the earth as the
new year dawned.

After the calendar reform, when the extra days were

added after this last day, it became ritually necessary to prolong the
festival of the frava&is by these five days until the new year dawned,
(it was probably originally intended that the five days should simply
be inserted between the years without affecting the calendar of
religious feasts, but this could not in fact be.)

Thus in the first

year a discrepancy of five days was created between the traditional
and the reformed calendars, for the more conservative had simply begun
the new year on the first of the five intercalary days.

At the end of

that year, when the second observance of the intercalary days came
round, this discrepancy was increased to ten days during all of which,
it was felt, the spirits of the dead remained present on earth.

The

feast of the fravaSis was thus expanded from a one-day to a ten-day
festival.

Only in the next year were the two calendars united, and

the same day was reckoned in both as 1 Prawardln.

However,

conservative Zoroastrians continued to celebrate No Roz on 6 Prawardln,
as they had done according to the reformed calendar in the year of its
introduction, and for the rest of the year all their major festival
days were correspondingly five days late by the official calendar*

At

the end of the second year, rather than risk any neglect of a proper
day, they celebrated a ten-day festival for the fravaSis, as they had
done in the previous year, and so the festival came to extend from
26 Spandarmad to the end of the five Gatha days.

The name frawardlgan

4^6
1.2-4

is evidently an abbreviation of the term rozan frawardlgan "the
fravaSi days", coined to describe the days of the new extended
festival.
'On the frawardlgan festival see Pahl. Yd . 8.22; N i r ., ed.
P.P. Sanjana, fol. 52 r . , 15 ff.» transl. S.J 0 Bulsara, Aerpatastan
and Nirangestan, 111 ff; Dk. V I I I .611-13 (ed. Sanjana, XV, •BkM.
683.6-15); Sd. B d . chs. 52, 53, 95 and various passages in Pers. R i v »;
for further references see also M. Boyce, art. cit., 521, n.
for additional argument and evidence see her articles

36;

and

'Chapters 259

and 1*19 of Penkart III 1 in J. de Menasce, Troisidme livre du Behkart,
and

‘Rapithwin, Ho Huz, and the feast of Sade' , Pratidanam:

Indian,

Iranian and Indo-European Studies presented to F.B.J. Kuiper ... ,
201-15, and Stronghold, ch. 9«
3*

A second calendar reform, made evidently in order to bring the

chief festivals of the religious year back into alignment with the
cycle of the seasons, moved the beginning of this religious year
from 1 Erawardln to 1 A d u r .

This was an important reform for a

community whose material and spiritual welfare was so closely
connected to the turning of the seasons, and which saw great religious
significance in the birth, fruition, death and renovation of nature
in the annual cycle.

According to Al-BIrunI, this change was made in

the reign of Yazdegerd I (399-1*21), or Peroz (1|59— 8I4
.), (The
Chronology of Ancient Nations, ed. and transl. by E. Sachau, 1*5;
Qianun I Mas*udl, I, Hyderabad, 1951*, 132); but in the light of
calculations made b y S.H. Taqizadeh, which establish that the
opening day of Mah Adur would have coincided with the Spring equinox
in A.D. 507-11, a slightly later date seems probable (see Taqizadeh
apud Vo Minorsky,

'Vis u Ramin (il)' , BSOAS, XII, 1, 191*7, 35 and

for further discussion M. Boyce, BSOAS, XXXIII.3, 1970, 528).

A

further adjustment of the calendar occurred c. A.B. 1006 when the
religious Ho Roz was moved again to 1 Frawardln, which at that time
coincided once more with the Spring equinox (see Taqizadeh, BSOS
IX,

3,

1938, 60l*-6; IX, 1*, 1939, 917-8).

Accordingly this chapter

of P R D d . can be dated to between A.B. 507-11 and c. A.B. 1006, i.e.
to sometime during the period when Adur was reckoned as the first
month of the year.
I*,

mahigan occurs .three times in

§3

our text.

The first

occurrence is an obvious mistake for the singular mah, the general
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1.5-*

word for "month"; the second refers to the day appointed for
commemoration of a person one month after death; the third use is
the irregular one as plural for mah.

See further Nyb., op. cit*, 7^*

5>.

i.e. within Adur M a h .

6.

This statement is corroborated in Pahl. V d . farg. 8.22, viz.

that the anniversary of a person’s death should be celebrated on the
exact day of death, i.e. if he dies on one of the Gatha days the
anniversary should be kept on that day.

For the first year after

a death, the departed soul was commemorated every month, and here it
is stated that this memorial should be held on the monthly day
sacred to the fravaSis when the person died on one of the Gatha days.
The fact that this needed to be stated in a Pahlavi text is a further
piece of evidence for the relatively late, i.e. Sasanian, date of the
introduction of the intercalary days.
7*

The second calendar reform made the month Adur especially sacred

to the fravaSis in this period, for the festival of Frawardlgan
remained before Mah A d u r , as Al-BIruni attests, up to the end of the
tenth century A . B o , by which time Adur had again become a winter
month (see M. Boyce, B S OAS, XXXIII.3, 1970, $29, n.

63).

8.

There is an identical statement in Pahl. V d ., loc. c i t .

9*

Bai is the month sacred to Badar Ohrmazd "Ohrmazd the Creator"

and Warhran the day sacred to the yazad of victory, but the probable
explanation for the choice of the alternative month and day is that
Mah Bai simply follows Mah Adur immediately in the calendar just as
Roz Warhran is the day after Roz Frawardln.

(The spelling Bai is

here preferred to the usual spelling Bay to avoid confusion with
Eng. "day".)

2.1

4?B
Notes to Chapter 2

1.

'When death has occurred in a house the potency of pollution

afflicting the immediate physical environment is so heavy that strict
precautions are taken according to the mode of construction and
design of the building and the location of the corpse (see e.g.
TJnv., R i v . , 1.12^ ff«» transl. D., Pers. R i v . 135 ff>).

Doorways

are specially dangerous areas, as pollution in their vicinity
prevents access and exit for a specified period (TJnv., op. cit.,
127* 1^-8; D., op. c i t ., 137-8).

A house with one door is discussed

in PRDd. ch. 2 as an instance of a worse case of pollution, since,
unavoidably, the corpse would have polluted the doorway when carried
v

out through it.

According to Pahl. V d . farg. 5*J4i» S n g . II.3 8 and

TJnv., Riv. I.I 38 (D., op. c i t .,

15W

similar precautions must be

taken in the event of a d o g ’s death in a house, since the corpse of
this mortal creature is almost as polluting as a human corpse (see
M. Boyce, Stronghold, 162-3)*
2.

The same statement occurs in A W

v

1.7, Pahl. Vd. farg. 5*^4 and

—

SnS.

'

“i - 1

M. sees it as an interpolation and gloss, but more likely it

is simply a standard definition.
than raw to the attack of the druj

Cooked food is more susceptible

1

NasuS, the female demon of the

corpse and decay, who settles on the human body just after death
occurs.

On NasuS see D d . , purs. 16.7 ff (ed. BTA,

36

ff*» transl.

Vest, SBE XVIII.39 ff.).
3*

In Pahl. V d . farg. 5 * ^ uncooked food is defined thus:

harw tie

kar-e abar ne abayed kardan asaxt daniSn "anything for which any
labour required is known as unprepared".
i4*

These
are periods of time stipulated in Pahl.~.-_
V d_. , loc.
V
_
____cit.,
__. r
and SnS II.I4I. The pollution of dead matter was thought to be

heavier in the heat of the seven summer months than in winter, from
observation of natural decay taking place more quickly in warm
weather.

See also passages in TJnv., R i v ., I.I 38, 1.

1-p.

139, 1*

3)., Pers. R i v ., 151* f«, and also Modi, CC, 7^4-5•
5*

In the Rivayat of Shapur Bharuchi, TJnv., R i v ., 1.137, 11. 9-11»

P., Pers. R i v ., 15^4, it is stated that "barley, wheat and things of
a like kind will be pure in winter after nine nights, and will be
v

pure in summer after thirty nights".

See also SnS. II.I4I.

In Pahl.

Vd. , the qualification is added that unprepared food will only become
fit for

human consumption again if it was three steps or farther

from the corpse in the house.

All passages agree that cooked food

is not to be used.
v

6.

So in Pahl. V d ., loo, cit. a n d Sn£.,

Cf. also TJnv., Riv.,

I, 139» 1. 11, f., Pers. R i v ., l£5>.
v

7*

The grades of sin are set out in Supp. Sn8., XI.1-2, ed.

P. Kotwal, 22; see his Appendix I, ibid., lllj-!?, for the money values
of sins in Pahl. and U P texts.
penalty of

300

A tanapuhl sin has the heaviest

sters, the yad 180, the framan, a minor offence, is

1+-7 sters.
8.

See SnJ. II.5l.

9*

See

V d ., loc. cit., SnS., II.£ l .

10.

In SnS. II. £3 a distinction is made between the acts of entering

v

a house 11in performance of a duty" xweSkarlha and of entering "without
a duty" axwegkariha.

This latter term seems to correspond to

kam-wizar in our present text.

In a case of necessity the religious

law saw entry into such a house as neutral, neither a merit nor a
sin.

(Tavadia translates pad kam-wizar here "in fulfilment of a

wish", S n S », 2.5>3» n. 6 , ‘p. !?0.)
II.

With this statement cf. TJnv., R i v ., I, 137> 1*
Q.

A.

"When a man dies, is it proper to bring food from another
house, and eat it (in the house where death has occurred)
and can anything from the house (where death occurs) be
carried to another house?
It is proper to bring food from another house and eat it,
and it is not proper to carry anything from that house to
another house till the fourth day.", transl. D., Pers.
B l v .i 153

Since our text states that cooked food which is brought into a
house where death has occurred is all unclean, it follows that the
passage from Pers. R i v . cited above refers to uncooked food.

See

also TJnv., R i v . I, llj.0, 1. 1-2:
"In a house where a person departs from the world, it is
necessary that for the (first) three days they should not
bring fresh meat and cook it therein; for the danger is
that another person may follow him (i.e. may die). They
should be contented with whey, cheese, fish, eggs and
confection.", transl. I)., Pers. R i v ., 165*
Cf. Dhabhar’s n o t e '6, loc. c i t .; SdJVch. jQf Pahl. V d ., 8, 22.

Only
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2.11

in the Pahl. -writings is the period of abstention from meat specified,
as three days

after death; in the Avestan texts

However, since rituals concerning
of three, the

it

the dead tend to

isnot stated.
occur in multiples

period is likely to be traditional (see further

M. Boyce, HZ, I, 12l).
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3.1-4

Notes to Chapter 3

1.

Here ZarduSt is understood as the subject in dialogue with God.

The device of dialogue between the prophet and Ohrmazd is traditional
and occurs throughout PKDd. as a means of expounding doctrine and of
urging the faithful to religious practices and virtues.

Although the

repetition and formalism in this structure is tedious when compared
with more realistic narratives, the rhetorical symmetry of such
passages as this conveys most effectively

the ethical dualism of

Zoroastrianism.

the results of evil and

The stark juxtaposing of

good actions is characteristic of this genre; it emphasises the
principle of divine retribution not so much as punishment and reward
from Ohrmazd, but as universal law, i.e. G. Av. aSa, that is seen to
govern existence.

The statements of §§5 a n d ’8 of this ch. are made

not as threat and promise, but rather as conveying mere fact of
law.

Their being accredited to Ohrmazd himself lends them the

required authority.
2.

The tongue is the organ with which man pronounces the "holy

word" (Av. mg-thra/ spanta-, Pahl. mansar spand) defined in Pahl. asi
abezag stayiSn I yazdan "the pure praise of God" (G B d . XXVT, 100, BTA
229); the word is m a n ’s most effective weapon against the Evil Spirit,
and the most efficacious means of healing

(see Vd., farg., 7* kk) • A

general principle can be observed in Zoroastrianism that that

which is

most holy while alive is also most vulnerable to the onslaught of the
Evil Spirit at death.

See also D d * , purs. 39* 10-11* (transl. West,

135 f.)3«

The heart was regarded as the seat of thought (and thus wisdom)

according to Y.31*12 (see M. Boyce, HZ, I,

8

and n. 27, also of. MX

1|8) as well as the home of the soul ruwan (G B d . XXVTI. 5, BTA 2 k l ) *
U*

So here the sins of the father affect his children, albeit as the

father’s punishment, stamped as they are with evil characteristics
from birth.

This notion is somewhat at variance with the ideal of

high Zoroastrian theology, that each individual has freedom of open
choice.between good and evilo
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4.1

Moles to Chapter 1|.

1.

Hhe argument is that if a man has truth on his side (i.e. mard l

rast-ixwah "the man of good faith"), he need not he resentful and
vindictive in prosecuting his opponent

for misrepresentation, since

the process of justice will ensure that his losses will be made good.
But should he resort to falsification to win his case, he is as
culpable as the guilty party (mard

1

wad-xwah) in the eyes of God.
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5.1-4

Notes to Chapter 5

1*

On the Iranian immortals see PKDcU , ch. 51*» and Dd., purs., 90

(SHE XVIII, 295 ff.).
2.

Zarman is the hypostasis of old age, and, as the servant of

Ahreman, brings decrepitude and eventually death to all men.

Ihe

conditioned existence of this compounded world (Pahl. gumezign) must
end in decay and death; and m a n ’s hope for happiness and future life
equally must lie in his own good actions.

The afterlife is an

incorporeal state (Pahl. menog) where a person’s righteousness and
good mind are in union with ArdvahiSt and Wahman, the Righteousness
and Good Mind of Ohrmazd

(y* 1*6.10, 12; J, 1*9«3» 5); however, lasting

happiness comes only with a return to the original getig condition,
when soul and body are reunited in a perfect physical world (see
further M. Boyce, HZ* I,

236

ff.).

Pahl. zarman corresponds to Av.

zaurvan-, an abstract noun meaning "old-age, decrepitude" (Y. 9*5;
Yt. 9*10; 15.16; Y d .
demon Zaurva.

13.28)

but in Vd. 191*3 it is personified as a

In G B d . 27*28 (BTA

23

) Zarman is:

han dew ke du^daft

kuned, ast ke plrxh xwanend "that dew which makes one short of breath,
it is also called old age".
3«

See also Dd. purs., 3 7 5 2 ) .

The odd syntax of this last sentence suggests that it may be a

direct translation from Avestan.

The indicative vb. kunend is

—1

-

noteworthy as having an optative/imperative sense (unless the text is
corrupt;.
1*.

It is possible that this statement - that thereby the soul can

continue to exist - is based on what seems to be Zoroaster’s original
teaching, that at FraSegird the wicked will be annihilated in the fiery
stream (see M. Boyce, HZ, I, 21*2-3).

would not be surprising if

traces of that teaching were still to be found in the Pahlavi
literature.

Af

Notes to Chapter 6

1.

This answer corresponds to the number of covenants described

in V&., ^*2 ff.

A similar list but with a different order is given

in the Persian Rivayats (Unv., R i v . , 1 »J+3* transl. D. Pers. R i v .,
37)*

In the Vd. details are given of the far-reaching effects on

relatives of the sin of breaking a covenant.

As Darmesteter (SEE

IV, 3 » n. 3) and Dhabhar (Pers. R i v ., 37* n *

8)

have noted, the

commentary to the Vd. reduced the circle of liability to narrower
limits, and explained the numbers of years given as the duration of
the sinner’s own punishment in hell.

There is disagreement among

the Pahlavi commentators on the subject of the sin ''coming upon the
children" of the sinner (see Dhabhar, loo. oit»).

Some maintain (as

here) that punishment comes even to those b o m after their father’s
crime, others that righteous children need have no fear of it.
However, in a passage in the Persian Rivayats it is stated:
"but if he (the sinner) is highly favoured by fortune in
this affair and although he may not be affected by (the
consequences of) meher-druj, it will undoubtedly affect
his children and his family will be ruined and his progeny
will be extinct.
In the next world his punishment will be
worse and heavier"
(Unv.» R i v . , I, 53» 1* 3
transl. P.,
Pers. R i v ., 179).
The great ahura Mithra is lord of the covenant (mithra^) and
thereby enemy of the man who breaks the covenant.

See Yt. 10.2

mithram ma janjS. spitama ma yim drv&tat parasaahe ma yim
xvadaenaj; aSaonat; vay£ zi asti mlthro <hcvata.eda aSaonaeca
"Never break a contract, 0 Spitamid, whether you conclude
it with an owner of Palsehood, or a Truth-owning follower
of the good religionj for the contract applies to both, the
owner of falsehood and him who owns truth " (transl. I.
Gershevitch, A M , 75).'
Mithra watches over and assesses all the actions of men (see Yt.
10.82; I. Gershevitch,'
•op. cit., passim, and M. Boyce, HZ, I, 2l^-3l)>
he presides over the tribunal of yazads at the Ginwad Puhl; he judges
the human soul, whether or not it is fit to enter heaven.

In the

Persian Rivayats it is said:
"whoso commits meher-druj has the way of heaven shut
against him, and let it be known that he is without (the
jurisdiction of) the commandment of, and obedience to,
God the most High and is in the jurisdiction of Ahreman and
the demons.," (Phv., R i v ., I, 1*7» transl. D. op. cit., 1*1)*
In the Persian Rivayats (Unv., Riv., II,

66,

1. 17-19, P.,
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Pers. B i v ., I431) Mihrodruj is also named in a list of dews who reside
in men, so like other abstract notions is popularly understood by
the traditional pattern of personification (Rnv., R i v ., II, 66, 1.
17-19, I)*, Pers. Riv., 1*31) •

6.1

Notes to Chapter 7

1.

The reckoning of the account is made at the Cinwad Bridge.

The

"sin 1
1 could be cancelled there, because the responsibility had been
the priest’s, whom he consulted.
2.

Apostasy from Zoroastrianism is named as a capital offence; the

rejection of other religions as bad was a part of Zoroastrianism
from the earliest times.

The confession of faith, Fravarane, which

was said b y the earliest converts in a form perhaps only slightly
different from the m o d e m formula, severs connection with all other
religions.
"X foreswear the company of the wicked daevas, the not-good,
lawless, evil-working, the most Drug-like of beings - the
company of daevas, of demons and the followers of demons ...
etc. "
Such an attitude continued as a central feature of Zoroastrian
profession of faith, and in response to the challenges of
Christianity, Manichaeanism and then of- Islam, the later, i.e. M . P . ,
texts frequently state that apostasy and conversion to another faith
is margarzan, and offenders may be killed by faithful Zoroastrians
(see, e.g. Unv., R i v . , I, 299, transl. D., Pers. R i v ., 286, 29l)*
However, whereas persecution and capital punishment was enforced
under the Sasanians, through inquisitions, as recorded in Christian
martyrologies, by the time of our text, when mass, forcible conversion
to Islam was commonplace, the rule of margarzan could not and would
not have been applied, except perhaps against individual instances
of voluntary conversion.

In the later, Persian Rivayats, suicide

was recommended (itself normally a margarzan sin) for those
threatened with forcible conversion:
"If a person (of a foreign faith) exercises tyranny over a
man of the religion and tells him to turn Musulman with
his family, then out of helplessness he should commit suicide
but he should not turn Musulman^"
(Unv., Riv., I, 282,
1. 6 ff, transl. D . , Pers. Riv., 275).
3*

Two interpretations of this are possible:

(l)

Zoroastrians,

have a religion which.protects them from sin; the act of conversion
destroys this protection and thus they become sinful.

(2)

A man

belongs to the religion which he has inherited from his forefathers,
and conversion to any other religion is a sinful act.

The first

interpretation is preferable, since the chapter is devoted to the sin
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of abandoning the religion.

7*4-6

Also, in the Persian Rivayats it is clear

that conversion to Zoroastrianism was approved of:
"If they observe the rules of the religion steadfastly and
keep connection with the religion, and if no harm comes on
the Behdins (thereby) it is proper and allowable."
(Unv., R i v ., I, 28l, transl. D., Pers. R i v ., 275)*
1|.

of. Y d . , farg. 3*^1*

5*

cf. similar statement in V d . , farg. 3.1j.2.

6.

On the Nabar ceremony, the initiatory service for the priesthood,

see Modi, CC, 199 ff*
R i v *, II, 33

See below PRDd. 9*10; 17*1; 50.7 ff.j and Unv.,

E * » Pers. R i v ., i*l9 f.; Tavadia, Snif. II. 35, n. 6

(p* 83) is in no doubt that the "initiative ya&t" of the priest is
meant in P R D d . ch. 9, §10 below, q.«v*, and also see accompanying note €
p . 517 below.
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Notes to Chapter 8

1.

It is not intended here to give a full historical account of the

origins and devlopment of xwedodah. or, indeed, to discuss the extent of
the practice and its effects on Zoroastrian society.

The problem of

xwedodah has worried many scholars, from Iranian studies, and some, more
recently, from Anthropology who have been somewhat surprised by what
they have found reported in the literature of Zoroastrian Iran.a

The

present writer wishes to address himself principally to an elucidation
of this chapter, leaving a fuller, anthropological and historical
treatment of xwedgdah to another more particular study.

ThiB text is

particularly interesting in establishing the meaning of xwedgdah
the Zoroastrianism of the Pahlavi books.

in

Unlike some other texts which

pronounce on the subject (e.g. Be*, D d .) PRDd. Q is relatively simple
and clear in expression; it is the longest extant text on xwedgrflah in
Av, Pahl. or NP. literature.

The chapter is not a mere description of

cases of xwedodah or of the law affecting parties within it; it is
apologetic, propagandist and popular, and affords certain further clues
as to the reasons for the existence of such a practice.
v
The term x aetvadatha. to which Pahl. xwedodah corresponds, is an Av.

V

adjective which Bartholomae explained as deriving from Av. x aetu- •
"kinsman, o n e fs own" and vadatha - "marriage".

Batholomae defines it

thus:
1) fder eine Sippenehe geschlossen in die nachste Verwandtschaft
geheiratet h a t f, and 2) fwofur die Sippenehe bezeichnend ist' (Air. V/B..

1860

).

The problem of translating this word is identical to that of establishing
the nature of what practice it was that the word denoted, and both are
complicated by the cultural specificity of the term and by the undoubted
ambiguity (sometimes apparently deliberate and rhetorical) which enshrouds
this the most controversial of Zoroastrian usages.

The cultural specificty

xwedodah is clear from the obvious inappropriateness, in the Zoroastrian
context, of the translation "incest" or incestuous marriage".

As .R.

Needham has said of the term incest:

a. Brian Spooner appends a list of recent anthropological studies of
xwSdgdah and other facets of Iranian kinship to his brief article on
the subject, I r a n i a n Kinship and Marriagef Iran. IV 1966, 51-9*.
Particularly noteworthy is J.S, Slotkin, fQn a Possible Lack of Incest
Regulations in Old Iran1, American Anthropologist XLIX, 1947» 612-7*
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"The idea ultimately underlying the English word seems...to he
that incest is an offence against purity and moral decency."
(Remarks and Inventions: Skeptical Essays about Kinship. 63).
"Consanguineous Marriage" is more neutral and less offensive to
modern sensibilities, but does not have the strong positive connotations
which the Zoroastrian term had.

Next, only in the medieval texts, in

Pahlavi, is there any certain indication of what xwedodah was.
NP

Av. and

texts are sadly incomplete in defining it; those scholars, Parsi

and others, who have denied any sexual meaning in the term emphasised
this state of affairs (and then attempted to explain away the Pahl.
evidence) translating the word as "a gift of one's self", "self sacrifice"

"b

(P.P. Sanjana ) or as "holy communion" (B.T. Anklesaria0 ) etc.

However,

PRDd. 8, together with certain other Pahl. texts, establishes that, in
the medieval period at least, and probably long before, xwedodah does
refer to the act of sexual union with next of kin, i.e. not merely to
a symbolic, non-physical, rite.

It is recommended (whether or not it

was actually practised thus is another question) as a means of preserving
religious and social purity through a divinely ordained mode of
reproduction i.e. endogamy taken to its logical conclusion in marriage
with mother, sister, daughter, or father, brother, son.

Nevertheless,

to include considerations for the cultural specificity and, particularly,
for the unique social and theological circumstances of the Zoroastrians,
the translation "family marriage" is suggested as a general term, though
for the period of the Pahlavi books "next-of-kin"marriage" is justifiable.
This chapter is omitted by Mirza, who refers to Vest's translation
in SEE XVIII, 415ff* in his Appendix III
Khvetudad1 , pp. 389-450.

'The Meaning of Khvetukdas or

Vest admitted the weight of the evidence in

Pahl. Y . . AVN, D K . . D d . . etc., in proof of the recommended practice of
actual next-of-kin marriage.

In referring to xwedodah in the Pahlavi

books generally, Vest says:
"Marriages between the nearest relations are defended chiefly by
reference to mythical and metaphorical statements regarding the
creation, and to the practise of the progenitors of mankind; they
are also advocated with all the warmth and vehemence that usually
idicate much difficulty in convincing the laity, and this zealous
vehemence increases as we descend to the dark ages of the Pahlavi
Rivayat..." (Vest, op.cit.)

b. 'The Alleged Practice of Consanguineous Marriages in Ancient Iran', in
The Collected Vorks of P.P. San.iana. 472-499*
c* The Pahlavi Rivavat of A t u r f a m b a g and F a m b a g - S r o s . II, 56.
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Although West clearly, finds that PRDd. went too far in recommending
xwedodah. and he sees fit to omit the more definitely sexual passages
(he omits Cj5, 4» 5* part of

6,

dl-9> fl- 2), his conclusions were not

accepted by the contemporary Parsi scholars! the fullest refutation was
by P.P. San jana.

His conclusion could only be reached by virtually

overlooking or explaining away the Pahlavi evidence (see esp. art. cit.,
490-1).

Nowadays even Parsis have less difficulty in accepting the full

significance of the term.

As P.J.de Menasce said:

"On sait avec quelle passion elle a ete debattue au si^cle dernier.
Aujourcfriui, il n'v a plus lieu de prendre le m&ne ton, et le fait
que ce texte (REA.) est publie par les savants Parsis eux-memes nous,
permet de le traiter avec la serenite et I 1objectivity desirables."
As West pointed out in his discussion (see above) the term
xvaetvadatha

does not occur in Gathic Avestan, and in the five passages

of the Younger Avesta where it is found .
to some virtuous act, it is not defined.

Although it obviously refers
In the Pahl. translation of

these passages no light is cast on the meaning of the word,

Sanjana

in his paper attempted to show that xwedodah was never advocated in
either Zoroastrian scriptures or in priestly texts as consanguineous
marriage.

He also denies any veracity in the accounts of classical

Greek writers about the Iranian practice of next-of-kin marriage
(principally of Xanthus, Herodotus, Ctesias and Agathias), discounting
them as inaccurate or malignant accusations.

It is widely known that

marriages between close relatives were not at all uncommon in the
ancient world.
them.

Greek and Latin literature abounds with evidence for

Pull brother-sister marriages are known in W. Asia, especially

in the house of Maussollus in Caria; marriages with half-sisters on
the father's side are attested at Dura Europus; in Egypt after the
example of Arsinoe II Fhiladelphos, the Queen's head appeared on coins
together with that of her husband and she was called 1sister queen*
even when she was not in fact the king's sister; of the first five
Ptolemys,

however, so famed for their 'close' marriages, only two

d. 'La Rivayat de Emet I ASavahistanJ, RHR CLXII (1962), 82,
e. Y. 12.9; V i s p . 5*3; Gah

4.8;

Yt.

24.17;

Wl.8.13.

5X1

actually married their sisters
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(W.W. T a m , Hellenistic
Civilisation.
'
LA- ^ LL -Ll- il™ JxnLl^ U ^ . . r r m r m r T W i - . ^ -

2nd ed. reprinted London, pp. 53* 12-4)*
According to W, Hinz the practice of levirate marriages between
siblings was also common in the ruling houses of Elam (The Lost'World
of Elam. London 1972, 91).

All the ancient evidence from Iran was

refuted as totally unconvincing by Sanjana.

Even West admitted that

the Parsis were
"perfectly justified in believing that their religion did not
originally sanction marriages between those who are next-of-kin,
provided they choose to ignore the statements of foreigners as
based upon imperfect information."
On the other hand, another western scholar, J. Darmesteter argued:
" l fabondance des temoignages generaux et leur caractere affirmatif
mettait hors de doute que ces pratiques royales n*etaient point une
chose isolee, la fantaisie de perversions individuelles et toutpuissantes,
L ’histoire ancienne de la famille est partout trop
obscure pour qu*il soit permis de nier a priori l fantiquite de. la
pratique en Iran."
(Z& I, 1 )

f. Circa 8 B.C. the Artaxiad Tigran IV succeeded to the Armenian
throne. He reigned with his sister EratU.
Their coins bear two
portraites, one with the legend BACIAEYC RACIAEOH TirPAHHX, the
other (of Erato) with the legend BAClAEflfC TIHPAHOY AAE/KBH. (cf.

rocynapcTBemma BpimTaa:, Co6paime airriraHHX MOHeT, pyKOimcHHH KaTajior,
N?. 19U16

X.A, Muselyan,

!Hin Hayastahi dramayin srjanarut 'yan

patrnut'yunic1 f, Patmabanasirakar handes. 3* 1970, 7^.)
The noble families continued the practice longer than others; in
AD 565, the council of AgtiSat condemned naxarars (feudal dynasts)
who, for the sake of keeping their tohm (clan)-inheritance, married
close relatives. Ho punishment is prescribed, however; the power
of the naxarars was still something to be reckoned with. .(A.G. Adoyan,
fHaykakan amusna-entanekan haraberut ’yunnsja mijnadaryan orenk cnerum1,
P-bH, 3, 19^5* 51). Tbe canons of the Armenian hurch state:
"Whosoever may take to wife mother or daughter, let them be burned in
a fire" (Or kin arne.zmavr kam zduslr. i hur ayryeo*ek* znosa. in
Kanonagirk* H a v o c *. I.Erevan. 1964. 4 7 1 : 7 ) . If a sister o r b r o t h e r
are found married they should be fmade the fuel of fire* ( A m . hrov
ttarak dar.jnel. Ibid., 47*1— 3)- Mxit*ar Gol§'(d. AD1213) condemned
marriage between close relatives, in his Patastanagirk* ( !Law Book*)*
In AD 377* St Basil of Caesarea wrote of the / i o c y a t n i n
Cappadocia that
hnfurivwym
...
(Letters. IV,Loeb,
Cambridge, Mass., 1934* letter 258, p. 45). ® ie melikdoms of late
medieval Armenia were survivals of the ancient naxarar system,
incorporating also members of the azatani. or freedmen.
The oldest
naxarardoms survived through the 1917 revolution,and several in
remote,mountainous Karabagh retained their feudal holdings (R.H. Hewsen,
fThe Meliks of Eastern Armenia1, BEArm (H.S.), X, 1972, 285;.
X*1
Karabagh, marriages between half-brother and sister were common, as
were marriages of first cousins (St Kanayean, 1Amusnakan artakarg
erenoyt*ner' Ararat amsagir. Ejmiacin, June-July 1917* 5*18—9)• I a®
greatly indebted to my friend Dr James R. Russell of Columbia
University, Hew York City, for the above information and references.
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What proved to he the more difficult part of Pastur Sanjana’s refutation
was to explain away.the Pahlavi material on xwedodah. and it was only by
(it must seem to others) mistranslating the passages and misquoting
West that he could satisfy himself that he had proved his case.
Apart from PKDd.,

there are some thirty contexts in which the term

xwSdffdah occurs in Pahlavi literature.

Several take its meaning as well

known and do not give any explanation.

Notably unambiguous, however, are

the treatments in the following passages which West translated in his
study (see above): the 18th farg. of the Var&tmansar nask in Pk,, (P k M .
864*10-17); the

14th

955*9 ff*)? A W

II. 1-5,

and 21st farg.s of the Pagan nask (P k M . 921.19 ff»
West also translates the lengthy text on

xwedodah in Pk. Ill (P k M .72 f f . ). The text of the most explicit parts of
this passage is given here, with the more recent translation of P. de
Menasce (in Prench in Le troisi&me livre du Penkart):

(PkM. 75*5) xwedodah ke ka xweg-dahi^riih, n-5 gah paywandi&n 1 nerog
0 xwegan ham~dahii5n§n pad-i§an sravisn ud bozisn. ke andar madavah
xwesan mardomah pad winnarisn paywandiSn I o fraSegird narlha madagiha
paywandihed han pavwand amaragahlha drusttar raftah ray. mardfim andar
*W a r a g *hamsardagan *oy abag nabanaadistan andar nabahazdisfran *oy
abag nazdpaywandan nazdpaywandtar se ewenag hanpaywandlh ast pid ud
duxt ud uus ud burdar ud brad ud xwah. abertar.X *handaxtem... (PkM.
74*1 ff.) ud nun agar ewbar pid az duxt nar afrid namlhist xwedodah
1 pid ud duxt gowem en-iz az den nigez ku gayomard. k a be widard.
lusar, i tohmag xwanihed, /o/~spandarmad I zamTg obast 1-s mad ud
az-iS hambahist maSva ud malyani pus ud duxt i gayomard ud spandarmad
namihist xwedodahih i pus ud mad, ud masya ud masyani ewag abag did
warzid narlha .ud madagiha pus xwahiSnlh ud namlhist xwedodah I brad
ud duxt ud az-isan. was .Tuxtag gad. .Tuxtag zan ud soy bud hend. ud
hamag mardomah 1 bud hend bawend-iz az bun tohm IT xwedodah. ud ed
cim ast T %ihrlg pad afuriSn 1 az dad ku handazisn ast az abzon i
hamkelwar mardom paydag... (PkM. 75.15j ud ed sud i az *abezag
payi&nlh i gohr ud gowem ku xwah ud bradcT han i az-iSah zayed §a&
nay ewenag dostlh bawed ewag en ku frazand 1 brad ud brad ud ewag
en ku frazand i-i-3 brad az-ilah xwah ud ewag eh ku frazand T xwah ud
ewag en leu frazand i-s brad az-isah pad ham ^im Sahar nay mihr ud_
kamag ud_tux|ijfn.JL_ bawed pad parward X frazand 6ahar nay ummed 1"
awis_ ud ham passazag frazand o zayedaran ud ed rah 1 abzbnig mihrlh i
frazandan pad weh parwarisnih i wes "emed ud edon han X az pid ud
duxt pus ham zayend ud rosn .fast ud abroxt hame wenihed andar awam
I ku aber Sad ud ramiSnug ke-g frazand-e.X frazand ast,ka-z oh^az
kas "IT ,yud tohmag~ud t
fud lahr han-iz pas cand weh T sazed bud han
sadih ud sirenih ud ramiln T az pus-e 1 mard T az xwesih duxt zayed
ke brad-iz bawed X ham madar. ud hah X az pus_ud madar zayed brad-iz
bawed ham gidar ed rah X we s ramisn i wax&i^n i urwahm ne u d 'agar padil
ast gyan 1 fray az sud X ne^z ewag X fray az *hucihrlh.
P. de Menasce translates (into Prench):
"There is xw£d5dah when one ’gives of self’, which represents the
transmission of ones personal power to one’s own, creatures like
oneself, in protecting them and saving them, and when this takes
place between those people who are particularly closely related it
is organised to include them in fraSegird men and women uniting
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together. And in order that this union leads to the most wholesome
results, people have a more closely connected union, "being of the
same race, with those of the same clan, and "being from the same clan
as those who are the closest kin to them. The three types of kinship
that of father and daughter, of son and mother, of "brother and sister,
will "be those that I consider above all... Now if it happens that a
father produces a son from his daughter, that is called (1'accomplissement
du) xwedodah of father and daughter. We know (lit. I declare gowem)
from the exposition of the Den that when Gayomard died, his sperm,
i.e. his seed, fell on Spandarmad, the earth,
who was his mother and
therefrom Ma&ya and MaSyani developed together, son and daughter of
Gayomard and Spandarmad: that is called the xwedodah of son and
mother. .MaSya and Madyani united as man and woman out of the desire
to have a son: that is called the xwedodah of "brother and sister.
They begat many couples, and these couples are husbands and wi es.
All people who have been and will be originate from the first (emission
of) seed of xwedodah: Herein is a law of nature in the production
which has been made by God, the plan aimed at the increase of
humanity from all the keSwars ... And this is the advantage that
the preservation of the race m its purity brings.
I say that the
sister and the brother will have as regards him who is b o m of them
a love as it were of 8 (sic) measures 1 )by the fact that it is the
child of brother and ’brother1 2) by the fact that this child
will be able to have from them a sister as 'brother'(?) J.) by the
fact that it is the child of the sister 4) the child whose brothers
came from them.
For the same reason, there will be four measures of
love, of good will, and of effort,in the care of the childjfour
measures of hope in him, and as regards the parents, therein is the
way of 'holy* (abzon) love of children, when they bring them up .
well with much hope. And it is the same for a son produced by
father and daughter.
The light springs out and blazes up and it is
seen in the course of time that they are very happy and joyful to
have a child from a child (i.e. a grandchild), even if it is by
someone who is of another race and from another land,^ how much more
pleasing is it that this sweetness and joy should come from the son
who is the man who is b o m of one's own daughter, who is also the
brother of his mother
too".
Unfortunately,
was included in the

because West's Appendix on. the meaning
volume

of xwedodah

containing his translation of D d . ,

in order

to avoid repetition of material, he did not reproduce the several important
passages from Dd. on xwedodah but noted that in certain chapters of D d .
"allusions are made to the Khvetudad of brother and sister formed by the
progenitors of mankind". (SBE XVIII, 414) • Sanjana then easily dismissed
the testimony of these passages in his paper by referring to them as
"mere allusion..." etc. (on.cit. 484)

One passage in particular, from

this most orthodox of Zoroastrian books, Dd. purs.

64,

demonstrates the

g.
pace de Menasce "d'autant plus convient-il que cette douceur et
cette joie vienne du fils d'un homme qui l'a (sic) engendre de sa
propre fille, 1'enfant £tant le frere meme de sa mere.
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meaning of xwedodah:

east _ud_ c ahar om T?m?si^n pass ox han i nursed ku
Tran i tohmag i xwedodah gowend. ku az ce be b u d :
ud az ce_gyag be bud pas sox ed. ku fradom
warzisn i xwedodahih az han bud i magya ud
masvane kard. ke ewkard brad ud^xwah bud hend.
u-han pus_warzisn I hamgupe zi snih kard 6iyon_
fradom xwedodah warzisn i fradom hamgumezisnih
i mard abag zan awes an kard ud paywand i mardoman
hamoyen purr-rawagih i tohmagan az han be b u d ,
ud haman mardoman i gehan az han tohmag

"Where and from what did the origin of race, which they say was
next of kin marriage, arise; and from what place did it arise?
The reply is this, that the first consummation of next of kin
marriage was owing to that which Mashyaih and Mashyayaih did who
were brother and sister together, and their consummation of inter
course produced a son as a consummation of the first next of kin
marraige, so that they effected the first intercourse of man with
woman, and the entire progress of the races of every kind of
lineage of men arose from that, and all the men of the world are
of that race',',
transl. West.SBE XVIII,199 £• i cf. also Id. purs.

36.82; 63-6 .
When passages such as this and those from Lk. Ill provide what
appears to be clear evidence for an actual practice of next-of-kin
marriage in Sasanian Iran and after, some scholars have regarded them
as scholastic, bookish, and therefore as inadmissable as evidence of a
social-religious reality.

P. de Menasce has put it:

"Le Lenkart III nous en avait d6couvert I n s p e c t intellectual,
doctrinal, et l*on pouvait craindre qu*il viBat une situation
quelque peu theorique,
si bien que l fon hesitait a se prononcer
sur la realite de certain faits que leur justification meme nous
faisait tenir pour livresques et au moins perimes (art. cit.. 75-6 )$
and the same scholar wrote of the Pivavat of Emet i ASavahistah (PEA),
and we would add of PKDd., that it
"dissipe ces doutes et nous montre que la theme repondait a une
realite" (art.cit.. 76)*
In another important passage on this subject, in answer to a question
about the heinousness of the sin of lcuhmarz "sodomy", Manu&cihr replies
by contrasting it with the great merit of xwedodah. Xwedodah is a creative
act leading to the production, eventually, of Frasegird; kunmarz is an
unnatural act which brings only death and the end of good.

( M . , purs.76)

As de Menasce noticed in art. cit.. 82, a passage in MEED 42, 114 (Paso. 1,

105,

treats of the case of a marriage between brother and sister

8.1
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which is presented as a quite normal thing (transcr. and transl.
Bartholomae, SR 5* 17-18)•

Another small text on xwedodah which was

not included by either West or Sanjana is ch. 20 of The Pahlavi Rivayat
of Adnrfarribag and Farnbagysros.
1.106; 11.56.

transcr. and transl. hy B.T. Anklesaria,

Closer inspection of one other text, however, is desirable

for elucidation of certain points in PRDd..

29,

50.

i.e. REA chs. 22,

24,

28,

These passages were translated and discussed, with special

attention to xwedodah. b y P. de Menasce in art. cit.

(More recently,

the whole of REA has been transcribed and translated into English by
H. Safa-Isfehani, Rivayat-i Hemit-i Asawahistant A Study in Zoroastrian
Law. Harvard Iranian Series, Vol.II.)

For reference to the passages

see notes to this ch. below.
PRDd., R E A , and other texts whose final recensions are considered
to be post-Islamic in date, testify to the currency and apparent orthodoxy
of the idea of next-of-kin marriage/sexuality.

West is wrong, surely,

to have spoken of PRDd. in such strong terms ("zealous vehemence...",
"dark ages" etc.), of a book which is otherwise so faithful to what is
recognised as orthodox tradition, and to attribute it as he did "to some
writer of the thirteenth or fourteenth century (SBE XVTII, 428, but cf.
ibid.. 415» see above the Introduction to the present work). B. Spooner,
art. cit..

56,

concludes that xwedodah "was adopted by the king (Achaemenian?)

from Mesopotamian religion", and that "the practice took on a sacramental
balue and...spread as one of the marks of purity of the nation-religion,
Persianism-Zoroastrianism".
With the removal of the Sasanian king, however, and the decline of
Zoroastrianism, he says, there was no longer any reason to continue the
practice of xwedodah.

If this is the case, then the Pahlavi books of the

ninth and tenth centuries attempt to combat any such discontinuation of
tradition.

The strains, ambiguities and constraints which are evident

in PRDd. 8 reflect the oppressive times under Muslim domination.
However, it is premature, surely, to argue as Spooner does, that the
practice of xwedodah "was never an integral part of the social structure
but simply a vehicle to a type of grace..." (art. cit.. 86)
It is argued below that rather than being abandonned at this*time,
or even upheld against the adverse flow of history, in PRDd. xwedodah
constitutes a revival of a practice long consonant with Zoroastrian
theology and society; here, however, the practice is preached for an
unprecedentedly urgent purpose - the preservation of the Good Religion.

8,2-4
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2.

It may be assumed that at the time of the last recension of this

chapter agdenih was the greatest, and the root, of all problems for
Zoroastrians,

Moreover, as P. de Menasce has put it:"tout indique

que l'akdenTh est M e n 1*Islam qui n'est jamais designe par son nom"
(art. cit., 76)

It is significant, then, that the rejection of agderiih

and act of conversion to the Good Religion, is acclaimed as a virtue in
parallel to the practice of xwedodah.

Indeed, as West suggested a

century ago, the priesthood may well have extolled and recommended nextof-lin marriage "to prevent marriage with strangers, in order to hinder
conversions to the foreign faith" (SBE V, 589)*

This is the actual

import of the opening words: the priest is speaking about the virtue of
these two acts in order to emphasise the great peril of the contrary
acts, i.e. becoming Muslim and marrying non-Zoroastrians.

The practice

is not simply an example of Zoroastrian dissimilation from Muslim
prohibitions; in this text xwedodah appears to have a new, normative
function, yet which is quite in keeping with its traditionally ascribed
power of zanisn i dewin, i.e. in the contemporary conditions, zanisn T
agdehih.

This, nevertheless, does not account for the theological and

anthropological meaning of xwedodah which, as next-of-kin marriage, is,
so far as is known, unique in the world's religions as an intrinsically
meritorious act for all to perform.
3)

This theme runs throughout this chapter (e.10, f.3» g. 2 ) and many

of the other sources on xwedodah. See below, n.
4)

Section a is in parallel to section d below.

described in §§. 1,3>4 and

5

The xwedodah relations

prefigured mythologically in §§a, 2- 8.

In e.g. D k . Ill (P k M . 73) Ohrmazd is said to be the father of Spandarmad;
from their union was b o m Gayomard.

Thus far, explicitly in Dk. Ill etc.,

and by implication in PRDd.8.a.2ff., the xwedodah:relation is:
(Ohrmazd)

(Gayomard)
In Dk. loo, c i t .,

a

O

(Spandarmad)

Gayomard*s seed is said to have impregnated Spandarmad

(P k M . 74.2ff) from whom was b o m the first human couple, MaSja and■MaSyanag.
The series of relations is now:

(Gayomard)

o

(Spandarmad)
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Ma^ya and Ma^yanag, brother and sister, perform xwedodah and produce
thereby the second generation of mankind, which ever increases thereafter.
Thus all the principles of the relationships mentioned in section d are
anticipated here.

R.C, Zaehner (ZZZ.

152, 163)

quotes PRDd.8. a..2-4 in

his discussion of the Zurvanite myth of the creation of the luminaries,
but he does not see any Zurvanite influence here; it is more likely, he
considers, that it is the product of orthodox Zoroastrianiam.

J.

Darmesteter explained the origin of the orthodox myth thus:
"les docteurs mazdeen eurent le tort de raisonner, et les accidents
de la vieille mythologie les amen&rent & mettre entre le Createur et
le premier inceste fraternal une nouvelle serie incestueuse.
Le
mariage d ’Ahura et de Spenta-Armaiti n ’etait a l !origine que la
reproduction du vieil hymen cosmogonique entre la Ciel et la Terre,
entre Dyaus et Prithivi, Ouranos et Ge, Jupiter Pluvius et Tellus- "
(ZA I, 133).
The Pahlavi translation and glosses to Y.44 give a clear picture
of the union of Ohrmazd and Spandarmad.

The myth of Ohrmazd consorting

with Spandarmad his daughter would have been doubly a target for Muslim
attacks were it not disguised in Pahlavi language.

Zaehner quotes

Noldeke*s translation of Bedjan, Acta Martyrum. ii,,576ff., a Christian
polemic against such ideas, in which the following is stated:
"Und wenn er sie mit seiner Mutter, Tochter oder Schwester gezeugt
hat, wie eure thbrichte und a l b e m e Lehre sagt, warum soli er uns
dann nicht in allem gleichen? Ein Gott dagegen hat weder Mutter,
noch Tochter, noch Schwester, weil er eine ist und er allein Gott
ist, der uber all seiner Schatze frei verfttgt" (from Festgru/7 an
Rudolph von Roth. Stuttgart, 1893» 34-8, quoted in ZZZ. 436?
also Text F6 in ZZZ. 437^*)*
5)

Here the prophet is portrayed as admitting that xwedodah is dkefttar.

Ohrmazd answers that mankind was wrong to have strayed from the practice
established by himself the first man, and the first-couple.

Had they not,

it is said, mankind would not now be divided and in strife - the alien
race

(-Sah az dud sahr etc.) would not have come about.

Here theproblem

agdehih is linked to m a n fs own disregard of lineage.
The practice of xwedodah is urged in the most emphatic ways:
it is of divine origin as the original reproductive act (a,2-8);
it is cleansing, smites dews

(a,1,c.3» g.2);

it is salvation from Hell (b.1, 2,

3);

it is declared by Ohrmazd as best virtue (c.1-2,
all men will do it eventually (c.6);
it is very meritorious (h.1-3, i.1-4* J .1—2);
ZarduSt declared men should practise it (m.1-4)?
Ohrmazd prescribes it for Zardu&t (a.5-9» o,1-2).

f.2, m.4t &*2);
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The chapter begins and ends with the perplexity of xwedodah.
Ohrmazd* and Zardust both know that while it is the best of things,
az harw 5i^ pasom (o.2). it is also skefttar (a.5), wad, saxt (o.l)
Jskeft ,(o.1,2) and tang (o.2).

In the concluding

section where

Ohramzd answers the perplexed ZarduSt, it seems that the virtuous power
of xwedodah is not unrelated to its difficulty.

It appears to be a

complete reversal of what is acceptable, yet in fact

it is not.

is shown to be the antithesis of marriage. • Xwedodah is shown to
ultimate marraige.

Sodomy
be the

Levi-Strauss defined the prohibition of incest as

"less a rule prohibiting marriage with the mother, sister or daughter,
than a rule obliging the mother, sister or daughter to be given to others. 11
(The Elementary Structures of Kinship. 481 )*
In the boldly eschatalogical, apocalyptic vision of the Zoroastrian
world, particularly in times of oppression, the writer-spriest wished to
speed up the process of pavwandiSn i o frasegird.
in c .6 makes this wish explicit.

The mention of Sosyans

In cutting themselves off from the

Muslims around them, in refusing to trade with them,

marry

or

be buried

with them, the Zoroastrians anticipate anxiously the state of FraSegird.
when change no longer occurs, when exchange is no longer necessary,
because all is fulfilled and complete unto itself.

As L^vi-Strauss

concludes his major work on kinship:
"...mankind has always dreamed of seizing and fixing that fleeting
moment when it was possible to believe that the law of exchange
could be evaded, that one could gain without losing, enjoy without
sharing. At either end of the earth and at both extremes of time,
the Sumerian myth of the Golden Age and the Andaman myth of.the
future life correspond, the former placing the end of primitive
happiness at a time when the confusion of languages made words
into common property, the latter describing the bliss of the hereafter
as a heaven where women will no longer be exchanged, i.e. removing
to an equally unattainable past or future the joys, eternally
denied to social man of a world in which one might keep to oneself
(op. cit.. 496-7)*
This joy of "keeping to oneself" is of course the root and branch of
xwedodah.

For social man, as Levi-Strauss put it, we have the reasonable

reaction of Zardust - that xwedodah is &kefttar etc. Zardust, however,
is also prophet of the Divine, whose revelation far transcends the logic
of this world (see o,2, e.g.).

ZarduSt proclaims:

"Practise xwedodah! And I speak of the good (man); as for the
negligent (axweskarah KB.) and bad men, then by them this was said
harshly: *A thing which is so hard and grievous in our law (dad)
xwedodah. is not to be practised*."
The practice of -xwedodah then, is an ideal with immediate practical
benefits: in so far as it can be practised it seals off the community

8.6-11
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to that extent from outside, i.e. Muslim, influence.

If Zoroastrian

priests were unique in having advocated such close consanguineity,
perhaps it is because the rationale of the purity

code in the gumezl&n etatq,

and that of the expectation of the world-made-perfect at Prasegird
both strive to separate the good from evil, man from demon, weh denlh

from agdenih. in fact self from all that is other than self.

6)

On this couple*s act of xwedodah see GBd. XIV, 6-10 (ed. TDA);

B d ., purs. 64; 76-4-7; 56.82; Bk.III. cited in n.1 above.

On variants

their names see A. Christensen Le Premier Homme I, 9-10, and on the texts
relating to the pair see ibid.« 13ff. and M. Boyce HZ 1,96-77)

This may refer

generally to ordinary disaffection among members of

a family, or more particularly to the chaos of conversion to Islam and
apostasy from Zoroastrianism which would certainly have split families.
The fourth chapter of ZVYt. describes the tenth century of the millenium
of Zardust, when Eransahr is invaded by alien hordes of evil religion
(waffar den IV. 10).

The social order will be overthrown as a result:

andar han awam...hamag maxdftm freftar be bawend, ku ewag o did ray
wad xwahend ud mihr wuzurg Tud-gonag be bawed. ud azarm ud dosaxam
ud mi^In-d&stih az gehan be bawed mihr I pid /az7 pus ud brad az
brad 'be gawed damad as xwasur .Tud be bawed ud madar az duxt jTudag
"In those times all men will be deceivers, that is they will wish
evil for one another and love will be a very different sort (of thing),
and respect and love and spiritual friendship will disappear from the
world, the love of a father will go from the son, and brothers from
brother and mother will be opposed and hostile to the daughter,M
(IV. 13-15).
In those times as the following chapter states, in the words of
Ohrmazd: ahlawan pahlom hail bawed ke pad weh den i mazdesnan ested ud
den i xwedodah pad dudag r aWed MThe most excellent of righteous men will
be he who stands by the Good Religion and in whose family the religion
o;^ xwedodah continues. (V*5)

8.
sin.

A Persian Rivayat states that only xwedodah can remove the margarzan
However, it cannot atone for the sin of kunmarz. as in said in the

29th chapter of REA.
9.
10.

This section appears to be a gloss on b1 - the sense is the same.
The writer appeals to revealed scripture throughout: a.2ff, c.1, c.4,
d.1, d.2, e.1, f.1, f.3, i,o,k,l,m,n,o.

11. 1. e.

any time an act of kunmarz is committed it is (because of its

results) as if one committed it with all the dews.

The writer displays his skill in contrasting the great virtue with
the great vice here (and see below, n . ^ ) .

Rather than explain the

actual good effect of xwedodah, he describes vividly the horrors of
sodomy, which multiplies the worst physical (pad getig if c.3) and non
physical (o' petyaragomandih)
that the virtuous in

evils, while meanwhile making it clear

aradise are not affected thereby.

12.

Cf. D d . purs.

72.2.

15.

Three basic types of xwedodah relations are described in

with their variants.

d.1-5»

As was said in n. 2 above, these relations are

each prefigured in the mythological unions of Ohrmazd, Gayomard and Masya
with their kin.

For the sake of clarity the different relations are

drawn out below, showing the relative merit of each according to this
text (the next-of-kin union specified is encircled in each case):

£<il

Parent + child xwedodah: (la is superior to 1b)
type

1a

type

.*

1b
•£•.= O

A a/O

§3L3 Brother + sister xwedodah: (lb is superior to 2)

Father/brother + daughter/sister xwedodah.
type

3a

A

=

O

Mother/sister + son/brother xwedodah

■type 3b

type
type
viz.

3a
3b
1a

A

-O

is in fact only a continuation of type 1a,
is in fact only a continuation of type 1b.
will continue as 3a, which becomes the series

3a»**

1b will continue as 3b, which becomes the series 3b...

A

I

A - 0
A ^~

,

OI

€tc-

I
Put together^3a.. and 3b... become what is presumably the ideal structure
by which MaSya and MaSyahag and their next-of-kin began to populate the
world, but which,

(according to PRDd 8.a8) broke down:

A

-

O

pL, //v.

A

- O

A

| O
A

- A' oI

^

o

1
A

A problem in this kind of endogamy is that if the xwedodah of son and
mother produces only a male offspring the line will break down, v i z .
resulting in exogamy:

^

^

I

A

A

and vice versa for the xwedodah of daughter and father:
a

-\\ I
O
A mere brother+sister xwedodah in the second generation of the diagram
would complicate, perhaps disrupt, the structure.
The continuation of type 2 above would produce the following series:

i— 1— »
A

I

A

=

O

-

o

1

I
This is a ‘lateral* xwedodah in that it connects only siblings, not,
generations,
14.

In §§d.1-6 it seems that sexual relations are referred to.

§d.2

is surprising : again the writer uses the contrary example of kunmarz
to demonstrate a principle.

According to M ,

ed. Ahklesaria, 43“7»

Sanjana 21-3; quoted'by Zaehner, ZZZ. 368-9! "Ahreman gave birth to the
demons and lies and the other abortions by committing sodomy on his own
person,"

(transl. Nyberg, COM, 1929, 198-201).

Here the allusion serves
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only to argue
good better.

8.15-23

that what made something bad worse must make something
The principle "the closer the xwedodah. the better”, is

given also in the Persian Rivavat:
va ormazd gofte ast ke har %and paivand nazdiktar kerfetar va Jehad
va kuses nimayed p esan-i baradar. va d u x t a r b a r M a r ke-yek digar
dehand va pesar -1 xahar va doxtan-i baradar'be yekdigar ~bedehand'"‘
TTnv., R i v .. I 508* 15- 1&» transl. D . , Pers7~Riv.» 29 3T
15*

Presumably this means that the sin of breaking contract passes to

the illegitimate child even if she later becomes his wife, just as if
she were legitimate (who would also be affected by their father's sin
of adultery).

16.

See above ch. 6.4*

§ d ,6 is the link to a deviation from the main subject in d. 7»

and 9.

8

According to some texts full responsibility remains with the

parents until the offspring is fifteen, when the child is invested with
the sacred kusti.
17*

See Modi, CC, 178ff.

According to GBd XXXVI. 5 (ed. TDA2#.l) Yim (Av. Yima) ruled for 616

years and six months before his glory xv arana departed him; after this he
was in flight for a hundred years.

A tale similar to that of PRDd.

occurs in Unv. R i v .. II, 208-10, 3)., Pers. R i v .. 580-1,
ibid., I
18.

255- 6,

D . , ibid..

8

cf. also Unv.,

257.

Here and in § e.5> 4» 5 Yima's var (Av. var-)

is confused with var

"lake" (Av. vairi-).
19.

West translates "ape".

20.

Gandarw is a demonic monster, mentioned below in ch. 18, f,9-13»

21.

This creature is unidentified.

22.

The translations of gasf. and gang are West's.

"weevil".

West translates dywk'

G B d . XlVb (ed. TBA^^Sis a fragment of this story which accounts

for the creation of the ape kabig, the bear xirs. and the tailed one
dumbomanA.

25.

It is here assumed that

be nazdik Sawed is a euphemism for

sexual intercourse, i.e. literally "he goes near to it (xwedodah)". There
can be little doubt that at this time xwedodah described the sexual act;
Confirmation of this fact is given in a surprising context, Ch.

56

below,

which is otherwise solely on the merits of dron. mvazd and gahambar.
In the concluding sections, to emphasise the importance of immaculate
conduct of these services, Ahreman is made to say to his fellow demons
that although the demonic 'remedy' against ntvazd and gahambar is easy,
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8.23-26

for human hearts can be corrupted; xwedodah is inviolable.

Ahreman

advises his demons:
xwedodah hil. ku to be-san man-iz "car ne danem. ce ka cahar bar
gayend hagriz mard ud
zan az xwefth l ohrmazd be ne iawend, be-san
did frazandih abaved dad...
"leave xwedodah. since even I do not know the remedy to (give) you
(for that) without their (compliance), for when they copulate four
times man and wife will never depart the kinship of Ohrmazd, again
progeny must be given to them".
(PEDd. 5^.16).
CF, also ESA 30, which poses and answers a question about male impotence:

mard-e ke-s menisn pad xwedodah bawed hah ke-s abag ayed kardan
pad wistarag dared pad kamag wizardan atuwanigclad weh ayab wemarih
ray eg-is kirbag T xwedodah bawed avab he kirbag i xwedodah edon
bawed ka-z pad kunisn kard ka-s mehiMia u-^ kardan ne tuwan ka-s
atuwahiffih ray o kardan he rased hah-iz kirbagT pad kunisn
bowandagiha ne kunlhed ne' pad kard hangari§n 1ae-& eg^-iz mehisnika
ray wuzurg ruwah frayad oh bawed.
P. de Menasce translates (art. cit.

87):

"Question: Un hommme a 1*intention d ^ c c o m p l i r le xvetodas: il prend
dans son lit celle avec qui il peut le fair, mais s'il est incapable
de s*en acquitter Selon sa volonte, a cause de son grand age ou
d fune maladie, y a-t-il alors merite de xvetodas ou non?
Eeponse: Le merite du xvetodas est tel, soit qu'on l'effectue, soit
qu'on en ait 1'intention sans pouvoir le faire, soit que par
impuissance on n'en puisse venir a bout; mais cet acte meritoire qui
n'a pu etre fait doit pas etre considere comme accompli: cependant,
en raison de 1 intention, cela apporte un grand secours a l'ame".
On the other hand, ch. 28 of ESA states that the production of children
from such unions does not increase or decrease the intrinsic merit of the
act,

24.

Cf. Unv. op. cit, I. 309*. 1-2; P., op. cit., 293*

25.

Nowhere are the claims for xwedodah more exaggerated than here.

In

principle it is the same as §h2, asanih "satisfaction" (the term usually
used for the gratification of the yazads through zohr. see Dhabhar, Pahlavi
Yasna. Glossary,p.20) is here used of the dews who cannot obtain complete
gratification, even from such lavish offerings, because of xwe'dodah.
26 .

Divorce was not recognised by Zoroastrians except on rare grounds

(see Sd.Bd. oh.34.8ff.; D., Pers. E i v .. 527» Unv.Riv., I‘, 189; D . , op.cit..

204).

Hiis refers, probably, to the length of a xwedodah marriage

according to the length of a persorils life.
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27*

asodad/ahlawdad is a technical term for a gift to a priest,

the

obligatory gift for rite performed.

n. 152,

especially

See M. Boyce, HZ I,169-70* with

Naturally priests insisted that nothing was more meritorious.

This passage is one among many in PRDd. which demonstrate how priests
sought to establish their claims on the laity.
Foundationsr,
28.

Cf. also M, Boyce*

’fcious

283-5* £°* gifts o£ land to priests.

Cf, the counsel of Zardust in PkM. 209.17“ 18
wes 4wi7demih i dewah u-s we^ m e h m a h A h / i dahman afrln -pad tan
ray xwedodah warziSn.
"pour que dans la personne, il y ait grande absence des dev et
grande presence de Pahman Sfrin pratiquer le xwetodat
(transl.
de Menasce Dk, III, 203).

29*

I.e., on the banks of

revelation.

the River Daiti where he first received a

Although this at first appears to be a pious fabrication,

it has the authority of D k . VII.4.4f*

PkM.626.12-20. transl. West, SBE

XVIII, 412ff, SBE XLVII, 51f.
eg zardu&t pad buland rasisnih abar be xwahd o gehan i astomand i
ahlavih st avis tan ahlSvih ud nikohTd/an7 dewan franami&n mazdisnlh
Zardulst hah I amahraspandah ezisn nivaviMn o asma nahlom gowem ud
ayazisnih 5 dewah xwedodah han-iz pahlom agahihisnih ku az agahlh
i dad ested astawahlh kirbs
lan meh andartem az oy yaz pid duxt
pus burdar ud bradar ud xwah paydag.
(in the same episode, an opponent of the prophet declares ..^HS-e1
padiS edon abeguman hem ku ne abaved kardan Ei.Yon xwedodah... (DkM.627.9f.)

30.

i.e. the refusal to practise xwedodah.

31.

A major weakness in this otherwise affirmative ending is that, of

course, there is no mention in any extant scripture that ZarduSt married
his mother, sister, or daughter.
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9.1

Notes to Chapter 9

1.

On the Dron service, yaSt x Dron, see PRDd., ch. 58 (in M.},

and for the fullest discussion of this and related ceremonies see
M. Boyce and P. Kotwal, ‘'Zoroastrian "big and dron1', I and II, BSOAS,
XXXIV, 1, 58-73, and 2, 298-313, 1971» and especially 1, 62-66.
For an explanation of the significance of the dron, i.e. the
unleavened "bread, see the Pahlavi treatise

'Abar dim l dron'-,

translated by Kaikhusro Dastur Jamaspji Jamasp Asa, DH M V , 201-5»
and also ch 56 §§1-8 below.

See also Modi, CC, chs. 12 and l5» and

U n v . » R i v . , II, 26 ff., 3)., Pers. R i v ., ifl3 ff.

2.

Thus the yaSt I dron is a minor ceremony when compared in merit

with the Yasna, Visperad and Vend!dad, see below §9 ff* and cf. Unv.,
Riv., II, 12, D., Pers. Riv., 1+00 f., and SnS., XVI.6 . (SBE V,

380

f.).

3*

With §§2-3 cf. ch. 65 §§ll| and 15 below; two other Pahlavi

passages are also similar to our text;

(l) DkM. 801-2:

abar oz f~ud~l tagiglh I menog 1 dron en-iz, ku harw Sab dewan az
duSox pad winahldan ud mur^enrdan I daman andar o gehan dwarend;
ud ka dron yazed, han menog pad zadan ud abaz daStan I dewan
ayozed, ud andar harw gab nawad ud no bar pad koxSiSn I abag
dewan frod warded, u-San zaned ud stowened ud az mur^leniSn 1 .
gehan abaz dared
"Concerning the. power.and strength of the spirit of the Dron
[is] this also, that every night the dews rush into the world
from hell for the ruin and destruction of creatures; and when
the Dron is celebrated, that spirit strives to smite and repulse
the dews, and every night it comes down ninety-nine times for the
battle with the dews., and it smites them and overcomes them
and keeps them from" destroying the world."

(2)

Abar Cim 1 Dron, DHMV, p. 202 f.:
en-iz paydag ku harw roz pas az hufraSmog yazd dewan ud druzan
az dug ox Ciyon bug 1 asp an moy homanag abar ayend ku anaglh pad
■daman 1 ohrmazd kardan ray be o getlg ayend.
Ciyon o kof i
harborz rasend menog I dron o padirag 1 han hamag dewan ud
druzan abaz gawed u-San zaned ud afsened ud edon zaniSn kuned ku
tagarg homanag of tend u-gan az o getlg amadan ud anaglh pad daman

l ohrmazd kardan abaz dared, ud agar ne menlogj 1 dron ray he,
hamag dewan ud druzan dam 1 ohrmazd ray awen ud apaydag ud nizar
kard he ...
"This also is revealed that every day after the dews and druzs
come up from hell like hairs of the horses ’ manes, that is they
come into the world to do harm to the creatures of Ohrmazd. When
they come to Mt. Harborz, the Spirit of the Dron comes back to me
meet all those dews, and druzs. and he strikes them and destroys
them, he deals ^them) such a blow that they fall like hail and he
keeps them back from coming to the world and doing harm to. the
creatures of Ohrmazd. And if it were not for the Spirit of the

Dr on, all the dews and druzs would have annihilated and
obliterated and enfeebled the creation of Ohrmazd."
By comparison of the sentence diyon o kof l harborz *♦. etc. (in
passage (2)) with PRDd., ch. 65>, §l£, it would appear that Mithra
himself is the Menog l Dron;
ud mihr nad.roz -peg xwarged rawed; ka xwarged andar o r5zan
Sawed (i.e. into the window/door in Harborz) mihr abaz garded
•pad Sab salavlh I daman I ohrmazd az dewan druzan ud mihrdruzan
kuned
"and in the day (time) Mithra goes before the sun; when the sun
goes into the window (i.e. into the door in Harborz) Mithra
turns around in the night affords protection to the creatures
of Ohrmazd from the dews, druzs and mihrdruzs">
Ij.

The word goSodag (Parsi goSudo) derives from Av. gauS huSa

"the beneficent cow", and is applied to whatever represents the
animal kingdom in religious ceremonies, while the vegetable creation
is embodied in the dron. As is stated in PRDd. £8. &7 (transl. M.,
p. 33I4 f.), gogodag may be milk, butter or eggs, etc.; the term is
also applied to flesh offerings consecrated at a Dron service (see
M. Boyce, "Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice1 , HMV,

67); see also Modi,

.

CC, 299
5>.

The gnuman (Av. xSnaomaine

"for the propitiation, satisfaction")

is the statement of dedication to a particular yazad.

In one form of

the yaSt 1 dron, the yagt I bars am, or in India panj tay "five twigs"
the gnuman is always to the Lord Ohrmazd before all others (see M . .
Boyce and P. Kotwal, art. cit., I, 61;).
6,

yagt 1 keh "the lesser worship" is the older name for the dron

or baj service since this service forms part of the preparation for
the yagt 1 meh the "greater worship", i.e. the yasna; see M. Boyce
and P. Kotwal, art. cit. I,
7-

67.

zohr is the Pahl. form of Av. zaothra-, which derives from the

root zav/hav "pour"; although zaothra- must originally have meant
libation, it came to be a synonym for Av. myazda^- "(solid or liquid)
offerings" which was used especially of the blood sacrifice.
Commenting on the meaning of yaziSn I pad zohr in PRDd. ch. 17 §h2,
Tavadia states*
"It seems that "yazign with zohrr'
? means the proper
ceremony as performed by priests, cf. (llnv*) Riv. II. 12. 6ff.
which gives the relative merit of this and other ceremonies when
performed with zor and bars am and when without them. The latter
refers merely to the recital of the texts, since the verb used
is xvandan ‘‘to recite1’ and not yaStan *to offer up (or celebrate)
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or kardan H o perform1'' as in the former,"
(SnS., Appendix 5- 2, n. 7» P* 153)*
For references to zohr in Pahl. texts see M. Boyce, JRAS, 1966, 102-3*
On the practice of making ritual offerings and its importance in
Zoroastrianism see M. Boyce HZ I, llj.8 ff., and JRAS 1966, 100-18.
8.

A similar statement, found in the Persian rivayat of Kamdin

Shapur is more specific in defining the yaSt of our text as the
ceremony of get! xrld or nozod.

Also it adds the words, lacking in

P R D d *,
"or has not caused them to he performed hy other priests"
(Unv., R i v ., II, 35* 1* 8, transl. D., op * cit -, 1+21)
whereby the Persian text seems to include young men of priestly and
non-priestly families; however, in our text, apparently, it is the
nabar (i.e. yagt l nabar) of the ordaining priest which is meant, and
the warning is not for non-priests.

Nabar is otherwise known in the

Persian rivayats as n o z o d , but, as Tavadia has explained, this latter
term
"does not or
at least need not mean the naojot ceremony by which
a Parsi
child is taken into the Zoroastrian fold, but the navar
ceremony which forms the initiation of a Parsi priest ... "
(Tavadia, S n S ., 3* 35» n. 6, p. 83f.).
9*

Ihe dwazdah-homast is a form of prayers recited for 261+ days in

honour of 22 yazads; each'of these yazads is worshipped with a
celebration of the Yasna and Vendldad services daily for twelve days,
and nights.

Modi explains homast as ' "hama yasht" ... the praise or

celebration (yasht) of all

(hama) y a z atas' (CG, U31)?

but, cf. Vest,

SEE Y, 212-3» n * 5» where Vest has cited Dastur J.M. Jamasp-Asa’s
detailed description of the different homast ceremonials, none of
which, indeed, is dedicated to all the (33) yazads.

According to this

there are four kinds of homast, the first of which is not mentioned in
P R D d . 9i
(1) homast t one Yasna recited daily for twelve days for each
of the following successively {i.e. for II4I4 days)
Ohrmazd, Tigtar, Xwarged, Mah Aban, Adur, Hordad, Amurdad,
Spandarmad, Vad, SroS, Arda-fravaS
(2) ewag-homast; as in (l), one Yasna daily, plus one Vendldad
every twelve days, for each of the same yazads
(3)

dah-homast:

one Yasna and one Vendldad daily as in (l)

(i|) dwaz dah-homast; one Yasna and one Vendldad recited daily for
twelve days for each of the twelve yazads in (l) and for ten more:
Vahman, Ardwahist, Sahrewar, Mihr, Vahram, Ram, Ben, RaSn, Gog,
Agtad.
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In the Persian rivayats it is clearly and repeatedly stated that
dwaz dah-homas t is recited for the atonement of "sins" - that is,

offences against the purity laws - committed wittingly or unwittingly
by women during their menstruation; thus the yazads to whom the
services are dedicated are those who are afflicted directly by the
defilement of menstruation.

In the Persian rivayats three lists of

twelve yazads, all slightly different in details, are given along with
the significance of the choice of yazads; see TJnv., Biv., I, 211f.,
219-221 (see also Sd.N., ch. kit §§7-20, transl. West, SEE XXIV,
p. 3031“.)•

11 is noteworthy that in. the Bivayat of Bahman Punjya

it is stated of the dwazdah-homast
"These 12 Vendidads represent the least number. According to
aii Bivayats, 33 Vendidads should be consecrated for the
propitiation of all the 33 Amshaspands and Yazads. If this is
not possible, then 18 should be performed, if not, 12 must be
consecrated. This accounts for the greater or the lesser
ceremonies of the Davazdah Hamast."
(Unv., Biv., 21f, 11. If>-l6; transl. P., op. cit., 219).
10.

In contrast, in a Persian rivayat it is said that the performance

of two hamag-den with dwazdah-homast and with zohr is one of the means
of atoning for (i.e. removing) margarzan sins (tTnv.» Biv., I 3°7i D*»
Pers. Biv., 292).

9.9-10

Botes to Chapter 10

1.

Cf. PdA. p. 9*6:

u d himar I rastlh weh ud abzarlh xrad meh "the

virtue of truthfulness is best and the instrument of reason is
greatest."

However, the Andarz 1 OSnak I I)an ah (ed. Phabhar, p. II4)

differs in its statement:

fradoro hunar pad mardoman, xrad weh "the

prime virtue among men, reason is the best."

MX 3*6 (ed. West)

typically, reconciles the discrepancy in the words:
u d pad

gehan rastlh

charity, and

in the

reason, is best."

... u d pad tan

1

pad ruwan radlh,

mard xrad weh "in the spirit

world truthfulness ... and in the body ofmen

In Sd. B d . ch. 70 (ed. Phabhar, p. 139) the virtue

of truthfulness is explained

as supreme in Zoroastrianism:

(1) anCe uorslde budand
ke sud-i x^iS az ziyan-i mardom
taleb harden Ce gunah ast. be dan and ke s a r - i d l n be aSam
vohd ast, va tafslr-i an rastl kardan a s t . (2) v a agar~"
be
rastl kardan
v a goftan ast va hiC kar dar .jehan behtar
az
rastl kardan
nlst
"About what they had asked as to .
whether there is any sin in seeking o n e ’s gain from m e n ’s
loss, let it be known that the origin of religion is in
Ashem Vohu and the meaning of it is to practise truthfulness.
(2) If truthfulness is to be practised and uttered, then
there is no work better than practising truthfulness in
this world " (transl. P., Pers. R i v ., 552).
See also Sd. N ., oh. 62 (ed. Phabhar, p. Z4.3*

Bnv., Riv., I,

1*0, transl. West, SEE XXIV, 323), Sd. B d ., ch. 7l[. 20-2 (ed.B.,p. 1 k5i
and transl. Pers. R i v .,' 555-6).
huaxwih is the good life
their good lives on earth.

in heaven for those who merit it by
Cf.

PkM. 592.13 (SBE XLVII, 5) sgayomard

o han I amahraspandan huaxwih mad ku garodmarlg "Gayomard attained
to the good existence of the Amahraspands which is heavenly."

§a2 of

our text has the usual word for "paradise, heaven" wahiSt, but in §§h
and o garodman, usually reserved for "highest heaven" of Ohrmazd,is
used synonymously with wahiSt; in §q. the terms are combined:
garodman, wahjgt I Ohrmazd.
3«

Of. Sd. B d ., ch. 70*3> va agar be rastl kardan,kasi bar zendan

konand,behtar az an baSad ke kasl be dorugh goftan az zendan birun
konand "And if in practising truthfulness, a person is thrown into
prison, it is better than that a person is released from prison for
telling a lie-"

(transl. Phabhar, Pers. R i v .,,552).

Here the moral teaching is uncompromising and thus in accord with
Avestan teaching, but cf. Phabhar*s note on a passage in the Persian
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Rivayats on breaking oaths, and on telling lies where there would be
harm by telling the truth, Pers. R i v ., 307* u. 2 and 3«
l+.

With §3 cf. M

660, 10 ff.

5>.

The righteous charitable give to "the good and worthy" (wehan

u d arzanlgan) , and correspondingly "the charitable who are sinful" .
give to people of opposite character, wattar ud axwegkarig.

It is

stated in a Persian Rivayat that it is a margarzan sin to give
charity to such a one (Unv., R i v ., I. 3 ^ »
306-7).

6-9, Phabhar, Pers. R i v .,

See also Yd. XII. 3l+> XVIII. 3l+» and M. Boyce

'Toleranz und

Intoleranz im Zoroas trismus' , Saeoulum XXI, 1+, 1970» 337*

6.

With this §, cf. PU,

7*

In all likelihood druwand in this paragraph means "unbeliever",

1+9*5, ed. D., p. 215*

i.e. a Muslim, and the point of the passage is to prevent means
going to the enemies of the faith.

8.

On the different forms of the names of these two, the first human

couple, see Christensen, he Premier Homme, I, 9-10.
there are variant spellings:

p.

(MR^, J mlhynyh) ; p. 137 1 1- 2-3
W m*hl y ?n*yh.) .

136,

1. li+-l5

In our text

mlh* W mlhy*nJy

m ’h l ’s W m ’h l y d ’n ’h 0 ® ^ * ^ m'hlsyh

Por the legend of how they grew from the rhubarb

plant, worshipped Ohrmazd, were seduced by evil forces, and eventually
became the progenitors of the human race, see GBd. XIV, 5 ff. (BTA

127 ff.).

Por references to passages in which they are mentioned see

Christensen, op. c i t ., I, 13 ff.
9*

-^v. hadig- "house" occurs in Vr.

1.9

(repeated 2.1l) and 9.5*

In the Pahl. translation the glossators add the words menog I xanag
"spirit of the house" (l. 9).

See further Darmesteter,

Hadhish 1, Etudes Iraniennes, II, 201-3*

'Le Dieu

Hadis appears as a minor

divinity and messenger from Ohrmazd to the first man and woman in
D k . (D k M . 593*8ll*» transl. West, SBE XLVII, 7) to teach them how to
bless their bread before eating.

Por a discussion of the problems in

the passage see Henning, BSOAS XII, 191+7» 59-62.

HadiS is called

pad ahraylh abax arzanlg in the D k . passage for which Henning (art.
c i t .,

6l)

suggests "with due reserve" a reconstitution of the

original Av* text

aSava. pairiS. haahanana, "who has been granted

(the reward) by the Holy One."

HadiS is on a similar mission in our

text and it is reasonable to assume a common Avestan source and to
emend the words PWN *sy* Jdwynk' to F W N ' *hl?dyh [QJ)M] *1 c ’n y k *.

In
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Dk. HadiS recites two Ahunvars in order, as here, to defeat the dews.
10.

Literally "Blessing of the pious", usually taken as the

personification of the prayers of the devout.

DahmlSi Afrln is one of

the three great norucalendrical yazads .
11.

With §g cf. Dk. VII.1.12-13 cf. a similar passage in the Persian

rivayats in a ms. written hy Hormazyar Framarz, f. 31» text and
transl*, D . , Pers. R i v ., 308; and also Sd. B d ., ch. 7^-» §§15>-17 (ed*
D., II4I4, transl. Pers. R i v ., 555).

12.

M. reads *e<S harv Ce xSnaveS e-S o affaye^ "whatever pleases

(me) ought to be (mine)".
13*

As in §d,

above,

the emphasis is not to encourage excessive

wizidarih but that it should be exercised as a virtue to ensure that
charity remains righteous and does not compromise with evil (see §§fc
and c ) .
II4.

It is possible that this is carefully phrased in order to

exclude the royal tombs, which contained embalmed bodies.
1^•

The meaning is not quite clear - perhaps it is that old-age has

conquered man by taking him to the place of death.
ma<5 bavefi "unless it has

come (sic., transl.

this would imply that only premature

old-age

M. reads be o gyay

amad for mad) in time";
is bad,and the sense

seems as strained as the grammar.
16.

With this § cf. D.,

Pers. B i v ., 307; §d.N., ch. 79*1-2.

v

17.

One end of the Cinwad Bridge rests on Harborz.
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11.1-2

Notes to Chapter 11

1.

According to Ek. IX, 9.1 ( M .

Ind. B d . XXVIII, 8, 10 (SEE V,

792.9, SHE XXVII, 181-2), and

106),

the dews Indar ( ’ndl) and Savar

(s^wl) encourage men not to wear the sacred kustig and shirt,and
propitiated when men obey them.

are

In Vd. XVIII, $b-9 (SEE IV, 199 f.)

it is said that whoever is over fifteen years old and walks without
the sacred garments becomes the consort of the demon Brug.

The Pahl.

Comm, to this passage explains that for the first three steps it is

a sroSoiJaranam sin, but after the fourth it is a tanapuhl, for which

5 V'

there is no possibility of forgiveness.

See also SnS IV. 6-10 (SEE V,

287-8 and W e s t ’s notes 287, n. 1*, 288, n. 3); AVN XXV, 6; (SEE XVIII.
I 3I1);

especially cf. gd. Bd . ch. 89 (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 565)

which appears to be a r£sum£ of §1 and 2 In our text; gd. E d . chs.

13.^
2.

and 60.5*

The shirt should be all of one piece as is explained in Ed. purs.

39.2 (EdA. 125.6; SBE XVIII, 133):
pasox ed ku niyabag ast pad drust sped 1 pak 1 ew-tag, 1
ewkard, Ciyon wahman-iz edon ewag dam 1 fradom; pas az
han wastarag xwanihld han I andartom ud nihan pad ddn
"The reply is this, that it (the shirt) is needful to be
perfectly pure white and of one piece which being of one
piece is because Wahman indeed was the one first creation,
the garment is called after him, the innermost and concealed
in the religion".
The choice of Wahman in this text is obvious, as the last words
disclose:

this amahraspand - personification 1of the divine good mind

and power of conscience, first created of Ohrmazd - is traditionally
most intimate with Ohrmazd and angel of the prophet’s first vision
is here associated with the intimate garment which is both symbol of
the religious conscience, and emblem of Zoroastrian identity.
is a "seamless shirt" in the New Testament:

There

in the Gospel of St. John

it is said:
Oi om;orpanwrat, ore to-TavpoHrav tov Mrjcrow, eXaftov ra I/idna
avrov, nal
C7ro(i]<rav T(<raapa fxipT}, eKQir™ arpaTicorp p.tpo$, nal tov
Xtr& va' 7*v

6e 6

x irio v appcupos,

r a v avoo&ev tKpavro 9

81’ oAou,

Then the soldiers, when they had crucified
Jesus, took His garments, and made four parts,to
every soldier a part} and also I l i s coat; nowthe
coat
without seam,1woven from the top through
out.

A typical Christian explanation of the xiton arraphos in this verse
Q\

19.23)

is e.g. in W.Walsham How, Commentary on the New Testament;

"This was the inner garment,worn under the loose outer robe.
It reached from the neck, where it was fastened, to the feet,
and was held together by a girdle round the waist. The fact
that this coat was ’without seam, woven from the top throughout1,
has often been used to suggest the unity of Christ’sChurch.
He that makes schisms in the church rends the sacred robe of
Christ. "
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This seamless garment is also an undershirt.

On the Zoroastrian shirt

v

see Snjj. I*.6; E., Pers. Riv., 30
3*

West
j

f.; Modi CC, 181 f.

(SEEV, 288, n. 5) suggests

that this refers to

running in

r-

inner shoes (i.e. slippers), without wearing outer hoots.
Alternatively the word may be a-mog "shoeless".

See MX, II. 37 (ed.

West), and West*s note in SEE XXIV, 11, n. J4; Tavadia, SnS. IV. 2;
Ind. Bd.

XXVII. 13 (SBE V, 107);

r"

y

ZKA ll5 and n. 11 for references.

~

The Rivayat of Kamdin Sapur states specifically:
agar yek pay kafS va yeki barahna hamConin ravand bedlnsanl
gvmah bud (Unv., R i v ., I. 95*8; H.E., f. 253)
"If they walk
with one boot on one leg and with the other foot bare, it is
a sin of like nature (transl. B., Pers. R i v ., 100, and see
B.*s notes, loc. cit. n. 2 , 3*)
It is likely that the punishment for this sin is based upon that
of wigad-dwariSnlh (described in Pahl. V d . farg. 18.55)» and not
vice-versa as is implied b y our text.

Ek. IX.9*1 (SEE XXXVII, 182)

says that the demons Taurvi and Zairik are propitiated by the act of
"walking with one boot" (for references see SEE XXXVII, 182, n. I4)
i.e because they are the special opponents of Hordad, guardian of
water, and Amurdad, guardian of plants.

More logically Sd. U . ch. 1*

states that this sin causes injury to Spandarmad, protectress of the
earth.
I;.

With §§1-3 cf. Sd. B d ., ch. 89*

According to Vd. farg. l 8.i|0-[|[|

this is a sin which makes the demon Brug pregnant, because it
pollutes the earth more than Is necessary.

The rule and the

punishment is explained In the Pahl. Commentary,
18.1.

(EkM.$07.S$., SEE XXXVII, 207); MXA II. 39; AVN XXV. 5-6; §d. Bd.
v

ch.

88;

See also Ek. IX

—

"

Sd. H . ch. 56; Snjf states that ablutions should also be done

from the squatting position, and that the same principle applies as
v

for passing water (Snff X. 5; SEE V, 317-8).
5.

In V d . f a r g . l 8.i|6 it is clear that this is the sin of

involuntarily emitting semen in sleep; it is atoned for by recitation
of Avestan prayers which prevent the demon Brug from becoming pregnant
by the seed.

On the purification from such pollution see Unv., Riv.,

I, 192-3; E., Pers. R i v ., 206-7*

On the connection between human

semen and the spirit of the sky (HP. mlnoi asman) see §d. B d ., ch. 75
(transl. B., Pers. R i v ., 557)*
v

6.

Hell is in the north, and according to Sn£ X. 7 a- demon will

become pregnant each time food or liquid is thrown towards the north
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at night; it is also enjoined that one Ahunvar is to be recited in
order to smite the demons when anything is thrown away.
7.

According to Sd. B d . , ch. 3^ j 8-l£, there axe only four grounds

for divorce, otherwise a wrongful separation incurs a margarzan sin
on all those concerned, because it is the violation of a contract,
mihrodruj (see below, ch. 12).
8.

Here

the term menoglha prefaces the penalty thatis enforced

upon the

account of the soul, while getigiha defines the actual cost

the offender must meet in this world.
The terms merag and ziyanag have a technical sense here, it seems;
cf. M r . p. 22. 16 ff. (continued on 6. 11 ff.)
"which deals with the subject of taking the wife of another
for religious work. Hie taker is called merak, and she ziyanak
(p. 23. 5, 8). Among other things we read about her seduction
by him."
(Tavadia, £ n £ ., p. Ill, n. 13)
See also P K D A ., oh. lj. b.5 on adulteiy.
The term

ahlawdad here is also an odd usage; usually it

is

interpreted as what is given to an ahlaw, "a righteous (man)", i.e.
a priest, hence the general translation of "charity, a charitable
gift".

Here the term is more metaphorical as applied to zan/ziyanag

(M. translates ahlawdad "a solemn gift") but it still seems to have
a specific, religious meaning.
10.

Clearly this refers to the details of covenant-breaking given in

ch. 12 below; the marriage agreement, mentioned in ch. 11, §11, is just
such a verbal covenant made in friendship pad saxwan doSaramlha past
k u n - , the unlawful breaking of which renders the culpable parties
margarzan.
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Notes to Chapter 12

1.

These are the six kinds of covenant-breaking referred to below

in Ch. 6.1 (see notes).

Cf. Pahl. Y d . farg. ^.2-10, and TJhv., R i v .,

I, h3t D., P e r s . R i v . , 37*

Pamnesteter (SEE IV,

3I1 n.

2) has observed

that the classification of covenants in Vd. farg. ij.2 ff. is, in the
first two categories, by their mode of being entered into, and in the
last four by their amount, but that the verbal and hand covenant seem
also to have indicated an amount, i.e. the value of money or goods
involved in the covenant; however the commentary only gives the-value,
in staters, of the last four.

Por each kind of covenant-breaking Vd.

gives both the atonement of the next-of-kin of the sinner, and also
the punishment, physical and financial, which the sinner himself must
suffer.

The Pahl. commentary explains that the atonement of the

next-of-kin is ku ... sal blm dariSn ’’that they will have fear for ...
years” (the numbers correspond to those of the Av. text).

A Persian

rivayat goes further in reducing the liability, stating only the
number of years the actual sinner’s soul must spend in hell (see
Parmesteter SEE IV, 36 , n. 3? P*» Pers. R i v ., 37 f.»n.

8).

”Pirst if one turns away from an agreement or bargain entered
into with another, o n e ’s soul will remain in hell for three
hundred years” (transl. P., Pers. Riv., loc. cit.),
In the Persian text the numbers of years correspond to those in our
text (except one, see n.
2*

5

below), but the order is different.

Fafal* V d . has pah-masay "sheep-sized” , and the commentary values

it at three staters; the equivalent in Pers. R i v ., (loc. cit.) is
bai*-i gosfand beSikand "if one breaks the contract about a sheep"
(transl. P.). gSspand (§3), stor (§1+) etc. stand for amounts involved
in agreements as the standard prices of animals etc.
3.

Pahl. V d . has stor-masay 11cattle-sized” , and the commentary:

twelve staters; Pers. R i v .:

bai*-i gav va Cahar-payan begikand

"if one breaks the contract about cattle and (other) four-footed
ones” (transl. D.).
P&foL* V d .:

wir-masay "man-sized” ; commentary:

staters; Pers. R i v .:

five hundred

peiman 1 doxtar begikand ta no sad sal dar

duzex bemanad "if one breaks the contract (about the marriage of)
a daughter, one will remain in hell for nine hundred years” (transl.
P.).
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V d *:

deh-masay "village-sized", commentary:

12.5-

u-g az panj

sad drahm ham bun-iz "at any rate (more) than five hundred drahms";
Pers. R i v .:

bai*i zamln begikand ta no sad sal "if one breaks a

contract about a piece of land, (one’s soul, will abide in hell)
for nine hundred years" (transl. P.).
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13.1

Notes to Chapter 13

1*

As in ZRA 199-200 so here "the word" is virtually synonymous with

the yatha ahu vairyo, the most sacred prayer of the Zoroastrians
which, it is said, was pronounced by Ahura Mazda before the creation

of the physical universe- (Y. XIX. 3 » 8-9) •

Us

sacredness thus makes

it the principal weapon against the forces of evil, and so it was used
by Ohrmazd against

Gannag Menog "the Evil Spirit" (GBd. X. 29, B T A 10-11)

and by ZarathuStra against Arara Mainyu (Yd. XIX. l ) .

In Yt. XVTI.

20

the prayer is explicitly described as a weapon, when Afara Mainyu says
that ZarathuStra "smites me with the Ahuna Yairya, as strong a weapon
as a stone, big as a house" (trans. harmesteter, SEE XXIII, 275)*
With our text cf. Pahl. Vd. XIX 8-9:
pas sox o oy dawid du.Vdanag gannag menog (ku): "pad-om kadar
gowiSn wane (ku-m stow be kune)' (u-in) pad kadar gowiSn apparene
Iku-m az dim ,*jud be kune) pad kaddr zay l hu-kard (In) I man
dam ke gannag menog?" 9> passoxlh o oy guft ke spitaman zarduSt
ku: pad ihawan ud taSt ud hdm; gowiSn(~iz) (l~ohr)mazd friz
guft Ikd abestag) man zay ast pahlom; pad(-it) han gowiSn wanem
(ku-t stow kunem) pad(-lt) h ^ ^ w i S n apparenim (ku-t az dam
^ud^kunim^ pad h§n zay xub-kard ... "
"Gannag Menog, evil-knowing, replied to him:
"With what word
will you conquer me (that is defeat me), (and) with what word
will you expel me (that is separate me from the creation), with
what well-wrought weapon this creation of me Gannag Menog?"
9* He who is Spitaman ZarduSt answered him:
"With the mortar and
the bowl and the horn; and the word also which Ohrmazd pronounced
(which is the Avesta) is my best weapon; with that word I shall
conquer you (that is defeat you) with that word I shall expel
you (that is separate you from the creation) with that wellwrought weapon ... ",
2.

M. omits to translate zlndaglh in this § •

3*

The ASam v o h u , one of the four principal mathras of Zoroastrianism

(with the Ahuna vairya, Airyjma iSyo and Yefthe hatqm) , praises and
invokes ASa VahiSta, the tutelary amaSa spanta of truth and fire.

In

Yt. 17* 20 (cf. n. 1, above) Atara Mainyu also says that ZarathuStra
b u m s him with ASa VahiSta "as if it were molten brass" (harmesteter,
(loc. c i t .).

It is noteworthy that the Airyama iSyo is not mentioned

in our text although it is described in Yt. 3 (which is dedicated to
ASa VahiSta) as that which "smites down the strength of all the
creatures of Angra Mainyu, one of the Yatus and Pairikas" (harmesteter,
op. cit., I|3).

Indeed of all prayers, according to this yaSt, it

would seem to be the most triumphant and efficacious against the
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forces of evil; it is, however, specifically connected with events
at the end of the world, rather than with the struggle of daily
living.

The two prayers mentioned in our text are fitting, in that

they'inspire the two-fold effort that man is required to make:

in

the present cosmic struggle for victory through the power of the
Ahuna Vairya which had been entrusted to ZarathuStra (Y. 19* If*)*
and in the inward striving toward virtue and blessedness for the
individual soul through the help of the AS am vohu.
i|.

M. translates nambistig particularly.

On the advantages from

these prayers see Y. 19 and 20; WZ I. 12-19 (SBE Y, l57f.); Bk. IX. 2.
17-18 (D k M . 788.9ff., SHE XXXVII, 17U) *
£.

i.e. Ahreman.

According to the account in Bd. the Evil Spirit

entered the world through the sky,

polluted

each

brought death to the plant, animal

and man (G B d .IV.

ofthe creations,

10ff., BTA l|8f f .

U 8f f •), and he "unleashed greed, need, danger, pain, sickness, lust
and sloth upon the body of the ox and Gayomard" (u-g az, niyaz sej,
dard, yask, war an u d buSasp pad tan
(G B d . XV.

8f f .,

BTA 50) •

1

gaw ud gayomard fraz hist

The material world is thenceforth open to

corruption by evil, but Ahreman is trapped in it by the "Spirit of the
Sky", menog

1

asman, and he will be destroyed at the time of FraSegird

(G B d . VIA, 2ff., BTA 70-1; E X 28. 2 (ed. West), transl. Zaehner, Dawn,
'' v

""

265; SGV IV. 63-79, transl. Zaehner, ibid., 2 6^- 6).

—

— —

Ohrmazd’s purpose

in this, and subsequently the purpose of the religious man, is to
oppose and destroy evil.' Thus it is in accordance with the optimistic
view of Zoroastrianism that the author of our text explains how the
evil effects of Ahreman*s assault are turned against him; although
men, good or otherwise, must face death, they may take consolation
in knowing that latent in the essence of all evil is its own ultimate
destruction, e.g. as a Pahlavi text puts it:
az dew han ke CiS obared; ka, niyazlh ray, big ne mad ested,
az tan xwared "The dew greed is that which swallows things;
when, owing to privation, nothing is obtained, it devours
itself."
(G B d . XXVII 33, BTA 238).
Indeed a Zurvanite text states that Ahreman himself is threatened
b y Zurvan thus:
"When the period of nine thousand years comes to an end, if
thou hast not perfectly fulfilled that which thou didst
threaten in the beginning, that thou wouldst bring all material
existence to hate Ohrmazd and to love thee ... then by means
of these weapons I .z will devour that which is thine, thy
creation; and she herself will starve; for she will no longer
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obtain food from the creatures of Ohrmazd ... "
(WZ XXXIV • 35, transl. Zaehner, Dawn, 223)*
§§9 and 10 of our text do not agree in details with the account
of the attacks of the Evil Spirit in G B d .:

u-g ab ^jud-mizaglh abar

burd "He brought change-of-taste upon the Water" (IV. 13) and ibid.,
IV. 27:

pas o ataxg mad u-g dud ud teraglh andar gumext "Then he went

to the fire; he mingled smoke and darkness within it" (IV. 27) •

There

are signs here in PBDd. of the oppressive times of its final
redaction; traditionally Zoroastrians condemn death, drought and the
extinguishing of fire without reservation; when the writer attempts
to derive consolation from the idea that such demonic acts may
prevent other evils his argument, casuistical in style, is indicative
of a Zoroastrian spirit demoralised by adverse conditions under the
rule of Islam.
6.

M. reads surax, but translates as "unsuitable place", explaining

"a hole, hence a place not suitable for human habitation" (p. 3^1»

n. I4.).
7.

M. translates ewenag

"things", i.e. as if it were gig.

Notes to Chapter llf

1.

The theme of the lament of the animal creation before God occurs

several times in Zoroastrian literature, the earliest instance being
the complaint of GauS Urvan to Ahura Mazda of maltreatment at the
hands of the wicked (Y. 29. 1 ff.).

In GBd. IV a2 (BTA 53> TDA 2*6.8-1

2*6.8-11) Gogurwan complains to Ohrmazd after Gannag Menog has defiled
the world:
a-t salarih l dam pad ke be hist, ka zamlg wizandag nibayed ud
urwar xugk ud ab beSld? ku hed han mard ke-t guft ku 'dahem'
ta nahrez be gowed.
"To whom have you left the chieftaincy of
the creatures, when the earth lies injured, the plant (is) dry,
water has been afflicted? Where is the man of whom you said:
'I will produce* , so that he may proclaim salvation?" (Cf. W2i HT.

1-30

~

In our text the animals complain collectively to Ohrmazd;
gospand,

Av. gav, -spanta^ "beneficient bull", came to be used as a

term for all beneficient animals, because they were, as a genus, sprung
from the seed of Gaw I ew-dad "the uniquely-created bull" (GBd. VT
e2-3, BTA 81).

According to GBd. II 12+ (BTA 2*1):

"Gogurwan accepts the seeds of the beneficient animals from the
Moon station", k a mirend. tan o [zamlg. avan o i gogurwan ...
paywanded, leu-gan be murn.jenidan ne tuwan bad "when they die,
the body is united with [the earth, the vital soul with] gogurwan,
so that they (i.e. dews) cannot destroy it."
Since men were obliged to kill animals for food, the religion
prescribed that the victim be ritually consecrated and offered as
sacrifice, so that its spiritual part might return to its place in the
spiritual world.

Thus on GoSurwan, M. Boyce has suggested that

"it seems probable that the origin of this divine concept was
indeed in the sacrifice itself, the repeated release of the
spirits of individual animals creating the personification
which is the sum of them all." (HZ I, l5o)
The fact that in our text the ''beneficent

animals" complain to

Ohrmazd in the spiritual world, whereas in other texts a single
spiritual being, Gogurwan, does so, lends support to this theory.
Cf. Sd. Bd. Ch. 52|*21-3 , 3&-^l» e^. Dhabhar, 12&-9, trans. Pers. Riv.

51+1^ 5:
"(21) Then the amshasfand Goshurun who is appointed guardian over
the four-footed ones stood up on its legs and said:
"0 Creator
Ohrmazdl
I will not go to that world (man be git I naSavam) for at
the end of the millennium of Zaratusht Asfantaman, they will kill
me often and eat me frequently.
(22) They will kill frequently

the ploughing ox and the war horse, the lamb and the herd of goats.
(23) And when they eat meat, they will more frequently commit sins
through its power ...
(38) The Creator Ohrmazd consoled Goshurun
amshasfand who is appointed guardian over the animals and
four-footed ones and said:
"You must go to the world (tora be
giti bay ad Sudan).
(39) Whenever they will
kill smalland large
cattle (gusfandln va Cahar n a y ) , I will hold
them responsible for
it.
(lj.0) He who eats meat and commits sins is responsible for
those sins." Then Goshurun amshasfand was satisfied with this
and consented to go to the world (tan dar gltl dad)."
As well as warning of the severe consequences that result from

v V
unlawful
I

263-I4;

slaughter of gospand (see SnS X 8-9; Sd.U. ch. 3^4? Unv., Riv.,
Pers. R i v ., 263-ii) > according to Sd.Bd. ch.

83

the religion

prohibits the killing of "the lamb, the kid, the horse, the ploughing
ox and the cock" and in general of "young gospand and females (of the
animals)".

See also Sd. B d . ch. 26 and on the kinds of animals which

are regarded as nasa when dead, see Unv., R i v ., I, 251|.~5» B., Pers.
R i v ., 256-7*

On the sin of "destroying existence" (bud^yozadih) see

Boyce, "Haoma, priest of the sacrifice", HMV 71 •

2.

M. translates:
" ’(your) body will be created (in such a condition) that the sin
committed by your will not be taken in your account;' as if their
body has not been created."

3*

On this idea see further ch. 61. I-J4. below.

i|.

This statement demonstrates the concept of the unity of all spanta

animal creation.
5*

With this § cf. ch. 58. 72 in M . , and ch. 56. 5 below.

Obscure, possibly there is a scribal error in MSS.

M. reads beg

ku hayar and translates "either a foe or a friend", but beg does not
ordinarily mean "hostile", nor ku "either".

The translation given

above assumes that beg is the HP form of MP w e S .

MSS

’y b ’l is one w

short for ewbar, and one d short for hayar; in the context the former
seems to give a better sense:

"more than on one occasion", i.e. (only)

the occasion of "life or death".

6.

This statement evidently belongs to Muslim times:

to Arabs, agdenan to Muslims; cf. B d . , purs. 62. 5*

aneran refers
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15.1

Notes to Chapter l5

1.

Hie order and, number of the services which "go to the Bridge"

vary 'in the Pahl. and NP sources, hut it is agreed that their
v

performance is obligatory for every Zoroastrian.

v

S n S . XIII. 31 has

"five services", en panj yaziSn, but mentions the XwarSed and Mah
Niyayeg together, as does N i r . f. 70 k, u. 2-7*
"going to the Bridge" is given

by Sd. N.

ch.

An explanation of

6.2

(ed. B.,

6):

Ce an har Seg gonah ra gonah-i -pol x^anand, va*nl har kera In
gonah haste bud bar sar~i Cinwad nol bag dar and ta padefrah be
vel rasad va hlC kerfe be .ia-ye an neSinad ke ura az oqubat va
•padefrah berahanad.
"For all those six sins they call the sins
of the bridge, that is every one in whom these sins have occurred
they hold back at the head of the Oinwad Bridge until punishment
comes to him and no good deed can count (lit. "sits") in place
of that (sin) to free him from retribution and punishment."
See also Unv., R i v ., i, 292, 296, D., Pers. R i v . 28^-6, and for
further references M. Boyce,

'Rapithwin, No Ruz and the feast of Sade 1,

Pratidanam, Studies presented to F.B.J. Kuiper, ed. J.C. Heesterman
et al., The Hague, 1969, p. 202, n.
As Vest has noted (SBE V,
v

v

13)»

35l» n. 3)» these ceremonies differ from

~“

those listed in SnS. XVI.
at the right time.

8.

6,

in that the Zoroastrian must perform them

Unlike other sins against the soul (see below n.

failure to perform them cannot later be made good by meritorious

acts done at the wrong time; and their omission, according to a
Persian rivayat, makes the sinner margarzan (U n v ., R i v . , I, 296, D.,
Pers. R i v ., 285)•
2.

This is the Khorged NiyayeS, which should be recited thrice a day,

in the H a w a n , Rapithwin and Uzerin (i.e. daytime) gahs; other texts
add the Mah NiyayeS, which should be said thrice a month.

3.

On the gahambars, the six annual celebrations of the creations, see

M. Boyce, Stronghold, 30 ff., and
feasts' , BSOAS
I4.

XXXIII.

3

(1970), 513-39*

On Rapithwin and the annual welcoming of the Lord of the seven

months of summer, see M. Boyce,

5*

!0n the calendar of Zoroastrian

'Rapithwin, etc.1,

Pratidanam. *

i.e. the prayers said by relatives for a deceased member of their

family in the first three days after death.

See SnS. XVII.

6.

Other

texts have instead of this the commemoration of dead relatives on
their monthly and yearly anniversaries; cf. Unv., Riv., I, 292:
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rozgar-i pedaran v a madaran va xv iSan va

15.6-17

2an an

v a farzandan kardan

"celebrating the "days" of fathers, mothers, relatives, wives and
children".

M. Boyce has noted (art. cit., 202, n. 8),

*In the

Patet xw ad (ed. Dhabhar, Zand-i Khurtak Avistale, 81, 1. 16 (transl.
15>3), "worship of fire" (ataxg ... yaStan.) replaces the remembrance
of the dead.1'
6.

On Prawardlgan see above, notes on Chapter 1.

7*

This is one of the names of Mt. Hara, the great central peak of

the mountain chain Hara Bar&zaiti (Pahl. Harburz, HP Alburz) which,
it was throught, "encircles entirely the eastern lands and the western
lands" (Yt. 19* l); here the souls of the. dead are judged (see G B d .
IX. 9, BTA 95)*
8.

§§a h- 12 on confession digress from the subject of services which

go to the Bridge, which is resumed in §§13-15*
9*
10.

i.e. before the sun rises for the fourth day.
It appears that, preoccupied with "confession", the writer of

the text has forgotten the doctrines of judgement and salvation
through good thoughts, words and deeds (cf. ch.

23

below).

11.

margarzan is here meant literally.

12.

This is puzzling, since on the third night after death the soul

should still be in this world (getig); the end of the Bridge is on
Harborz, i.e. still in the physical world.
13.

This emphasises the importance of the SroS rites; along with a
_

v

p e r s o n ’s confession, these save the soul from perdition.
XIII. 6.

v

Cf. SnS.

The soul is the menog counterpart of the getig body, and

may suffer as the body stiffers.
Ill•

As in the religions that followed Zoroastrianism, it was believed

that the dead will be resurrected to physical life again at the time
of Frago kerati/ffraSegird.
significance to the tan

1

Against Zaehner’s attempt to give a cosmic

pasen see M. Boyce, HZ I,

236,

n. 32.

M.

translates tan I pasen "(the time of) Resurrection of the Body".
15.

i.e. in the Future Body.

16.

lit. "shown" (nimayend) , as in §12.

17.

According to what has been said a margarzan sinner will not go to

hell if he confesses and atones, hut in §§8 and 9 it is stated that
atonement must he physical death for each sin, 'which prohibits
atonement for more than one capital offence.

Prom what follows in

§10 However, it seems that the priests wished to offer hope of
salvation through atonement to even the worst sinners.
18.

With this statement cf. Herodotus, I,

19.

Cf. S n S . VIII. 1; West (SEE V, 300, n.

between the two major types of sin:

138.
3)

explained the difference

hamemal sins injure other persons,

i.e. the hamemalan "opponents, adversaries", who must be satisfied
before a sinner can be absolved of the crime; ruwanlg sins affect only
the soul of the sinner and should be confessed before death.
S n S . VIII. 16, M .
20.

See

p u r s ., Z40. 11.

Ihis is another example of the general use of ahlawdad, as alms

(see above, ch. 11, n. 9)*
v

21.

v

cf. SnS. VIII. 11; for a general treatment of confession in

Zoroastrianism and bibliography, see M. Boyce, HZ, I, 319-21.

It is

noteworthy that although private confession for particular acts,
especially before death, is advocated in early Islamic times as here
and in the Persian rivayats, there is not trace of it in living
Zoroastrian usage.
v

22.

Por the money values of sins see

P.Kotwal, Supp.

23.

Por the confessional texts,seeDhabhar,

v

SnS., App. I.

ZKA,100-196.

2I+.

Of. S n S . VIII. lit; Sd. N ., ch. I42.

29.

M. translates "contrition, confession and repentance".

26.

M. translates "which he has committed secretly".

27.

Cf. SnS. VIII. 9.

28.

Of. SnS., loc. c i t .:
u-S ne aweniSn, u-S rag be ne bariSn "and it (i.e. confession)
is not to be overlooked by him, and secrets are not to be
conveyed (i.e. disclosed) by him."

Notes to Chapter 16

1.

On the origins and religious significance of this group of

obligatory festivals see M. Boyce HZ, I, 173-9, and n. 187, and
Stronghold, 31 ff.
2.

Among Zoroastrian texts see e.g. Sd. B d . ch. 90.

This passage is derived from an Av. original; Dhabhar notes

(transl. Z K A , 29ht n. 19) "the Bivayat of Darab Hormazyar (iTnv. B i v .,
I. kk0*2) translates the following Av. quotation given in the
commentary of the Afringan-I Gahambar (see Geldner’s Avesta):
aisyat. he anhe. avat. migdam. naro-asnai. arcuhe yatha. aetahmi
arahvo. yatT astvaiti (hazaer. maliinqm ... ) I.e. ’Dedlare
or show to hinT.V.' (i.e. to the”faithful) as much recompense
for the other world as if in the material world (he had given
1,000 ewes •.
cf. ZKA, ed. D., 192. 12s
harw ke han gahanbar y a z e d a y a b sazed ayab xwared ayab dahed,
a-g kirbag edon bawed Ciyon ka-g andar axw 1 astomand 1,000
meg I denodag abag pus pad dahiSn u d ahlawdad o mar dan i
ahlawan -pad ahlayih 1 weh ruwan pad tozign be dad he ayab
ahlayxh do gar am ray ke az as tan pahlom and oy mard rnizd*
"Everyone who celebrates or prepares or consumes or gives the
Gahambar, then his merit is just as if in the material world
he had given 1,000 female sheep with their offspring as a gift
and righteous offering to righteous men with best righteousness
and for the soul’s atonement, or for the sake of love of
righteousness which is the best thing among (all) things (astan),
that person (will have) this much."
cf. also Sd. B d . ch. 90. 9, transl. D . , Pers. Biv., 9^1*
3*

The sin of omitting to perform this is serious; see above ch. 19

and cf. Afrin I Gahambar, transl. West, SBE XXXI, 369-70; Sd. Bd., ch.
9hi transl. D., op. cit., 967*
If.

See notes to ch. 1.

9*

According to G B d . XIII. 18-21 these four belong to the good creation

of Ohrmazd, presumably because they are natural predators of xrafstars
(cf. GBd. XXIV. 39-H.*~
as
6.

TBAIS?.lit|j.,BTA 20p).

M . ’s translation of muSk

"rat" seems inappropriate, since the rat is a xrafstar.
C f . Ohrmazd’s celebration of the Tasna at the time of the creation

(G B d . III. 23, BTA I f ^ T D A 38.ia~13):
Ohrmazd abag amah rasp andan pad rapihwin gah menog yazign fraz
saxt "Ohrmazd performed the spiritual (service of) worship with
the Beneficent-Immortals in the Bapithwin G a h ."
7*

M. begins §b.3 here.

8*

M. translates "an associate".
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9*

Mirza reads:

ku aftr [r] amon varan andar aj^ayed, [uS] ver [u<S]

say kuned, and translates:

"the clouds, which gather, should have

rain in it, (instead) they produce lightning and thunderbolt.11

16.9

Notes to Chapter 17

1.

cf. S n S . V: 2 (Tavadia, 91-2).

The SnS. passage suggests that the

yagt here is the yagt I dron, performed as an elaborate grace before
food = baj 1 nan xwardan; see M. Boyce and P. Kotwal
and Bron I1, BSQAS

XXXIV, 1, 98ff.
v

2.

‘Zoroastrian BaJJ

v

On this section see Tavadia, SnS., appendix 5*2 n. 7*

As Tavadia

observes, women are similarly prohibited from performing the Xwarged
Mah niyayeg in N i r . 63»21ff., but nowhere else.

As seen above

(ch. 19 n. l ) , recitation of the Xwarged niyayeg is obligatory for all
Zoroastrians (including women, presumably), and is a way of atoning
for sins (see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 99)*

It seems that our text

intends that women be prohibited, because of the possibility of their
being unwittingly impure, from reciting these niyayeg within the
Atag Bahrain, i.e. the temple of the most holy five.

Otherwise, on the

authority of N i r . 63.9ff. (transl. by Tavadia, loc. cit.) we might
emend our text, taking MU, and J NYSE MNWS ygtnk ^ ’ystyt' to NYSH MNWS

^

J.

d g t ’nyk
3*

„_ _

_

~ "

—

*ystyt “the woman who is menstruous".

On ustofrrt, "votive offerings", see Tavadia, op. cit., 92-3 n * 7;

and also below ch. 20.
L*.

On zohr see above, ch. 9* n. 7*

9*

gumbad, lit. "dome", usually means, as Dhabhar indicates (pers.

R i v $6, n. 9), the actual sanctuary of the fire within the temple.
See Tavadia, Archiv fur Religionswissenschaft,

36

(1939) p* 297,

cited by Schippmann, Peuerheiligtiimer, 906; see also M. Boyce,
Zoroastrian Temple Cult of Fire*', p. I ^ a .

1;

’The

As Dhabhar notes, gumbad

is also equated with the man "the abode" of fire (op. cit., 69, n. 9).
6.

Lit. " taking a husband"; cf. the more usual zan griftan/xwastan.

7*

This emphasises the need for support for the priest, who is worthy

of heaven so long as he is fully a priest and knows the Gathas by heart
the

laity,

however, can only be saved by actively supporting priests

through charity (ahlawdad) and acts of worship.
8.

Tavadia translates and discusses this passage and especially yagt
v

v

'

l getig xrid "the yagt which earthly means have brought" (SnS. V. 2).
It is likely that this is the service women should perform before
marriage, referred to in this para.

On this ritual in general see

E n v * , R i v . , II 37, h., Pers. Riv., Ij.21; Modi, CC, i|06-7 and cf.

F. Kotwal Supp. SnS. XIX, 30» P*

Sd. Bd. ch. If.2, transl. D.,

op. cit., !?33-^*
9.

M. reads:
natS xSahan.
tuwan xv a6ayan mardom a-kama^ y-omand •pacS' kar fll
*x^astarlh *kardan "if men are •unwilling to conclude a marriage
contract with the rulers and the mighty lords".

10.

M. seems to have missed the point of this, that when a man is

persecuted he should endure for the sake of the common good.

M. reads:

ka mard ke-S naS stahm kard. gyag he hiled u 5 he Save#: u5
duS-uaSsxSahan kar o kas framavend fkul oi kas ke-g az han I
oi kuniSn Sahr u<5 zamly averanlh. u 6~ mardoman reS zivan ra8
xv astay bave^. han mard az han Sahr u 6~ zamly be hileS. u 6 ka-g
Sahr uo zamly ne hi St heh, u5 kardan I oi han kar ray oi han
reS uS zivan [u<5] averanih na5 Sahr, zamiy |~u61 mardoman ne
tuwan bu<5 heh kardan. u5 oi uaS kam vizar kar-g him az margqh
nest, han kar u<5 dadestan ne kune<3. e-g reg u d zivan I mardoman
I an dar han gahr o hun b a v e S. "If a man, who has committed an
act of violence, leaves (his) place and goes away, and the evil
rulers (of the country) order someone (to this effect): "that
person by whose action there is desolation of the country and
the land, and (also) injury and harm’unto men and property, ■
shall leave the country and the land"; and if he might not have
left the country and the land, and by doing this action (i.e. by
carrying out the order of the evil ruler) he may not be able to
do injury, harm and destruction in the country and land, and unto
men; and if that man, for the fulfilment of his desire does not
carry out his duty, provided there is no danger of death, then
(the sin of) the injury and harm unto men (which will be done)
in that country will be in his account."
The sin of the man who leaves the country is not "an act of
violence", but a sin of omission, i.e. the negligence of his duty
to endure the enemy in spite of danger to himself (see also §§ 10- l l ) .
11*

Clearly the notion of Zoroastrian warriors defending Iran against

foreign invaders in the

9th- 10th

centuries is an anachronism from

Sasanian times, but might inspire faith, at least, in continuing the
long tradition of valiant resistance to "foreign" oppression.

Moreover,

the advantage of the anachronistic cast of §§ 10-11 is that direct
reference to Muslim overlords can be avoided, while the point is well
made.

12.

dad "created" is a gloss on the less common brehenid.

13*

i.e., presumably, "more", proportionately, than to those who do

good deeds in happier days.
ll|.

This "man" is the prophet ZarathuStra; the scene is reminiscent

both of Y» 29 in which Ahura Mazda announces the coming of ZarathuStra
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to GouS Urvan, and, equally, of the account of the dailogue "between
Ohrmazd and the fravails where^after the fravabis consent to go into
the world in GBd, III. 23-24 (BTA 45).

17,14
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18.1-6

Notes to Chapter 18

1.

This is the temple fire dedicated to Warhran, Av. Vdrathraghna,

yazadl of victory.

It has heen suggested that the first fires founded

in temples were those dedicated to this divine heing, but such a fire
is not mentioned in Av. sources (e.g. Vd.) and is first recorded only
later in works compiled in Sasanian times (see M. Boyce,

*0n the

Zoroastrian Temple Cult of Fire' , JAOS, 95» 3, 1975 p*
On the categories of temple fires Ataxg 1 Warhran and AtaxS

and n.

1

36).

Adaran

see K. Schippmann Peuerheiligtumer, pp. 510-13; M. Boyce, art. cit.,
U62f., and on the living cult of temple fires in Iran see Stronghold,
pp.

69- 7^»

2.

Cf. TJnv., B i v ., II, 290-30 kt Sd. B d ., ch. 17, §5 (D«, Pers. Biv.,

5l5)•

ch.

1+

in general.

There are no allusions in the older part of the Avesta to the

enthronement of fire in a special place, and there is no evidence to
place the institution of a temple cult of fire before the fourth
century BC (see M. Boyce, art. cit., 1^56).

Thus the reference to

WiStasp and ZarduSt only represents the standard practice of assigning
all observances to the earliest days of the faith.

3.

Several passages in later Zoroastrian literature stress the

importance of establishing Warhran fires, and the vital role which
these play in the survival of the community in Islamic times, e.g.

Unv., Biv., I, 73 (P*» Pers. Biv., 62), Sd. B d ., ch. 17, §§1-5 (transl.
Pers» B-iv* > 5l5)*
I4.

Av. ASi. vatahvi, the personification of good fortune and due

recompense.

In Yt. 13* 157 ‘the fravaSis are invoked to bless the

house with her presence, and in Yt. 17*

6

she is praised in the

following words:
aSiS vaftuhi aSi srlre a 8i banumaiti Saiti yyavaiti banubyo aSi
dathre vohum xv arono aeSam nar^m yoi haCahi: hubaofiiS bao&aite
nmanamt ye>ghe nmane aSiS vanuhi sura pa 6a nidathaite agrfrmaitig
darayai haxa<5i?ai
"ASi the good, 0 ASi the beautiful, is radiant, Is glad, is
shining with light, 0 giver of good glory to those men whom you
follow; the house smells of perfumes, the house in which good
strong ASi puts her feet, willing for long association."

5.

Lit.:

"if for ArdiSwang there is hospitality in the house".

M. translates:

6.

"if ArdiSwang visits the residences (of the people)".

The allusion to "royal messengers" is reminiscent of the era of
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18.7-14

ancient kings rather than Islamic governors, and thus is evidence
of a pre-Islamic origin of this passage.
7*

Cf. Sd. Bd., ch.

t

1

17• 6-7 (transl. 1., Pers.

Riv., 5l5):

■■■... . --"

"Por if you kindle fire at night, especially at midnight, 999,000
dirs and druj will die and will cease to do evil in the world .’1
(Cf. also Vd. 8.80.)
In traditional practice the fire is made to “blaze up five times in the
twenty-four hours, at the "beginning of each watch, with offerings of
wood and incense.

8.

These diseases are referred to in the Avesta, e.g. Vd. 22. 2,

6,

9,

15.
9.

Incense is said to repel the demons and please the yazads.

On the

ceremony of boy dadan ’’offering incense” , see Modi, CC, 218-26; M.
Boyce, Stronghold, 74-5*

Cf. also Sd. B d ., 17* 7 (transl. D., Pers.

R i v . , 5l5)i
"If frankincense is placed on the fire and if the wind diffuses
the fragrance thereof, then up to the place where the fragrance
spreads, 1 ,000,000 divs and drujs are destroyed and decrease
and even as many sorcerers, demons and witches.” (See also V d . ,
farg., 8. 79-80, and PRBd. ch. 8. c 1.
On this lowest category of fire see M. Boyce, ”0n the Sacred

10.

Pires of the Zoroastrians", BS0AS, XXXI, i, 1968, 61-5, where from
an examination of passages from the MED the spelling ’ twwlwk is
adopted, transcribed adurog.

11.

i.e. at some other hour of the night or day.

12.

With this passage of PRDd., c f . ch. I46. 28 below, and also Sd. B d . ,

ch.

54>

§§ 11- 20,

34-37

and i|2 (this chapter narrates the laments

before Ohrmazd of righteous fravaSis, fire and gospand together - see
below, n.
13.

2).

cf. GBd. III. 7 (BTA

38):

haftom ataxS (brehenld) ke brah az asar roSnt gah I ohrmazd.
"seventh (he created) the Pire, whose splendour is from™the
Endless Light, the throne of Ohrmazd.”
14*

On these fires see Darmesteter, ZA I, 149-50, D., Pers. Riv.,

59, n. 8.

There is a list of fires in Y. 17 which is to be found also

in GBd. XVIIIfcllDA 123, BTA, 156), WZ III. 77-82 (BTA^.0-41 ) and Un v . ,
Riv., I, 72, 11* 1-4 (transl. L., Pers. R i v ., 59).

17

In the Pahl.of Y.

brief explanations are given of e&ch fire, but there is a
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18.14-15

discrepancy between these and the explanations given in GBd.
c i t .).

(loc.

In the Pahl. of Y. 17 the first fire, buland-sud (Av.

barazi.savah-) , is glossed as the fires of Warhran collectively
(warhran pad ew-kardaglh, ed. D. (v/}» 9if.) ? but in GBd. this status is
given to the fifth of five fires, Sp&nigt, described as
han l andar gehan -pad kar daSt ested ud ataxS-iz I warhran
"that fire which is for use in the world, and also the fire
of Warhran."
That one fire is meant is clear from the following statement:
ewag xwarign xwared u d ab ne xwared. Civon han I andar getjg
•pad kar darend u d ataxg-iz I warhran "one eats food and does
not eat water, like that which are used in the world (for work)
and also the fires of Warhran."
In WZ, however, the fire buland-sud is in the fifth position, and
the fire abzonig (~ Av. spanjgta) is first as the fire which Ohrmazd
created (dad) in heaven (buland-sud in G B d .), and whose manifestation
(paydagih) is in the fires which are burning on earth (pad ataxg l
pad zamlg soziSnig) .
abzonig in Y.

17

© m s it accords with the Pahl. gloss of the fire

(i.e. andar garodman "in heaven"), and also with the

description of SpeniSt in GBd. (i.e.. andar gehan/getlg "in the world").
The passage in the Persian rivayats (loc. cit.) adheres to the order
of Y. 17 hut agrees with the gloss of G B d . in stating that SpaniSt is
"manifest in the world" rather than in Garodman with Ohrmazd.

It

seems more probable, however, that SpeniSt "the holiest" is properly
the fire that is said to b u m before Ohrmazd, while Berezi-savah"of great benefit" is the fire in the world in both hearth and
temple.

The order of fires given in PKDd. differs from those

elsewhere in that the order of the third and fourth fires is reversed.
The division of the creation fire into five categories is
characteristic of scholastic invention rather than of an authentic
tradition from the prophet - e.g. the fire UrvaziSta became
associated with plants because of the assonance of its name with
urvara- "plant".
l£.

Here Garodman is the name of the highest heaven <?f Ohrmazd alone,

also described as the fourth heaven in MX. 11 (ed. West).
XIX.

36,

In Vd.

however, Garodman is defined as "the abode of Ohrmazd, the

abode of the amahraspands , the abode of other holy beings", and
elsewhere this term is used synonymously with wahist.
In G B d . the fire of Garodman is called bardzisavaflg, whereas in the Pahl. of Y. 17 it is called abzonig (see above,
n. lit).
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16.

18,16-21

Cf. GBd. I.a. 3 (BTA 20):
hame az ab bud, ^ud tohrn I mardoman ud gSspandan, tie han tohm
ataxS tollman "Everything was from water, except the seeds of
men and good animals, for those seeds are of the essence of
fire."

and also GBd. I.a. 13 (BTA 26) says of the seeds of men and good
animals:
Ciyon en do Susar ataxg-tohmag ne ab tohmag "for these two
sperms are of the essence of fire, not of the essence of
water."
17*

This fire corresponds to the fire Av. vohu fry ana

(Pahl.

weh franaftar) , of Y. 17 > which is glossed as
han x andar tan I mardoman "that which is in the bodies of men."
In the other three texts it is described as also being the fire in the
bodies of beneficent animals (gospandan); it consumes both water and
food (GBd. XVIII. 7, BTA 159).
18.

In Vd. XIX. 135 Span^agr is mentioned as the victim of VaziStaj

in GBd. VI.b. I k , Spanjagr, demon of thunder, and ApoS, demon of
drought, are struck by the fire VaziSt, which is the fire of
lightning (see also VZ

', transl. Vest, SBE V, 185)*

In the

Avesta Span^agr is mentioned in 11.5 (SHE V, 185).
19*

This fire, UrvaziSta, is glossed in Pahl. Y. 17 frax ziSn

"abundant life".

In GBd. XVIII. 7 it is said!

ewag ab xwared u d xwariSn ne xwared, Ciyon han 1 andar
urwaran, ke-g pad ab ziwed ud waxSed "one consumes water
and does not consume food, as that which is in the plants,
which lives and grows by means of water."
In GBd. the fire of Varhran is said to consume food (i.e. wood,
incense and fat) but not water, and the fires VaziSt, Bs r S z i - s a v a ^
and the fire on the earth have need of neither.
20.

This refers to the fire of Varhran.

GBd. XVTII. l5 (BTA 160 ff.)

describes this fire in more detail.
21.

The world is described as wicked (anaglhomand) not because it

is intrinsically bad, but because it has been afflicted by the
assault (petyarag) of Ahreman; Garodman alone is undisturbed.

Cf.

S n S . XI. 3:
harw kas -pad en abeguman u d hamdadestan abaved budan kut
CiS 1 ahlaylh u d gyag I garodman weh, u d CiS i hunsandih
asanlhatar. "Every person ought to be without doubt and in
agreement as regards this: of things, righteousness, and of
places, garodman (is) best, and of things contentment (is)
the most comfortable " (transl. Kotwal, Supp. SnS., pp. 22-3).

18.22-26
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22.

These injunctions against abuse of fire and the gross pollution

of §10 below could well belong to Islamic times when such sacrilege
h ad become a common threat from Muslim intruders.

23. On Jeh see

E* Benveniste, MO, 1932» 186-192 and A. Christensen,

Bdmonologie, 5l*

In Sd. Bd., ch. llj (transl. D., Pers. Riv., 5l2+)

Jeh ’’whore1’ is explained as any woman who consigns her body to two
men in one day.

The whore is regarded as one of the most evil types

by Zoroastrian texts, since it was the wicked whore jeh I druwand
who roused Gannag Menog from his three-thousand-year stupor (GBd. IV.

k ff.; BTA l|6 ff.).
appeared on her.

He sprang up, kissed her head, and menstruation

Menstruation is directly a result of the whore

arousing the Evil Spirit, and the wicked whore in menses is thus
v

doubly repulsive to fire and the righteous man.

Jeh had defiled

all females, as the Evil Spirit had defiled the world, but women
are not thereby seen as intrinsically evil.
58.21, BTA

136)

In G B d . XIV.a (TDA

it is said of women by Ohrmazd dad-iz-om he to,

ke-t jeh an sardag

(pet)/urag "you are indeed my creation, to whom

the race of whores are adversaries."

Jeh

1

druwand pad daStan in .

PEDd. is a combination of three influences grossly offensive to
fire:

the whore, the infidel, menstruation.

As mentioned in n. 21,

this may belong to Islamic times; in Vd., e.g., there are no
instructions for dealing with such a confluence of evil forces.
22+-

The term adiSt "fire-stand" occurs in Bd. purs, k l

see M. Boyce,

(SBE 163— 2+),

’The Eire Temples of Kerman", AO, XXX, 1966, 56,

n. 15, and for general discussion of the term in Zoroastrian usage,
see ibid., 56-8.

Here in PEDd. adiSt must mean "fire-place" in the

sense of an ordinary hearth to which women and children would have
access, and not the stone pillar upon which the fire burned in the
sanctuary of a temple, to which only ritually purified priests were
admitted (see Sd. B d ., ch. 18, transl. B., Pers. Riv., 5l5).
25.

Alternatively warz may be taken as "magical power", as M.

translates the whole phrase "they will utilize me in the work of
miracles."
26.

In Sd. B d ., ch. 5i|» three of the creations of Ohrmazd refuse

to go into the material world - man, fire and cattle.

Man and the

amahraspand GoSurwan both make a brief complaint about the fate that
awaits them in the world, but ArdibehiSt (Av. aSa vahiSta)
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18.26-30

amahraspand of fire, makes a longer speech which includes many major
points of the speech of Fire in PRDd. 18.d. 7-17, as though "both
derive from a memorised tradition of the same basic story.

In

Sd. B d . ch. 18 there is another version of the speech of Fire to
Ohrmazd, and, as in Sd. B d ., ch. Skt Ohrmazd’s answer to F i r e ’s
refusal to enter the world is the same as to that in PKDd., i.e.,
Fire is given the sovereignty of heaven, and the right to refuse
admission to heaven to those who have offended him.
27-

Cf. Sd. B d . , ch. 18.2 (transl. D., op. cit., 5l5)»

28.

Mirza translates pad warhranih "in the status of warhran", but,

as M. Boyce has pointed out in her article J,0n the Sacred Fires of
the Zoroastrians1', BSOAS XXXI, i, 1968, 61 ff., there are wxamples
in Pahl. texts of an Adurog being established pad warhranih (ibid.,

63)

which, if it had meant "in the status of Warhran", would "imply

a change in the identity of the F i r e , which is wholly against known
Zoroastrian practice" (ibid.,

6l ) .

Here in our present text, too,

the translation "in victory, victoriously" fits the context well.
29*

These three fires are mentioned several times in the Pahlavi

books, notably in G B d . , XVTII. 8-17 (BTA 158-163), where it is said
that they have been protecting the world since its creation.

Again,

in Sasanian times, scholastics systematise! and elaborated upon
ancient notions.

In GBd., XVIII. 17 (TDA

, BTA 160 ff.) these

three fires are associated with the three strata of society:
ud adur 1 farrobag ke ast. aduriha. asron. ud adur 1 guSnasu
arteStar, ud adur 1 burzenmihr wastarypg, gowed, ta fraSegird
uanaglh-kardar 1 gehan hend Civon wenabdag wenihed ka wazend
u d dew u d dru^l zanend "and the fire Farrobag which is, in
fire-fashion, the priest, and the fire Gu&nasp the warrior, and
the fire Burzenmihr the husbandman are protectors of the world
until FraSegird as is visibly seen when they move and smite
the dews and drujs."
For references to m o d e m studies on ancient fires, see M, Boyce, JAOS,
95, 3, 1975, k$k-hQ >*
30.

As if to illustrate the power Fire has ultimately'over all men,

the example of KriSasp is given in l 8.f. below:

having displeased the

yazad F i r e , KriSasp was cast into hell to suffer for his involuntary
sin.

This is further evidence that, while Zoroastrian theological

texts continue to give ZarathuStra’s message that righteousness-freely
chosen (as weighed against moral and spiritual wickedness) is the
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criterion for obtaining salvation, in fact, after their prophet’s time,
Zoroastrians had reverted to older ways of thought and once again
treated involuntary ritual transgressions as sins.
31*

On the consecration of the Fire of Varhran, see e.g. Unv., Biv.,

I, p.

7I4,

11. 8-19-p* 75>, 11* 1-8 (transl. D., Pers. B i v .,

63- 8).

Vhereas these different fires were to be brought together and purified
for the establishment of a temple fire, there are other lists of fires,
e.g. Vd. farg.

8. 8l

ff. and P B M . , ch.

2-l£, which should be

purified and brought to an already established Fire of Warhran simply
to grow cold in its presence.

This constituted an act of great merit,

for it was regarded as a means of redeeming polluted fires.
M. Boyce, art. c i t ., BSOAS, XXXI, i, 1968,
186-190.

6^- 6,

See

and Stronghold,

Although the aim of these two rites is quite different, the

lists of fires have many correspondences.

There seems to have been no

fixed list of fires, and probably details varied with the compilers’
own local experience.
32.

The Persian Rivayat of Kamdin Shapur (tTnv., loc. cit.) has

xarbande-ye dahigan "donkey-drovers of the villages".
not occur in Vd. farg.
33*

The term does

8.

Cf. the Rivayat of Kamdin Shapur (Unv., op. cit., 7

D . , Pers. R i v .,

transl.

6I4.)s

"During every Gahambar, with proper precautions, the zur of the
fat of a gospand should be offered; fuel and frankincense should
be continually offered and they should thus maintain it."

The practice of placing this fat upon the wood, so as to make the
flame flare up, is now discontinued by both Irani and Parsi
Zoroastrians, but was observed within living memory in Iran and is
attested by frequent references to it in Zoroastrian literature,
especially in the Persian rivayats, e.g. Unv., Biv., I, 75* 77
(transl. D., Pers. B i v ., 69, 7^)*
evidence see M. Boyce

For references to literary

1

’AtaS-zohr and Ab-zohrr , JRAS, 1966,

"Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice", H M V , 77-8; and on the ritual

of offering fat to the fire see Modi CC,

TJ%-~LT.&.

has written on contemporary practice in her article
the Irani Zoroastrians1, Mithraic Studies, I, 113,

M. .Boyce
’Mithragan among
in Stronghold,

1^7 •
3h»

Nyberg gave a. transliteration of PEDd. 18. f. (along with a

translation and notes) in Oriental Studies In Honour of Cursetji
Erachji Pavry, London, 1933> PP* 336-3^2*

He subsequently published
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a revised edition of the text, with notes and glossary, in A Manual of
Pahlavi, Pt. I, Wiesbaden,

19614,

pp. 31-5-

passage in SHE, XVIII, pp. 373-381*

West translated the

There is a summary of this version

of the legend of KdrSsaspa in Dk., IX (ed. Madan, Bombay, 1911, p* 802,

1.

llj-p.

803, 1* 12),

which is a synopsis of the fourteenth fargard

of the lost Sudkar N a s k . Sanjana (Dk., Vol. XVIl) gives the Pahlavi
text with transliteration (pp.

33- 5),

and translation (pp.

27- 8),

and

Wyberg transliterated and translated the text in Oriental Studies In
Honour of Cursetji Erachji Pavry, pp. 338-9*
passage in SBE, pp. 370-2.

West translated the

In BP the text of Sd. B d . , ch. 20 closely

resembles P E D d ., 18 f. (Sd. B d . , ed. D., pp. 86-93» transl. D., Pers.
Riv., 516-520).

The same text is given in the Rivayat of Kama Bohra,

Unv., R i v ., I, p. 61, 1. 7-p. 65, 1*
E.K. Antia,

6.

It is also translated by

'’The Legend of Keresaspa’ , Spiegel Memorial Volume, ed.

J.J. Modi, Bombay, 1908, pp. 93-8.
35*

13

Bailey (Zor. P r o b ., p. 98 ff.) quotes a passage from Dk.M., 2l*l.
ff •, which explains the meaning of the words for the instruments

of the soul (gyan) which are added here mechanically, it seems, after
the word gyan.

gyan itself is "the wind ... given vital form by the

vitality of ... the body,
the body dies ... "

... .

When it is separated from the body,

The boy is "the cause of vision ... as the

light of the world, the sun, and (as) a lamp in the house."

The

frawahr is "the maintainer of visible form and nourisher of the body."
The ruwan, "which is the axv , is lord over the body ... " the
controller of the body and the jan, bod and fravahr and all the
spirits therein, and among them the ruwan possesses

instruments. See

also Sd. B d ., ch. 98 (transl. D., Pers* Riv., 570 ff.).

36.

The legendary hero KriSasp (Av. karasaspa) appears several times

in Zoroastrian literature, usually in connection with his heroic
exploits against demonic creatures, sometimes in his more important
eschatological role as slayer of AKi Dahaka, the three-headed dragon.
P R D d ., ch. 18 f., is concerned with KriSasp’s sin against fire, and the
question whether or not the sin will bar him for ever from Paradise.
Despite the many good deeds he had performed during his life, without
which "neither you (ZarduSt) nor any creature of mine would have had
permanence"

the weight of this sin alone, against fire, had

prevented him from entering Paradise (wahiSt).
Section f is not out of place in this ch.

The hero of the Av.
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and Pahl. books (see below), who embodied the virtues of a champion
in the struggle against evil, who was to share in the ultimate

conquest of Ahreman before FraSegird, and who, of all souls, seemed
best'in the sight of ZarduSt, this same hero is hateful in the sight
of Ohrmazd (§§f.

8,

l3» 19 > 2i|).

most blessed of mortals had fallen
fire^

That one who would have been the
(because of his offence against

to be the vilest of sinners, demonstrates that fire, more than

all else, is sacrosanct and worthy of pious attention.

M. Boyce has

noted that only the one incident is recorded when KriSasp wrongs Fire
in any way, described in Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19. 1*0, when the contents
of his cooking pot fall into the fire beneath and defile it (M. Boyce,
HZ, I, 103, n * 11!?)*

"sin" in PEDd.

This .specific accident is not mentioned as his

In Sd. B d ., ch. 20, however, which is generally close

to PKDd. 18 f., there is the following narrative (also in the Rivayat
of Kama Bohra, see above, n. 3h ) :

514*

"And when ZaratoSt Asfantaman said these words ArdrbeheSt
stood up and wept to ZaratoSt on account of KerSasp. 55* And
he said:
"0 ZaratoSt, you do not know what KerSasp has done to
me. For in former times my custom and.practice were such that
when they placed firewood under a pot, I would send the fire
until it had cooked the pot and completed their work, then it
would come back to its own abode* 36. When he speaks of having
killed that dragon, he was hungry, and the fact is that the
flames fell upon the fire (i.e. ignited)
which he
had
placed
beneath the pot, a moment too late, and he struck
the
fire with
his club and scattered it. 37* Now I shall not allow the soul
of KerSasp into paradise."
The references to "cooking", "dragon" and "pot" would suggest that
the

story originates from a source common to

Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19.

1*0; in the Av. version,

that of the episode in
however,

the

sin is

involuntary, whereas in Sd. B d ., loc. cit., it is emphasised that
the hero deliberately harms fire (gorzl bar ateS zad va ateg paragande
S o d , §36).

As M. Boyce has explained, among the Iranians there is a

long tradition in which voluntary and involuntary sins are not
distinguished, which is still alive in m o d e m times among orthodox
Zoroastrians with regard to expiation of sins against fire (ibid.,
loc. cit.).

The severity of the charges against KriSasp in our text

clearly suggests that, like Sd. Bd., the hero is seen as a wilful
offender against f i r e ,though this is never stated, and that the theme
of Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19* ^0 has been adapted accordingly.

In the more

explicit text of Sd. B d ., 20, KriSasp is actually forgiven by
ArdwahiSt, after the intercession of ZarduSt, and the soul of KriSasp
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obtains release from that torment (ravan-i kerSasp a 2 an doSxYari
r a h a ’i yaf t ; in P E D d . it is not said whether fire did finally
pardon him arid allow him into heaven.

ZarduSt promises to protect

F i r e '(§32), and suggests that Fire should act magnanimously (akenlha)
and should forgive KriSasp.
(see below nn.
to Hell*

S*7).

No pardon is given, however, in

The implication is that KriSasp

must

§§33-36
return

In !Dk. IX* li+.ii, D k M . 803.6-12. , KriSasp is forgiven and

passes not to Paradise but to Hammistag ’’place for the mixed ones” ,
between Heaven and Hell*

The judgement of our text, however, is more

in accord with orthodox precautions and penalties for the treatment
of fire, in e.g. a Persian rivayat (Unv., Riv., I. 78, U f.)i
"great care should
to water and fire,
matter to water or
(transl. P., Pers.
37*

be taken that deal matter may not be carried
for the soul of any person who brings dead
fire will never be liberated from hell."
Riv., 'Jh)

In Y. 9* 11, Karflsaspa is mentioned as the son of Thrita, who

was the third mortal to press haoma after Viva^hvant and Athwya.

It

has been argued convincingly that Thrita and Thraetaona (the son of
Athwya), are likely to have been originally closely associated (for
references, see M. Royce,IIZ, I. 97-9).

In Iran Thraetaona has been

celebrated as a great warrior and physician, but this latter role was
perhaps originally assigned to Thrita.

The use of the name Thrita in

Y. 9* 11 for the third man to press haoma perhaps stems from the fact
that the name is a homonym for the Av. word for "third" (see Geiger,
AmgiSa* Sj^nta, 58-9)*

In the other passages (Yt. 13- 61, 136),

Keissaspa is referred to with the patronymic "sama" prefixed to his
name, and Thrita is nowhere else mentioned as being his father.
Moreover, whereas Thrita/Thraetaona belong to In do-Iranian tradition
(and so must be very ancient) Kar^saspa/KriSasp is a purely Iranian
figure.
In Yt. l£. 27, it is said that K&rasaspa
a tributary of the River Rat&ha.

sacrificed by the Gudha,

Some have supposed that the Raraha was

the river Jaxartes and thus that Keresaspa was a Sistanian hero. In
Y t . 5* 37, Kftrasaspa sacrifices to Arddvl Sura Anahita by Lake BiSlnah,
which is traditionally identified with a lake south of Kabul, but it
is not possible to be more exact than to locate him among the NorthEastern groups of Iranian peoples.
I31 Ihe Ayesta, KarSsaspa is most frequently called naire. manah
"of manly mind" (Yt. 5>« 37; 15* 27; 19* 38), and in Yt. 19* 38 he
is described as "the strongest of strong men in respect of manly
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courage except for ZarathuStra" (it is noteworthy that in Yt. 13* 6l
K^resaspa is mentioned before ZarathuStra).

In Yt. 13* 6l and

136,

he has the epithets gaesaoS ga<Savarahe "with curly hair, wielding the
mace’*.

According to T. 9* 10 and Y t . 15* 28, he had a brother called

TJrvaxSaya, who is referred to as a "law-giver" (tkaeSo ... dato razo).
He was murdered by a certain Hitaspa, who is described as zaranyo.
pusam "golden diademed" in Yt. 19* 1+1,

Khrasaspa accordingly prays

to Vayu that he may avenge the death of his brother (Yt. 15* 28).
Karasaspa’s most famous feats are outlines in the Avesta and elaborated
upon in the Pahl. books.

The most famous of these exploits, from the

point of view of the legend in PEDd., was the defeat of Agi Sruv/ara,
"the h o m e d dragon".

In Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19. 1+0, in almost identical

words, there is a brief account of how K©r©saspa was cooking meat in
a pot at midday, unaware that he was sitting up on the back of the
h o m e d dragon; when the dragon felt the heat of the fire he jumped
up and upset the pot on the fire.

But in the Avestan accounts there

is no explicit statement of the pollution of the fire as a sin, and
K^rasaspa is throughout regarded as a triumphant hero, rather than the
mortal sinner he becomes in P E D d . and Sd. B d .

In the Avesta. Karasaspa is reputed to have slain other monsters
and titans (some are recalled in PEDd., 18 f., 5 ff»» 9 ff*» 16 ff.,
20 ff.:

see notes to these §§), but he is most celebrated for his

role in the final battle against demonic forces at the end of time.
According to Y t . , 13* 59» his body is protected by a bodyguard of
ninety-nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine fravaSis, as are
the sea VourukaSa, the stars Haptoiringa and the seed of ZarathuStra.
These four are all carefully preserved because of their importance in
the eschatalogical drama (see G B d ., X. I, BTA, 101; Yt., 19. 92,*
V d . f arg.

19. 5;and generally M. Boyce, HZ I, 21+1+-5 and 282-3)*

According to Yt. 9» he must smite the dragon Agi Dahaka, before the
resurrection comes.

An earlier legend states that Agi Dahaka was

slain by Thraetaona in the past (Yt. 19* 3 7 t 92), whereas the legend
recorded in the Pahl. books states that he was only fettered by this
hero (Pahl. Fredon) , and that KriSasp, who lies asleep on the plain of
PeSansa, will be roused to fight Az

1

captivity in Mount Damavand; see G B d .

Dahag when he escapes from
XXXIII, 35» BTA. 283; ZVYt. IX,

17-23; Dk* VII, 9. 10 (Sanjana vol. XIV, West SHE, XLVII, lll+ as VII,
10. 10); PEDd., ch.' 1+8, 35 (ed. D., ll+7)*

According to the version of
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the legend in P R D d ., loo, cit., Ohrmazd will first ask Fredon to rise
up and slay Dahag, hut when he refuses, he will go to KriSasp and
resuscitate him*

KriSasp will accept the challenge and kill Dahag,

who "will shriek so loudly that one quarter of the animals of the
country of IranSahr will run away." (see further commentary, note IIjl) •
It seems, therefore, that there are two distinct versions of the
legend of KriSasp; in one he commits a sin against Fire and the
religion of Ohrmazd, and he is consigned to Hell and then to Hammistagj
or Hell, until the resurrection of the dead.

This is the legend

summarised in Dk. XX, in PBDd* and Sd. B d . (see above, n. 35; cf. also
what is probably a variant of this version in Vd. farg. I. 9, in which
Aora Mainyu is said to have "miscreated as opposition the Pairika
Xnathaiti who adhered to Kkrasaspa (f rake ran tat pairikgm y%m xnathaite
y a upahaCat ksrasaspam) . . The other version, in G*Bd., D d . , ZVYt. and
M X portrays KriSasp as immortal, and asleep until the end of the world
when he will rise to kill Az I Dahag.

PBDd., based, as it seems, upon

the Avestan legend of the Sudkar Mask (see summary in Dk. IX* jsanjana

XVIlJ 1^, differs from the other Pahl. accounts of KriSasp, in that
it portrays him as a mortal sinner rather than as the immortal champion
of good.

The hero of the Avesta and the Pahlavi books embodied the

virtues of the champion of the struggle against evil, and was closely
associated with the eschatology of the Zoroastrian religion.

In PRDd.

there is an added dimension, in that KriSasp embodies a moral and
spiritual dilemma, the problem of the nature of sin and its
consequences in the next world.

The dragons and demonic beings are

not shadowy figures which serve merely to prove the prowess of a
particular hero.

They have, in the context of Zoroastrian literature,

a role which fits into the religious teaching of ZarathuStra, as the
representatives of the Evil Spirit Apr a Mainyu, and they must be
destroyed in order to bring about the realisation of FraSo karati on
earth.

So, it is to be expected that, with the eclipse of

Zoroastrianism in Iran and the exaltation of Islam, legendary heroes
such as KriSasp (and even their foes) lost the significance that they
had in the Zoroastrian world.

For references to KriSasp in Persian and

Arab authors, see Justi, Iranische NamenbucK(Marburg, 1895) P* 161-2.

38.

Sd. B d ., ch. 20, I4, hasi
... va Pun zaratoSt-ra be did begerlst va gof t kat
jl man hirbadr
budaml ke dar ,jehan mlgerdidami va yazi&n.mlkardam ta In hame
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rani va bala va doSvari be man narasldi "and when he saw ZaratoSt
he wept and said: "Would that I had heen a herb ad. for .1 would
have wandered in the world and performed worship, so that all this
pain and affliction and difficulty would not have befallen me."
In this passage KriSasp wishes that he had been a herbad when he sees
ZarathuStra, the greatest of all Zoroastrian priests (see Boyce,
•Zoroaster the Priest11, BSOAS XXXIII. i, 1970, 22-38).

If KriSasp

had been a herbad he would have maintained ritual purity at all times
with an especial respect for fire (a fact which is perhaps hinted at

in the phrase yaziSn mlkardami "I would have performed worship"
(Sd. Bd., loc. cit.).

Today herbad has become the title of a '

subordinate position, in that a priest bearing it cannot perform the

major liturgical ceremonies e.g. the Yasna or Vendidad but is only
authorised to recite the lesser ceremonies such as Afrinagan, Naojote
and Marriage.

Cf. Unv., R i v . , I, 1+88, transl. B . , Pers. R i v ., 33k»

It is clear, however, that

the office of herbad wasoriginally one of

considerable status, as S. Wikander has written:
"We have a completely different picture from the Arda Viraf.
Chapter XIV gives an account of the various social classes, which
preserve their hierarchy also in the afterlife. Here we find
1 . ritual priests and conveyors of tradition - this obviously
means the herbads
2.
the warriors (arteStar) 3 * those who
kill xrafstra, though this is the old task of the magicians, the
mobads are obviously being referred to here
1+. VastryoSan and
T , EutaxSavan. Here the classes are described in the archaic
terms of the priestly tradition: but the name which one might
have expected for the priests asron occurs neither in this
chapter nor in any other section".''"The Herbads are at the head,
of the hierarchy, and separated from the Mobads by the class of
warriors who take up the second position. The Mobads are
mentioned twice more in this text, and both times they are
referred to after the Herbads (i, 9» I I » 37)*
ln & third section
the Herbads and the Das'burs are mentioned as the most elevated
priests (111, 7)» whereas the Mobads are passed over."
(S. Wikander, Feuerpriester in KLeinasien und Iran (Lund, 19^6),

196 f.)
If Wikander is correct in his speculation on the identification
of the categories mentioned in the Arda Viraz, the herbad seems to
have the all-important role of performing the Yasna ceremony (§3 of
the passage quoted in p. 196, n. 2 by Wikander:

ke-gan hamag den yaSt

ud yazign I yazdan kard ud framud "for they performed and administered
the hamag-din and the worship of the divine beings") .

The A W has an

Avestan kernel (Viraza is mentioned in the Avesta), and must have been
transmitted through Parthian times.

So even though the final

redaction is late, from Pars in the 9th-10th century A.D,, it may
embody older usages, as may the Keresaspa legend in PRBd., i.e. the

18.38-44

anachronistic usage of herbad as high priest.

In the inscriptions of

Kirder one can observe the title of the Sasanian high priest being
changed from herbad to mow'ba^
onlyi

The earlier Tansar has the title herbad

M. Boyce has recently suggested that the eastern title herbad

was used for the highest grades of the priest-hood in the Parthian
period, to be replaced by mob ad early in
(Zoroastrians. 97f ^ .

Sasanian times

Generally on the institutions of the Zoroastrian

priesthood, see S. Wikander, op. cit., chs. II and IV.

On the

etymology of Y.Av aethrapati, from which Pahl. herbad is derived, see
Bailey, BSOAS, XX, 195>7» 1+2-3 > w^° suggests that it comes from the
base ay- "instruct", hence aethrapati "instructor".

There is, however,

no clear picture of the function and status of the Av. aethrapati, nor
(in Western Iran) of the distinction between aethrapati and *magupati
(Pahl. mobad).

The word aethrapati does not occur in the Gathas, and

only seldom in the Younger Avesta, and the Western Iranian term
magupati is first attested in Middle Iranian forms.
39*

This may be an allusion to the power bestowed on him through

the xv ar3nah (see Y t . 19*
1+0.

38).

Fire is called ahurahe mazda puthra in the Avesta; see Y. 2, 18,

V d . £, 9 etc.
1+1.

az i sruwar, i.e. a2i sruwara of Y. 9* 11 and Yt. 19* 1+0.

In the

Avesta this dragon is similarly described as aspogaram, n 3 r 9 .garam y i m
viSavant^m zairitsm "the horse-eater, the man-eater, poisonous, green".
See also Bd. 72. 1+; MX 27- $0 (ed. West); SdN. ch. 9.

Bk. VII. 1. 32

(Sanjana^Vol. XIV).
1+2.

Sd. B d . 20. 8 adds:
va Cun dar dahan-i u negah kardarn hanuz mardom az dan dan- i
u dar avlxte budand "and when I looked into its mouth I saw
men still hanging from its teeth." See below n. 2+£.

1+3*

This style of threatening Ohrmazd with hypothetical consequences

that would have ensued if the protagonist had not performed his heroic
deeds, is repeated in §§ll+,

18

and

23,

and is a form of hyperbole

found also in the Avesta (Yt. 13* 12-13).
2+1+-

In this text Fire is named as the injured party, and in §30 Fire

speaks out to Ohrmazd against KriSasp.

In Sd. B d ., ch. 20, which is

similar to this ch., the amahraspand ArdibehiSt is named as having
been offended (ardrbehiSt amSasfand be xasm-i x^qg kar d e ’I "you have
made the amahraspand ArdibehiSt your enemy").

In PEBd.

I8.e.

3

ft•
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Fire is personified throughout as protagonist, as in a similar text in
Sd. B d . , ch. 18 (cf. ihid . , ch. 5>kf where ArdibehiSt is the plaintiff,
and see above n. 26).

While the two appear to be interchangeable, in

strict terms the representation of ataxS itself as protagonist is more
correct when the debate is on the question of fire’s first going
forth into the physical world at the beginning; but when the complaint
is made in Heaven
ArdibehiSt

midway through time

against a human soul,

the tutelary divinity of fire

would more properly be the

plaintiff.
i|5»

KSrasaspa also slew Gandarawa, described in Yt. 19* 1*1 as

zairi. paSn^m, yo apatat vizafano maraxSano gaetha astvaitiS aSahe
"with yellow heels, rushing with open jaws to destroy the material
world of righteousness."

In Yt. 5>* 37-8,' when Ksrasaspa sacrificed to

Aradvl Sura Anahita, he asked for her help in his attempt to destroy
Gandarawa, who lived by the sea VourakaSa.

His success in this

venture is known from Yt. 19* 1+1» Dk. IX (San jana XVTl) lij.. 2, and
PEDd*, ch. 18 f. 13*

In Yt. l 5 * 28, Gandarawa is mentioned thus;

uiti asti. gafyo ahuiriS uiti aevo. gafyo paitiS uiti gandarawo
upapo "so Asti, gafyl. the Ahuric, so Aevo. gafya, so Gandarawa
living in the waters."
In the Sd. Bd. 20. ll* Gandarw is slain and KriSasp looks into his
mouth, asp v a xarr-i morde dar dandan-i vey avlxte buda "dead horses
and asses were hanging on his teeth."
asp v a xarr instead of mardom of

It appears that Sd. B d . has
PEDd.

§10 because the HP version

transposed the description of dead men in the monster’s mouth to the
episode involving the az

1

sruwar (which it calls simply eg darh a ,

"dragon").
On the Vedic counterpart, Gandharva, see M. Boyce, HZ I, 91, n. 143*
1+6 •

It is curious that KriSasp does not kill Gandarw straight away

but only binds him.
(G B d . XXXIII, 35 (BTA

This is reminiscent of Fredon binding Az

283),

West, SBE V, 119*

1

Dahak

See below, n. ll+.).

Sd. Bd., ch. 20. .16-17 has;
16. v a noh ruz v a noh Sab b a u karezar kardam dar inian-i darya
17* ba d az noh Sabanroz ura begereftam ta sar biahlxtam v a '
dast-i u be bastam va az darya birun avardam va ura be kogtam.
"16. And for nine days and nine nights I did battle with it in
the middle of the sea.
17* After nine days and nights I seized
it (and) hung it by the head
and I bound its
hands, and brought
it out of the sea and killed it."
1+7.

W e s t ’s reading seems quite plausible in view of the fact that the
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fravaSi of Axrura is mentioned in Yt. 13* 137 directly after that of
K^r^saspa.

It is noteworthy that Axrurag is referred to in PE D d . as

"friend” (§12)$ in Yt. 13* 137 he is said to "withstand the wicked one
that deceives his friend", which may he an old reference to this
legend in PEDd.
i|8.

Dyberg translates, "je tuai et je mangeai quinze chevaux".

W e s t ’s interpretation seems more probable in the light of §9, where
Gandarw is said to have "devoured twelve villages at one time".

With

regard to N y b e r g ’s idea that KriSasp is making a great sacrifice, it
is indeed true that Kers>saspa sacrificed a hundred male horses to
Aredvi Sura Anahita (Yt. 5* 37 )* hut there is no reason there, or in
this passage, to believe that he would have eaten them himself.

What

is more, if KriSasp had been offering a sacrifice to Aradvi Sura
Anahita, he would surely have mentioned her name in this context as
he pleaded his case before Ohrmazd.

k9•

Sd. B d . omits the sections 11-13 of PEDd.

The episode in which

KriSasp is wakened from sleep is reminiscent of a legend preserved
in several Pahlavi texts that KriSasp will lie asleep on a plain,
having been laid low by an arrow, until Az I Dahag escapes from his
bonds.

Then KriSasp will be roused from sleep by the yazads SroS and

Neryosang, and he will smite the dragon Az 1 dahag, so that evil will
depart from the world.
GBd. m i l l .

35 (BTA,

See ZTYt. IX. 17-23 (ed. BTA, 77-9/127-8),

283),

P E D d . 1+8, 35, Dd. purs.

36.

97 (ed. BTA).

This is one of several examples of strands of legends from various
places being woven into one piece.

It is interesting that there is

only a fleeting reference in PEDd. 18 to KriSasp’s smiting Az

1

Dahag

(§25), and that in this version KriSasp is definitely regarded, as a
mortal who has already died and been in hell when he appears before
Ohrmazd.

In his role as vanquisher of Az

KriSasp has never died, only slept.

1

Dahag, on the other hand,

The legend is retold here, of

course, for a specific religious purpose, and strands of the legend
which conflict with that purpose are conveniently suppressed.
50.

Yt. 19* J4I records that K»r3saspa’s next victims were the nine

sons of Pathanya, the sons of Nivika and those of DaStayani, Var^Sava
Danayana, Pitaona and Ar^zo .Samara, but nothing more than their names
is known of them, and they are not mentioned elsewhere.

It seems

unlikely, as Darmesteter has suggested, that the nine sons are the
highway-robbers mentioned here (see ZA- I,

627,

n. 60).

Darmesteter
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also identifies Pathana with Pehen, the grey wolf of ffl 2]. £o (ed.
West) hut West disregards this identification as being dependent
merely on similarity of sound (SBE XXIV,

20 . 2lf,
5l•

63,

n. I4) •

In Sd. B d . , ch.

the number of highway-robbers (rahdar) is given as seven.

Sd. B d ., 20. 2k h a s ;
har velc be balav- i dandan ke mardom dar I San negah mlkardand
•pandaStand ke af tab va mahtab zir-i kag-i iSan bemlgozarad
v a darya*-ye muhit Igan-ra ta be zanu bud ’’each one was so tall,
that when men looked at them they thought that the sun and moon
passed beneath their armpits and the ocean came up to their
knees."

^2.

The third monster to be killed by K3r3saspa was Snavidhka, "of

the h o m e d race, stony-handed" (srvo.zanom asango .gaum, Yt. 19* ^3)»
who, though not yet fully grown, boasted that he would one day harness
Sp 9nta Mainyu and Ar>ra Mainyu to his chariot.

On Snavidhka, see

H.S. Nyberg, Die Religionsdes Alten Iran (Leipzig, 193$)» P* 308, and
A. Christensen, Essai sur la d^monologie iranienne, Kjzfbenhavn, I9l|l»
p. 20, n. 2.

PEDd. and Sd. B d . , ch. 20 concur in ignoring this demon

and making the wind the victim of KriSasp’s third feat.
£ 3.

Sd. B d . , ch. 20. l|.8 has:
ta man ahreman va ba .jomle-ye divan nrst konam va duzex az
iSan pak konam va azan pall diha va gandha va tarlkiha pakize
konam va roSan gerdanam va tanha daran.ja beneSrnam "so that
I may annihilate Ahreman and all the dews, and make hell clear
of them, and purify it of that corruption and stench and
darkness, and make it bright, and dwell there alone."

Eor a description of dews , see G B d . XXVII, InB
034f}) *

^

1-33 (BTA

' (TDAISf.5H9sr.l, BTA

resurrec'fci°n of the dead, ristaxez, see GBd. XXXIV,
), and Sd. Bd. (xatem-i kitab) (ed. D., p. 173

transl. P., Pers. R i v ., 5>7£ ££“•)•
5>5>.

Cf. Bk. IX (Sanjana, Vol. XVTl) ch. Ilf.3*

mentioned in

Sd. B d . ,

ch. 20.

GoSurwan is not

GoSurwan (Av.GauS- Urwan), "the

Soul of the Bull", was believed to absorb the consecrated spirit of
the sacrificed animal (GBd. III. II4 \BTA, i*l). West (SBE XVTII, 3^0,
n. l) explains that GoSurwan is friendly to KriSasp because he has
killed so many demons hostile to animal life.

However, M. Boyce

(HZ I, 103) has suggested that it is rather because Ker^saspa would
have dedicated the meat which he was cooking on the back of A 2i Sruwara
to this particular yazad.
£ 6.

In place of this section, Sd. Bd., ch. 20.

£8

ff. has:
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58. gun. ardlbehiSt amSasfand in soxan begoft ravan-i kerSasp
begerlst va goft ardibehiSt amSasf and rast guyad xata kardan.
va paSimanajn. 59. va dast dar daman-i zaratoSt zad va goft
az mardoman hergez hiCkas In bolandl va martabe va manzilat
navafte ast ke to vaftl. 60. aknun be din var.i va xorre-ye to
ast mara az ardlbehist amSasfand be xvah va a ifa at kon ke man
azln ran.i va azab raha’I yabam.
58.
-'When the amSasfand ArdlbehiSt said these words the soul
of KerSasp wept and said:
"ArdrbehiSt the amSasf and speaks the
truth. I committed the sin and I repent." 59- And he touched
the hem of ZaratoSt’s garment and said, "Amongst mankind no one
has ever achieved the stature and position and rank which you
have achieved.
60. Now on account of this dignity and glory
which are yours, plead for me with ArdTbehi&t the amSasfand and
intercede for me that I may obtain release from this pain and.
punishment.,v
Kri&asp is forgiven by ArdibehiSt after the intercession of Zarato&t
and it is stated:

ravan-i kerSasp az an doSxvari rahati y a f t , "the

soul of KerSasp obtained release from that torment."
57.

West and Nyberg have pointed out that the passage that follows

(.§§33-36) appears to be a fragment of a different version of the
legend of KriSasp in which, curiously, ZarduSt becomes the antagonist
and Ohrmazd the protagonist of the fate of the soul of KriSasp.
However, it may be written this way deliberately, by one who, ever
intent to make a moral point, wished to emphasise the intractability
of law (through fire), the virtue of righteous indignation (in
ZarduSt), and the quality of mercy (of Ohrmazd).
58.

Of. Dk. IX, II4. 1.

Whilst the sin of killing a man is very

serious in Zoroastrianism

(see Vd. farg. 1+. i+0-1+2, SdN., ch. 100),

it seems to be a capital (Pahl* margarzan) offence only when a
righteous man is murdered (see Unv., op. cit., I, 299, !• h ff*,
transl. D., Pers. R i v ., 286).
59*

According to G B d . XXXIV,

6

(BTA 285), Gayomard will be the first

mortal to be raised from the dead, followed by the rest of mankind.
60.

This statement is a conclusion drawn from the story of KriSasp,

whose good deeds, great as they were, could not prevent him from
going to hell for his sin against the Pire.
61.

The hamemal sin is "the sin of false accusation" (Sd. Bd., ch.

65), for which no merit can atone.

In general it is a sin as a

result of which someone else suffers, such as is described in the
Sogand name (Unv., R i v ., I, 1+7-51+J D., Pers. R i v ., 1+1+y 1. 35-1+5, 1* 5)
i.e. robber, or taking loans with intent to avoid repayment.

A
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passage in the Rivayat of Kama Bohra (Unv. , Riv., I, 202, X)., Pers.
R i v ., 210) states:
"Nowhere is it manifest in the Avesta that the sin affecting
the accusers can be uprooted by any meritorious deed except
that the antagonist is satisfied, but there is no good deed
(which can compensate for it) nor is there any other remedy."
The relevance of mentioning the hamemal sin in PRDd. is that KriSasp’s
sin against Pire was doubly serious because it was both a pollution of
the sacred creation Pire, and also a hamemal

sin against the

Pire and the amahraspand who cares for fire, ArdwahiSt.

yazad of

Por it was

believed that the fire was an actual living being with a soul (see
G B d ., XVIII. 16 (BTA, 160)).
62.

This is exemplified in the help KriSasp receives from the

intercession of GoSurwan in §f.

31

above, and in the opposition of

Pire in §f. 30.

63.

The words u d mard x xwaday

interpolation.

1

ahlaw appear to be a scribal

They are out of place in this §, which is a

concluding statement on the value of

fire in general and

the Pire of

Warhran in particular; but it is not

unlikely that they were added

at some stage to emphasise the importance of the priesthood - for
mard

1

ahlaw was a standard term for "priest".
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Notes to Chapter 20

1.

Ustofrat is a general term for offerings made to the yazads (see

above' ch.

17*

n.

3),

and, as with dron, is used to designate a service

in which offerings are made (e.g. gahambar)»

2,

According to PRDd. 17*

above, ustofrlt is one of the services "in which afrlnagan should

be said" (ke-g afrinagan padis abayed guftan).

In §i|, below,

however, the "giving" must be of the consecrated offerings (in the
broad sense of zaothra) and three groups of persons are named as not
-^

v

allowed to communicate.

v

On ustofrlt cf. Supp. SnS XII. 10, XIII. 30.

Bartholomae, V__, 1*08, translates Av. usafritay- in Yd. farg. 18. 12
"Weihe, feierliche Darbringung (Pahl. Vd. has ul franaft mezd

-- --

v v

"offerings sent up"}; see further Tavadia, SnS. V. 2, n. 7> PP- 92-3*
2.

sudab "wild rue" is consecrated and tasted in the Gahambars,

according to Unv., R i v ., I, ij.28-9, transl. P., Pers. Riv., 322-3-

0n

current Irani use of consecrated sir-o sedotv see.M. Boyce, Stronghold,

198

f.

3-

i.e. who have committed the sin of drayan joyiSnih "chattering
V

V

.

----- -

L"r.X-_J-

(while) chewing"; see SnS., V. 2.
i|.

M. *s translation; cf* NP baz budan "to be exposed".

5>.

M. translates:

"and if they have (prepared the things but) not

offered up", and notes that the phrase mad ested is used in the sense
of "consecrated, offered up" in Z K A , 89* 2 f.; but the passage M.
cites is not explicit and a literal translation does not require this
sense:
yazeh man ... pad han l mad ested pad bariSn I zohr; Te pad
harw Ce mad ested ham oh yaz j
Dhabhar translates: "worship me ... with the offerings of
Zaothra acquired by you [yea, worship me with whatever
of it is acquired (by you)]
The point here is that consecrated food of which the yazads have had
their share (i.e. the fragrance) must be properly disposed of, and so
if not eaten by righteous men it must be eaten by rightbous creatures.
On the custom of giving remaining consecrated food to dogs, see
M. Boyce, op. cit., II46•
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Notes to Chapter 21

1.

See above ch. £

,ftn.1,5^8.

2.

Utis is the worst of winged noxious creatures, according to GBd.,

XXII. 10 (BTA 185, IDA llf.3. 10); its natural enemy is the white hawk
baz 1 sped (G B d . XXII. 27 f., XXIV. 32*, TDA

3.

, BTA 187-9, 201).

i.e. merit is increased 1,500-fold if pollution of water is

avoided; cf. Sd. N ., ch. 2*3:
pas hargah ke vazay az ab bar avarand va xoSk konand ba* d
az an
bekoSandeS hazar u d devist deram sang kerfe baSad "so~every
time
that they take a frog out of water and make it dry (and) after
that they kill it, it is 1,200 derams in weight of merit."
1*.

One tanapuhl is equal to 90 sters; then there is some corruption

with the numeral, for as it stands the merit for killing an ant is
the same as for killing a sodomite etc.
5.

Cf. Sd. N ., ch. 2*3. 2*.

6.

Doubtful readings; M. cites GBd. IV.

as parallel to this section:
10.

5s

gzdwm klw*k V w z g .

while G B d . IV.

15

15

(BTA 2+8, TDA 2+3* 2+ ff.)

gzdwm klbyg kSwk W wzg, and also Bd.
The objection to M i r z a ’s reading is that

is a list of different species given as examples

of xrafstras let loose on Barth by Ahreman, our text groups together
the creatures according to their particular species, as in GBd. XXII,
10-17 (TDA 12*3. 10 ff.), although the order is somewhat different:

SBa. 14-3.10(f.

PRM .
§3

mar-e pad parr

§10

mar sardag

§1*

wak

§11

gazdumb sardag

§5
§ 6-7
§8

mo rag

§12

karbunag sardag

mar

§13

pazug sardag

gazdumb + ?

§ 12+ kirm ... sardag

§9

pazug

§15

mor sardag

§10
§11

harbag

§16

magas sardag

§12

(az

§13

kaSawag

kayk sardag

§ 12+

magas I kirra-rez

parrag sardag

§15

yoz

wazag sardag

§16

gurbag

§17

kayk

karzang

1)

malax sardag
sag karbunag

paxSag sardag
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Thus M. *s reading would include three different species in §8 of our
text (which are also mentioned elsewhere). §8 corresponds to GBd.
XXII, TIL^ (ll9« 12 f.):

W gcdwmb1 W pykwk W kSwk tsthywl

TBg (lli3 . l5-li|U* 1 J:
DH (65*

1 -k

W godwmb1 ¥ pykwk Swk tySt hyywl

): gcdwmb1 pykwk' W kSwk tSthyywl

In what follows Bailey leaves wpykyk and *swl (TDA Il4i) untranscribed
and does not translate, though he takes the latter word to be the
explanation of

tiSt, which also he does not translate.

As Bailey say

says, NP has tasaCa, taSada "crocodile", tagtaqa "tortoise", tagi,
tasi "porcupine".
8 ll):

It is probable that TDA 11+3•

1 (BTA 18£,

u kaz-dumb u pekuk u kagava u taStakvar "and the scorpion, the

parasite, the sear-tortoise, the tortoise" approaches the original
Zand as represented in GBd. and in PEDd.
7.

Cf. G B d . XXII:

p*zwk ZY gwhgltk.

See Bailey on GBd., ed. TDA,

Ik h t n. 3, and BSOS, VII, 8£,
8.

Of.

Bailey, ibid., n. 9»

9*

The identification of this and several other xrafstars in this

this chapter is made difficult by the similarity in Pahl* script of
glck*

(garzag "snake, rat"), g w lbk1 (gurbag "cat), *klcng (karzang

"crab"), klpnk 1/klbnk1 (karbunag "lizard"), klb’g (karbag "lizard"),
^hlp’k 1 (harbag "chamelion") and the ideogram KLB 5 (sag "dog").
There are similar ambiguities in G B d . XXII and XXIII (see Bailey
and B T A ) .

Karzang "crab" is M . ’s reading here, whereas Bailey in his

citation of this passage reads garzak but does not translate, and
adds "There remain a number of obscure words" (lif.2).

M. reads 1$0

(though MSS have 100 y ’k , i.e. one hook too

many for 1E>0), which would

be more likely if the numerals preceded the

noun as in §l£ below.

In

his note 5, p- 1*09, M. cites a passage from WZ IX. 22 to support his
translation of garzag as "garzay-mouse" in §16 (see n. 1 3 , below);
ewag muSk 1 gonag sya be awe San garzag 1 xar ciyon garzag
I mav u d kofig xwanlhed, andar kustag I drayab weg bawed.
"one is the rat of black colour which Is called the thorny
garzag like the garzag of the hole and of the mountain,
there are many on the shore of the sea."
The passage adds that this creature bites, but it does not mention its

being poisonous, all of which suggests a crab or similar marine animal.
10.

Mirza has karbuy-e "a gecko", i.e. a kind of lizard similar to

his

kirbiS of « 8 . ■However, it seems that here also the similarity

of words in Pahl. orthography has confused the scribe, and that the
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word karbunag has been omitted as a dittography of K L B ’, sag.

In

Vd. farg. ll;. E>, agi- spakana- kahrpuna- is translated by the Pahl.
az I sag karbunag "snake which is a dog-lizard", and is glossed
saglh-iS ed ku abaz o kun niSlned "its caninity is this that it sits
back.on its rump."

It is significant that the next xrafstra is

kaSawag "tortoise", just as in V d . , loc. cit.
11.

In the Persian rivayats, different numbers are given:

i, 273* 3 tanafur, ibid., I, 27 I*:

ITnv., Riv.,

30 tanafur (D., Pers. R i v ., 269,

270).
12.

Cf. Unv., op. cit., I, 272 (D., op. cit., 268) magas-I siyah

kirmrez.

1

Cf. also G B d . XXII, 2i| (TPA li|i>* Ib-l5 - see Bailey’s ed.):

magas 1 kaylcen ray go wed ku ka o go St rxyed kirm, u d ka o
zamlg kayk, ud ka o andarway paxSag, ud ka o niSem I kabod
riyed pelag 1 mar 1 kuk azr-iS hambust, ud ka o ab zarug
"Of the flea fly he says that when it defecates into flesh
a worm is produced and when into earth a flea and when into
the atmosphere a gnat, and when into a pigeon’s nest the
cocoon of a small snake, and.when into water a leech."

M. translates "ants, producing worms", as though it were mor 1 kirm
rez.
13.

Again the reading is doubtful, but it must be the same as

krpk'/klpk in G B d . XXIII. k-$ (TPA 1^8).
ke Cahar girg 1 gar be ozaned kirbag and bawed Cand ewag
karpag (?) I kuk-dumb be ozaned,
which Bailey translates:
"whoso kills four lions, his merit is as great as when he
kills a short-tailed cat."
BTA reads karcha "crab".

M . ’s reading of PRDd. here,
y

textual note 26, presumably

”

wyg

1-1

vig ajBgan (see
.

1

’plm) is an emendation of both words.

MSS nasa can be retained, however, in nasir-bar, and the sense accords
with what is said of the cat in the Persian Rivayats, i.e. it pollutes
food with its mouth (Unv., op. cit., I.
Ill-

276

f., P., op. cit., 270).

Cf. GBd. XXII (BTA XXII. 2^, TPA li|6. 2).
mor ray paydag ku ka-g se sad sal aSyagan ne wisobend, abaz o
marl pad parr bawed.
"Of the ant it is revealed that when its nests are not destroyed
for three hundred years it turns into a winged snake."

15>.

The hedgehog was respected because it destroys small xrafstars,

e.g. ants (G B d . XXIV, 1*2, BTA 201-3).

In Vd. farg. 12. 3, the

hedgehog is called vaOh^para-, while Av. duSaka is given there as a
perjorative name (from which Pahl. zuzag, BP Ku8a, is derived).

See
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Darmesteter, SBE IV, 152, n. 1-2.
16.

This figure accords with Vd. farg. 13«Ij., which gives the

punishment as one thousand stripes (one tanapuhl equals two hundred
stripes).

17.

See Vd. farg. 13* 5l; when a dog dies, its spirit
"passes to the spring of the waters ... and there out of every
thousand she-dogs, two water dogs are formed, a water dog and
a water she-dog" (transl. Darmesteter, op. cit., 16k)*

18.

Vor the penalties for killing a water-"beaver see Vd. farg. 13*

52-5, IX. 53-5 and XIV.

Cf. also GBd. XXIV. kh (BTA 203):

babrag 1 abi pad hamestarih I dew I andar ab bawed dad ested
"the water-beaver is created in opposition to the dew which
exists in the water."
On the ostensible exaggeration of such punishments see Darmesteter,
op. cit., Introduction V'., §20 f.

21,16-18
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Notes to Chapter 23

1.

With this chapter cf. HN II, III; AVN I?, XVII; Id. purs. 30, 31 J

M X , ed. West, II. 123;

Sd. Bd.,

ch. 99 (l., Pers. Riv., 572-3); also

GBd. XXX, BTA 256 ff.

See also

Zaehner, 'Dawn, 302-8.

2.

These words are a paraphrase of PN 1|3* 1*

3«

According to HN

II. 5 ff* (Haug-West 280-1, 309-10), thesoul

chants the Gatha TJStavaiti and asks for blessedness on the first
night and during the three n i ghts5 experiences:
han and asanih ... Cand harwisp han i-S pad zindagih andar
axwan did "(he has) as much repose as all that which he
experienced in (his) life in the world."
Similarly AVN IV. 12

(H-W, 17. 7 f f .) has:

u-S andar han se
Sab han and neklh ud asanih
u d xubih mad
ested band hamag neklh I-g pad getig did "and in those three
nights that much goodness and repose and well-being came to
him as all that felicity which he experienced in the world."
In these accounts the good

of death.

But in Dd.A

soul

XIX 2 f.

experiences felicity from themoment

(see West, EES3, XVIII, 1*6, n.2), the

souls of the good and the wicked are said to enjoy happiness for their
good actions and punishment for their sinful actions during these three
nights.

Sd. B d ., ch. 95* 1, however, warns of a common distress for

all the dead:
"The soul walks about for three days in this world and goes to
the place whence
it has come out of the body and is in search
of the body and entertains a hope thus ’would that I could
enter the body once again!’" (transl. D . , Pers. R i v ., 572)
After these three days and nights it is carried by SaroS amSaspand to
v

the Cinvad Bridge.
If.

See below, n. llj. on WizareS.

According to Sd. B d . , ch. 99, the fragrant breeze or foul stench

is perceived only when the soul steps on the Cinwad Bridge; our text
makes no mention of this bridge here.'

The torment which the soul

experiences in the first three days is, in all texts, said to be like
an intense form of worldly pleasure.

The fragrance, however, is

unearthly in both quality and origin (cf. A V N . IV. 17:
han bov az ranihwintar ron az nemag I yazdan be ayed
"that fragrance co'ines from the southerly direction from
the quarter of the yazads” ) ,
and is the first perception of heavenly happiness.

In M X (loc. cit.)

the heavenly fragrance is encountered only after meeting the maiden;
in the Pahl. accounts, the greater happiness of the soul is not in
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the encounter with the maiden, as in Sd. Bd., ch. 99, hut in the
celestial bliss of dwelling among the divine beings.

In PRDd.,

also, the maiden is not a mere reward, like an Islamic houri, but
the actual creation of the righteo\is soul (cf. Y. l|8. hi translated
by I. Gershevitch, JRAS, 1952, 177)*

She is presented as a reflection

of the soul’s beauty and as herald of paradise; cf. Dd. purs., 30. 1*:
ruwan I ahlawan be o wahiSt pad zdr I han i menog 1 kirbag
abag weh menog 1 ruwan parwanag pad payman ud payag
’’the righteous soul
(steps forth) to heaven through the
strength of the spirit of good works along with the good
spirit which is the guide of the soul unto its allotted
station.”
The fair escort of the soul to heaven is thus of m a n ’s own fashioning,
as are his own happiness and suffering; cf. Bd. purs., 30- l5i
ud han I ahlawan ruwan az wahiSt ud garodman be h a w a r dahiSnlh
ne bawed Ce han I purr urwahm axwan eg-is ne az-iS ayasiS nlh
be-g harw kas awig eg-iS nurr avasiSnlh ast "And for the soul
of the righteous there is no giving out of help from heaven, for
that existence which is full of joy, then there is no mindfulness
of it for him, except for each person who is fully mindful for
it."
(See Vest, SBE XVIII, 67-8 and his note.)
5*

For the female figure who appears before the soul, Baena/Ben,

cf, Vd. f a r g ., 19.
and AVN IV. 18.
as kuniSn

1

100- 101;

Bd.A. pu r s ., 19.

6; 23.

22- 23,

5, M U .

In the last two works she is called xweg den as well

xweg.

For discussion see Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism,

165; Boyce HZ I, 237 ff*? J*C. Pa Vry, Zoroastrian doctrine of a
V

_

'

—

- - —

r"~1

— '-

future life, 29-l|8; Mol£, >*Daena, le pont Oinvat et 1 ’initiation dans
le M a z d £ i s m e % RHR CLVII, i960, 155-85*

6.

Bailey has pointed out that in Y. 26. I; den is glossed by kunign

"acts", and also that in WZ ^QQ(, I48 the doctrine of the den taking
maiden form is replaced by the ruwan I rah which wears the good actions
actions of the individual as a garment (az ham humeniSnlh hugowiSnlh
u d hukuniSnih paymog-ew paymo[z]lhed) and correspondingly the evil
ruwan wears a garment of his deeds (Bailey, Zor. P r o b ., ll5) •

With

this latter motif cf. the white garment and the t o m and foul garment
which the good and evil souls are said to wear in PRDd.'
respectively.

23.

2 and 19

On the paymog, paymozan "garment", see Bailey, ibid.,

112, n. 2, and generally on ruwan in the Pahl. books, see Bailey,
ibid., ch. Ill "Martom", pp. 78-119*
In his study Clement of Alexandria, S.R.C. Lilia argues that
there are certain features in Clement’s picture of the Himmelsreise
of the soul "which cannot be adequately explained without resorting
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to Gnosticism and to Platonism" (p. 182).

In Clement’s belief the

angels’ task is to watch the ascent of the souls through the heavens
and to stop those souls who are not completely free from material
things and passions, and also to let go through and to praise those
souls which are free in this way and possess gnosis:

Lilia cites

Clement, Strom, iv. 117* 2 (ii. 299* 2l|-8):
ro v s (lev y a p eVayo^teVou? rivet twv
KooptKWV K a re y o v a iv o l to t4Aos dnaiToCvTes ro ts cr^erepoij fia p o v p,£vovs 7rd0^ot) ro v dk y vpvo v twv vttottltttovtwv r a j reAei, rrXrjp-q Se
yvwerews /cat r ijs ££ epywv SiKaioovvrjs ovvevyopevoi •napairep.rrovo'i,

tov av<5pa crvv n a l r w epyw p aK apiaavrG S

When the same scholar describes another feature of Clement’s thought,
he does not notice the striking parallel with the Zoroastrian belief
(ibid., 183)

the soul must show these angels a kind of "free pass"

or identity token (pvpfioXov ) represented by its purity and by the
justice of its actions upon the earth:
ovpfioXov a yiov tov yapaKTrjpa rrjs
SiKatoouvrjs tov (ficoretvov
ayyeXois

kolt

. . . ry v

erriSeiKvup.evos’rot? e^eorcucri r fj

avoS(p

TToLorrjra rrjs 8ia6£o€W$ TJjV itnKeifxdvrjv r f j ijwyfj

cViyalpTjcriv tov a y Lav rrvcvjiaros yeyavaj/xevp, Strom, iv. 116.2
cited in ibid., 1 83 *

(ii. 299.18-21),

Lilia compares this with gnostic versions of the Himmelsreise, e.g.
the Apocalypse of Paul in the Nag-Hammadi texts (where, ascending to
the sixth heaven, St. Paul is obliged to give a sign to the malevolent
old man who stands in his way), for Lilia assumes that Clement has
put us "in the realm of Gnosticism".

Surely, though, Clement is here

much closer to the Zoroastrian belief, however he may have arrived perhaps through the connection between Clement and Jewish and
Christian apocalypses suggested by W. Bousset and J. Bani£loU (for
refs., see Lilia, op. cit., 182, n. l).
7•

Here the Zoroastrian is congratulated for having retired in the

face of evil worship in order to practise the good religion, to
protect himself and the good creations from evil.

Cf. M X A ., 2I4. 8 ff.;

there is no mention of seeking to convert the wicked, whose fate is
sealed.
8.

The maiden here seems suddenly to have become everyone’s soul*

Perhaps pad getig is opposite here tn pad menog, i.e. between the man’s
man’s death and the resurrection, his disembodied Ben will grow ever
more beautiful.
9.

Cf. GBd. XXX. 26, TLA 203. 12 ff*, BTA

263.

With the common nouns

for "good thought", "good speech", and "good action", given as names
for gradations of the heavenly realms, the whole description of the
passage of the soul after physical death is a form of admonition
in metaphor, to righteousness in the present world; cf* Bk.M. 1*5•
13 had kadar-iz-ew mardom handazign o ruwan bozi&n "La destination
de tout homme le mene au salut de son dme'^deMenasce, Le Troisieme
livre du Benkart, p.

63).

Ihe significance of the soul’s encounter with the maiden is
explained in Bk. Ill (hk.M. 6^^eMenasce, ibid., p.

80):

" L ’acte m^ritoire (atteignant) celui qui reqoit la puissance
de l ’acte m^ritoire, qui est le bon mencig. et cela a pour
image la forme d ’une belle jeune fille; on l ’appelle kaino,
c ’est-a-dire, q u ’elle vient au-devant de 1 ’ame qui a trdpass£,
et avec 1 ’auteur des actes mdritoires, vient, dme juste, en
raison de la predominance des actes mdritoires sur les
peccamineux. La puissance q u ’elle a au passage du Pont
Cinvat l ’dldve au lieu supreme des e t e m elles demandes et
largesses."
On the gradations of heaven ses also MX.
transl. West, SEE XXIV, 29-30).
v

rTr

^J

7*

8, 39* 9 (ed. West, and

In AW IV. 7 Wiraz approaches the
~~

Cinwad Bridge:
fradom gam t>ad humat ud dudxgar gam nad huxt. ud sidlgar gam
•pad huwarSt "the first footstep with the good thought, and
the second footstep with the good word, and the third footstep
with the good deed" (H-W, 1!?!+).
10.

So

in M X II. 1^0, 1. 7 (ed. West).

In HIT, loc. cit*, they

do ask questions.
11.

With this section cf. Ed. purs. 30. 13:
han-iz ruwan menogig framaziSn. ramiSn hamhandazaglha awiS
rasanig u-S -pad nimaviSn 1 o getigan nam medvdgzarm royn
"to that also which is the spiritual completion of the soul’s
pleasure it is attaining in like proportion, and in its
appearance to worldly beings it is a butter of the name
Maidyo-zarem" (West, SEE, XVIII, 66).

Ihe passage goes on to explain that the produce of cattle is the best
material food, and, of that, spring butter is the most excellent.
Also see HN II.

38

f.; ;M X II. 15>2 (ed. West).

Ihis food is the food

of souls in heaven, but', as West notes,
"it is to be distinguished from the draught of immortality,
called H u S , which is prepared from the fat of the ox Hadhayans
and the white Horn at the time of the resurrection (see Bd. XXX.
25)", West, SBE XVIII, 66 f., n. £, with changes in transcription.
Maidhyoi. zaramaya is the first of the Gahambar feasts in the
Zoroastrian calendar, for the Hew Year (lit. "Bay") festival no ruz
at the spring equinox.

!Ehe food of righteous souls is thus as fresh
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23.12-15

as, and symbolic of, the day of resurrection, the "new day" of
eschatalogical expectation.
12.

Here Sd. Bd., ch. 9» 17 h a s ’
va an surat ura guyad ko?la xv ahl gerlxtan
"and that form says to him 'where shalt thou flee?' " (transl.
P ers* H i v », 573)*

It is possible that the plight of the unrighteous soul is here
portrayed with irony as the words of these last three questions
are reminiscent of ZarathuStra’s own plight when first he took up his
mission as prophet of righteousness:
Y. 1+6. 1: lcftra namoi
mazda xSnaoSai ahura?

13.

kuthra namoi aven! ... katha thwa

The text is uncertain here (M. reads - m var-Jamay he girend

"take away my mantle", i.e. MSS wltpyg written for wl-TWP’H , comparing
NP puge and var-puSe (see M . , 1+12, n. 5)* The reading adopted,
wltk pyg *BYDWHx-] /* XDKHx-| accounts

-m

for the following eg-om "first ...

then", giving a reasonable sense with the rest of the passage, as
suggesting the arrest and assault of highway robbery.
II4.

Perhaps ganj refers to the store of good deeds through which the

soul has hope for recompense, which is vitiated by his own hoard of
wickedness.

In B d . p urs. 22. 5» the maiden is called gan^war I kirbag

"the treasurer of good deeds".
Av. vizar sa ( < J zarag "tear" + vi "away": "the tearer away".

15.

See Pahl. V d . farg. 1. 9* 29, which comments on the dew Wizares:
harw kas-ew -pad band-ew andar of ted: ka be mired ka aSo a-S
az garden be ofted: ka druwand a-g -pad han ham band be o
dugox hau.1end. "he falls onto every person with a noose (at
birth); when he dies if he is righteous, then it shall fall
from his neck; if wicked, then they will drag him with that
very noose to hell."
In fact, however, the noose is said to be cast in the first place
by As to. viSatu (Pahl. Astwihad) "Bissolution", or "Beath", on which
see L.H. Gray, "The foundations of the Iranian religions'*, JCOI l5»
1929,

201- 2.
According to GBd. XXVII. 22, BTA

236,

the souls of (all) dead men

must wrestle with WizareS when they remain in the world during the
three days after death (cf. also Bd. purs. 22.

3)*

I'01’ this reason

it is said in a Persian Rivayattthat when Wizareg terrorizes the soul
during the three nights, the soul may be protected by the fire which
the living kindle for its sake and from which WizareS flees (iJnv.,
Riv., i, 71* 15-18, B . , Pers. R i v . , 58-9).

However, in other texts,
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23.15-16

as in ours, WizareS does not appear until the fourth day after death
and ensnares only the wicked.
soul to hell.

The noose is

In all texts WizareS drags the wicked
reminiscent of the stranglehold

ofthe

evil Action in Sd. B d . , ch. 99• 20:
dast be gerdan-i u
negun beoftand va
his neck and both
Sinwad Bridge and

bekonad va har do az mlan-i dinvad mil sar
he duzex Savand
"She
clasps her
arms round
plunge headlong
from the middle
of the
go to hell.”

Thus there are two distinct versions of the fate of the righteous
and wicked souls:

in one, extant in a fragment of the Avesta (HN), and

in the majority of Pahlavi accounts, the good soul experiences pure
happiness, and the wicked soul total wretchedness, immediately after
death.

They have their deserts as a result of

since there is no chance of
intercession or interference.

their

a reverse in their fate,

choice inlife;
there is no

In the other version the soul, good

or bad, must endure the insecurity and doubt of the first days of
disembodiment ■
16.
n. 5)*

Cf. Sd. B d ., ch. 99* 25 (transl.
In MX II. 191+

it is explained

D., Pers. Riv.,
that

573 »see

in hell food can be eaten

only b y similitude (hangoSldag homanag). According to Dd. purs. 31. 8,
foul as the infernal food may be, wicked souls will remain unsated by
it and ever crave more.
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17.

23.17

As D. notes (p. 23) an interpolation in MSS of PRDd. ch. 9

comprises material relating to the subject-matter of ch.
not actually fit into the text of ch.

23*

23,

but does

The interpolated passage

is as follows:

1

(5)
(6)
(7;

(8)
1.

2

u-g ohrmazdhan l dudlgar gowign a-g abaz pursed, de paydag
ku harw ahlaw u d druwand ka o 8inwad puhl *rased3 ud ohrmazd be
wened ohrmazd az harw kas be pursed ku:
"(Ce kar» u)-t kar
hame kard, pad xwarign I ke zist he?"
k a ahlaw a-g dudlgar azig abaz ne pursed Ce be garodman barend.
u d ka druwand sard anaglh pad xweg kunend, be o duSox Sawed.
u-g ahreman be o awig gowed ku gim [ray! ka be o gilistag 1
man amad he ka-t en gyag Jud dard ud dugwarlh ud anaglh ne any
gig pad han?"
pas az han gowign, ka ohrmazd edon guft ahreman edon guft, abaxglh
bawed u d han abaxg ray bawed ka-gan rist wirayend.
MSS have also

(rasend).

(ne);

2.

MSS VPg (u-g).

3.

MSS Y X M T W M

k • MSS ZY MN (1 a z ) .

(Ij.) "And Ohrmazd then asks him the next question, for it is revealed
that when every righteous and wicked soul comes to the Cinwad
Bridge and Ohrmazd sees it, Ohrmazd asks of every one:
'(what
action? and) what action did you do? by whose sustenance did
you live?’ .
(5) If it (i.e. the soul) is righteous then it is not asked again,
for they take him to Garodman.
(6) And if it is wicked they inflict on it dulling torment, it goes
to hell.
(7) And Ahreman says to it:
'For what reason have you come to my
hovel, when for you this place is nothing but pain, hardship and
torment?' .
(8) After those words, when Ohrmazd has spoken thus, and Ahreman
has spoken thus, there is repentance, and it is on account of
that repentance that the dead are raised."
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24

Notes to Chapter 2I*

1.

It is clear from the repetition of the four creatures that murw

is written mistakenly for gurg in the first instance.

M. translates

murw "bird” and way "vulture".
2.

Here a doctrine of hell and straightforward retribution is taught

without hope of amendment or ultimate reconcilation for the wicked.
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25.1-4

Notes to Chapter 25

1.

This chapter is transcribed and translated by S. Wikander, see

her Arisohe M n n e r b u n d , Lund, 1938* pp. 1&-17*
ed. D., p.
2.

Cf. also Sd. Bd., ch.

f*> transl. D., Pers. Riv., 521-2

Sd. Bd., loc. cit., 1, has niki kardan i.e. "doing good", which

supports the translation of ahlayih "righteousness" rather than M . ’s
holiness".

Wikander has "Frommigkeit".

Wikander translates sahig

"erhaben".
3*

M. translates;
"How long after the time of Fragkard, i.e. (after) the production
of Fragkard takes place, (shall there be) the Resurrection?",

but the syntax and the sense are somewhat strained.
cannot mean "after".

Thus abaz o

Sd. B d . has simply ta qiamat va rastaxiz band

mande ast "How long will it be until the day of resurrection and the
raising up of the dead."

Pers. dand mande ast would seem to be a

rendering of Pahl. Cand zaman abaz ..» bawed "how much time remains
(until)
1+.

According to M. ’s version, a period of one thousand years

intervenes between Fragegird and the Resurrection; there is no suchdoctrine elsewhere in the Zoroastrian tradition.

In GBd. XXXI, BTA

275 ff * > Zarathugtra is said to have been b o m in the fourth
millennium (hazarag I daharom) after which three thousand years
follow until the coming of Sogyans, who will raise all the dead in
fifty-seven years.

In the next chapter of G B d ., entitled abar

ristaxez u d tan l pasen, the tradition is that every person will see
his own good and bad deeds, after which the righteous "will see
delight in Garodman in material body those three days" (ud ago andar
garodman tanomand han se roz urwahmanlh wened) , while the wicked
suffer punishment in Hell for three days (BTA
purs.

13.

287);

Ui SBE XVIII, 33-^ and see W e s t ’s note, p.

of. also Dd.

3^,

n. l).

In

G B d . XXXII this is called han fragegird kardarxh "the aptualisation
of Fragegird" i.e. the ristaxez "resurrection" and reunion with the
body, followed, three days later, by the final judgement and ordeal
in the river of molten metal.

The world becomes purified of evil and

perfected as a result of this final purgation, and men exist in the
tan I pasen, with no intervening delay.

Our text alludes to

Zarathugtra’s doctrine that complete happiness comes only with a
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return to the perfect worldly state (getig).

25.4-6

In our text, however,

ZarathuStra is the mouthpiece for what must have been a common
anxiety for Zoroastrians:

how long must the departed soul endure in

the disembodied state until reunion with the body?

True to the

tradition as in G B d ., loc. cit., ZarathuStra is told that three
thousand years yet remain.
In our text ZarduSt’s question seems a non sequitur after the
initial statement on ahlaylh "righteousness".

The connection between

virtuous behaviour and the three thousand years is explained in
Sd. B d ., ch. 25>- hi ed. D., p. 9h f»:
"The creator Ormazd said:
'0 ZartuSt Asfantaman!
These three
thousand years are glorious in thy eyes. Go and propagate the
religion to Mazda-worshippers, acquire .virtue and make your
soul righteous and worthy of paradise; because if you make
your soul righteous, it will reach heaven .1"
5.

Cf. Sd. B d .

2.5*. 3:

zaratoSt - anoSirvan - bad begirlst, gcoft ey dadar-i veh-i
afzunl hariuz digar mande ast va Can din gah mara nay-i tan
mi bayad budan "Zaratusht - may he be immortal-souled wept and said:
'0 good and propitious Creator!
It is yet
* a very long time and we must attend to the body for so
much time.'" (transl. B . , Pers. Riv., 521 f.)
pay,i tan could be read bl tan, giving the sense "and we must be
without the body for so much time."

6.

Sd. Bd. ch. 25* 5 makes no mention of the couple being married -

they are merely a girl (doxtar) of eighteen years and a boy (pesar)
of twenty, who come together in a dwelling:
harw do yekdlgar ra dost darand va yek Candl dar arzuye
yekdlgar baSand va pas yek Sabi be ham rasand jaygahi bl
tars v a blm "both love each other and desire one another
for a while, and then one night they meet in a dwelling,
without fear and terror."
Mirza cites a phrase katSay kardan meaning "to marry" (Pahl. I. 61.

7

f •), but there the verb refers not so much to the act of marriage

as to the more literal meaning "to set up house":
ka kadag kamed kardan nazdist uzenag pad mehan kune fudl
xweStan ray zan xwad xwah "if you desire to set up house,
first make provision for the household and find yourself
a wife."
In our text the words me rag and ziyanag replace the preceding
terms kanlzag and mard 1 juwan (cf. mard and zan in Sd. Bd., loc.
c i t . after doxtar and pesar).

Wikander explains:

"es wird merak und ziyanak fur die gewohnlicheren Synonyma
eingesetzt, wo eine sentimentale Farbung geferdert wird."
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7-

Cf. D&. p u r s .

30.

25-7

20:

u d han I ahlaw andar wahjgt u d garodman gah han mead I fradom
I hazed, u-g ta ristaxez. ka getlg-iz abezag ud apetyarag "bawed.
xwad az-is awardiSnig. -pad ristaxez han I meh u d weh ud oaSom
Habed, ud .
1awe dan xwarlhed*
"And the throne of the righteous in Paradise and the supreme
Heaven is the reward which he obtains first, and (it is) his
until the resurrection, when even the world becomes pure and
undisturbed. He is himself immoveable from it (i.e. his place).
Through the resurrection he obtains what is greatest and best
and most excellent."
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26.1-7

Notes to Chapter 26

1.

This chapter is a rendering of Y. 11; see Dhabhar’s edition of

the Pahl. translation accompanying the Yasna (FU), pp.
PU has "been transcribed by Unvala in Horn Y t ., p.
editions of the PU see ibid., p.

83.

83

78-80.

ff.

The

For former

Cf. also Sd. Bd., ch.

26,

ed.

Dhabhar, p. 95* transl. P., Pers. R i v ., 522.
2.

Av. afrivadar&ho zavainti "they curse, uttering imprecations" is
_
■.m_
*■
LJ
■X* _
/
*
rendered in the PTJ pad afrin gowiSnih rowend (Y. 11. 1; on 'rowsee Unvala, ibid., p.

83*

n. ib); a gloss follows in Pahl. se ast

1

roSnag leu nifrin kunend.

3.

Cf. Av. gauS zaofcarem zavaiti "the ox curses the priest"; cf. the

PIT 11. 1:

gaw zot rowed ice andar dariSn "the ox curses the priest

who keeps it."
1+.

With the words u-t dusrawih ud abarig anaglh- abag harw anaglh

bawad c f . the FU 11. 1:

u-.t edon dusrawih abag bawad (the Av. is

ut a djuS.srava haCimno) .
5.

With

abag in

the words u-m o arzanlgin ne dahe cf. Y. 11. 1:

yo mgm

x^astam
noit
baxSahe
"who does not portion me out (when I am well)
L —
— 1-I.■- 1■!111.i m
cooked".

The PU 11. 1

has: ne man ray xwastag ne baxSe o

arzanlgan

"who does not bestow wealth on the worthy for my sake" (see Unvala,
ibid., 85, n. 5b), thus PRDd. renders the Av. better than the PU

6.

Cf. Y. 11. 2 Av. aat m^m turn fSaonayehe hairya va puthrahe va

haoya va marSuya "then

thou makest me fat for the

or of (thy) son, or of

(thy)own self, or

(Unvala, loc. cit.).

sake of (thy) wife,

of (thy) wicked

belly"

The F U 11. 2 renders eg man to fSonene ku-m

abaz dare nairikan u d pusaran u d han i xweS mulan ray "then you fatten
me, that is keep me back for the sake of your wife and sons and that
belly of yours."

7.

FU 11. 2 has *w* *111 bwlt*l l p y t r.

rowed "curse" occurs several

times in Y. 11, twice with o [‘l / ’w and indir. o b j ., once with dir.
obj.

In our text a similar discrepancy exists with nifrin kun-

"curse", viz. § 2:
nplyn*

>YS I ’d n pl y n 1 ‘bYDWNx-); § 3 : (BK)

‘B Y D W N ^ , (ME^, j)

hwmyzdt* *L nplyn'
‘bYDWNx-, .

’sp *L »YS

’sp ‘h *L ’YS np l y n 1 tBYBWNx1 ; §U: (bk)

*BYDWNx1 , (MF^, j) hwmyzdt 1 ‘t. ’YS I ’d n p l y n 1
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8.

26.8-16

With the words abar man niSast ma tuwan bawad cf. the PU 11. 2:
m a bawe arwandan asp karezar ayoxtar ku-t tan tartan ma tuwan
bawad u d ma arwandan abar niSastan ud ma arwandan be nihadan
ku abaz daStan m a tuwan bawad.

The last phrase " ... mayest thou not be able to keep them (i.e. the
horses) in check” (Unvala, ibid.,

86)

may be the inspiration for

duSmenan abaz ne dare in. our text.
9.

ke pad zor u d nerog I man hayyarlh etc. represents Av.

yo mgm zavar& no it Jai^yehi:
zaye:

10.

(Y. 11.

2)

PU ke pad han l man zohr (sic) ne

gloss kar u d dadestan.

Cf. Y. 11. 3 haomo txv agaram zavaiti:

Unvala (ibid., 87» n.

3b)

horn o xwardar rowed.

notes that Bartholomae interpreted x^aSaram

as the representative of agriculturists (Wb. 1880).

On khvaSar

^

—
111

hu. vastar- "good pasturer" see Beflveniste, JA, 1932» 123-^*

Thus

the three social classes (mentioned in §ij. of our text) - of priest,
warrior and husbandman - .are seen to be responsible for the care of
the ox, horse and Horn yazad respectively.
11.

In PU 11. 3 the words ku-m andar yaziSn kar ne framaye serve as

a gloss to Av. yo uifim aiwiS. hutam darayehi;

Pahl. ke man az huniSn

dare.
12.

Cf. Y. 11. k Av- friranaot "bestowed":
—

I•

Pahl. franaft "set in

I '!■■■ rv

- —

~ni llll ■■■!■ ITil

motion, professed", is a mistranslation (see Unvala, ibid., p. 89»
n. i|6* ) .

13*

gospand seems to be used specifically as a term for standard

sacrificial animals, whereas the more general gospand sardag includes
the more unusual members of the whole category (e .g. deer).
llj..

The words pbe
3oye correspond to Av. (Y.
11. 5) yo ... zinat
—
.-w .1 I
_
I II.

va tr&fyat va apa v a yasaiti:P a h l . ke ... zxned ayab triftened ayab
appared.

On the meat offering to Horn see below PRDd., ch.

$9

.

3;

S n S . XI. kt SHE V, 335; Unv., R i v ., i* 262 (B., Pers. Riv., 262 and
n. Ij.).
l5«

The words winahed dahiSn

on Av. (Y. 11.

6)

1

ohrmazd correspond to the Pahl. gloss

dahakatta (Pahl* * dahag):

kahenidar ke dahiSn

1

ohrmazd be kahened.
16.

The words kirrenxdar I giS tabah lamed correspond to the Pahl.

gloss on Av. (Y. H i
kuned.

6)

murakaCa (Pahl. mudag-kardar): leu CiS tabah be

M. translates kirrenxdar as "tyrant".
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17*

26.17-18

The words kar u d dadestan . .. awared correspond to the Pahl.

gloss on Av. (Y. 11.
warzidar):

6)

ponru. sarfrjja varSnaCa (Pahl. purr sardag

ku kar u d dadestan was fraz kuned ewag-iz pad fraz am he

ne kuned.

18.

Haosravah slew PraQrasyan of the Tuirya people with the help of

Haoma.

See e.g. Y t . 9. 18, 22; 19*

77*

J'or the Pahl. and

later versions of the legend see Darmesteter, ZA I,

636,

111,

n. llli; Christensen,Les Kayanides, 61-9, 109-17*

Riv., 1,

263,

11* 12-13, P., Pers. Riv.,

263

and n. 3*

n. 19; II,

Cf. also Unv.,
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27.1-3

Notes to Chapter 27

1.

This chapter is derived from the Pahlavi translation and glosses

of M

I, of which Haug gives both the Av. and Pahl. texts ( A W ,

269 ff.)> h© translates the Av. and, in his notes, the Pahl. where it
differs (ibid., 303 ff«).
exist in Persian:

Three versions of the text, all different,

Sd.N*, ch. 80 (ed. P., 55), Sd. Bd., ch. 27 (ed.

P., 96), and a passage from the Rivayat of Kama Bohra, ch. 88 (Unv.,
R i v ., i» 16-17, transl* P., Pers. Riv., 16-17).

In HN I the prayer

is called aSo. stuti-, which is translated by Pahl. ahlaylh stayignlh
"praise of righteousness" (and glossed by aSam vohu).

Bartholomae

(Air. W b . 1593-4) points out that stay- is regularly used with aSam,
but in P R P d ., and in the later, HP texts, ;no trace of the name aSo.
stuti- remains and the prayer is known throughout by its opening two
words (see Haug, op. cit., 303, n. 2).
HN I is presented as a dialogue between Ahura Mazda and
ZarathuStra.

Ahura Mazda first alludes to the different values of

"praise of righteousness", then, when questioned by ZarathuStra on
each, describes the different values separately*

The Zand of each of

these separate answers form the basis of §§7-12 of our text.

The

three Persian texts cited above follow approximately the same
formulation as §§1-12 of our text.
2.

It is clear that our text closely follows the Pahl. of HU I. 31•

The Av. (Haug, op. c i t *, 277) Is:
karSvara y a t xv aniratham mat. fSum mat , rath am paiti viram
which Bartholomae translates:
"K.

samt seinem Tierem, Wagen und Menschen" (Air. W b .. 834)*

The Pahl. version of this is an obvious mistranslation:
keSwar x xwanirah abag ramag ud abag rah be az wir [gloss: Jud
az mardom
"the region of Xwanirah with flocks and with roads,
without men [gloss: excluding people]"
H a u g suggests that the translator
"has, perhaps, confounded paiti with para" (ibid., 309, n. 3)*
The keg war of Xwanirah does not appear in the NP versions.
3*

The Avestan of HN I. 13 (Haug, op. cit., 273) I©
ygm ba na frrauharota haurvatbya amaratatbya aSam staoiti
"which a man recites for Haurvar&d and Ameret&d when eating"
(transl. Haug, op. cit., 307)

The Pahlavi version of this is
ka mard fraz xwariSnlh I hordad u d amurdad ahlaylh stayed, han
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1

aSamvohu oy gowed u d pas sroS dron xwared "when a man who
is about to eat I o f . also ibid., I. l8 | Hordad and Amurdad
praises Righteousness, he says the aSam vohu and then he
consumes the SroS dron."
Qur text alone follows this version in mentioning the Srog dron.
The SroS dron as baj is a priestly usage, arising from the necessity
for priests of solemnising Srog dron in every gah after death* so it
is used instead of ba^J of Ohrmazd as grace before meals (see M. Boyce
and F. Kotwal,

’Zoroastrian Baj and Dron I", BSOAS XXXXV, 1, 1971»

61j ff*)*

With

this § cf. Sd.N., ch. 80. 6: dun nan xurand; Sd. B d . ,

ch. Ij.:

ke vaj be guy and; Unv., Riv., i, 17;

dun nan xlfahand xurdan.

On dron see below ch. 56.

k*

Cf.

HN I. 18, A v . :
ba na, pasda frajfluharaiti haomahe hutahe aSam staoiti

P a h l .: ka
han I aSam
27UI

mard az fraz xwarignlh 1 hom
vohug~ew be gowed u d parahom

Again, our text alone follows
cf. Sd.N., ch.

80.

i hunid ahlaylh stayed
xwaredi(Haug, op. c i t .,

the Pahl. gloss of HN, loc.

cit.;

8:

v a anke arzeS dand sad ast ke ba*d azan xurdan bex^anand;
Kama Bohra, HF, 131-2:
ba*d az xurdan-i nan [lacking in Unv., R i v ., loc. cit. l .
No comparable phrase occurs in Sd. B d . , loc. cit.

On the drinking

of the preparation parahom see M. Boyce, ;lAtaS-zohr and Ab-zohrt;,
JRAS (1966), ll5, n. 55*

With these words cf. HN I,

23:

Av.:

yam b a na xv afna<Sa ustryamno avaouhabdamno aSrjm staoiti; Pahl.:
ka mard be xuf sed pad xwab nl nibemiSnih u d be xufsiSn ahlaylh
stjyld aggm vohug-e (Haug, op. cit., 275): Barthoiomae translates
Av* ^hfnada ustryamno avattuhabdanino "zum Schlaf ausgestreckt
ein^chlafend" (Air. W b . 1863)V
which accords better with, the Pahl. rendering than does H a u g ’s
translation:

"starting up from sleep and going to sleep again"

(op. cit., 308 and n. l); Haug does not translate the Pahl. phrase.
That our text has interpreted HN as meaning "recites it (then) goes
to sleep", suggests that Bartholomae is correct.

HN I. 28 is

similarly ambiguous Av.:
y^m ba n a xv afna<5a frayris3mno frabi&yamno aSam staoiti; Pahl.:
ka mard az xwab fraz wirayiSnlh ud fraz bwdSnyh (?) ahlaylh
stayed (Haug, op. cit., 275) "which a man recites, a w a k i n g a n d
rising from sleep" (Haug, op. cit., 308).
(Bartholomae suggests emending frabidyamno to f rabu6yamno, op. cit.,
98^*)

The corresponding phrase in our text (§10) clearly refers to
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the act of waking, reciting the prayer, and then going back to sleep.
Rivayat of Kama Bohra corresponds to §§9 and 10 of our text viz.
"And as to that one Ashem Vohu which they recited and (then)
go to bed, it is of as much merit as if you have recited one
thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions. As to that one
Ashem Vohu which they recited and turned from side to side
(in bed), it is of as much merit as if you have recited ten
thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions. As to that one
Ashem Vohu which is recited at the time when you wish to
get up from bed, it is of as much merit as if you have
recited one hundred thousand Ashem Vohus on other occasions."
(Unv., R i v ., X, 16, transl. D . , Pers. R i v ., 16)
However the two other Persian texts specify two different times for
meritorious acts:

Sd.N., ch. 80, 8-9:

v a anke arzeS yekhazar ast axiast ke az xuftan az pahlu dar
gerdj va dorost bex^ani; anke arzeS dah hazar ast anast ke
gun az xv ab bar xizi v a be xYsinl (ed*~B« '
t $7); Sd. B d ., ch. 27*
gun be xuspand aSam vohu beguyand Candaneg kerfe bavad
ke be vaqti-ye djgar' hazar aggm vohu: az x^ab dar ayand va
digar aSam vohu beguyand CandaneS arH va kerfe bavad ke be
bevaq.tr-ye drgar dah hazar dar vaqt-i ^taqarru* G u n a G e m
vohu beguyand va Gandan arj va qeimat ast ke Iran Sahr.
The discrepancy between the Pahl. and NP versions may be a result
of the apparent ambiguity of the Avestan and Pahl. versions
v

23 and 28 cited above.

of

HN I.

v

A further passage from S n S ., cited by D. in

Pers. R i v ., 17» n* 3» explains the great virtue of reciting the
aS m vohu before going to sleep, by virtue of this time being an
opportunity for a final religious act before sleep and even possible
death in sleep.
6•

The words abdom wardiSn [r gyan] render Av. us tame urvaese gayahe

(HN I. 33; Haug, op. cit., 277)*

it seems that in our text gyan (XT’)

has been omitted by a copyist, having been read mistakenly as a
dittography of a-S [ ?-g] which follows.

Elsewhere the words abdom

wardign render Av. , urvaesa- apgma-. see Y. 43*5* 6 damoiS urvaese
apame

"beim letzten Ende der Schopfung" (Bartholomae, op.cit.. 1525);

Y. 51« 6 apame aaheuS urvaese "beim letzten Ehde des Lebens" (ibid.. 1535)•

In these contexts the term refers to the cosmic event in the future,
at the time of fraSo. k^rati, and so may have been in the mind of the
copyist of our text, but clearly,
ustfrme urvaese gayahe (also Y. 71 •

. as proved by HN I. 33 kv.
15>)> Pahl. abdom wardiGn I

gyan, our text refers to the time of the end of life in the body.
7.

The Avestan H N I.'

36

states:

k a fiieya aSo. stuitig ya vispem imat yat arataraGa
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zam aratareda asman'am imamCa z^m avaba raoba vispada vohu
mazdadata aba. Cithra masanada vaftjhanada srayanaca arSjaiti
{Haug, op. cit^7~278) "What is the one recital of the
Ashem which is worth all this which is in the earth and
in the sky, and this earth, and those lights, and all
good things created by Mazda which have their origin in
truth?1
1 (Haug, op. cit., 309).
Cf. HN I.

38:

ya.t fraoiriSaiti pairi duSmataeibyasca duguxtaeibyasba
dugvarStaeiby asba (ibid., 279) Mwhen one renounces evil
thoughts and evil words and evil deeds 1
1 (ibid., 309) •
The Pahl. version adds a gloss:

HIT I.

38:

ke oy frod warded be az duSmat u d dubhuxt u d dubxwarSt humat
lm winah weg ku kirbag dugpxig han abam vohug-e be gowed a-g
wahistig be bawed "Whosoever turns from evil thoughts, word
and deed; good thought (is) this:
(when) sin (is) more than
merit (he is) worthy of hell; (if) he recites one again vo h u ,
then thereby he becomes worthy of heaven .1
1
Nothing is said of this last-minute redemptive power of the aSom vohu
in the Avestan text of HIT i, and the' Pahl. gloss seems to present a
late doctrine, which is, however, stated in some detail in the NP
versions.

See especially Rivayat of Kama Bohra (Unv., R i v ., 17);

cf. IJnv., Riv., i, 18. lj.-7.
Por an Av. commentary on the abam vohu see Y. 20 (and see further
below, ch. 97)«

Dhabhar cites a similar commentary in Pahl. (Pers.

R i v ., 20-23, and translates a NP version of the same (ibid., 18-20;
text in Unv., Riv., i, 19* 19-21. 12).

See also Modi, CC, 3^8-9.
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Holes to Chapter 28

1.

The main point of this chapter is made only in the final section,

for which the preceding prepares the ground with exhortation and
example by illustration.

Virtue is recommended as preferable to

procrastination because death may at any time overt alee the body,
leaving the soul the poorer at the bridge of judgement.

Because of

the transient nature of all material things, and because all beings
are subject to death, only virtue and goodness are worthy objects of
m a n ’s accumulative instinct.
"wisdom-literature".

Such ideas are reminiscent of handarz

It has been said that the fatalism that is

typical of that genre "is probably . •. part of the non-religious
character of the andarz" (M. Boyce,

’Middle Persian Literature’ ,

Handbuch der Orientalistilc, Brill, 1968, 53)*

However, many examples

can be taken from Pahlavi and Persian Zoroastrian texts to show that
the apparent fatalism and other-worldliness of this § of PRDd. is in
accord with orthodox Zoroastrianism and is neither gnomic in character
nor merely "the morality of an aristocratic and urbane society"
2aehner, Teachings of the M a g i , 98).

In several texts teachings

about the futility of earthly riches are put into the mouth of
Ohrmazd.

They are as much part of the religion as are other, more

dogmatic features of similar texts.

Por example:

dadar ohrmazd gof t " ... mardoman ra agah konl ke Clzl anduzl
ke ba x^lStan betavanl avardan va In.ia be farvad-i Soma rasad.
va an dlz kar-i kerfe kardanast "The Creator Ohrmazd said:
" ... teach mankind to amass the thing which one can take with
one (at death) and (which) comes to your help here (in heaven),
and that thing is the performing of meritorious actions."
(Sd. B d .. ch. 9, 7 f*).
These words were addressed to the prophet ZarathuStra, but they are
comparable to a statement in M X which has the form of a religious
andarz:
Ce -pad frazmgarih tan o xakih gnmezihed ud abestam o ruwan
bawed. u d harw k as ruwan rav ran.l abar bared u d az kar ud
kirbag agah bawiSn (M X I. 22— 1).» ed. West)
"Por in the end
the body is mingled into the dust and refuge is in 'the soul.
And every person should take trouble for the sake of the
sould and should be conscious of meritorious action."
In another passage in MX, the Spirit of Wisdom instructs the wise man
(danag):
ud
ud
ud
ud

han I-t menog u d getlg ray pursld getig pad frazam marglh
apaydaglh u d menog pad fraz am han I ahlawan ruwan azarman
amarg u d auetyarag u d purr-xwarrah ud purr-ramiSn ta hame
hame rawiSnlh abag yazdan u d amahraspandan u d frawahr x
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ahlawan (M X 1|0. 29-30) "And that -which you asked concerning the
spiritual and the physical worlds, the physical world in the
end (is) death and annihilation, and the spiritual world in
the end (is) the souls of righteous (men), ageless, deathless,
free from misfortune, full of glory, full of peace, for ever
and ever in the company of the gods and immortals and the
spirits of righteous (men)•
Elsewhere, when the Spirit of Wisdom advises the wise man not to put
his trust in life (zlndaglh) , there is no disdain for life or for
physicality intended, but it warns

the believer to beware of the

snares of Ahreman who makes this world mortal:
-pad zindaglh wist ax ma bawiSn Ce abdom marglh abar rased ud
nasav sag u d way kirrened u d astag o zamig obaded "do not
put your trust in life, for at the last, death will overtake
you and dog and bird will rend your corpse and your bones
will fall to the earth." (ibid . * 2. 110-3* (ed. West)
Erom the perspective of Zoroastrianism the doctrine that all
things of this world become dust is preached as a vigorous incentive
to do good and practise the'highest virtue, not as an incitement to
take such comfort as may be found in a palliative of insipid fatalism.
In Dd. purs. LXX it is stated:
dastwaran edon_guf_t._ested.ku dig ast. I pad brehenjgn ast ud
pad kuhiSn u-San edon be wizerenld ku z m d a g i h zan u d fraz and
xwadavrh u d xwastag pad breh ud asronlh arteStarlh ud
wastarvoSih ahlawih ud druwandlh pad kuniSn (in5 » * fol. 183 r.,
16-l83v. 2) "The high priests have said thus, that there are
some things through destiny, and there are some through action,
and it is thus fully decided by them, that life, wife and child,
authority and wealth are through destiny, and the righteousness
and wickedness of priesthood warfare and husbandry are through
action" (transl. West, SEE XVIII, 215).
Thus it is only because of the assault of evil and the consequent
constrictions of fate that certain things must be endured with
equanimity, while man is always free to choose between righteousness
and wickedness, heaven and hellj the righteous will have their reward
in heaven and should not expect it sooner in this world.

A certain

dispassion is recommended in the midst of worldly fortunes:
*ka neklh rased ma aber Sad bawe ka anaglh rased ma aber pad
beg b a w e t gi (ke) nelcih I zaman |o anaglh u d anaglh I zaman
o n ekih» u d hec abraz nest ke Seb ne az peg ud heC -geb nest
ke abraz ne az pas
(Handarz I 2tdurbad Mahraspandan, 8lli9» *
PT 71* 3 f f .) "Do not be overjoyed in good times nor
overdistressed in bad times, for the good fortune of Time
turns (to) misfortune and the misfortune of Time turns to
good fortune, and there is no "up" that has not been preceded
by a "down" and no "down" that is not followd b y an "up".
(Zaehner, Teachings of the M a g i , 109).
This is not the resignation to an inscrutable divine will,
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such as characterises the Islamic faith, for example, "but an
acknowledgement of conditions which can only be transcended through
virtue.

PT llj.6. l^li|7* 2 is an example of how such a view is

perfectly Zoroastrian in its implication (transl. Zaehner, op. cit.,
112 and cf. M X I. 98-9 (ed* West) and Sd. B d ., ch. 7» which liken
the world and its fortunes to passing clouds and see also the Handarz
l Adurbad I Mahraspandan §89, in PT. 65* 6-9 (transl. Zaehner, op.
c i t ., 105>) where they are likened to a bird that alights on trees
and never stays.

When an ascetic element appears in such texts, it

is an ethical asceticism, i.e. in exertion to abstain from evil, as
e.g. in PT

5 ff.:

hambar ewaz ahlaylh weg tuxsed. kar ud kirbag. 8e dig I -pad
harnbar Saved dag tan. ewaz ahlaylh weh (Wazag r ewGand I
Adurbad l Mahrasnandan, 82, PT 1)4^. ^ ff.')' "Strive to hoard
up only righteousness, (that is) virtuous deeds, for of (all)
the things that one may hoard, only righteousness is good."
(Zaehner, T o M , 110 )•
This does not, of course, require a hermetic retreat from the world
(on "fasting from sin" see Sd.N., ch.

83 >

transl. West, SBE XXIV,

3W).
The doctrine of ultimate worldly and spiritual perfection, of
PraSegird, embodies such a sublime objective that those who preached
it could be uncompromisingly severe in explaining the tribulation of
this world, e.g. in M .

p urs. 3>, in answer to the question "Why does

evil always happen more to the good than to the bad?", ManugKihr says;
... wehan. tars 1 az dard u d uadefrah x az dug ox ray, asanlh
u d xwarih I pad getig hilend, Cis-iz abaronlh ne mened, gowed,
lamed "the good, through fear of the pain and punishment of
hell, should forsake the comfort and ease in the world and
should not think, speak or do anything improper whatever".
One must look to Pk. Ill, however, to find the fullest
explanation of the plight of mankind in the mortal world:
had o soman dih u d ahoSlh 1 oSomandan tan az judgohr 1 ebgat
gumeziSn azer star payag bawign andar ebgatlg gumeziSn abaz ne
daStan 1 dadar az dahiSnan 1 andar gumeziSn dim pad amaraganig
rawag paywandlh 1 andar gumeziSn abag oSomandrh bawed sudlh
I dahiSnan pad be paywastan I o fragegird abaz wardenidan.
l-S zyan abar kam oS ud axwjilebgat pad frazam oSlh 1 xwad
ebgat az-iS
"the mortality and immortality of the mortal body is from the
Mixed State of the heterogenous nature of the Adversary below
the star station.
In the (state of) Adversity of the Mixed
State the reason for the Creator’s not keeping (death) back from
the Creatures in the Mixed State is that in the general
continuous progression which is with mortality in the Mixed
State there is advantage for the Creatures in uniting to achieve
fragegird, from which the harm of mortality in the will, the
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consciousness and existence of the Adversary is the death of
the Adversary himself" (Bk.M., 316* 20-217* J|)»
Generally with this ch. of PRBd. cf. Sd.N., ch. 81 and Sd. B d . , ch.

28.
2.

,

Astwihad first attacked Gayomard (see G B d * IV. 2I*, TBA I4I4. 12,

BTA 5l):

ke is personified as the demon who casts a noose over the

necks of the wicked (e.g. B d . purs. !XXII. 3* P*
p. 10^» SBE XVIII. p. 52, and p. III4) *

In Bd. purs.

purs. XXXVT. 93*

36.

5l Astwihad

is explained as "the disintegration of material beings" astomandan
wiboblh (SBE XVTII, p. 91?) which corresponds to the Av. asto. viSatu"untying of life", see Air. Wb., 213, liil+3-U*
3*

With these words cf. Sd. B d . , ch. 28. i|, transl. B., Pers. B i v . ,

523.
[j..

M. construes this passage differently, thus:
"The reason why the mortal man inflicts injuries on the mortal
man (is this):
(one wrongly thinks of the other that) 'he
strove for this purpose that I may not have wealth' ; (or he
thinks) 'he strove for this purpose that I may not have children";
(or) "he strove for this purpose that my animals may die' ."

5*

As M. Boyce has stated (art. cit., 5l)j
"Wisdom (xrad) is constantly praised in the andarz texts; but
this is not the mantic wisdom of prophecy and divination, but
that of observation and reflection".

Yet this wisdom of observation and reflection Is something more than
Zaehner’s understanding of wisdom as reason or common sense (op. cit.,

99)

for it is spiritual in the power and protection it affords man;.-'
u d to ray gowem, pus I man, *ku .jahiSn-ayyar pad mardoman
biS I xrad weh; be agar pargast. xwastag be sawed, ayab
baharpay be mired, xrad be maned "and I say to you, m y son,
(it is) fortunate for men, wisdom (is) the thing which is
best; for if, heaven forbidi o n e ’s wealth goes away, or if
o n e ’s animals die, wisdom remains,"
(Handarz 1 Adurbad
Mahraspandan, §10^, PT 67. 5-8)

It is a species of the innate wisdom asn xrad through which, according
to MX, Ohrmazd created the universe (MXA LVT, §5* p» l^&-9)» and by
which all other wisdom is inspired.

29.1-5

0 %

Notes to Chapter 29

1-

With this chapter cf. Sd. B d . , ch. 29, B., Pers. Riv., 5>23 f.

Sd^tid. makes no mention of the example of litigation in our text,
but nevertheless emphasises the

obligation of a son to his father etc.

2.

Possibly this refers to the

prophet ZarathuStra himself.

3*

M. reads pa<S ev-bar haCenand and translates as "-will be initiated

k jot

(into the holy order) once again” .
Cf. Sd. B d ., ch. 29. 13:
Conanke raven az tan behtar ast. hamConan herbad. ke farhang
amuzad ruvan parvarad va az nlk va bad aaah konad be bln ta
anke tan va ruvan rarvarad Cand far a ast va kodam behtar ast
"just as the soul is better than the body, so is the teacher,
who teaches wisdom and nourishes the soul and informs it of
good and evil: behold what difference there is between him
who nourishes the body and him who nourishes the soul and
who is the better (of the two) >" (B., Pers. R i v ., 5>2i|)
(it is noteworthy, also, that in Sd. B d ., ch. 29* 6, there is a
glancing reference to xwedodah.)
5*

Dhabhar has observed that these five functionaries of the

Sasanian sacerdotal system are given in PU of I. I.
follows:
§8

Hiey are as

§21 (Spiegel - S.) dadwar ~ Av. nmanya- (Geldner - G.§7)?

(S.) mSwbad ^ Av. visya- (G.§3); §11 (S.) rad ~ Av. zantuma-

(G.§l*)j

SlU (S.) mo’g-handarzbad « Av. dahyuma- (G.§9); §17 (S.)

mo w badanmowbad^ Av. zarathuStrotama (G.§6)

'£>

a'

(Cf. also Y. 7* 27» ll+»

17, 20, 23, and W Z A , p. 88, intro, p. xcvii; see also Tavadia SS
66 f.j with Pahl. m^g-handarzbad cf. Arm. moyan (j^andercapet
(Hubschmann AG I. 9 9 9 179).

See also Barmesteter ZA I. 3C-32.

Ihe reason for the addition of this gloss in P R B d . remains
obscure.

o
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Notes to Chapter 31

1.

With this ch. cf. Sd. B d . , ch.

26-7/ transl* Warner, I 13U*

&nd Shihnama, Tehran ed., I
a list of the chief Av. passages

concerning Yima and references to scholarly discussions of the
legends see M. Boyce, HZ I. 93»

As M. Boyce has said of

the legend in our text:
"Presumably this is the legend alluded to in both Yt. 19 (his
claim being the "lie" spoken of there) and the GatEas - Yima
having perhaps instituted a sacrifice to himself, as if he
were indeed divine." (op. cit. I. 93)
See also Lentz, A Locust’s Leg, Studies in honour of S.H. Taqizadeh,

132,
2.

C f . S d . B d ., c h . 31* 3 *
dun mi amad be zanuy ml raft manand-i kasl ke mobtila baSad
va pay nadarad. va 3ame-ye darrde va kohne va xirqe-ye
puSi&e daSt. "When he catne, he walked on his knees like
one who was afflicted and had no feet. He had put on
clothes, which were tattered, and wore garments which were
threadbare" (B., Pers. R i v *, 525),

3.

M. *s reconstruction of this § maintains the order of creations in

e.g. G B d . III. 7 (BTA 39), and WZA. I. 25, p. LXYIII.

BR, 10 bear no

relation to this emended order, but it can be seen, by numbering the
order of creations in M . ’s version, that MR^, J follow a recognisably
similar pattern:

(Numbers in brackets indicate M . ’s order.) water (6),

earth (7)» plant (8), sun (l), moon (2), stars (3), [heavenly
creation (1|) missing, perhaps omitted as dittography of following]
skY (£)» cattle (9), men (10), worldly creation (ll).
(8) must be transposed to the position after
M. *s order.

Sd. B d ., ch. 31* 6 has:

(5)

(6), (7) and

for MR]_, J to yield

asman va zamin v a mah va setar

va har de dar gitI hast - which is unhelpful.
I4.

Alternatively "indeed for any other, then whoever ... "; M.

translates "and also furthermore, (if) any one ... ".
5*

On Yima and the blood sacrifice see R.C. Zaehner, D^wn, 81j. f., and

J. Duchesne-Guillemin, La religion, 99-102.

Generally on Zoroastrian

doctrine concerning animal sacrifice see M. Boyce, op. cit., I, 2llj,
and n. 90, and on the interpretation of Y. 32. 8 (cited by Zaehner,
loc. c i t .), see ibid., I. 93> n.

55*

In a passage in the Persian

rivayats the institution of the six Gahambar festivals is attributed
to Jamshed (Yima/Yim); the story is told to explain the purpose of
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sir - u - sedow (tTnv., Riv.,

I* l;28, transl. D.,Pers.Riv., 322-3)

see M. Boyce, Stronghold, p.

^2.

In Pahl. Y d .farg.

2.

2 Yim

is

called hu-ramag "of good flocks" (~ Av. hvftthwa- "having good herds",
see to. Boyce, HZ I. 92).

It is significant that the story In PRBd.

appears to develop from this standard epithet.

In Pahl. Yd.,

loc. cit., it is explained:
huramagih ed bad ku-g ramag 1 mardoman nd ramag 1 go span dan
drust daSt
"his being of good flocks was this, that he properly maintained
the herds of men and good animals."
The elephant Is usually considered as gospand; it is mentioned here,
presumably, as the most powerful of beneficent animals, yet as is
said in §b 2 , it is seen as anomalous and therefore as a threat (here
the dews offer it as if they

had created it)*

6.

See Yd. farg. 2. 2-1;.

7.

M. translates "When this earth will be desert", but cf. GBd.

XXXIV. 33 (BTA 293):
en zamlg anabesar ud aniSeb ud hamon bawed "this earth will
become a plain both without heighV (lit . "without crown"),
without bottom".
This refers to the time of fragegird when all will be flat and fertile,
not a desert plain.

Cf. also Plutarch, Isis and Osiris,

E. Benveniste, Persian Religion, p. 71*

8.

This alludes perhaps to the ceasing of the effects of moon and

winds upon the waters (see G B d . X. 10, 12 , BTA 103 ) which cause the
ebb and flow of tides.

Just as the stench and saltiness (gandlh ud

surlh) are removed at the time of fragegird (G B d . X. 18, BTA 103-9)
the movements of the waters will cease; freedom from change is
associated with immortality, not stagnation (see GBd. XI. 7» BTA
105).
9-

The saena bird, of Y t . ll;. 1*1» has its perch on the Tree of All

Seeds in the middle of the sea YourukaSa (Yt. 12. 17, and see also
G B d . XVI. k* BTA 11+75 MXA ch. LXI. 37-9, p. 167-8).

Presumably the

reference Is to the b i r d ’s retirement to a nest in the forest when,
after Pragegird, its annual task of distributing seeds is no longer
necessary*
10.

In Bd. p u r s .

38,

18 f. also, Yim repents and is pardoned, and he

advises his successors to wear the sacred girdle for protection (see
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D., Pers. R i v ., 2lj., n. l ) .
11.

The idea that Yim is appointed master of the Zoroastrian

’'Limbo" (tfammistagan) is found only here; it appears to be a tidy,
scholastic solution to the problem of the discrepancy of the various
traditions of this ancient king, whereby Y i m ’s rule, which in Vd.
fa r g .

2

is over his subterranean var, is transposed to the

intermediary realm, i.e. so as to include the legend of Y i m a ’s sin,
punishment and exclusion from the glory of heaven in Yt. 19 and
Shahnama (on the various traditions of Yima see M. Boyce, HZ I,
92-95* and on [gyag x] hammistagan "Place for the Mixed Ones", see
ibid., 237 and Ph. G-ignoux " L ’enfer et le paradis d ’apr&s les sources
pehlevies", JA 1968, 226.

31 *11
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Notes to Chapter J2

1.

With this chapter cf. Sd. B d .,c}i,32

2.

M. translates padiS as "thereby” (i.e. "as a result of the

affliction of Ahreman and the dews") .

and MXA XLV p. 131*

Gf. MXA XLV. 2+; ne pad ed

dared ku-g CiS-iz ziyan pad oy kas kard "does not consider that any
injury whatever was done by him to that person", and also Sd. B d . ,
ch.

32. 1:

hid zyan bedo nakardim "we have not done any injury to
*
him"; these passages both support the translation "we have done to
him ... etc.".

3.

abaydag kunend lit. "they make invisible"; the soul is of the

substance of light and is annihilated by being obscured by evil.
In Zoroastrian texts there is agreement that the soul ruwan is the
chief faculty of man which, though spiritual by nature, abides within
a'physical form during a human life.

So Ahreman*s conquest of the

ruwan amounts to the consummate act of corruption and triumph over
the human will (cf. DkM. 22+1 • 16 f.:
ruwan, I ast axw, xwaday abar tan ... rayenldar 1
Man ud boy u d frawahr u d hamist waxS 1 padiS "The
which is the will, is lord over the body ..., the
of the body and the vital soul and perception and
and all the spirits therein" •,).

tan ud
ruwan,
controller
the fravaSi

The crime of the wicked lies in their obedience and compliance to
the will of Ahreman and their allowing him to enter the world through
their evil actions (see MXA. XLV.
be ka-g hah 1 ewtag ruwan be appared ud tabah be kuned, eg
pad ed dared ku: ’- m ziyan-e bo wan dag padjg kard 1, *ed de-g
en pad abavist kuniSn 1 tanomandlh I xweS kard "But when he
steals the soul of a single (individual) arid makes it corrupt,
then he thinks:
!I did to him a complete injury’ , because
this was done by him through the compulsive action of his own
flesh-").
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Notes to Chapter 33

1.

With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd«

2.

In P R D d . “the faithful” wehan are urged to spurn friendship with

"wicked" men druwardun.

ch. 33*

This latter term has a specific traditional

usage as "unbeliever” (darvand is still current as a tern among the
oldest generation of rural Parsis).

Sd. Bd.

ch. 33 urges that the

faithful (behdlnan) must avoid "men of ill repute and evil doers”
(mardom-i bad-nam ud bad-kerdar) and "evil men” (mardom-I bad) who
make the soul "wicked" (darvand).

However, both texts are warning

Zoroastrians, albeit obliquely, to avoid contact with nonZoroastrians.

Sd.N.

ch.

38

is more explicit:

Inke ?1ehad va kuSeS bavad. az ham kase-ye ,1ud-dxnan be bavad
•parhizldan ... zira ke hargah ke kasi be na Sustr kasl xurad.
del meil be suye u konad. Ce gonah bavad gonah kardan ra dellr
gavad va ravan-i u be darvandi garavad "So far as effort and
endeavour prevail, it is necessary to abstain from the same
cup as those of a different religion ... because whenever
someone drinks with an unclean person, his heart inclines
towards him, for it is a sin, and on account of the sin he
becomes bold and his soul inclines to wickedness".
3»

The contrast with Christian teaching is stark:

St. Paul, in

accordance with Christ’s words in Mt. k*hk (
ayamire rows i^Qpovs vp&v,

Kai TTpoa-cv)(€(r6c vircp r& v hmKOvrwv tipas'

)f

advocates genuine compliance with those of other faiths:
et nr /caAei vpas tojv aTTio’rcov, xai Qikcre 7ropcve<r0at, trdv to TTapa.TtQip.cvov
ip tv caOtcrc, prjbev avaKptvovrcs Sia r?/v (rvveidijtriVt

I Cor. 10.27
aTrpd/TKOTTOi feat ’louSai'oiy yiveirQe Kai ^EAAi/tn

koI ttj iKKkrjatq too
©eoG* Ka0a>? /caya> tta v ra irao-tv d pi a kco, pi\ £t}tCov rd ipavTov trvjutfripov, a k k a to t 5>v ttoAAwv, 1
1/a a-toQucrt.

I Cor. 10.32
P a u l ’s compliance is primarily motivated by the Christian standards
of universalism and toleration, e.g. in ibid., 10.

2^27

(which,

again, is the opposite of Zo ro as trian attitudes in PKDd., e.g. ch.
ll|. 7 above):

7rdv

to iv p an ikkui irtokovpcvov co-QUtc, p if it v avaKptvovrcs

5ta r?)v

(TvvctbrjO-iv' too yap Kupiou jj yrj Kal ro 7rA?jpcopa avnjs,

I Cor. 10,25
There is nevertheless a comparable element of expediency in both
religious attitudes.

It has been said of the apostle that through

his deep desire to make converts he had
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"made himself an absolute slave to men to win them, becoming a
Jew to Jews and a Gentile to Gentiles. He would be anything
to anybody to convert him. 'Why? For the sake of the Gospel,
that he might share with them in it" (C.S.C. Williams in
Peake’s Commentary on the Bible, § 8361, p. 95>9)
B y contrast, when, amid the oppression and intolerance of infidel
rulers, the Zoroastrian writer advocates "love” for enemies
(doSaram) , it is entirely as an expedient ploy (PBDd. 3 3 *b).
interpolated passage of II C o r ., heavy with Pharisaism, Paul is
himself uncompromising in certain areas, viz. in his very Zoroastrian
admonition

against

contamination, here through intermarriagei

M?j yivscrde CTepo^tiyoOvres &Tt(pTots' t(s yhp p-CToy!) biKaiopvvr)
mi avopia; i] t(s xotycovia (poorl irpos photos;
II C o r . 6 • 114
P R D d . is consistent and unwavering along a similar line of aloofness
from outsiders.

The surprising element in this chapter is that the

writer advocates actual duplicity as an expedient means.

This

chapter thus continues the theme of previous chapters that all
dealings with "unbe lie vers" agdenan/druwandan (e.g. ch.

30),

the soul wicked, which is the great triumph of Ahreman (ch.

make

32).

34.1-6
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Notes to Chapter 3k

1.

i.e. when the child should know better, but is still under-age,

[sjhe'must pay for sins committed, but at a reduced rate:
to Unv., R i v ., II.
to

300,

30I4 a

according

yad is equivalent to 180 sters, a tanapuhl

a- margarzan sin is

8-l 5

times the value of a tanapuhl.

2.

With para. b. cf. Sd. Bd.

ch. 3^*

3*

According to Sd. B d . 3^» 1 and 2, and Unv., Riv. I. 177» the

minimum ages for betrothal and marriage are respectively nine and
twelve years for a girl.
1*.

On bahr see Bartholomae, z. Sas. Recht V. ll+-l5*

5.

For this passage the reading and translation of Bartholomae are

adopted (see Mir. M u n d . III. 33)*
"des (Ehe)manns ... Herrengewalt uber das Tun der Frau ist so,
daj? sie alles, wie er es ihr befehlt, unweigerlich tun mu/?."
M . .reads:
fagarl mard u zan padaxSay x^aday e6on agar-kar I x^eB harv
geyon-B framayed 1 ne padaxsay be ka kunend, u<5 mard u zan pa 6
hln zarnan garzend ^atarsgahih
’
(M. does not acknowledge his emendation of MSS hwt ?yh 10 *xv a<5ay
and translates:
"About men and women - the supreme master is so overruling,
that it is not lawful unless they do whatever he orders
them, and (if) men and women grumble at that time, it is an
act of disobedience.")
This translation is out of place in the context both of this chapter
and of Zoroastrian theology generally (i.e. to suggest that God is
aj?ar-kar "overruling" in this w ay).

6.

Sd. B d ., ch. 3U* 3 k as "four times".

It is clear that the main

subject of P R D d . 3^ is the obedience of women to their husbands, and
the sinfulness of a w i f e ’s rejection of her husband.
disobedience which follow in §§c.

5» 6

and

7 ^0

The examples of

added, plainly, as

rhetorical elaborations in order to bring the specific .restriction
on w o men’s freedom into a context of supposedly general rules for
authority and subservience.

The real function of the examples given

is not to give instruction for such cases (which are commonsense and,
in the case of slaves, probably unnecessary), but, by juxtaposition
with the w o m a n ’s case, to liken her to a child (as is done explicitly
in Sd. B d ., ch. 3^* 5-6 bayad be Buhar ura mahande ye f arzand darad),
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and to a slave in her role as wife.
7*

The meaning is that in the first case (pad tan) the damage is

material and apparent, in that adultery would harm the husband soqially
etc. in the world; in the second (pad ruwan) the sin is still physical
by nature (i.e. afflicting with menstrual pollution), but its effect
is wholly ritual and spiritual.

The correct behaviour of a wife is

defined in Sd. B d ., ch. 3^+* 5-6, that she is "honest, utters few words
and gives birth to many male children" (mastur, va kam-soxan bagad,
farzand-i naridar-ye blgtar zayad) •

The converse of such attributes

are so strongly stigmatised as intrinsically feminine that they are
traditionally personified as such, e.g. DruJJ "falsehood", ^eh "whore",
As "lust", RasuS "pollution".

When in Sd. E d . two further grounds for

divorce are given, it is as if they are equated and held as similarly
culpable as acts of some female evil force:
anke .jadui konad va amuzad va ... anke farzand az-jg nazayad
"that she practises and teaches witchcraft, and ... that she
bears no child".
On adultery see further Vd. f a r g. 18. 62 ff.; Unv.,

Riv. I. 196

ff.

(transl. D., P ers. R i v ., 208 ff.); Sd.N. ch. 67; on the sin of
dag tan marz see Vd. f a r g . 15>. 7, 18*
8.

As mentioned above (n. j ) ,

67

ff.

Sd. Bd. states that a husband can

properly treat his wife as a child.

Similarly, when the marriage

breaks down he must continue to protect her, if she is still unattached
to another man, though he relinquishes all claims over her as his wife.
A Persian rivayat states similarly:
gar guhar-i zan reza betavanad kard ke nikah i no
gar na zan bl salar nagayad gozaStan (Unv., R i v .,
"if the husband of the wife can assent to it that
contracts a new marriage (good), if not the woman
not be left without a guardian."

be bandad,
I, 197)
she
should

35.1-4
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Rotes to Chapter 35

1.

This chapter explains the origin and propensity for good or evil

of natural phenomena that appear anomalous in the normal categorisation
of creation in Zoroastrianism.

Distinction has to be made, e.g.,

between two kinds of lightning - rozag and wlr, the former the
lightning that flashes between clouds, the latter the thunderbolt
which destroys creation on earth (see below, n. 2).

"The star which

falls", the shooting star, is an anomaly because, though it is a star,
it behaves like a planet (see below, n.
2.

7).

Perhaps implicit in this is the notion that since reflections

appear to be entirely immaterial they are manifestations of the menog
"spiritual state" in physical creation (of. GBd. I. kht TDA 11, BTA 12+)
"out of His own Selfhood, out of the Essence of Light, Ohrmazd
created forth the form of His own creatures in the astral form
of luminous and white fire".

3*

M. reads pa 8 hayarlh I atas aye(9 "which comes for the assistance

of that fire".

k•

Our text here as above p. 59* 2 gives incorrect orthography of

Spanjagr as the word is confounded with spnclwSk, the Pahlavi
transcription of Av. spinja uruSka, see Bartholomae Air.Wb., 1625*
The fire referred to in our text is the fire waziSt, cf. GBd. XXI.
c. 3, TDA 135. 7-9, BTA 17U;
*span.*fagr abag ataxS 1 waziSt pad waran kardarih koxSid ud
garranag u d rozag paydagihist "Spanjagr fought with the
fire WaziSt over the production of rain and thunder and
lightning manifested."
In G B d . there is a description of the action and purpose of lightning.
When TiStrya seizes water from the sea, it goes up into the atmosphere,
and the dews freeze the water so that it cannot rain; then
ka pad han ewenag bawed, ataxS 1 waziSt Siyon andar abr
be dad hamestarlh I *span,7agr dew han ab widazened ud~~gad o
sar I ^span.Tagr dew pahikdbld; han gad daziSn 1 ataxS ud
widaziSn I ab ray roSnlh andar abr bawed, ke rozag xwanend.
u d *span,*fagr ka han gad abar pahikobed, wang 1 sahmgen kuned
ke garranag xwanend. (G B d . XXX, c., 12-13, TDA 137» lii-138. 6,
BTA 176 f f .)
"When it happens in that manner, the fire WaziSt, as it is
fixed in the cloud for opposition of the dew Spanjjagr, melts
the water, and strikes the mace on the head of the dew
Spanjagr; on account of that mace kindling the fire and
"melting" the water there is a (flash of) light in the cloud,
,which they call lightning. And when it strikes the mace
Spanjagr makes a dreadful cry which they call thunder".
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In our text it is said that this light comes from Garodman, so in
G B d .;
ataxS-iz I waziSt tan ham ataxS I getlg ke abag ab andar abr
u-S frawahr han xwarrah I az asar rognlh awiS mad ested
(GBd. XXI. o M ill, TDA 138,'6- 8)
"The body of the fire WaziSt, too, is the same fire, which is
with the water in the cloud; its fravaSt is that xwarrah which
has come to it from- the Endless Light" (BTA, 177)*
(Thunder and lightning are frequently associated with theophany in
both Old and New Testaments;

see e.g. Ex. 19:16; Ezk. I;l|., 13; Rv*

l;:f?*) According to G B d ., when TiStrya seizes water from the sea,
impurities such as stones, fish and frogs etc. go up into the
atmosphere also, and the stones become thunderbolts;
han sangomand ke -pad tabiSn I ataxS 1 andar way pad han ewenag
garm bud ested abag ab abaz wared: en ataxS 1 ofted ke ham
mardoman wir xwanend ham sang hend 1 ham zreh I abag ab ul 5
andarwly Sawed (G B d . XXI. E. 2-3)
"That stony substance which has been heated by the heat of the
fire in the atmosphere in that way rains down with the rain;
these fires which fall which men call lightning are also the
same stones of the same sea which go up to the atmosphere."
(Cf. Lk. 10:18 "I watched Satan fall like lightning from
heaven.")
This is the ass which is righteous (aSavan) and stands in the
middle of the sea VourukaSa (Y. I4I* 28); it is described in GBd.
XXIV. 10 ff., TDA 151. 8-1^3. 5, BTA 19U ff.; with our passage cf.
ibid., loc. cit., 16, TDA 1^2.

8

ff.;

ka han xar andar zreh gird be ayed ud goS be xamed hamag ab
I zreh x fraxwkard pad pad dandidn danded ud Sasped
"When that ass comes round in the sea and bends its ears the
whole water of the sea Fraxwkard is agitated and tossed."
(see Bailey, Z o r . Prob., 15>3» n. 1.)
§20 u d tigtar ab az zreh I fraxwkard pad hayyarlh 1 xar I se
pay ray hugartar staned.
"And TiStrya seizes the water more easily from the sea of
Fraxwkard through the help of the ass with three legs."

6.

The voice of Ahreman is not itself thunder (pace M . , 1|30» n.

6)

but is likened to thunder; thunder is the voice of Span^agr, as
in

G B d . XXI. C. 13, TDA

138.

5> f., cited in n. k above, and also;

Span.Iagr az han gad zaniSnlh garranld ud wang kard, diyon
nun-iz pad han ardlg pad war an kardarih garranag ud rozag
paydag (GBd. VI. B. la, TDA 6!;. 5 ff.)
"owing to the blow of that mace, Spenjagr roared and shouted,
as even now roaring and lightning are present in that conflict
in the production of rain." (BTA 75>) •
Thus it is likely that in our text the voice of Ahreman is first
compared to thunder and that g^wlg is another orthographical error for
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g l ’n k 1; (cf. GBd. VI. b. ll+, IDA loc. cit., g l w ’w y b ; ibid. XXI. c. 3,
TDA 13^. 9 g l w ’k ; ibid. XXVII, 1+9, TDA 18?. 13 g l ’n ’k , BkM. 62. X.
d l w ’yk; cf. also MPT g m ’g , and see BSQS IX. 90).
cf. G B d . XXVII. 1+9, TDA

187.

7

With this passage

13 ff*:

en-iz flowed ku gannag menog wang 0 garranag u d o~iz wang I
kulang I Sag salag u d o-iz wang 1 xar ud o-iz wang 1 mard I
ahlaw ka akamagomandlha zaned u d wang kuned, ma n e d .
“This, too, one says:
'The yell of the Evil Spirit resembles
thunder, and also resembles the cry of a six-years-old crane,
and also the cry of an ass, and also the cry of a righteous
man, who cries out when one smites him against his wish.' "
7*

According to GBd. the stars were fixed in the firmament by Ohrmazd

(GBd. II. 2, TDA 2^. 9 f»» BTA

30),

whereas the planets were created

by Ahreman as an influence of disruption upon the world (DkM.
279* 2).

278.

21-

The planets’ irregular motion could not be explained, and so

they were considered as demonic:

u-San rawiSn-iz ne Ciyon axtaran; Ce ast ka rez, ast 1 dagrand,
ast ka abaz rawiSn, ast ka estad hend; u-San ab ax taran namlg
ed ku ne axtar hend ... Ce awe San dew hend, zarmanih ud anagih
kardar (GBd. V. a. 9, TDA 51+* 5-15)
"their motion too is not like that of the constellations; for
there is a time when they are swift, there is another when they
are slow, there is a time when they are retrograde, there is
another when they are stationary; their being named abakhtar is
owing to this that they are "not akhtar", for they are dews
producing decrepitude, and injury.^ ^transl. based on B T A , 63)
With this c f . the falling of the star called Wormwood (Gk.

Xtftvdos ), Rv. 8:10.
the Morning Star (Vulg.

Hie Christian Fathers identified the fall of
Lucifer) with that of the prince of the

demons, represented and symbolised by the pagan tyrant (cf. also
ll+:12).

Is.

Elsewhere falling stars are associated with fallen angels,

e.g. Rv. 9:1, and ibid. 12:9

"Its (i.e. the huge red dragon’s) tail

dragged a third of the stars from the sky and dropped them to the

earth."
8.

With this para. cf. GBd. XXI. e. £, TDA ll+O. 6-11:
en stunag pad asman paydag bawed. ke mardoman sanwar xwanend.
harw Ce dabr zard u d sabz u d suxr u d xaSen u d aryavan waxS
hend u d dew ke pad hamestarih *srezend 1 tiStar suXr wared
ne budan ray o abr *koxgend ast ke-San dewan-iz 1 sahmgen
xwanend u d harw 6 e sued waxS ast 1 vazd ke hayyarlh I tiStar
ray abag han dewan *koxgend.
"This pillar becomes visible in the sky which men call a bow.
Whatever are black,’ yellow, green, red and dark blue spirits
are the dews which are contending in the conflict, that TiStar
may not be able to rain down redly they struggle against the
clouds.
Some call them "the terrible dews" . Whatever are white
spirits are the yazads who to assist TiStar struggle with the
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dews*11 (text and transl. Bailey, G B d * lI^O, with, changes in
transcr*, and see in his article, JBAS 193^> i» 509*)
9*

"embers" seems to suit this context Better than "light11 (pace

M . , p.

1+31»

n. 9, whose textual citations are somewhat inconclusive).

All fires used for sacred or domestic purposes produce ash; gaseous
eruptions, volcanoes, thunderbolts and falling stars, however, all
emanate from violent sources, produce no embers and are thus considered
unnatural and so as part of the creation of Ahreman.
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Notes to Chapter 36

1*

With this chapter cf. Sd. Bd.

ch.

36

and ZVYt. II. §§l-ll| (transl.

West,' SBE V, 191|~8).
2.

This is the assembly which will meet at the time of FraSegird in

which every person will see his own good deeds and evil deeds, and
righteous men will be separated from wicked (G B d . XXIV. 10 ff., TDA
223. 12-22i|. i|, BTA

287) *

Isadvastar (Av* Isat. Vastra "Desiring

Pasture") is eldest of the three eschatological sons of ZarduSt, hailed
as a priest (asron) and Mowbadan-Mowbad and so as the epitome of the
priestly class (see G B d . XXXV. 56, TDA 235. 8 ff., BTA
XXXII. 5, West, SHE V, 12+2) •

30I,

Ind. B d .

According to G B d . XXXIV. 20 (TDA 225.

11 ff., BTA 289), the reuniting of father, son* wife etc. takes place
not at the assembly of Isadvastar, but afterwards, when all have walked
through the purgative river of molten metal.

Only then, when purged of

all defilement, will they be given the elixir of eternal life (ibid.,
§ 23), for which, in our text, ZarduSt is asking prematurely.
3-

M, translates dwst1 ... Swd "a friend (will meet his) friend, and

the father

the- son and the relatives, and the wife the husband."

The meaning here is that the wicked will not'reach salvation,
i.e. they will be damned in eternity.

According to PR D d ., ch. Ij.8. 70,

below, and elsewhere in the Pahl. and HP Zoroastrian books, "the
sinful will finally become cleansed of their sins".

Here, however,

PRDd. appears to preserve an older and more severe doctrine, which as
M. Boyce has argued,
"accords with Zoroaster’s noble anger against wickedness and
his passionate longing for a world that was wholly just", HZ.
I. 2kk
Por a discussion and references to Av. and Pahl. texts on the ordeal by
fire and judgement see ibid.,

2l*2-i4.

ZarduSt seeks to be immortal like those heroes mentioned in D d . ,
purs. 89* 3 (West, SBE XVTII, 256) whose function is to bring about
the renovation (fraSegird) of other creatures (Dd. A purs.

36.

98,

p. 103, West, SBE XVIII, 111); but as West remarks:
"The existence of such immortal creatures ... is here taken
as a proof of the reality of the resurrection itself" (ibid.,
112, n. 1|)„
Such is not the function of the generality of mankind.

As PRDd.

demonstrates (along with other Zoroastrian texts), the true purpose of
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36,4-6

man, as epitomised in ZarduSt, is to strive for perfection in this
temporal world, and to perpetuate this effort through the continuity
of his lineage rather than in barren longevity (see Sd, B d ,, ch.
Dd. purs.

36.

J+3, ZVTt. II. 1— 11+) -

36,

Por Zoroastrians the quest for

eternal life is a concerted enterprise for the benefit of the whole
cosmos, not for the eternal life or liberation of an individual.

There

is a peculiarly Zoroastrian definition of "immortality" itself:
han 1 weh dam nog abezag taSldan ^ a w M a n i g fraz daStan andar
abezag u d nek rawiSnih and gag winnardan "To make the good
creatures again fresh and pure and to keep them constant and
forward in pure and virtuous conduct is to render them immortal."
(Dd. A purs. XXXVI. 21, p. 79, transl. West, ibid., 8£)'
The lineage of mankind must be
"ever young in succession ... so that there is a succession
of life through their own well-destined offspring".
(hame IIuwan pad pavwand ... ku-San pad xweg frazand awadag
zlndaglh pavwandihed) Dd. ij.l,~p. 86, transl. West, ibid., 92It is said that there is even a virtue in being content with the
inevitable approach of death, since:
anagih I getig, pad zlndaglh, brinomard, u d ma asaman abrln
bawend andar anagih I getig, pad hamag zlndaglh I abag dard
"the evil of the world, in life, is definite, and they shall,
not make one exist unlimitedly in the evil of the world,
through an eternal life with pain." (Dd. pu r s . 36. 39; transl.
West, ibid., 9 l ) *
Hence the ManuSdihr, for whom death is otherwise abhorrent beyond all
else, can state that for ZarduSt
"death became more desirable than the perpetual life of his
own body" (Margih az hame zlndaglh 1 han 1 xweS tan, Dd. purs.
36- k3).
This name is variously written, and the exact form cannot be
determined from the Pahlavi script.
195

SeeJusti,•I W b . 71?

West, SEE Y,

f»; XXXVII 111; (Cf. HP baratarvaxs, Sd.H*, ch. 9* 5> and barataruS,

Sd. B d . ,

36*

2); for texts about the murder of ZarduSt, and about

BradveS, see Jackson, Zoroaster, ch. 10, 12l|:-32; also below, ch. i+7*
23.

6*

M* translates driyoSan as "holy men".

this word, see K. Barr

On the Avestan cognate of

'Avest. dra-yu- , driyu-' , Studia Orientalia

Ioanni Pedersen ... dicata,
In her HZ. I, 261, M. Boyce quotes his explanation of the term:
"the true follower of the creed of the Prophet, the meek
and pious man who stands firmly on the side of God and makes
himself solely dependent on Him" (art. cit., l+O),
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36.7

and she adds:
"Barr’s interpretation is strengthened by the evidence of Sogdian,
in which language drywSk-, nwxSq-. ( *driguSka-) means disciple
(for references see” Gershevitch, A Grammar of Manichean Sogdian,
Oxford 195*11 §285" (ibid., 261, n T T ^
7*

i.e. "mortality"

8.

Alternatively, following M . , this can be read zan kun "marry!".

9*

i.e. whoever wilfully practises ascetic celibacy.

however, is praised as a virtue, and indeed asnud in
rendered "chaste".

Chastity,

§13

could be
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37.1
Notes to Chapter 37

1*

Because of the central ritual importance of fire in Zoroastrianism

therd are many texts on its correct care.

This chapter not only

treats of the correct behaviour required of Zoroastrians to maintain
the purity of fire when in ordinary household use (§§a.

2, 3 , 6-II4) ,

but also deals with the uniquely Zoroastrian practice of "collecting
the fires" (ataxS Cldan) •

This practice is regarded as an act- of

rescuing fires which have been put to harsh use.

The rule for the

"collection" of the hearth-fire is that when fire is used for
cooking, it should then be taken, cinders and ashes, to the adurog.
This is anjoined as an obligatory religious practice for the faithfulin Persian Rivayats it is even recommended as a regular practice after
every use of the cooking fire - but, as has been said, this perhaps
represents an excess of priestly zeal and was ignored by the laity
(M. Boyce, Stronghold, 72, n. ll).

In part of this chapter, however,

there is a list of supererogatory works of collecting fires that have
been subjected to gross impurities.
tradition is Vd. f a r g .

8.

The earliest source for this

81-96, a passage which has been understood

as detailing the rite of establishing an AtaxS I Warahran, in which
the flames of sixteen polluted fires are repeatedly purified and
consecrated until they are united in the "cathedral fire" of
Warahran.

However, as M. Boyce has pointed out, in this passage

.

"it is not a question of the deliberate gathering of such
fires for this high purpose, but rather of rescuing them when
and where they chance to be found" ("On the Sacred Fires of the
Zoroastrians", BSOAS XXXI, i, 1968, 65).
So in our text the reward is great in proportion to the pollution
originally suffered by each fire.

The fires are treated not as

inanimate but as living-beings, each with an individual spirit, which,
after suffering at the hands of men, should be allowed, once purified,
to grow cold in the presence of a sacred Fire.

There are several such

lists of fires, in Pahl. and NP texts, and these are brought together
by Dhabhar in Pers. R i v ., pp.

63- 8.

The purpose of the' detailed

exposition of duty and merit of collecting fires is not merely
theoretical.

The fact that it occurs in several texts demonstrates

that it was a popular teaching with practical value.

This list of

fires is not comprehensive, but would have involved all members of
the community (since the ordinary hearth fire is mentioned).

For a

detailed description of the practice see M. Boyce, Stronghold,-186-90.
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37.2-4

The practice of "collecting the fires" serves to resolve for
Zoroastrians the obvious problem of the necessary daily pollution of
their most sacred element in this corporate act of "rescue"*

The

anxiety for the regular and unintentional abuse of fire in the round
of human life is given dramatic form in the speech of fire in ch.
above.
2.

See also Sd. B d ., ch. 79* li|y Sd.U., ch. 11. 6.

Those who do not

look after fire are threatened with miscarriage in pregnant women and
female heirs.
3*

On the collection of household fires see Unv., Riv., I, 67i|-9,

X)., Pers. Riv., 56, where it is recommended that they be taken to an
ataS gah (d ., ibid., loc. c i t ., n. 8 "i.e. an abode of fire, i.e.
either Atash-Adaran, or Atadi-Bahran!).
lj.8. 2.

Cf.. Sd. B d *

19. 1; Sd. N a s r ,

On the actual practice see M. Boyce, Stronghold, 72~1|, and^The

Fire temples of Kerman*, 5&-9, 63—U With this passage cf. Unv., Riv., 67- ij-6:
"A fire which is made use of in a house, if put to use three
times, should be gathered up and put in the place (adjoining)
so that the ash-bed may be cold; if not, it is a sin* The
blaze from over that fire should let pass on (to a combustible)
and that (fire) should be carried near Atash Adaran, and when
four months and ten days pass away, (that fire of the Atash
Adaran) should be gathered up and carried to the Atash Vahram"
(D., Pers. Riv., 56).

So in PRDd., it is better to read be o adurog ud ataxS I warahran,
pace M. (be o aSaroy l ataS i varhran "to the Adaroy of the fire
Varhran").

In her article (ibid., p. 61 ff.) M. Boyce cites passages

from MED which concern the endowment of an H w r l w k , and which
"suggest that the ’twrlwk was a relatively humble fire,
which, though properly established and endowed, might b u m
in a place other than a dadgah, i.e. a duly constructed
sanctuary" (art. c i t ., 63).
In our text BK has the spelling }twlwk, MRp, J ?tlwk1.

M. Boyce

interprets this word as "little fire", reading 5twwlwk/*twwwlwk and
explains this as a possible repetition of letters (with, the addition
of a diminutive suffix), in which an anomalous 1 has been introduced
to avoid ambiguity in the orthography (see art. cit., 6i| and n. 9 3 t
and also "On the Zoroastrian Temple Cult of fire", JAOS 95, 3» 1975,
I463, n. 70.
In our text the household fires are taken first not to an
ataS adaran (cf. Pers. R i v ., loc. cit., and M. Boyce, art * cit., I4
.62) ,

6X4

but to an Adurog.

37.5-12

See M. Boyce, BSOAS XXXI, 1, 1968,

mistranslation ata&-i adaran from Pahl. ataxg
5.

Cf. Sd.U.

6.

M. reads :

ch. U8; Sd. B d .

1

67,

on the HP

adarog.

ch. 79. 5.

ev-g xv ar kunign, var ... peramon harv gyay fraz kunign, uS az
fraz kard, fraz ..» k a r d .
and translates as
"then it should he weakened, and should he covered on every
side with the ashes ... , and after it is covered (once), it
should he covered again."
7*

When in ch. 2 above greater caution is enjoined for using food

in

summer than in winter, it would seem that the rule stems from fear

of

pollution from the summer heat and the swarms of seasonal

xrafstras.

Here fire is treated as similarly more vulnerable in

summer, though in practical terms it might he supposed that it would
need more protection in the winter cold.
8.

For M. *s reading and transl. see ahove textual n. 11 to this

passage.

M. *s sense is strained, however, for PWH PLYH occurs too

far from FWN h ’m y n 1 Iwc g p ’n to give the sense "twice during hoth
(i.e. day and night) in summer".

Conceivably MSS preserve a mistake

for KPLWNgn = manign "abiding".
9.

Here adwadad (

Av. adwadati, see Bartholomae Air. W b ., 61;

Z . Air W b ., 117) "lack of food" is applied to the fire as if it "eats"
cf. FO ch. 33, WZKM XXV, 209:
adwadad han hawed ka xwarign u d xwarign *az (ms = M H W ) guy
u d tign padig abaz dared "Adwadad is when by it food and
drink are kept away from the hungiy and the thirsty".
10.

Cf. Unv., Riv., I.

67:

va gar he gozarand ke he murad hag tad Istlr gonah hag ad
"and if it is allowed to extinguish, it is a sin of 80
istirs" (B., Pers. R j y ., 56)
Phis lends support to the ahove reading rather than that of M . :
ka he apsareff [pa5] gah vinah
a sin on the spot."
11.

M. translates:

"If it is extinghished it is

"If afterwards it is ignited anew, and it is

covered with ashes ... ".
12.

Cf. Unv., R i v ., 1,

67.

lU

har bar ke dast he ateg konad farm an gonah bagad "Every time
that the hand is taken on to the fire, it is a farman sin"
(D., ibid., 57)•
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37.13-17

A farman is only l|-7 sters, whereas 300 sters is a tanapuhl sin, a
serious offence.

13.

This term is a straight rendering of Av. nasu. paka- in Yd.

farg. 8. 81, "cooking carrion" (e.g. xrafstras such as lizards, frogs,
etc.; see M. Boyce, HZ I, 3^7» n * 6).

M . ’s translation "corpse-

h u m i n g " is suggestive of human cremation, which is clearly not what
is meant here.
IJ4.

The numerical values of merit agree with the figures in Yd.

farg. 8. 89-96.
l£.

M. rejects the reading ahangaran on the grounds that it is

implied in Celangaran.

In Yd. farg. 8. 89-90, however, Both

categories are mentioned in the same list.
16.

A farman is the least serious of offences,

neglected every day, the accretion
17.

but if the fire were

of sins would be serious.

Cf. Sd. B d . , ch. 79. 1+
va hizm-i tar nabayad soxtan va nlz be ataS hid dlz naSayad
bristan "and damp wood should not be burned, and also
nothing should be roasted on the fire".

The rule that meat should be cooked in pots, i.e. physically
separated from the flame, suggests and underlying unease among
Zoroastrians about the cooking of flesh even of gospand, though it
is held to be clean (pak) in orthodox texts (e.g. Unv., Riv., I. 13^4*
18. transl. 3)., Pers. R i v ., l^O) and though ataS-zohr "the [animal
fat] offerings to the fire" were put directly into the flame (see
M. Boyce "AtaS-Zohr and Ab-Zohr". JRAS, 1966, 100).

0X0

38.1
Notes to Chapter 38

1.

Hamagden is a technical religious term which occurs frequently in

Pahl.' hooks, especially in Dd.
"“

religious rites".

West translates the word ’’all the
v

v

It occurs in Supp. SnS XVII. 1+, and P. Kotwal

explains that the term appears to he used as a term
"for all the observances of the three days after death, namely
a vasna of SroS in the hawan gah each day, .a dron of Srog in
every g a h , the recitation of a xvwarSed and mihir niyayeg
followed hy uatet in each of the three daylight gahs, the
recitation of sroS yaSt with natet in aiwisruthram gah and
of mah niyayeg and sroS yaSt hadoxt followed hy patet in
uSahln g a h . One Vendldad ... used to he performed during
this time" (Supp. SnS., p. 109, n. 3)*
According to the Persian rivayats the hamagden was numbered among the
greatest of good works (e.g. TJnv., R i v ., i, 29^- 8-9» D., Pers. R i v .,
2 85)•

However it is also said that the consecration of Hamagden, and

the practice of xwedodah had fallen into disuse, (dar in ruzgar har do
az dast oftade ast - Unv., Riv., i, 308, li+, D.,. Pers. Riv., 293)*
Increasing poverty was perhaps a factor making it difficult to afford
the full range of ceremonies.

According to the prophecies of ZVYt♦,

at the end of the millennium of ZarduSt, there will he a serious
decline in standards, a neglect of the practice of religious rites,
and an inflation of the value of meritorious deeds:
"One Yasht will he as a Hamadin (performed) in the time of
Gushtasp" (D., Pers. R i v ., U66)*
This set of ceremonies which, it was believed, made more certain and
safe the journey of the soul after death (Dd., pu r s .
only he performed by a priest (Dd., purs.

83);

8I4. 5- 7)

on the payment of

priests for this see e.g. D d . , purs. i|5* 5; 65 pass., and
2.

could

87.

5-11*

As M. notes, wurroyed dad is not what is expected here, kamed

dad would more properly have meant "wishes to give"; the translation
given above of both words as "dedicates" is in the sense of "has
faith to give" i.e. for a sacred purpose.
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39.1-5

Notes to Chapter 39

1.

i.e.

300

sters or one tanapuhl.

principal (amount of the) merit of
2.

M. translates as "it is the

300

(saters)".

The status of "being padixSay makes a wife dependent on her late

h usb a n d ’s bequest to her, for she may not marry again; here, however,
the theme is how much a padixSay zan should herself give in charity
each year while the husband is still alive (which is clear from what
follows), i.e. not, as M. translates, how much she should be given
after his death; M. translates: "(then) it is lawful to give (her)
110 drahms from the property of the husband",

(in Sd. Bd.

ch.

87.

9

the padixSay wife is referred to as "she who has espoused one husband
and is not destined for someone else" an ... ke Suhar yeki karde baSad
va namzad-i kas nabaSad) .

3.

Giving birth to a priest (here the chief officiating priest, i.e.

zot, and the priest whose duty is to handle the pestle (hawan) and
press the haoma, i.e. hawanan) is one of the most meritorious acts of
which a woman is capable.
I;.

M. reads and renders the preceding passage as follows (with a

semicolon after previous weh-den):
uo dahiSn o oi kunign ke veh- den; u-S veg andar abaye<5, u~S
vinahgarih ne Snase6, ud k a hamay drahm 1 emar andar ap aye 6
be o oi mayoy-mard peg apayed da# "and the gift should be
given to him who is a Zoroastrian; and if something more (than
the usual gift) is necessary for him, and one does not know his
sinfulness, and if all (the gifts) require a (great) number of
drahms, one should give (such gifts) to that person in the
presence of the Mavov-mai
With this last sentence cf. Sd. Bd.
Ch. 1|.2, on giving to the needy.

ch.

87*

11» and see below,
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40.1-3

Notes to Chapter iq.0

1.

The term xwarged yaSt refers to the "praise" niyayiSn of the yazad

of the Sun (recited three times every day, see above ch. l£. a. llj.);
mah yaSt is the niyayign of the Moon yazad (recited three times in the
month); for both see ZKA_, ed. B., text ll|.-23, 28-32, transl .Tl-40 *
•SP-S'Srespectively.

These prayers are considered to be obligatory and

highly meritorious for Zoroastrians, cf. Nir., f. 70r., 11. 2-7; Supp.

V

V

n
u
i
n
j
"
M
i

SnS. XII. 31» Sd.N., ch. 6.

—-

The omission of a recitation is a framan

sin each time (see above ch. 15>* a. IJ4 and here below §14).
2.

i.e. of saying the niyayign in its Pahlavi form only, without the

Avestan prayer.
3*

This is the "outer" religious ceremony which may be dedicated to

any one of the yazads.
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41*1-11

Notes to Chapter 1|1

1.

Thirty margarzan sins are mentioned in MX (ed. Vest) ch. 36* and

cf. a similar list in a Persian Rivayat (Unv., Riv., I 299 > i|-12,
transl. P., Pers* Riv., 286-7*

In PRDd., as is stated, only the most

important which are mentioned, i.e. murder, sodomy, extinguishing fire,
sorcery, adultery, correspond closely to MX, loc. cit.j other sins
are roughly similar (see below nn. 6-ll); the four sins with nasa,
mentioned in PRDd. 1+1, do not occur in the two other texts, but three
are given in Sd. Bd., ch. 3

7

(which adds "suicide" zahr xordan). One

sin which occurs in M X and Riv., loc. cit., which is omitted by
might be expected in this list is preventing xwedodah (MX. ch. 3 6 . 7)
2.

1

M X (and Riv.) loc. cit., has mard

aSo ozadan "killing a righteous

man" (a priest?) which defines murder more

accurately than

considering that it is stated above, PRDd., 21. 1, 2,

PRDd.I4I,

that

a tanapuhl

merit is gained by killing a sodomite or "a wicked margarzan" (mard-e
druwand

1

margarzan) .

3.

Cf. MX. 3 6 -17s

ke Jadui kuned.

i+.

i.e. to eat xrafstras.

5*

The mention

of ten years is

curious('forburial is forbidden per

se) this time is not specified in Sd. Bd., loc. cit.
Sd. B d ., loc. cit., rah zadan; cf.

7»

Of.

MX.

36*

MX. 3 6 . 27 ke o zan 1 kasan Sawed; Sd. Bd.

20 du 2i.
loc. cit., zan

az kasan besetadan.

8.

This corresponds to MX.

9*

Cf. M X *

36*

36•21

mihran dru^ih.

29 ke drog u anast gowed.

10.

Possibly this corresponds to MX.

11.

Cf. MX.

parasted.

36*

13 nigeraC and ibid.,

36*

16 ke zandlkl kuned.

36.

12 ke pa har keS girawed u
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42.1-4

Notes to Chapter I|2

1.

This chapter has been transcribed and translated by Tavadia in

M M V . , 1+79 ff*; it is omitted in M.
of §§1-4 in ZKM. II,
in some points".

38

T* notes Bartholomae*s treatment

f., and finds that "the great Iranist is wrong

T . ’s translation is literal and, except in minor

details, satisfactory.

T.*s title for the ch., v i z . "A Pahlavi Text

on Communism", is perhaps somewhat an exaggeration; in fact T.
suggests that "the rules were framed as a compromise to Maz d a k ’s
radicalism".

Doubtless in the late 5th cent* A.D., church and state

made conditions oppressive for the peasant majority, and the Mazdakite
movement won much popular support.

For Zoroastrians of the era of

Muslim domination, however, conditions were generally much worse, and
there are signs in this text that the principles laid down by the
author are meant as practical guidelines in times of real exigency;
T. observes that "the tone and the various reservations make an
impression of certain reality about them; they could not have been
mere pious wishes or flights of fancy".

So it would seem that this

chapter, rather than a survival and modification of M a z d a k ’s
"communism", is an exhortation to Zoroastrians in Islamic times for
solidarity.

In so far as communism is a theory according to which

private property should be abolished and all things held in common, a
central organising authority would be required, to which property
would be surrendered for redistribution.

In this chapter such

authority as there is is clearly the priesthood, and what follows is
not a quasi-communist ideology formulated as "ruies" (see T., § 6),
but a set of priestly maxims for the laity to live by in order to
benefit the clergy and the poor.

See further nn. 1+,

6, 8

below on

how T . ’s translation is determined b y his particular interpretation of
the chapter.

2.

i.e. as a gift to an ahlaw "priest" or to the poor; with

Sd. B d ., ch.

3*

:

38.

§2

cf.

1.

xwastag here probably refers to the essentials, i.e. seeds and

fodder.

T . ’s reading pasuSxv aranih "cattle breeding" seems too

abstract for the context.
v

I*.

v

As T. notes, in S n S .,

8. 3

three hundred sters is the limit of

wealth which one may possess and yet be able to indulge in hunting.
T. assumes that weh ziSnlh refers to a higher status suggested in
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SnS. 8.

3.

42.5-10

However, since the amounts mentioned, in §1 are in drahms,

it seems likely that drahms are meants here also, since no
denomination is mentioned.

If so, then weh ziSnlh does not correspond

to the usual sense of Eng. "good-living", but perhaps rather to "a
proper (standard of) living".
9*

T. inserts a comma after parrextag and reads an yut hafi uzenak

I x^eg parextak "having left that aside separate from his own
expenditure"•
6.

T. translates this "he should give it as a pious gift" (pa

ahravdat be dahet) ; however, there is no necessitative verb in the
clause (e.g. abayed) .
7»

This is in accord with the Zoroastrian attitude towards wealth,

and proves that the author is not advocating confiscation of property.
In Islamic times the gap between Zoroastrian rich and poor was
presumably narrowed, and so this § is hardly a concession to the rich.
8.

T. interprets this § as restricting the amount of wealth which a

householder may own in a year; from that restricted amount is then
calculated how much he should contribute to the support of the poor;
T. translates:
"Erom all which is his, so much [can be possessed by him]
as it is requisite for one year for himself and the people
in his guardianship. Erom that which is requisite, when one
piece is less or more, [then the rules are these:] ... "
It is unnecessary, however, to divide the section into two separate
sentences; a, better sense emerges when the text is read as a
continuous passage.

So, pace T., the author does not stipulate how

much wealth may be possessed, but rather how "charitable giving" to
the poor should be calculated*
9*

i.e. one is then exempted from the obligation to make charitable

offerings as calculated in §6 above.
10.

T. translates:
"all that which is left aside from himself and the people in his
guardianship is to be given up",

which implies that wealth is to be surrendered ("given up") to some
unnamed authority.

However, be dahiSn means, more probably, "should

be given away", i.e. to the poor.
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Notes to Chapter b3

1.

On §1 see Bart., M.Mund., II. 5»

2.

i.e. 300 sters, - one tanapuhl♦

Ideally, hy alternately "becoming

pregnant and suckling her new child the woman can avoid menstruation
altogether.

Menstruation is doubly abhorred as it is at the same time

a heavy pollution as of dead matter from the body, and also a sign of
non-conception.

Women are not penalized as producers of this impurity

(apart from by their monthly enforced isolation when in menses) but
they are rewarded spiritually for abolishing it by conceiving etc.
3*

On uzdes meaning "image", not "heathen idol", see M. Boyce,

"Iconoclasm among the Zoroastrians", Christianity, Judaism and other
Greco-Boman cults, Studies for Morton Smith at sixty, Part IV., ed.
J. Neusner, Leiden 1975 > P* 96 with n. l5*
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44, 45

Notes to Ghapter 1|1+

1.

M. translates:
,fare all (to be regarded as) "nasay" (after death), just
like that of men".

Notes to Chapter 1|5>

1.
ch.

For an explanation of this statement,
1+6, n. 17*

2.

See above, Commentary, ch.1+3, n. 3*

see below, Commentary

46.1

624

Notes to Chapter 1+6

1.

The account of

the w o rld’s creation in this chapter accords in

many details with the versions in Vd. and G B d ., etc., hut because of
one feature - that God created it from a "body” (tan) , it has been
seen as peculiar and unique.

H.W. Bailey has called it

"an isolated and peculiar attempt to trace back the origin
of created things to that out of which they were made"
(Zor. P rob., 12l).
The same scholar suggests cautiously that the scheme (of the chapter)
so conceived is "perhaps due to some foreign influence" (ibid., loc.
cit.).

However Prof. Bailey does not specify what influence this

might be (though he does see Greek influence in one particular aspect
of the myth, see below, n. 1+)•

R.C. Zaehner, however, in ZZ 136-7

and D a w n , 2^9 has gone further and writing of PRDd. 1*6 states:

1

"In this strange account of the world’s origin which has no.
parallel in any other Zoroastrian text, we cannot fail to see
a direct borrowing from India" (B a w n , loc. Cit.).
Zaehner is referring to the Purusasukta in the Rig-Veda (X. 90 ), and
identifies "Spihr" as the Zoroastrian purusa (ZZ, 136)*

There are two

important features of the Indian text, however, which are lacking in
PRDd. 1+6, which Zaehner does not consider before dubbing the latter as
a direct borrowing.

First, in RV X. 90 it is stated repeatedly that

the purusa is sacrificed as an obligation (§§7> 8, 9, 10).
purusa is dismembered (§12).
notions in PRDd. 1+6-

Second, the

No mention is made of either of these

Also, in fact, only two creations in the Pahlavi

text correspond to those from the purusa - the sky is produced from
the head, the earth from the feet (surely following a logic that is not
unique to the R V ) •
v

Prof. Zaehner was obliged, therefore, to refer to

'"

a third text (SGV I. 20-1+) to make a more convincing connection between
R V and P R Dd * 1+6.
The account of PRDd. may appear more foreign than it actually is
because of one factor:

the absence therein of the Evil Spirit in his

major role in the cosmogony of, as it were, provoking God to create the
world in time (cf. G B d . i).

However this absence can be explained if

it is seen that the account does not start at the very beginning of all
(as does G B d . i) but describes the creation of the world during the
period of Ahreman’s stupor after his being smitten by the Ahunavar
mathra (i.e. after G B d . I. a. 2, TDA 17)*

Professor Zaehner himself

appears to have provided unwittingly an alternative answer to what
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46.1

may "be the identity of the tan "body" (in P R B d . 46. 3 s andar o tan
burd, u-S se hazar sal andar tan dast).

For, having moved on to

develop the theme "Man the Microcosm", Zaehner translates Dd. purs.

63

"The lord of all, Ohrmazd, fashioned forth the Endless form from
the Endless light.
Its creaturely existence was of Ohrmazd and
its light was that of fire which does not b u m .
Bright it was
and like a flame, productive like the fertile earth. And within
the Endless Form he created man who is called the [small] World.
For three thousand years he neither moved, nor ate, nor slept,
nor spoke ... "
Clearly, here the Endless form corresponds to the xwarg I ataxS of
P KDd.

46. 2,

from which the creation (dam ud dahiSn) of the embryonic

getig world are fashioned (ibid., §3)*

This latter corresponds to

what is called in B d . , loc. cit., "the man who is called the world
(getig)", and Zaehner identifies this man, correctly, as Gayomard.
There is no reason to suppose, then, that tan of our text is anything
other than the "body" of Gayomard (- not that of Spihr as Zaehner had
suggested in ZZ
X. 90).

136;

but Zaehner was keen to identify the text with RV

According to GBd. I. 59, TBA 16. 10-12

Ohrmazd pad dam-dahiSnlh madarih ud pidarlh 1 dahiSn ast, be
ka-S dim pad menog narward han bud madarih, ka-S be o getig
dad han menog bud nidarih "Ohrmazd in Creation •
both the
motherhood and fatherhood of the creation, since when he
nourished creation in the invisible world (menog), that was
his motherhood; when he created the invisible as the visible
world (getig) that was his fatherhood"*, (transl. Bailey, G B d . 16) *
The means of production of the spiritual world is easy to imagine in the
metaphor of motherhood.

In PRBd. 46 the fatherhood of the physical

world is, perhaps, explained by analogy with the father of Mankind,
Gayomard, who embodies all the world.

In several Zoroastrian texts the

body of man is said to be a "similitude" (handazag) of the elements
of the physical world (e.g. GBd. XXVIII, TBA 189; BkM.
WZ 30* 5-11)*

278,

and cf.

However, from such comparisons to the detailed myth in

PRBd. 46 that the physical world was actually created from a cosmic
"body" is indeed a considerable step.

There is something of a

precedent for the latter theme in the tradition preserved in GBd. XIV.
2, TBA 100 (also ibid., VT. f.

8,

TBA

69.

15-70. l); and' MX

27.

18

that metals were produced from the body of Gayomard as he was dying,
stricken by the illness (wemarih) of the Hostile Spirit:
go wed ku ka gayomard wemarih abar mad pad hoy dast obast, az
sar srub, az xon arziz, ud az mazg sem, az pay ahan, az ast roy,
u d az pih abgenag, u d az baza polawad, u d az Jan be SawiSn'ih
zarr ..T r*Il is slated fBal when the illness came upon Gayomard
fell to his left hand, from his head appeared lead, from his
blood tin, and from his marrow silver, from his feet iron, from
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his hones copper and from his fat crystal, and from his arms
steel and from the going* forth of his breath-soul gold ... "
(G B d ., TI)A 100, Bailey’s reading and translation, with changes
in the transcription).
On this theme see M. Boyce, HZ I, II4O, n* 81; cf. WZ III. 69» ed. BTA,
p.

38;

and on the production of plants from the body of the primeval

ox see WZ III. k3

below, n. 2£).

Two further features of

PRDd. may be evidence that the writer has taken the above myth of
Gayomard and extrapolated it within an otherwise orthodox account of
the w o r l d ’s creation.

First, the motif of creation from the cosmic

body appears to have been used in this chapter merely to provide a
novel structure upon which to drape the old and familiar traditional
account.

The motif is not developed:

there is no explanation of what

this body is, or of what happens to it once it has produced the

5>» 11, 13, 28, 36)
dahiSn) az "Y" (handam 1

creations; it is taken up erratically (§§!+,

with

the formula of the phrase "X" (dam ud

tan)

be brehenld; it is then each time forgotten as the writer develops
traditional doctrines associated with the creations.

Second, the

creations are produced in virtually the orthodox order of GBd. I. a
(but see below n.

14-).

except that the creation of primeval man does

not follow after that or the primeval ox.

Gayomard is conspicuously

.lacking, for .fire is the next creation here, and m a n ’s creation is
mentioned much later, almost as an afterthought, in § 36.

It appears

that the writer had assumed that man was already created (i.e. in the
"body", of Gayomard (?), in

83)*

§36 is somewhat confused in its

detail, in any case, as though the writer is unclear as to how to have
"man" created in this account (see below, nn. to § 36) •

Pace Zaehner,

then, it can be assumed that PRDd. Ij.6 does not at all represent a
direct borrowing from India, but is an original combination of
traditional details of the orthodox Zoroastrian account of creation:
the writer took the myth of GaySmard as producer of metals and
extrapolated it within the traditional account, thereby giving the
latter an entirely new appearance.
2.

Lit. "from his own body".

3*

Z. translates "surrounding walls"; M. "walls".

I*.

On the creation of the sky in general see Bailey’s chapter

"Asman" in Zor. P r o b ., 120-ll|8.

The sky is spherical in shape; Bailey

has compared this passage with GBd. X. a.

6:
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46.5-7

fragin bun i as man Candih uahnav I-a drahnav Candih drahnav
l-g balav u d Candih balav 1-8 zahih hamog handaz
"of the basic boundary of the sky the width is as great as
its length, its length as great as its height, and its
height as great as its depth wholly equal" (transl. Bailey,
ibid., 135).
Bailey adds!

"Such is also the doctrine of Aristotle, whence

probably it has been derived", ibid., loo, cit*

5*

The name of this y a z a d , which means literally "the blessing of

the devout" is explained in GBd. XXVI. $4; (TDA 175* 6-10)j
Dahman afrin han menog, ka mardoman afrin kunend, han xwarrah
be rased; Ce Ciyon ab, pad han paymanag, i-m guft ku abaz o
xYan rased, afrin-iz, I dahman kunend, abaz o mard rased:
xwastag i pad tuxCaglh kunend panag dahman afrin*
"The 'Dahman afrin* is that spirit, that light, which approaches
when men offer blessing; for, as the water reverts to the source
in that measure as -< I have - said, the blessing-, too, which
the good offer, comes back to man in that measure; the blessing
of the - good is the - preserver of the wealth which they - acquire
with industry*" (transl. BTA, 2 2 7 ) .

6.

M. translates;

"and there is no worldly maintenance for it".

follow Bail e y ’s translation, see Zor. Prob., 123*

I

The sky is not

supported by any pillars (see G B d . XXXIV. 5» TDA 221. llj., BTA, 285),
for it was created an-abar-dagt ar "without support" (WZ 32+ • 20) .
reference to the repetition of the phrase u-S daStarlh
(see also GBd., loc. c i t .).

However, in GBd. XXVI.

76

1

With

getig nest

(TDA 172. l5,

BTA 225), Asman, the spiritual sky is said to hold "this sky" (i.e.
the physical sky).

7*

M. translates as
"He created the earth from the feet, its *structural
management is by the Lord Mihr, the good Dahwan Afrin, the
charity of Righteousness the charity of Holiness -(for the
happiness of the worthy]- (and) the Spirit of the Wealth
{which they give in charity} " .

However this seems awkward and unclear; Z . ’s transl. is clearer
(but his reading az kof is non-sensical):
"And the earth was fashioned from its feet; and it is ruled
by the mountains.
[Mihr, the Lord, the Goodly Praise of the
Wise, *RaCn, the just and the judge of Righteousness give
spiritual (unseen, menok) riches in alms to those who are
worthy of good things."
* Z . ’s emendation *RaCn (from MSS l ’t/lyt').

z. is probably correct in

identifying the yazads (Mihr), RaCn, and SroS (ZZ, 3&3» n * §5) •
are the three judges of m e n ’s actions (kirb[ag|) .

They

It seems that their

inclusion in PRDd. here is all a gloss to u-S winnariSn az kirbag above.
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8.

M. translates:

46,3-14

"He Interred the substance in it".

Z. translates:

"And minerals were inserted into it", i.e. both emend MSS.

M. compares

with GBd. VI. c. 1 (TDA 65. 13, BTA 77) han gohr I kof andar zamlg dad
ested "the substance of the mountains was created in the earth".

M.

argues that gohr refers here and in PRDd. to metals, as do HP gauhar/
jauhar (see M . , p.
preferable:

n * 6 ).

Perhaps, however, "minerals" is

it appears that the writer of this chapter was bearing

in mind that the metals are said to have been produced from the body of
Gayomard as in GBd.

9.

According to GBd., loc. cit., all mountains have grown up from the

root of Harburz.

They arose in order to stabilize the earth after the

Evil Spirit shook it (az zamlg. abar raft hend, draxtan homanag, ... ud
pas az han zamlg az gyag Candenldan ne gayist

"they grew up from the

earth like trees ... and after that it was not possible to cause the
earth to tremble/shake from its place."

66.

12, BTA 76 ) pad haStdah sal.

10.

Of. G B d . VI. c. 5 (TBA

11.

According to GBd. IX. 2 (TDA 7 6 . 9 f., BTA 93) this eight hundred

years divides up as follows:

"two hundred years up to the star station,

and two hundred years up to the moon station, and two hundred years up
to the top of the sky."
12.

So also GBd. IX. 5

that encloses the earth,

(TDA 77* 7-8, BTA 92).

It is not the mountain

but the sky; cf. Yt. 13. 2, where the sky is

said to be upon and around this earth just like a bird (upon) an egg;
(see W.B. Henning, Asiatica, Festschrift P. Weller, Leipzig,
289-92).

195kt

Perhaps there is here some coincidence with the tradition

that Harburz (Hara barazaiti) encircles the rim of the flat earth
(see Yt. 19. 1, and GBd.

IX. 2, TDA 7 7 . 7f •, BTA, 95).

Bailey cites

three other passages (WZ

3^* 20, MX 1*3. 8 ff. and Dd. purs. 90) in

which the sky is compared to an egg, within which the earth is the
yolk.
13*

On Harburz see further M. Boyce, HZ. I. 133 BB.
M . ’s translation.

Z . , from the same reading, translates as "it

was fashioned from its (sc. the implement’s) legs and forefeet" (ZZ
3 6 5 , and see ibid., 3 ^3 j n * §5 ).
1 I*.

A tradition normally associated with the sky is here transposed

to the earth, perhaps in an attempt to rationalise the doctrine of the
kingdom of Ohrmazd to come upon the earth.

In G B d . IV. 10 (TDA I4
.I,

BTA i|8) it is said that the Evil Spirit assaults the sky thus:
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46.15-17

asman I -pad star pavag estad frod o tuhiggh haxt.
... ka andar
buniSt l. rosnan u d tomlgan owon kg azabar I star -payag estad
"(he) drew the sky, which was at the Star-station, down towards
the void ... -which was -under the foundation of the luminaries
and the planets".

Ahreman’s affliction of the earth is described in GBd. VI. c (TDA
65 f., BTA 76 ff.)*

l5»

Z. has the samesense (ibid., 365) I M. translates,

theAlburz are the walls (of the

"round about

sky-)", but in Yt. 19• 1 it issaid

that Hara "encircles entirely the eastern lands and the western lands";
(the encircling Hara corresponds to the Indian concept of loka loka,
see M. Boyce, HZ . X.

13kj

with n. 25) •

U n v . ,Riv. II. 58 ff.; D . , Pers. R i v ., A|i26— 7 *

16.

Gf.

17.

It appears that this can be interpreted in at least three

different ways.

M. translates:

"After that when the Dru^ attacked the creation, even no one
among the people of the world, except ZarduSt, saw (him)."
This interpretation seems unlikely, for elsewhere Zoroastrians
emphasise the dangerous lurking presence of the Dru.3 in this world
(and there is no celebrated and unrepeatable encounter between the
prophet and the DruJ in their texts).

It is not surprising, then,

that M. finds this and the previous § to have "no connection with
what precedes" (p. l|l^, n. 9).

Z.’s translation is even less likely:

"After the lie had rushed into creation, no one of material
creatures could be seen except Zoroaster (sic)" (op. cit., p. 365)•
The third possible interpretation, given in the transl* above, takes
§§8 and 9 as coherent, continuing on from l7» albeit in the form of
a gloss running on, as in other places, as if mechanically from the
writer’s copious knowledge of the Zand:

§9 thus refers to the state

of the world after the Evil Spirit has dragged the sky down, pierced
the earth and made both sky and earth dark (GBd. IV. 10 ff., TDA ij.2,
BTA 1*9) •

According to GBd. III. 7 the sun is on the fifth station

which is Garodman (panjom garodman ke anagr roSn xwanlhed xwarSed

pad han payag ested, TDA 32* ll|-l5)»

In GBd. IV. 10 the'Evil Spirit

is said to have attacked the sky and dragged it down to the void
(tuhlgih) so that he stood "above the Star-Station from within the

sky up to one-third (azabar 1 star payag az andaron 1 asman ta se
ewag be estad, TDA !|2. 1-2).

Since, in the scheme of G B d ., the stars

are on the third station, it is thus that the Evil Spirit obscured the
sun and the light of Garodman from all mortals (see above, ch. 1^5) •
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46.18-20

Only the prophet was to see this light (i.e. of Garodman) when, as is

said in WZ XXI. 9:
"he approached within twenty-four feet of the amahraspancts .
hecanse of the great light of the amahraspands , then he could
not see his own shadow on the ground11 (be o wist-ud Cahar pay
1 amahraspandan mad, wuzurg roSnlh 1 amahraspandan ray? eg-jg
sayag I xwes pad zamlg ne didTT
In WZ XXI. 10 it is said, moreover, that this conference
(hanjaman) with Ohrmazd and the immortals took place in Iran pad kustag
l dehan pad bar I ab I daitya 11in the direction of the country on the
banks of the waters of the Daitya", i.e. they brought their own light
from Garodman with them.
18.

Here, after the preceding gloss, the main subject is resumed in

this §.
19.

In GBd. XXVIII. 8 (TDA 192. 1-3, BTA 246), the rivers are likened

to the human blood circulation (cf. W Z , ed. BTA, III. 28, W e s t , VII.
4, SHE V); since both are seen as self-purifying systems, the parallel
is close.

Here, however, the context requires "waters" that pour out

of the body, of which tears are the most suitable fluid (though,
strictly speaking, they are regarded as polluting by the purity code
of Zoroastrianism).

Perhaps the reference to tears discloses some

additional slight evidence that that cosmic tan of the chapter is that
of Gayomard, who might well have shed such tears as well as his seed
when he passed away (G B d . XIV. 9)*

2 0 . Hormally water is said to have been produced second, instead of

as here third, the usual position of earth in the process of creation.
Cf. a similar passage to PBDd. 46. 12 in GBd. XI. c. 2, TDA 90-91»
112; what is left implicit in our text is clear in GBd:

the spirits of

three rivers refused to flow because of the pollution in the world
since the invasion of Ahreman.

Ohrmazd presents ZarduSt to them,

saying:
be dahem, ke-t hom zohr awiS rezed u d drust abaz kuned u d pahrez
be gowed "I will create him who will pour horn zohr into you and
he will cleanse you again and proclaim your defence".
In GBd. this common Zoroastrian motif of the flux of pure matter

returning pure to its source is given an ethical meaning in XXVI. 94
(quoted in 1. 5 above), and XIC. 2-4, TDA 91» concludes
edon-iz afrin l aSowan kunend pad en pahmanag abaz o xwad rased
"so also do the blessings which the righteous make come back to
them in this measure".
So also in GBd. XI. 3 (TDA 89. 1-3, BTA 109)* the rivers are said to
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flow as swiftly as a man wiio recites an aSam vohu from beginning to end.
21.

In the GBd. account of creation each of the living creations is

produced in single, prototype form, v i z . one plant, gaw i ew- dad and
Gayomard (i. a. 11-13* TDA 20-21).

The unique plant, having been

attacked by the Evil Spirit, is pounded small by Amurdad, mixed with
the waters of Tistiya, and scattered thus in rain over the earth.

Only

then do the plants grow in myriad forms, as is said in ibid., VI. d. 2,
TDA 67* 6: Ciyon moy pad sar l mardoman "like hair upon the heads of
men".

In PEDd. 46 no specific mention is made of the myth of the one

plant, only general references are given in an allusive fashion.

In

§l5 the myth of the (uniquely-created) ox, the assault by Ahreman and
the creation from the spilled semen of the ox is related just as in
G B d . I. a. 12 and the two myths of creation of gospand are sewn roughly
together before a long digression intervenes.

36

Once again, in §§28 and

the writer attempts to join together the old and new accounts by

trying to retain the stages of prototype and then plural creation.

The

above discrepancies, and the fact that the chapter is generally
disorganised and rambling, suggest that the writer is composing freely
de novo, yet at the same time using motifs, similes, and strands of
myth that are so traditional and familiar that they allow him to pay
little attention to the strict logical sequence of the material.
22.

Presumably the excluded plant is the white Horn (see below, n. 23),

though this is uncertain.
23*

According to GBd. XVI. 5, TDA 116. 2-4, the white Horn is the

G o k a m tree.

Its main property is explained in GBd., loc. cit.:

u-5 pad fragsegird anoSaglh az-iS wirayend "and at the renovation
they will prepare immortality from it" (BTA l47). *

It is not the "tree

of all seeds" wan 1 was tohmag (GBd. VI. d. 5, TDA 67 . lo) which grows
nearby (GBd. VI. d. 6, TDA 6 7 * 13)*
the sea

Presumably the "forest which is in

is a rationalisation of the mythical Tree of Many Seeds and the

G o k a m which stands nearby, in the sea of Fraxwkard.

From the former

come the seeds of all plants, except the Gokam, from which comes the
white Horn.

On both these trees and for references to texts, etc.,

see M. Boyce, HZ I, 137-8.
2i|•

i.e. on the banks of the river Weh Daiti (see G B d . I. a. 12, TDA

20. 14-21. 1, BTA, 25).
25*

This is, of course, the myth recorded in GBd. VI. e, TDA 68, BTA
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80).

46.26-33-;

"What is not mentioned in PEDd. I4.6, however, is that according

to GBd., loc. c i t . (and ibid., XIII, IDA- 9 3 1 BTA 116) when the ox died,
urwar gihrih ray, az hannaman 2 gaw pan^ah u d pan,! sardag 1
Morda u d dwazdah sardag I urwar 1 beSaz az zamlg waxgld hend
"on account of its plant nature, fifty-five species of c o m
and twelve species of medicinal plants grew from the limbs of
the ox from the earth".
Then, the text says, the light and strength which was in the seed of the
ox was entrusted to the moon, by whose light it was purified and only
then were the beneficent animals produced, from a parent pair, on
earth.

Most'interesting, from the point of view of PE D d . 46, is that

WZ has an identical account of the myth of the ox and the production
of plants and gospand, with the addition of a passage which gives
details of which parts of the ox produced what plants and herbs (ed.
BTA 31 ff., ch. Ill, §§44-49, transl. West, SEE V. 177 f-)'t i.e. from
its marrow, blood, nose, lungs and heart.

So, like the production of

metals from the dying Gayomard (quoted in no. 1 above from GBd.), this
is another Zoroastrian precedent for PEDd* I4
.6; viz. the myth of
creation of heterogenous substances out of organs
supposed to correspond) from a primeval
26.

See A W X V • 1-8, Asar-Haug

36—7/l6>U

(to which they

are

"body".
? ihe good herdsman has the

highest reward in heaven.
27*

The punishment for maltreaters of animals is described in A W

LXXV.

IiXXVTI. 6-10,' Asa Haug 108/193, 110/191*.

28.

See above, textual n. 54*

29.

With the following passage cf. G B d . XIII. 10-11, TDA 91*•

11 ff*»

BTA 118-20.
30.

According to G B d . XIII. 28, TDA 97* 13 ff., BTA 122, the dog was

created in the Star-Station as a protection for g5spand, and is twothirds gospand, one-third human.
31*

Z. has the same sense, but M. renders this as:
"and the mountain buzzard and the black crow and the-vulture are
created for devouring the (dead) body (and) all the polluted *
matter in the corpse".

32.
33*

With @§30-34 cf* ch. 18. d. above.
On the creation of the three great fires see GBd.XVIII.

8-1J+, TDA

12l*-5, BTA 158-60 (where they are said to b u m "gloriously"
xwarrahomandiha).

The translation of pad w a r a h r a m h as "victoriously"

been suggested b y M. Boyce, "On the Sacred Fires of the Zoroastrians",
BSQAS XXXI, i, 1968, p. 61; see also the same scholar’s "The Pious
Foundations of the Zoroastrians", XXXI, ii, 1968, p.
34*

288.

On this rite of purifying household fires etc., see M. Boyce,

"On the Sacred Fires" (art. c i t .), and Stronghold,

186

ff.

See also

ch. 37» Comm., n. 1.
35*

Cf. GBd. XVIII. 14, TDA 125, BTA 160.

36.

SS. Hartman translates H

37*

Compared with the clear account of creation of man in GBd., this

36

ff. in Gayomard,

ll5»

text is, as Zaehner has said, "some confusion in the text, for the
author seems to have mixed up two traditions" (ZZ

136).

Because the

writer knew that man was created from Gayomard, Gayomard had to be
mentioned in this @ as progenitor of mankind, but his creation becomes
confused with that of the first couple, MaSya and MaSgana .

Pace

Zaehner, however, the text is not incorrect in the phrase "from the
clay from which Gayomard was made" (op. cit., 137)» for mankind is
of his very clay,

(i.e. "flesh").

The mistake in

that Gayomard has been written, instead of mardom
u d gayomard az spandarmad be brehenid.

the text is rather
in thephrases

Although it is said in G B d .

I. a. 13 (BTA 26) that Gayomard was created from the earth (az zamlg),
the writer has confused the sequence, and the text begins to make, sense
only with this correction.

For Zaehner’s further thoughts on this §

see "Postscript to Zurvan", BSQAS, XVII, 1955, p. 244 f*

38.

Lit. "kept going" (hame raft) .

This corresponds to G B d . IV. 25

pas as madan 1 petyarag sih sal zlst "after the approach of the
Adversary he survived for thirty years" (TDA
39*

M. translates:

45-

2).

"it was thirty years since he moved about"; Z:

"it was thirty years before he passed away"; Hartman:

"Trento

s M c o u l ^ r e n t pendant q u ’il se mourait".
40•

On MaSya and MaSyanag see G B d . XIV; for references to texts

concerning them see A. Christensen Le premier homme, I, 13 ff *
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Notes to Chapter I
4.7

1.

This chapter is transcribed and

translated by M. Mold, La

ldgende de Zoroastre selon les textes pehlevis, pp. 116-21, with
commentary ibid., 238-2^1, and introductory remarks 7 £•

Parts

of ch. 1+7 may be compared with accounts of Wigtasp’s conversion
i n l c . VII. h (transl. West, SEE XhVII, $0-13, Mold, op. cit.,
1+2— 6l) and in Zara.tu.gt Nama (ZN., ed. and transl. P. Rosenberg,
Le livre de Zoroastre, St. Petersbourg, 190lb text 1+8 ff., transl.
1+9 ff», Eng. transl. by E.B. Eastwiek, apud J. Wilson, The Parsi
Religion, 181+3,

ff.).

Mold includes in op. cit. Vizirkird

dlnlg and compares it with PRDd. 1*7 (also

1

in Culte); this, however,

is "a text known to be a fabrication made in India in the 19th
century A . C . " , (M. Boyce, HZ I, 182, n.

3).

A.V.W. Jackson makes

no mention of PRDd. 1+7 in bis chapter on the conversion of Wigtasp
in Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient Iran, 96-68.

Eor discussion of

texts containing the legends of Zoroaster see West, op. cit.,
Introduction? Mold, Culte, II. 1, pp. 271-283, "La ldgende prophdtique
et ses sources", and II.

3» PP- 3J+8-389» "La conversion de Vigtaspa",

and M. Boyce, HZ I, chs.

7 and. 11.

Wigtasp’s conversion is not mentioned in either the Av. or Pahl.
WiStasp Y t ., however the resumd of the Wigtasp Sast in Dk. VIII. 11
has the essentials of the narrative.

Mold, keen to find a source

from Av. scriptures, or Pahl. resumds, states:
" C ’est ... sur le Vigtasp sast que parait essentiellement
reposer le rdcit de la rivayat pehlevie dont le sujet principal
est la conversion de ViStasp.
Si tel est le cas, certaines
parties du septieme livre doivent reposer dgalement sur le
mdme nask; il se peut, en outre, que l ’actuel Vigtasp YaSt
en prdsente un p&le reflet", Culte, 282.
Indeed the correspondences between the resumd of the Wigtasp Sast in
D k . and PRDd. are such as to suggest that the redactor of PRDd. 1+7
h a d access to such a tradition.

The text of Dk. VIII. 11 is:

wigtasp sast abar *hamag 1 0 kay wigtasp madayan; han 1 o
xwadaylh xem, Gihr, barign, danign, frahang ud dadi
rayenldarlh 1 daman, kamag-rawagih I yazdan pad-iS abayignig
u d abar ^frestadan dadar ohrmazd amahraspandan o kay wigtasp
pad gugiyih I abar ohrmazd, u d ayadagih, I spitaman zardugt,
abezag wehlh 1 den mazdesn: framan I dahyubad wigtasp pad
perozlh pad padiriftan 1 den az zardugt. wenabdag madan 1
amahraspandan o dar, u d did o man handemanxh wigtasp u-g
ham-nigastan. .^frestagan wizardan I o wigtasp o ohrmazd
paygam u d padiriftan ramlha wigtasp den mazdesn.
sarenldan
1 xegm dew arzasp I xiyon o kogjgn I wigtasp ud petyardarih
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l zardugt; arayiSn u d rawiSn I wigtasp 8ah o han kosiSn, ud
Ce andar ham dar abadlh pahlom ast ahlaylh (D k M . 687. 13-688* 3)
’"The Wigtasp sast is about all the particulars (pertaining) to
Kay Wigtasp; the character, nature, hearing, knowledge, learning
and law (pertaining) to sovereignty. The government of the
creatures, the advancement of the will of the yazads requisite
for it. And about the Creator Ohrmazd sending the amahraspands
to Kay Wigtasp as testimony on (behalf of) Ohrmazd, and
reminder of Spitaman ZarduSt (of) the pure goodness of the
Mazda-worshipping religion; the command of the ruler Wigtasp
victoriously for the accepting of the religion from Zardugt.
The visible coming of the amahraspands to the palace, and then
the audience with Wigtasp and his companions at court. The
envoys* explanation of Ohrmazd’s message to Wigtasp, and
Wigtasp’s peaceful acceptance of the Mazda-worshipping religion.
The demon W r a t h ’s provoking of Arzasp the Xiyon for war with
Wigtasp and hostility to Zardugt; the arrangements and movements
of King Wigtasp for that war, and whatever is on the same
subject. Excellence that is perfect is righteousness.’1
The account of the conversion in PEDd. 1*7 and the more
fantastical account in ZN both have elements in common with Dk. VII.
I)., but, as Mol£ observes,
nces dcrits contiennent des dl&nents stLrement anciens qui
manquent dans le septi&me livre et dont 1 ’apparition ne peut
§tre due a son influence” , Culte,276.
These ancient elements may derive ultimately from the lost Av.
Wigtasp Sast, or from another, unknown Av. source (the resumes of the
Spend Nask in D k . VIII. ll*, and of other nasks in D k . , give no notice
of the conversion of Zoroaster’s royal patron).

PEDd. k l appears not

to be a direct translation of an Av. text (as parts of Dk. VII. 1| e.g.
clearly are), for the syntax, grammar and vocabulary are, with minor
exceptions, those of late Pahl. and do not reflect the archaisms of
a translation from an Avestan original.
The structure and style of ch. I|_7 are typical of PEDd.;

simple,

formulaic, allusive, subordinating detail, variety and literary grace
to the practical, didactic purposes of the author.

The narrative is

not a record of myth and legend simply as sacred history; primarily
it affords a means of emphasising and explaining the value of
initiation into the religion (see notes to the legend of KriSasp, ch.
18 above).

For Mole this chapter is among those examples of the,

legend of Zoroaster which ’’laissent mieux transpar&itre la r^alitd
rituelle sous-jacente” (Culte, 276).

He later explains ”la r£cit de la

conversion de Vigtasp est le mythe du Nawzod” (ibid.,

383);

this

hypothesis, however, rests upon one of the principal ideas of M o l e ’s
Culte, i.e. that Wigtasp
’’n ’est pas seulement le prototype du roi orthodoxe, il est
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celui de tout laique mazdden, qui peut - qui doit - se conformer
a son modele"
(ibid., 59).
If Mold is right, and this seems perhaps reasonable to suppose, such
an equation of roles (i.e. WiStasp as archetypal layman) adds an

1*7•

allegorical dimension to the simple and familiar story of ch.

Moreover, WiStasp is referred to throughout this ch. without his
usual title Kay (as M. Boyce has pointed out, kay comes to mean ’’king"
in Zoroastrian tradition "evidently because Kavi YiStaspa and his
forbears, the "kavis" par excellence, were princely rulers" (HZ I, 11,
and see n. !|2).

The omission of this title, and indeed the absence

of any indication of WiStasp’s regal status (except the epithet gehan
xwaday, § 8), is perhaps significant;

WiStasp is here primarily

layman and potential convert, and only secondarily "king".

In the

stylised drama of the narrative, ZarduSt is priest, WiStasp is layman,
and Ohrmazd himself has the rdle of king par excellence, with his
amahraspands as courtiers and emissaries.

Only when WiStasp has

accepted the religion does the text indicate his authority as king,
and then indirectly (u-S pas zarduSt pad mobadan-mobacLIh be gurnard) •
Thereafter WiStasp the king is viceregent for Ohrmazd in the world
■X*

(pad getlg).

Before his conversion, WiStasp is doubting (i 18),

stubborn (llU) and, if the events of

§§5

and

6

took place at his

court, deceived by his own subjects and therefore lacking in
authority.

That the power and authority of the king had long been

regarded as sacred, and part of divine xSathra, is demonstrated by
many passages in the Gathas, e.g. .*
daidi tu armaite viStas-pai 15am maibyaca
"Give thou, 0 piety, power to Yishtaspa and to me^"
(transl. Insler, 2^5
2.

Mol£ construes this differently;

hac Ohrmazd patiraft"

Zoroastre.

q u ’il regut la Religion"."

X. 28. 7
~

e ku ZartuxSt gyak ku-S Ben

Un passage dit;

" C ’est d ’Ohrmazd

If Mol£ translates ed ku ("formule

habituelle de la rivayat" , Ldgende, Commentaire, p.

238,

n. l) "un

passage dit", then it is not clear how he understands gyag.

Perhaps

he includes gyag in the introductory formula; however, though gyag
does elsewhere occur in an introductory formula gyag-e pay dag ku
"(in) one passage it is revealed that" (e.g. PRBd* 16. b;

19. 20),

18.

d * , e.;

in the present context, with the mention of geographical

location following (83) gyag evidently means simply " (geographical)
place".

47.3-4

3*

Dk. VII. 3* 5l ff., WZ XXI-XXII, and ZN variously elaborate on the

theme of Zoroaster’s encounters with Ohrmazd.

The Pahl. texts agree

on the age of Zoroaster, and that he had seven revelations over a
period of ten years.

In WZ XXIII, however, the seven revelations are

"seven questionings" (Pahl. haft fraSnlh) in which each of the seven
amahraspands (including Ohrmazd) advises Zoroaster on the care of the
creation each protects.

This tradition, which is reproduced in Z N ,

may derive from the Spend N a s k , for the "seven questionings" are
mentioned in the resumd of this nask in Dk. VIII. ll+. 5-6:
(5) haft brin, Civon spend xwanlhed, haft fraSn. harw ,
1ar-e
fra^n- e, ud baxsisn I abarlg naskha pad ed haft fraSn pad
fraz gowiSnih I andar ewag ewag gyag 1 ham-pursagih.
^ 6) abar fraSn fraSn. hangam 1 niSastan ud axis tan I harw
.jar, ud ewenag 1 niSastan 1 amahraspandan, fraz madan 1
zarduSt o han handemanlh, gah l-S han gyag u d be han 1 awig
guf tan ud Ce han I awiS nimddan. (D M 4 . 691. 1-7)
(5) "(in) seven sections, such as are called Spend, are the
seven questionings, one questioning each time., and the bestowal
of the other Nasks in these seven questionings, (was) through
speaking out in each one of the places of conference.
(6) About the various questionings, the period of the sitting
and rising on each occasion, the nature of the sitting of the
Amahraspands, the coming forward of ZarduSt to that audience,
his position in that place, what there was to say to him and
what there was to show to him." transl. based on West, SHE)

xxxvii, p. 32 .
1+.

1

;

In WZ XXIII each of the encounters with the amahraspands is said

to have occurred in a different place, all in Eranwez, but not all in
Adurbadagan (Azarbaijan).

(For a discussion of that narrative, and

references, see A.V.W. Jackson, op. cit., 1+0-5l*)

In such texts these

place names are, as M. Boyce explains,
"a product of that mixture of piety and patriotism which led
various Zoroastrian peoples to associate the prophet with their
own homelands. The best known example of this is the action of
the Magi, who ... transferred Avestan place-names and happenings
wholesale to Medean Azerbaijan", HZ I, 276
In §3 of PKDd. 1+7, the words u-S nazdist pad eranwez padlrift pad
adurbadagan padlrift suggest that the author is about to list each of
the other places of encounter, as in WZ XXII; the texts are quite
different, however, from this point.

In PRDd. there is no mention of

e.g. Medyomah, the prophet’s first convert (see Yt. 13* 95) and only
disciple for ten years (WZ XXIII. 2), or of

karbs and

1+. 61+ ff., WZ XXIII. 5-6).

theme of Zoroaster’s

Conversely, the

kayags (Dk.VII.

persecution by deception, and subsequent incarceration, in PKDd. 1+7*
5-6, does not occur in WZ or Dk. VII (though it does appear in m ) .

5*

There is no treatment in PRDd. 1+7 of the events of these ten

years, as in Dk. VII. I+. 1 ff.

The opening section of Dk. VII. 1+

gives a time sequence for the principal events of the chapter which
has been misinterpreted by West and Mold.

The text and translation

of Dk. VII. 1+ §1 are:
abar abdlh I uavdagihist az hamnursaglh l fradom fraz ta
haftom hampursaglh sar i bud andar dranay I dah sal wabarlganlh
l-g pad waxSwarlh andar gehan padlruftan l burzawand kaywiStasp
den Ciyon pas az dah sal l andar hampursaglh pad do sal.
"About the marvellousness which is manifested from the first
conference onwards till the end of the seventh conference which
occurred within the duration of ten years, also his pre-eminence
in prophecy in the world, and the acceptance of the religion by
the exalted Kay WiStasp as happened two years after the ten years
which had been in conference."
This transl. is based upon W e s t ’s, SHE XLVII, p. 50; however,
West terminated

@1

after hampursaglh and read the words pad do sal

as part of § 2:
"and the acceptance of the religion by the exalted Kai Vist&sp,
as happened after the ten years of conference.
§2 In the first
two years, one marvel is this ... " .
In the MS. the words PWN 2 SET are encased before and after by full
stops

(v)»

but there is little doubt that they should be read as

belonging to §1.

According to P R D d . 1+7* 16 and WZ XXIV, WiStasp was

converted twelve years after the prophet’s first meeting with Ohrmazd,
not ten years as implied in W e s t ’s transl. (Mol£ makes a similar
mistake in his transl., L^gende, 1+3)*

Moreover, it is a habit

throughout Dk. VII to begin a new section with the words ewag ed I
pay dag ku, as in Dk. VII* 1+. 2.

6.

M. translates:
"And for (the period of the following) ten years he was in
great suffering of captivity and imprisonment, which Ganay
Menoy brought on (him from the time of) his birth."

M. reads abar brehenldan burd in the last phrase, treating brehenldan
as a substantive qualified by the antecedent enclitic -S.

Mol£,

however, reads and renders the passage differently:
u-g andar han 10 sal was anagih band ud zendan I- S •gannag menog
abar brihlnid^burdT (liigende , 116, with changes in translit *).
and translates:
"Pendant ces dix ann^es le Mauvais Esprit suscira contre lui
de nombreuses persecutions, le fit enchainer et jeter en prison."
According to Bk. VII, the demons had tried to prevent Zoroaster’s
conception, birth and development.

The whirlwind demon CeSmag

(cySmk1), mentioned also in Ind. Bd. XXVIII. 21+ (SBE V, 110),
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threatens in Dk. VII. 2. UU man han padirem murjenidan (DkM. 608. ll)
"I undertake to destroy him", even before Zoroaster is conceived,
(interestingly, CeSraag reappears in 33k. VII. k- 61 as a karb who is

636.

driven away by Zoroaster’s chanting the Ahunavar prayer (hkM.
15 ff.)
7•

See also Dk. VII. 1*.

36

ff.

As is understandable in the case of such offshoots from an oral

tradition, texts differ as to the sequence of events before WiStasp
accepted the religion.

In PRDd. there is no indication of who lays

the plot to defame Zoroaster (except Galinag Menog), nor of how the
prophet escapes (§6).

WiStasp is not mentioned in §§1-6 and there is

no evidence that the events took place at his court, though this seems
to be implied, and is stated as so in other texts (e.g. D k . , Zfif).
Where the text is interpolated (see textual note 13)» M. suggests
that a folio has been lost, and with it the text between
(see n. ll| below).

§§6

and

*16

The text may be read as continuous, however, and

the departure from the pattern of Dk. VII.

may be explained thus:

in PEDd. 1*7 the early life of the prophet is omitted or only alluded
to; WiStasp is suddently introduced and is only ever a stereotyped
figure; in Dk. VII and ZN, however, both Zoroaster and WiStasp
(GuStasp) are more complex characters who are set in a quasihistorical/geographical context which is quite lacking in PRDd.

In

Dk. VII Zoroaster has suffered persecution from the kayags and karbs
of Tur

1

TJrvaitadeng I UsixSan, and in other evil encounters.

According to Dk. VII. i|. 65> (as PKDd.), Zoroaster goes to the court
of WiStasp (i.e. after ten years elsewhere);
pas-iz, agahih I-S abar boxtiSn 1 az-iS, paydaglh l-S abdlh,
u d gugaylh I abar waxSwarih madan ray; pas az han 1 abdom
fraSn 1 dah sal I hampursaglh saziSn, pad han I ohrmazd handarz.
ud framan, ewtag o dar 1 WiStasp ud war 1 han sahmag razm
franalt
(pkM. 637. 13~ffTj
"Afterwards too, his knowledge about his preservation therefrom,
the manifestation of his wondrousness, and the evidence
concerning his attainment unto prophesying; also after the
continuance of the last questioning of the ten years of
conference, his departure alone, by the advice and command of
Ohrmazd, to the residence of Vist&sp and the precinct of that
terrible conflict" (West, SBE XLVII, p. 61+).
There, according to Dk. VII. i*.

66,

WiStasp would have heard Zoroaster

straightaway, but before that Zanag and the kayags and karbs
incriminate the prophet so that the king orders him to prison:
u-d pas-iz peS ,ku-S saxwan I zarduSt aSnud ud Ciyonlh I zarduSt
Snaxt heh, az sazenldan 1 zahag I purr marg ud abarlg I awe San
kayagan u d karban spazgiSniha ud .Tadug-karlha wiStasp abar

aardugt be .
(?), eg-is zardugt o han band ud padifrah
abespaxd ... HkM. 637
"and -then, too, before the words of ZarduSt were heard by him
and he could have understood the character of ZarduSt, owing to
the machinations of the deadly Zahag and the other kayags and
karbs with slander and sorcery ... to WiStasp about ZarduSt,
then he consigned ZarduSt to confinement and punishment ... 1
1
(based on West, op. c i t ., 65)*
In Dk. VII there is a brief allusion to the miracle of the cure of
WiStasp’s horse, whereby, in ZN, Zoroaster obtains release from
prison and is free to convert WiStasp.
.of events is different;

In ZU, however, the sequence

Zoroaster returns to earth after a conference

with the amahraspand Amurdad, then vanquishes dews and magicians by
reciting the Avesta; he then 'Hook his way towards Balkh to the court
of Shah Gushtasp" (Eastwick,- apud Wilson, op. c i t ., 1+98) •

At court

he withstands the attacks of the k i n g ’s wise-men in a contest, then
announces his prophethood and recites the Avesta.

While GuStasp

himself reads the A v esta, the wise-men plot to defame Zoroaster,
succeed in this and have him imprisoned for seven days.

He escapes

after performing the miracle of restoring the legs of the k i n g ’s
horse.

The text of ZN is fanciful and, though elaborate, has no

value as a chronological record; it cannot therefore resolve any of
the ambiguities of time, event etc. in PRDd.

Any search to obtain a

sound relative chronology or factual geography from a comparison of
the diverse traditions of Ik. W Z . , PRDd. and ZN is a fruitless task.

8.

M. reads;

devastan, ka estad, an jamay

duze 6 "0 Devs, when

he (i.e. ZartuSt) stands, steal (his) spare garment".

M. explains

(p. 1*1*8, n. 1*);
"The suffix -ist or -ast is the Soghd. plu. suff. -iSt ...
In devastan two plu.. suffixes are pleonastically employed,
as in kofanlha, see GIP. I a. 285•"
Plausible though this may be, it is odd that such a plural should be
used instead of the common form S D Y ’n

.

Mold reads;

Hen astaveltkad estat an vamak be dpgit. (u-S astaxvan i
mar toman andar o hamban nihat i ZartuxSt)
"Prof esse la Re 1 igion 11'
Lorsque cela eut lieu, il se confectionna un autre .vdtement;
(cependant (le Mauvais Esprit?) cacha des ossements humains .
dans le coffre de Zoroastre)", (Ldgende, 116-7)*
The reading dwcyt as deriving from doxtan "to sew" seems unlikely.
M o l d ’s transl. involves an abrupt change o f 'subject from ZarduSt to
Gaunag Menog.
is given;

The text is problematic and a third possible reading

d y n 1 hstn['lj’d "for the sake of harming the religion".

There are no parallel passages in Hk. VTI, WZ or ZN with clues as to
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the correct reading.

Gannag Menog appears only once in Dk. VII (in a

passage which is equivalent to Pahl. Y d . 19* l):
M .

632

9-17

ewag han 1 az dwaristan 2. gannag menog o loiSiSn 3. zarduSt paydag
divon. divon den gowed leu az abaxtar nemag fraz dwarld gannag
menog purr marge u-S edon dawist ov 1 du?jdanag gannag menog 1
purr marg ku; "drug, abar dwared, mumMenldan ahlaw ZarduSt
druz o ov abar dwarid hend hut dew ud se.T 1 nihan- raw! Sn 1 f ref tar
(DkM. 632 ."9-17)
"One (marvel) is that which is declared (regarding) the rushing of
the Evil Spirit for the Slaughter of ZarduSt, just as revelation
mentions thus: "From the northern quarter forth rushed the deadly
Evil Spirit, and thus shouted he, ignorant, the deadly Evil Spirit:
"Rush on, 0 fiendi and' destroy the righteous ZarduSt." On to him
they rushed, the fiend, -the demon Bud and secret-moving
Pestilence, the deceiver" ("based on West, SBE XLVII, p. 98)*
9*

M o l d ’s explanation of this is based upon the notion that the

prophet is accused of necromancy (see below, n. 12), cf. Culte, 37^*
In aW there is a similar episode in which the wise-men (haklman) of

GuStasp enter Zoroaster’s lodgings and there conceal impure objects:

88£

be .justand an filsufan nihan, ze-Olzi ke na paktar dar jehan,.
f
ze xun u palidl v a nixr u rnsa, hamldun sar-l gurba u sag juda,/
haman us tuxw anha- y & kaz marduman» be.ia-I ke dar yaf tand an
kaman,//be burdand yeksar suy xan-i du z-inguna kardand darman-i
dT//nihan kardjdar balls u klsha, be kardand ze-inguna talblsha.
"These philosophers sought in secret for things which are
impurest in the world, for blood and impurities and filth and
carrion, also the severed heads of cat and dog, likewise human
bones, in the place they found them at that time, they carried
them at once to his house. When they made a remedy for him in
this way, hidden in the pillows and bags, in this way they
contrived the deception."

Cf. also

a similar account in the Persian prose Kitab

muzahib, in F. Rosenberg,

10.

I Dabistan al

op. cit., pp. 9l|-5*

With this phrase cf. ZN 887, and also its alternative reading:
W —

—

—

haman us tux anhar-ye kas murdagan .. • "likewise bones of the dead" •
M. translates Pahl* astuxan

1

mardoman "a skeleton of man".

It is

possible, however, that astuxan is simply "bones"j cf. ZN 916:
haman naxun u muy va ham ustuxwan, ke uftada bud az tan 1
murdagan
"Likewise nails and hair and also bones, which had
fallen from the bodies of the dead".

11.

This is M . ’s translation.

Mold reads ZartuxSt ne eton degon Smah

kart estat "Zoroastre n ’a pas agi comme vous".
nadanl tu ay Sah ne In mard klst

Cf. ZN 896:

"You do not know, 0 King, who this

man is",

and also ZN 903!

12.

text is somewhat obscure here. It seems that Zoroaster

The

ke agah na-i tu ze asrar-i

uy.
is
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accused of being a corpse-bearer, but neither M. nor Mol£ interpret
the text thus; M. translates:

"because ZartuSt ... carries.the dead

matter with him” * and Mol£ translates:

" c ’est q u ’il est n^cromancien”.

However, in Vd. nasa-keS is the common word for corpse-bearer (Av.
nasu.kaSa), e.g. Vd.

8.

11 ff., though the later usage nasa-salar is

more well known in the tradition.

It is known from the tradition, and

from present usage among Zoroastrians, that corpse-bearers use special
garments, worn only for their work.

It is perhaps for this reason

that Zoroaster’s enemies here assert that the prophet keeps a spare
robe; in fact, as the text states, the robe is for yaziSn, i.e. for
sacred rites for which utter purity is demanded.

Mol£ is perhaps led

to his translation ”n£cromancien” by the narrative of ZN, where the
"wise men” accuse Zoroaster of practising sorcery (jadul, jaduparast)
and put in his house not merely human bones, b u t ■also items associated
with sorcery (xun, palldl, hixr, sar-i gurbag u sag).

In ZN,

Zoroaster is accused of being a treacherous subversive who will, by
magic, overthrow the king, e.g.

11. 897- 900:

haml xw ahad in mard-i .
1adunarast. ke arad magar mar tura zir-i
dast/benerang v a afsun tura narm kard, dil-at-ra beguftar-i
xud garm kard/hame Sab haml .jadulha kunad, be kuSad ke nam-i
tura bef igand/tura dun haqlqat bedast avarad,, basi Sur va IFarr
dar .jehan go st arad
"This sorcerer wishes to bring you under his power,/he has
softened you wish spells and incantations, he has warmed your
heart with his words./ All night he practises magic, he strives
to overthrow your (good) n a m e ,j when he shall succeed in bringing
you under his power, he will spread much trouble and evil in the
world” .
There are none of these accusations in PKDd. k l i since the text
is both more closely related to the ritual practices of the religion
and less fantastical than ZN*

That Zoroaster is accused of being a

corpse-bearer by his opponents in PEDd. implies 'that his alleged
offence is that of gross hypocrisy and duplicity, for the nasa-keS,
by his extreme impurity, is a social outcast and could not possibly
be a prophet or celebrant of the yaziSn.
13.

Mol£, reflecting on a difficult passage in WZ, which also

mentions slh u d se b a n d , sees a significance in the symbolism of the
number thirty-three, which, in this context, amounts to
"wne nouvelle formulation de la doctrine qui voit dans le
Proph&te 1 ’incarnation de toute la religion, 1 ’Homme Parfait
et l ’id£al a suivre par tout fidele quelle que soit sa
condition” (Quite, 37I+) *

Mold admits that the Rivayat seems to ignore this symbolism.

The

passage in WZ XXIV is given below in full, since its context
corresponds to that of PKDd. 1*7:
has az han nad do sal. wigtasn *kavagan ud karban hamestaranih[a]
slh ud se anas tag abar-ig guft az framan I wiStasp han slh ud se
anas tag nimudar bud, sih u d se den I wattar I o hamestarlh i den
X yazdan mad paydagih 1 az den han slh u d se band daxSag I
bastanx slh u d se dad i wattar pad slh u d se kirbag I paSom
"two years later the kayags and karbs of WiStasp inimically
accused him of thirty-three crimes on the orders of WiStasp.
There was an inquisition of those thirty-three crimes, thirtythree evil religions came in opposition to the religion of the
Yazds. The revelation from the religion, those thirty-three
chains, (are) a symbol of the breaking of the thirty-three evil
ordinances b y means of the thirty-three most excellent good deeds."
In spite of the clearly symbolic meaning of the thirty-three fetters
in WZ, it is not clear how this is related to the person of Zoroaster.
West is perhaps right (SEE XLVII, 161+» n. 2) to see a reference in
the above quoted passage to the sins and good works detailed in MX
and 37*

36

However, the symbolism of the number thirty-three is so

polygenous and unspecified, that M o l d ’s interpretation of the slh ud
se band appears exaggerated, if not fanciful.
ll*.

As is indicated in the Textual Notes (ch. 1*6, n. 51** ch. 1*7» n.

13),

a section of ch.

1*7 has

been misplaced and occurs in ch.

MSS. and also in E . ’s edition.
adopted for two reasons.

1*6 in

M o l d ’s reading of ch. 1*7 here has been

First, the words u-g gursaglh ... ud

agnawiSn i-g be gud do not make good sense in the context of ch.

1*6.

Second, in Ek. VTI. 1*, which deals with the conversion of WiStasp,
there is a passage which corresponds to the words Mold adds to ch.
1*7 16;

i.e. Ek. VII. 1*.

67*

EkM. 638I+S
eg-ig zarduSt o han band u d padifrah abesoard I Siyon pad
gowiSn 1 zarduSt gowed ku-San se anast abar guft-om ud sih:
u-g an bast horn man maran 1 druwandan 1 dewest an pad slh ud
sd band (68) be man suv I dugwiravlh han x nav ogard zor: be
man s u v i dugwiravlh han 1 baza ogard oz: be man suy 1 duSwiraylh
han 1 gug ogard aSnawiSn: be man suv 1 duSwiraylh han 1 gaSm
Sgdrd weniSn: u-m be senag o pugt abar abvoxt (ku-m pad pugt
abaz ested) az abar estiSnih 1 han 1 dugwlr suy 1 purr marg
"then he committed Zardugt to that confinement and punishment,
just as is said in the words of Zardugt:
"they spoke thirtythree calumnies against me" (68). The hunger of ill-treatment
took away the strength of my feet; the hunger of ill-treatment
took away the power of my arms; the hunger of ill-treatment took
away the sight of my eyes; and my breast met my back (that is,
it went back to, my back) because of the persistence of that
hunger of ill-treatment which (was) deathly." (based upon M o l d ’s
translation, La Idgende, p. 55).
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These words, therefore, seem to he suited to the context of PRDd.
1*7»

§6

and complement the sense of the words u-San pad slh ud se

hand hast.

However, there is no explanation of how Zoroaster is

freed from prison, and M. may thus he right in suggesting that one
whole folio may have heen lost, in which was contained such an
explanation.
detail.

Prohahly, however, it is no more than another neglected

In Dk. VII also there is no explicit account of how Zoroaster

gained his freedom from prison; l§69-70 of DIC. VII 1+ allude to several
miracles (abdlh) of the survival of his life (paitudan I-S zendaglh)
in such dire conditions, of the K i n g ’s finding Zoroaster full of glory
in prison (purr-xwarrah), and the miracle of WiStasp’s sorrel horse.
l9»

In Dk. VTI Zoroaster invites WiStasp to accept the religion, hut

the conversion is impeded h y the plot of the King's "wise-men":
peg ku-S saxwan l ZarduSt aSnud u d diyonih l ZarduSt Snaxt heh
QDkM." "6 3 7 * ^ - 638T” 2]
"before he heard the words of ZarduSt and knew the character
of ZarduSt"
After Zoroaster’s release from prison it is said that he "proclaimed
the triumphant words of the religion" (han l perozgar den gowiSn •..
fraz guft - DkM. 639* 9-10).

Later in the Dk. narrative, WiStasp is

instructed hy the Pire of Ohrmazd (ataxS l Ohrmazd)
sray ahunawar, sray ahlayxh I pahlom, ud ayaziSnih gow o
dewan, ge-S kamag, to ray, Ohrmazd abar estiSnih I en den,
u-San kamag, amahraspandan, u-S kamag, to ray, aharig yazdan
ke weh *dahag ahlaw hend
"Chant the Ahunavar, praise perfect righteousness, utter
curses (lit. "unworship") against the dews, for Ohrmazd’s will
concerning you is for your abiding in this religion, and (it is)
the will of the amahraspands and the other yazads concerning
you who are beneficent (?) and righteous."
The latter part of this is similar to the words of Zoroaster in PEDd.
16.

In ZN Zoroaster recites the Avesta to GuStasp (hut, as in

Dk*, he is imprisoned before GuStasp is converted to the religion).
In PEDd. 1+7, however, there is no suggestion that Zoroaster explains
or recites to WiStasp the nature and content of the religion.

This

omission is typical of P E D d . 1+7* which, as stated in n.. 1 above, is
primarily didactic on the value of initiation into the religion.'
16.

§§18 and 19 are reminiscent of the following:

In Yt. 9. 109

and 9* 30 WiStaspa asks that he may put to flight Tathryavant of had
religion, the daeva-worshipper PaSana, and the wicked Ar^jat.aspa;
in Yt. 17- 5>0 he asks that he may put to flight the Xyaona murderer
Arejat.aspa; in Yt. 9- 31 and 17* 5l he asks that he may slay the
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Xyaonas
"in their fifties and their hundreds, their hundreds and their
' thousands, their thousands and their tens of thousands, their
tens of thousands and their myriads of myriads";
the three persons named in Yt. 9* 109 and 9« 30 are, it seems,

WiStaSpa’s princely neighbours.

Xn 33k. VII

I*. 83 Ar^asp (« Av.

Arajat.aspa) is named in a passage that is perhaps parallel to PKDd.
1|7. 18, in that WigtaSp is reluctant to accept the religion because of
the battles with the Xiyons:
ewag han I abag wabarlhastan 1 andar WiStasp den pad-iz han
rasisn I amahraspandan, pas-iz *padixSay handesign I-S az
^dagrxwadayan pad x5n rlziSn 1 az ar.^atasp 1 xivon ud fseriSn
l-g tar ham '^wihan az den pa^riftgarlh (DkM. 6I41. 18-22.)
"Et voici: Bien quef lorsque les paroles des Amahraspand lui
furent transmises, ViStasp fut certain de la vdritd de la
Religion et bien q u ’il edt ensuite obtenu le consentement des
rois autonomes, il fut retenu d ’accepter la religion par
l ’effusion du sang provoqude par Arjadasp le Hyonien"
(Text, with standardised transcription, and translation by
Mol£, 1£gende, 58-9 )*
In the last section of Dk. VII.

it is said that when WiStasp

had accepted the religion, the demon XeSm ran to the country of the

Xiyons and Arjasp, and they came out for war and were defeated by
WiStasp and the "Aryans" (Dk. VII. lj. 88-90; see also Dk. VII. 9* 7»

V. 3* 1

W25 29.

8).

According to WZ, loc. cit., this occurs in the

thirtieth year of the religion.

Since, in the yaSts referred to above,

the Xiyons are the hordes, WiStasp is allowed to slay, it may be
assumed that in PKDd. WiStasp, in referring to the thousands he slays,
is actually speaking of future events, i.e. the consequence of his
accepting the religion*

The past tenses of the verb ozad (§*18) and

bud hend, ozad hend ( § 19) are anomalous in that they seem to refer
not to actions completed, but to actions that will have been completed
if a certain course is followed, i.e. if he accepts the religion.
The narrative is so spare, that even the time sequence is strangely
stylised; the author, perhaps deliverately, exchanges his own temporal
perspective with WiStasp.
17*

The precise meaning of these words is unclear; M. translates:

"Accept the religion, because there is no better act (than to
accept the religion) for the man who has killed many enemies,
nor (is there any better act) for him who is etc. ... ".
Mol£*s translation is somewhat similar, though different in
construction:
"Accepte la Religion!

Gar ce n ’est pas celui qui tue beacoup
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d ’ennemis qui a accompli l*oeuvre la plus parfaite, ni celui
qui ... n (ldgende, 119)•
A third translation, given above, is quite different and groups the
Pahl. words in different sequence.

The passage should not be treated

in isolation from what follows; the text as far as the end of

§10

comprises a unit in that it is one argument for WiStasp*s conversion
(so WiStasp replies, negatively, only at the end of §10).

Zoroaster

here argues that each of these heroes was great in his own respect,
but each, by reason of his refulsal of the religion of Ohrmazd, met an
unfortunate end.

The argument is arranged in three sections:

(1 ).§*20 den padlr ...

§*21

purr oz, in which it is stated that ancient

heroes who have these certain qualities did not accept the religion;
(2)

§*21 6e

hoSang ...

§7

to-iz be suze, in which the heroes are named

in corresponding sequence; and (3) §8 wiStasp I gehan xwaday

§10 1

paydagtom which gives three examples of how the mighty are

fallen, i.e. the most famous, Yim, Fredon and KriSasp.

As Mold states

in his commentary on this passage/

11 ... ViStasp est opposd aux rois et aux hdros anciens et son
oeuvre - s*il accepte la religion - sera supdrieure a la leur,
et plus parfaite" (ldgende, 239)*
WiStasp is regarded in the Avestan and the Pahlavi tradition as the
perfect king, and this passage serves to remind the reader of his
status above all other mortal heroes; on WiStasp*s supermacy and
perfection see DkM. 193* 1-8 (Dk. Ill, ed. de Menasce, ch. 179) and
DkM.

366.

19-368. 22 (fk. Ill, ed. de Menasce, ch. 389); both passages

are transcribed and translated by Mold, Culte, 58 f f .

Mold compares

the sequence of attributes and heroes in PRDd. with three other texts
which contain similar lists of heroes:

Afrin

1

(ZKA l 8l-I|) Avestan and Pahlavi texts; Dd. purs*
p. 89 ff.; Dk. VII, 1.15 ff. (DkM. 59*4* 10 ff.).
synoptic table of the various lists (ldgende,

paygambar zarduxSt

36*

3£ ff* (SHE XVTII

He also gives a

2I4.3) • Although the

comparison of epithets is interesting, it is of only limited value in
explaining the text of PRDd.

The order of heroes is traditional, and

more or less chronological (cf. Dk., loc. cit.).
18.

Mold translates differently:
"ni celui qui, dloquent observait des bonnes actions et y
adhdrait ( c ’est par elles q u ’il faut adhdrer a celui qui mdrite
d ’etre obdi; il faut le considdrer comme chef)"
(ldgende, 119).

M. *s interpretation of the passage is more likely, however.

SroS

is the yazad associated with prayer; in Av. texts he is called
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tanu. m^tthra "(having the) sacred word for body", and he has a close
connection, in the tradition, with the "manthric" and liturgical
function of priests*

This is stated explicitly in the second pursign

of M . , as part of the answer to the question "For what purpose is a
righteous man created for the world, and in what manner is it
necessary for him to exist in the world?".

[Ehe text of Dd. purs. 2,

§lij. is:
srog mehmanih l pad gowiSn az han I agah. I rast guftar han l
anllgah. az rast dastwaran n i y 5 x S l ^ r " h d d a n '(Pdl, pu r s * 2* ll|)
"the presence of SroS in words is (the result) of him who is
aware (i.e. the priest?) being a true speaker and of him who
is unaware (i.e. layman) being a listener to righteous priests in - authority".
However, even though these words in PRDd. Ij.7

20 can be so

understood, nevertheless they are plainly a gloss which is ill-suited
to the context.
19.

This word is uncertain; the reading nigahdar "protector" is in

accord with Dk. VII. 1. 16:
ud pad any hangam mad o waegird ud ho gang I peg dad abar winnardan
I andar gehan dad 1 dehganih warzldarlh u d dahibadxh gehan
panagih (D k M . 59k* 111)
"At another time it (i.e. the xwarrah) came to Waegird and HoSang
"the first appointed" for providing in the world, and of
sovereignty or protection of the world" (translation based on
West, SEE h i t P* 8):
It is stated in Yt. 5. 22, l5. 8, 19. 26, Dk. VII. 1. 18 (D k M .

20l-1), Dd., purs. 61*. 5 (SEE XVIII, p. 200), MX XXVII, 19 (SEE XXIV,
58) that H5sang is able to kill two-thirds of the giant demons
(mazan-); in Yt. 9* I4 and 17* 25, he is said to be able to kill all
of them.
20.

In the Avesta A2i Dahaka has the epithet haza^ra* yaoxgtya-

"(who has) a thousand perceptions" (see Gershevitch, A H M , 18; Y. 9- 25,
Yt. 5. 3l|» 9- Ill, 1^* ^0, 15.
p. 35, n.

3)

214,

19. 37).

this term is analogous to baevare. spasana "having ten

thousand spies".

In Yt. 10. 82 Ahura Mazda makes Mithra hazarara .

yaoxStya and baevar£ . spasana.

Mol£ has observed that'the Pahl.

rendering of the former term in the Afrin
wizostar.

As West noticed (SEE XXIV,

1

paygambar ZarduSt is hazar

Used of the demonic Dahag, this epithet is neutral in spite

of his "thousand perceptions" Dahag is still duSagah duSxwaday dahag
"the ill-informed evil ruler Dahag" (Dk. VIII, 13* 8, D k M .

689.

2).

In PEDd. 1+7» the inclusion of Dahag in this list is curious; however
he is mentioned in the list in Afrin

1

paygambar ZarduSt, and, even
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more strangely, in MX 27* 3^4 ff*» where, as Mold explained, for the
author of MX
"le regne de Dahak et celui de Frasyak le Tourien constituent
le moindre mal permettant d ’dviter la domination directe de
XeSm" (Mold, i dgende, 2l|6) .
21.

According to Ind. Bd., XXXI. l5» Karsewazd was the brother of

Frasyab and Agrerad; in Dk. VII. 1. 39 it is said that he was smitten
by Kay Xusrow, along with his brother:
Txwarrahl mad o kay xusrow syawaxSan pad-id wanld u d zad
frangrasyag tur I ?1adug u-S hamwiSudag wakeragan karsewazd ud
any was gehan murn^enldar w a t t a r (DkM. 598. 22-399* l)
~
"[The xwarrahI came to Kay Xusrow son of SyawaxS with which he
overcame and smote Frangrasyag the Tur, the wizard, and his fellow
miscreation Karsewazd of Waker and many other evil devastators of
the world" (transl. based on W e s t ’s, SHE XLVII, p. II4).
This is also in accordance with Yt. 19* 77> where it is said that
Kavi Husravah put bonds on Fratarasyan and Karasavazdah to avenge their
murder of his father SyavarSan (Pahl* Syawaxs).

Thus as is said in

Dk* loc. c i t ., Karsewazd is one of the evil devastators of the world,
and his inclusion in this list of "heroes" is surprising.

Several

times in the Sahname, Garsiwaz (the NP form of the name) displays a
sinister eloquence, e.g. when by means of calumny and accusations of
SiyavuS he persuades King Afrasyab to condemn him to death (Vullers,
65if ff*» Warner, vol. 2, 312 ff.); in another incident he persuades
B i 2an to give up his dagger and tricks him into captivity:
vafa kard ba u besugandha, bexubl bedad-ig basl pandha//'bepayman
.juda kard zu xan.jara, be xubl kesld-ig beband andara
"he made a promise and oaths with him, well did he give him many
assurances//with the pact he sundered from him his dagger, well
did he bring him in in chains".
See further Darmesteter, Etudes iraniennes, 98. II, 227, 228; Justi,
Namenbuch,
22.

162,

"Keresawazdarih", s.v.

M . ’s reading purr dadar and translation "a giver" are unlikely;

dadar is an epithet of Ohrmazd alone.
3 ff* (= BTA 228.

8

According to Ind. Bd. XXXI.

ff*), Spedur was a brother of Yim, who, with

Dahag, cut up Yim (this is stated in Yt* 19* ^ 6) •

Mold admits that

he does not know to what his reading ^pur vextar and translation "bon
archer"

make

allusion (ldgende, 21*7)*

However the explanation of the

epithet lies, unnoticed by him, in Yt. 19, in the passage to which he
gives reference.

Spedur

one of the evil beings who fired a dart

at the Good Spirit .in the struggle for the xwarcnah after it had left
Yima:
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Yt. 19. 1+6
yahmi paiti par xWaithe spfrntasca mainyuB a^araaca aetahmi
paiti at axw arate aoat
aBte
fratahardcayat
asiBte katarascit
1■ 1^ «Mhi—
!!■ imi— —
m «
M <» 4**
» 1 w.i
m* im —
|V
spanto mainyuS aStam f r avoliarac ay at vohuca mano aBamca
vahiStam ataramca ahurahe mazda puthram araro mainyuB aBt&m
fraiaharacayat akamca mano aeBamamoa xruidrum aBimca dahakam
spityunsmca yimo»kara>Pt;am
"For 'which the Good Spirit and the Evil One did struggle with
one another: for that Glory that cannot he forcibly seized
they flung each of them their darts most swift.
The Good Spirit flung a dart, and so did Vohu Mano, and Aska
VahiSta and Atar, the son of Ahura MazdS.
The Evil Spirit flung.a dart, and so did Akam Mano, and AeSham
of the wounding spear, and A&i Dahaka and Spityura, he who sawed
Yima in twain" (transl. Darmesteter, SHE), 23, p. 297)*
Spedur is here clearly included among the evil beings.

He is thus

another example, in PKDd. 1+7* of a being who, through disobedience
and evil inclination, put to evil use an essentially good quality,
i.e. marksmanship (like Dahak's perception, Frasyab’s swiftness, and
Karsewazd5s eloquence).

23.

DrvibcSaya was one of the two sons of Thrita, and,brother of

Keresaspa.

In Y. 9* 10 he is described as tkaeSo ... dato razo

"a law-giver,

... confirming order " } cf. Pahl. Y . dadwar ... bud

urwaxB ku-B wizlr u d dadwarlh kard u d dadarastar ku-B dad
be danist.

Cf. also Afrin

1

1

fraron

paygambar Zardust, Av. hudah- vyaxana,

Pahl. danag, hanjamanlg "having good understanding, speaking to the

1

assembly".

Thus his epithet in PKDd. is traditional.

According to

Yt. l£. 28 he was murdered by Hitaspa, and avenged by Karasaspa who
killed "Hitaspa the golden-crowned" (cf. Yt. 19* 1+1) •

M. Boyce has

noted*
"It has been suggested that his name should be interpreted as
"King of TJrva", see Darmesteter, ZA II, £ 86, n. 18; Wikandar,
V a v u , £ 8; Christensen, he premier chapitre du V d ., 3^-? Dut if
this is so, and the 'name1, is anciently his, then the location
of this Urva would be quite unknown" (HZ I, 97» n * 8£) •
Perhaps a more easily explicable etymology of urvaxBaya is

Av.

urvan- "soul", i.e. "master of the soul" - a fitting name for a sage,
lawgiver and grandson of Athwya, the second mortal to press haoma.
He is one of the pre-Zoroastrian heroes, but his name would be in
keeping with the oldest strain of Zoroastrian thought.

In the Gathas,

the prophet ZarathuStra constantly refers to "the rule of good
thinking" (xsathro vohu manaraha / yarahetaS mananho) which he announces
to men (e.g. Y. 30* 7»

8,

33*

hh» 6; 1+6. 10; £l. 18; £l. 2l).

ZarathuStra makes it clear that this rule of good thinking demands
the assent of man's will and affects the destiny of his soul, e.g.
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Y. 28I+:
ye urv^nam man gaire vohu dade hathra manat^ia aBisca Byaothanan^m
viduB mazda ahurahya yavat iSai tavaoa ava~fc xBai QeBe aBahya
"I who thoroughly hear in mind to uplift the soul with good
thinking, and who knowingly hear in mind the Vise Lord's rewards
for (our) actions, as long as I shall be able and be strong, so
long shall I look in quest of truth" (transl. based on Tnsler,
Gathas, p. 2£).
Cf.

also Y. 3d» ht transl. Insler, ibid., 37*

2i|. In Yt. 13- 131 and ia

the Afrin

1

paygambar ZarduSt AoSnar has

the epithet pouru.JJira "of great intelligence" (Pahl* purr-zir).
D d . purs.

36.

3£ he is called purr-xrad.

In

In SHE V, p. 130, n. 10,

Vest notes that Vindischmann suggested that Narsih, mentioned aB one
of Yim's brothers in
Yt.

13.

131 etc.

Ind. Bd. XXXVI. 3» m &y De AoSnara pouru.JJira of

The fullest description of OBnar is in Dk. VII. 1.

36:
ud ham zaman (xwarrah) mad o oBnar 1 purr zir bud, 1 az han I
yim xwarrah, ka bud andar madar aBkamb. u-B hammoxt pad gowiBn
1 az madar aBkom was abdih o mad, u-B pad zayiBn zad gannag
menog pad passox guftarlh fraBnan 1 mar fra^ya 1 dewesn. ud
mad o framadarih I kayos; bud pad han 1 oy xwadayih 1 haftkeBwar
rayenidar. u-B ahuft hammoxt wimand gowiBnih any-z was mardom
sud frahang. u d eraxt hend aner pad passox guftarlh; handarzenld
Ir deh pad han ku frahixtom handarz (D k M . £98. 7-15)
"And at the same time [the xwarrah] went to OBnar who was full of
intelligence, owing to the xwarrah of Yim, when he was in his
mother’s womb. And he taught many wonders to his mother through
speaking from his mother’s womb. And at his birth he vanquished
the Evil Spirit by uttering answers to the questions of the
scoundrel EraJJya the devil-worshipper. And he attained to the
chancellorship of Kayos, and became administrator in his realm
of the seven regions. And he explained and taught the frontier
speech and much other learning of advantage to manking. And
the non-Eranians were defeated by (his) uttering replies; he
advised the land of Eran with his most well-informed counsel"
(transl. based on Vest, SHE XLVII, 13-lU)*
See also Dhabhar, OS, p. x ff.
2£.

Kayos is the Pahl. form of Av. Kavi Usan/Kavi Usadhan.

Avesta (Yt. £. l+£ ff.) Kavi TTsan asks a boon of Aradvi

In the

Sura Anahita,

Apart from a brief reference, to Kavi U s a n ’s chariot being carried
aloft by the miraculous bird Varo^gana, Yt. ll*. 39, the remaining
legends of this hero are preserved solely in the Pahl* books and in
the Persian epic.

As M. Boyce observes, "probably all this material

derives ultimately from the oral traditions of ViStaspa’s own house".
On the miraculous events- surrounding Kayos in the later literature
see Dk. VII 2. 62-6 (DkM. 611. 12-612.

13),

and VZA IV. 10-26, text

l+6-£l, transl. LXXXII-LXXXIV (also Vest, SBE XLVII 13£-8).

See also

Ind. Bd. XXXIV 7*

According to Ind. Bd. XXXI. 25 he was the grandson

of Kavad (Av. Kavi Kavata) and father of SyavaxS.
(ikM.

598. 6- 7)

In Ik. VII 1. 35

it is said of him:

abar grift xwadaylh I haft keSwar hud was warzan u d purr
xwarrah "he seixed the kingdom of the seven regions, he
was full of miraculous power and glory."
As Mol 6 has stated, the epithet a&. varcah/:was^rarz of the Afrin I
paygambar ZarduSt occurs in PRId. 1^7 as purr w a r z .

There is no reason

to douht the reading purr wars (pace Mold, Idgende, 2lj8).

According

to Ik. VII. 1. 35, K a y o s 1 miraculous power is the result of his
receiving the xwarrah:
■X-

rxwarrah] pad any zamanag mad o kayarS ud bradaran l kawad naf;
bud hend padiS harwisp arwand u d tagig pahrez hend ud
Skeft kardar kay
"Another time [the ■-glory] came to KayarS and his brothers,
the descendants of. Kawad; through it they have all been
valiant and swift, diligent and wonder-working Kayanians."
What is not clear in PRId., but which is explained in IOC is that Kayos,
like Yim, Fredon (and KriSasp) is an incomplete hero- because of his
lack of the religion.

The following two paras, from MX are valuable

for an understanding of P R I d .

kit

MXA VIII 27-30, p. 1+7:
Ce paydag ku ohrmazd yim u d fredon ud kayos ahoS dad hend ud
ahreman edon war deni d Ciyon agnawag ud ahreman bewarasp ud
frasiyag u d alaksandar edon sahist ku anoSag hend ud ohrmazd
o meh sudlh edon wardenid Ciyon han 1 paydag
"For it is declared, that 'the Yim and Fredon and Kayos of
Ohrmazd are created immortal, and Ahreman so altered them as
is known. And Ahreman so contemplated that BSWarasp and Frasiyag
and Alexander should be immortal, but Ohrmazd, for great
advantage, so altered them as that which is declared.1'" (West,
SEE XXIV. 35, with changes in transcription).

MXA LVI 19-21, pp. 103-U:
u d harw mardom ke az xrad bahrwarih weS eg-18 wahigt bahr
abirtar (windend) u d wiStasp-iz ud zarduSt ud gayomard ud
abfirig awesln ke az wahiSt bahr abertar (windad) weS awiS
madarlh 1 xrad ray, u d yim ud fredon ud kayos ud abarlg awe San
xwadayan ki az yazdan warz ud taglglh (weS) windad biyon wigtasp
u d abarlg xwadayan ke az den bahrwarih bud ud ne madan 1 awe San
o wahiSt pad-iz han 1 ka andar xweS xwaday anespas bud hend kern
awiS madarih 1 xrad ray
"And as to every man whose participation in wisdom is much, his
share of heaven is then much more. Even as to WiStasp, ZarduSt,
Gayomard, and those others whose share of heaven was much the
more, it was on account of the much coming of wisdom unto them.
And as to Yim, Fredon, Kayos, and those other rulers who obtained
splendour and mightiness from the sacred beings - just as the
participation of WiStasp and other rulers in the religion occurred
- and their not attaining to heaven (pace West) and also as to
the times when they have become ungrateful unto their own lord,

it was on account of the little coining of wisdom unto them."
(transl. based on West, op. cit., 102).
In the first passage it is said that three good beings created
immortal are assailed by Ahreman, while the three beings created
immortal by Ahreman are denied immortality by Ohrmazd.

In the

second passage, however, the attainments of WiStasp, ZarduSt,
Gayomard et al. are attributed to their own wisdom; conversely, the
lack of such wisdom is the ruin of Yim, Fredon
26.

On Saman KriSasp see above ch. 18.

27*

Mold reads u-San hamak hangezibn be bud

and Kayos.

i to-c be Sace ...

and translates;

"or ils auraient tous dd §tre

stimulus; que cela soit

ton fait ... 1"

The word read as hangezisn is

problematic; it can

equally be read husaziSn (so M.); a similar ambiguity occurs in other
texts, e.g. SGV VII, 18, 32; XVI 32*

Of the two, M . ’s reading seems

preferable because it gives a clearer sense, and also because just

after ZarduSt mentions WiStasp Js title, of which the King must be
worthy.

A third possible reading is *handazi&i, "for them all there

was a judgement (at the CSinwad Bridge), of which you may also be
worthy, WiStasp the world-ruler."

The emendation to anespas is made

in the light of the final sentence of the passage quoted above in
n. 25 from MXA LVIs
Yim ud Fredon u d Kayos ud abarig awe San xwadayan ... andar
xweg xwaday anespas bud hend .. ♦ "Yim, Fredon, Kayos and
those other rulers ... have become ungrateful to their own
Lord ... ".
28.

The murder of Yim by A 2i Dahaka and Spityyra is referred to in

Yt. 19. I46, Ind. B d . XXXI. 3 (West, SEE V. XXXI 5); see also
Darmesteter ZA II, 62. a., n.

76.

As stated in PKDd.

31&.

8-10, it

seems that Y i m ’s sin was falsely to have claimed that he had created
the world.
29*

In connection with §§ 8, 9» 10, Mold quotes Pahl. Y. k3 • 11-12 and

also a passage from the summary of the Varstmansar Nask in Dk. (DkM.
85l» 2-9) which is a commentary on Y. h3* H »

Mold, perhaps with

justification, sees the passage of the Varstmansar as having served as
a model for this section of P K D d.

(Mold, l^gende, 25o).

Of. also

de Menasce, Bonum Natalicum Nyberg, 52 f. for an analogous passage
v

preserved by Sahrastani (Mold’s ref. ibid., loc. cit.).

Mold also

quotes D k M . lj,7k* 11-17 to explain the meaning of tur meniSnih; perhaps
more relevant to this ch. is the passage in Pahl. Y . , l|5* 11:
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mih^iSan dewan u d pas mardoman i tarmenignih ke-gan en t a r m e m d
,en dam.], any az en ke en bowandag menld, en den £ sudomandan
dastwar pad [xwaday] > han i abzonlg d e n d d s t u d brad ud. pid
Ohrmazd
VHe who is opposed to those demons and men of contempt who
despised him [this creature], i.e. (those) other than him who
thought correctly towards him, he is a priest of the religion of
the beneficial ones (i.e. the SoSyanta) for [the Lord], he is
friend and brother and father of the bountiful religion, O ’
Ohrmazd."
30.

V efollow M o l d ’s interpretation of this passage, which requires

no emendation of the text.

It is, however, problematic, since, as

Mold indicates, it is not clear to what the enclitic and personal
pronouns of the last phrase refer.

Moreover, the whole episode is

unknown with which this section deals, although it appears to have
been some once familiar part of the legend of Fredon.
An alternative reading of this section, with minor emendations,
would suggest a correspondence, though not identity, with a passage
in l)k. IX from the 20th fargard, Vohu XSathram, of the Sudgar Nask.
The reading of PRDd. Ii7* 9 would be:
a-g zarman abar obast, u-g tan 1 xweg-iz pad kudenag tuwan bud
dagt u d az-ig se *zaxm, wig peramon padld "hend
"then Zarman fell upon him, and he was able to protect his own
body with (his) mallet, and from the three wounds inflicted by
him, poisons fell all around."
The passage of Dk. IX is:
ud abar wanidan I fredon dahag margenidan ray wazr abar freg
u d dil mastarg-iz zadan. ud ne murdlanl 1 dahag az han zanign
ud pas pad gafger zadan ud pad fradom dudlgar sidxgar zanign
az tan 1 dahag was ewenag xrafstar wag tan "And about the smiting
by Fredon to kill Dahag, striking his mace upon (his) neck,
breast and skull, and Dahag not dying from those blows, and then
by smiting him with a sword and with the first second and third
blows the production .of many kinds of noxious creature from the
body of Dahag."
As is well known, and according to Dk. IX, Ohrmazd instructs
Fredon not to slay Dahag, because his death will pollute the earth,
but to bind him in fetters in Mt. Damavand until the end of time.
Perhaps this passage in P E D d . is composed for this context (to
emphasise how Fredon, because of his lack of faith in the religion,
lost his immortality and was smitten by old age) and is modelled on
the familiar legend of Dk. IX.

According to the Sahname, Farldun died

at peace of natural causes.
31.

As Mol£ notes .(l^gende, 2|pl) , in no other text is KrigasjS

attacked by Akoman.

Pace Mole, PRDd. does not state that Akoman
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killed KriSasp, but that he "smote" him.

Mold links this episode

with Rustam’s ordeal against the demon Akvan in the Sahnanua, and,
given that the legends of Rustam and the house of KriSasp are
interwoven in that epic, this is possible.

According to Ind. Bd. 29.

7, KriSasp was wounded by the Turk Nohen on the plain of PeSansa
and was overcome by BuSasp, the demon of sloth, and lies there until
the resurrection.

In the same ch. it is stated that the site is "the

most conspicuous upland" balist l paydagtom (similarly in DkM. 805»
13-lit, "the conspicuous upland" is identified as "the plain of PeSnas"
(balist l paydagtom daSt I peSnas). MXA 60. 20 explains that the
plain where "Sam’s" body lies bears only c o m and crops which men sow
and reap and no trees or other plants.

In Bd., loc. cit., it is

stated that KriSasp was wounded "because he despised the Mazdaworshipping religion". The simplest explanation of the name Akoman
"Evil Mind" of KriSasp’s assailant in PRDd. is that this has been
chosen merely as a representative of the world of evil thinking;
reference to the familiar legend increases the moral force of this
episode.

Thus in §§8-10, Astwihad, Zarman and Akoman appear to be

representatives of the forces of evil, serving an allegorical and
moral purpose.

M. translated the final words tentatively:

"While

he was in his divan (pad balign), which (fact) is very well-known (l
paydagtom).
32.

In WZ XXIV. 7 ^ e

same three messengers are said to appear before

WiStasp.

In Dk. VII. I4. Yb "the three messengers are Wahman, ASawahiSt

and AtaxS

1

abzonlg; see Mold, Idgende, 186 ff.

(Mold makes a

metrical reconstruction of an original Avestan text of Dk. VII. 1+.
75 f«» with the aid of the parallel passage of Vd. farg. 22. 7«)
33*

With this section c f . Dk. VII. I4. 75-82 (see appended text); in

PRDd. the speech of the heavenly messengers is briefer and simpler,
though apparently based on the same source as Dk. VII. b* 75 f *

No

mention is made of the awesome descent of the amahraspands as in Dk*
and M .

3I4.

§§81-2 of Dk. VII. b are parallel to these two sentences of this

section.

35*

These are the Pahl. forms of Av. ASi. VatthvI "the good ASi" and

Rasastat.

They are mentioned together in Yt.

17

(invocation and v. 72).

According to the gloss in Pahl. Y. 60. bt ASi. •Vatthvi personifies
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"riches that come from virtue" tuwaniglh az fraronlh.
Darmesteter, ZA 598 ff.
ASi. Vatohvl.

See further

In Yt. 17* ^9 Kavi ViStaspa asks a boon of

On the rarely mentioned Easastat (perhaps "rectitude?'),

see £arth. Air. Wb, l5l3> ZKA, 172. 18.

36.

PiSyotan is the son of Wi&tasp who was granted physical

immortality and who will prepare the world for the birth of the first
SoSyant, USedar, Zoroaster’s future son.
n. 17,

638,

See harmesteter, ZA II,

n. 125? and see below ch. 1*9. 12-18; ZVYt. VII. 19-20

(BTA 60-1, 65/121-3; cf. also GBd. XXXIII. 28 (BTA
37.

666,

279).

These alternatives are not as they first appear

merely the

promise of heaven and the threat of hell. ■ They state the orthodox
view of the result of life with and without religion.
orthopraxy, bodies are consumed by vultures.

In Zoroastrian

However, WiStasp, as a

king, rightly expected not to be exposed at death but, as was
apparently the royal custom, to be embalmed and laid in sepulchres.
In Dk. the threat is simply a to pad ullh
not raise you up" (VII.

38.

ne wazenem "then we shall

82).

In P K D d . WiStasp is still unconvinced.

However, in Dk. he is

persuaded by the speech of the Eire of Ohrmazd, and so the visit of
Heryosang and the ensuing action, in which WiStasp drinks from the

spring of life (gyan CaSm) so that he may look into the world of the
spirits (pad abar weniSnlh I

0

menogan axwan) , is commanded by Ohrmazd

in order to confirm WiStasp in his faith.

In ZN, WiStasp is wholly

converted to the religion after the miracle for his hor s e , yet there
follows a similar episode in which GuStasp is transported to the
spiritual world.

Mold remarks;

"Le fait q u ’il conserve le recit rituel est d ’autant plus
remarquable. Du point de vue purement litteraire cette
conservation n ’dtait pas indispensable, on a 1 ’impression que
le roi se convertit deux fois; la signification primitive
du recit s ’est quelque peu estompde" (Quite, 579).
39*

Sl5 f« transcribed by Widengren, Numen, 2, 1955» 57*

1|0.

This is similar to the episode in Dk. VII.

here to be a narcotic or hallucinogenic drug.

85*

Hang seepis

As M. Boyce has

pointed out, pace Henning, Zoroaster, 32» it seems impossible, on
theological grounds, that mang should have been a deadly poison.
Ohrmazd gives mang

1

beSaz "medicinal mang" to the Uniquely Created

Bull before Ahreman assaulted it (G B d . IV. 20, BTA 5l) •

If mang

were a deadly poison, as suggested by Henning, loo, c i t ., and

Mackenzie, Pahl. Dictionary, "hen-bane", then Ohrmazd would have been
responsible for the death of his own creatures, which is unthinkable
in Zoroastrianism (see M. Doyce, HZ I. 231» n. 11, 280, n. li|.).

"What

is more, WiStasp returns to life again after his stupor passes.
1*1.

Compared with the fuller accounts in Dk. VII and ZN the text of

PRDd. is again terse and apparently perfunctory in alluding to only
bare essentials of a well-known story, i.e. the leitmotiv of the
living m a n ’s momentous vision of the next world (cf. Arday Wiraz
Hamag) .

WiStasp’s conversion is effected neither by reason nor by

persuasion, nor b y threats of amahraspands, but only through a
miraculous epiphany of the ultimate spiritual state (Garodman),
through divine intervention.

Won by such dramatic and numinous'

agency, WiStasp’s new-found faith is all the more inspiring testament
of the power of the religion.

If the narrative is, as Mold suggests,

symbolic of the act of initiation (nawzod) , then for the purposes of
the priestly author the ascent to Garodman, and return to the physical
world, by a living man, is clearly an allegory of the necessity for
ritual death and rebirth in initiation to the religion.

In texts

where the author’s purpose is not, as here, overtly pastoral, the
climactic structure of P R D d . k l is absent.

In Dk., WZ and ZN, except

when he is deceived by the Wise-men, WiStasp does not refuse to accept
the religion.

In P R D d . he refuses repeatedly; the resultant effect is

that each refusal has increased the importance of his subsequent
acceptance•
1*2.

As ZarathuStra implored Aradvl in Yt. 5* 105 to enable him to

convert VTstaspa, so, in a parallel passage (Yt. 9. 26) he asks
Drvaspa (and ASi VaWivI, Yt. 17* 1*6) for the conversion of Hutaosa,
VlStaspa’s wife.

25*

See Darmesteter ZA II, 1*38, n. 27, and I,

323,

n.

As Darmesteter points out (ZA I, 31*5, n. 19), in a passage in Dk.

IX. 1*5. 5* it is stated:
abar stayiSn 1 hutos pad rawaglh I den mazdesn pad-iS
budan pad waxSiSn I ahlaylh ud waniSn I druz
(D k M . 871. l*-6)
"about the praise of Hutos for the arising of the progress
of the Mazda-worshipping religion through her, by the growth
of righteousness and smiting of the primeval fiend"
(transl.
West, SEE XXXVII, p. 300).
Although it is possible that Dk. and PRDd. here refer to an
ancient tradition that it was through his wife Hutos that WiStasp
was converted to Zoroaster’s teachings (see M. Boyce, op. cit., I 87
and n. 35)» it is nowhere stated explicitly.

Such a possibility is
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entirely suppressed in the late ZN.

47.43-45

Hutos is there said to have

received the religion after Gu&tasp and through his influence, as was
considered proper.
*

143*

An obvious anachronism; this was the most senior ecclesiastical

office in later Sasanian times.

kk*

M. translates:

"who was of wolfish behaviour", which seems

preferable to M o l d ’s colourful "prit la forme d ’un loup".
1|5>.

This was the date on which Zoroaster’s memorial service was held

annually after the second Sasanian calendar reform; see M. Boyce "On
the calendar of Zoroastrian feasts", 5>30-l.
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48.1-2
Notes to Chapter I4.8

1.

With this oh. cf. GBd. XXXIII and XXXIV (BTA, 273-293), DkM.

II4 ffi (Dk. VII.

8.

666.

1 ff., ed. Sanjana, vol. XIV, transl. West, SBE

XLVII, p. 1(5 ff*), Sd. B d . XXXV, and ibid., xatem-i kitab (pp. 173-

178

in Dhabhar’s ed.), Pahl. T . pp. 106-108.

See also ZVYt. (ed. BTA)

IX (West, SBE V, 230-5), and a Persian paraphrase of ZVYt. in Unv.,
Riv. II, 88-101 (transl. D . , Pers. R i v ., 457 ff-, esp. 1^77— U 8l ) .
2.

The name HuSedar is a Pahl. form of Av. ukhSyat.&rota "he who makes

righteousness grow", which occurs, with the names ukhSyat.nsmah (Pahl.
HuSedarmah) "he who makes reverence grow" and astvat.arsta "he who
embodies righteousness", in Yt. 13* 128.

As M. Boyce/says (HZ I.

2814-5) "These names ... appear to have been added b y a later tradition,
whereby was evolved the myth of two earlier SaoSyants, brothers of .
Astvat.arata."

This latter name personifies a phrase in Y. 2-1-3* 16:

astvat aSam hyat "may righteousness be embodied", and translates a
theme well attested in the Gathas, i.e. that of the embodiement of ASa
in a future saviour.

On the subsequent elaboration of this religious

idea and its fusion with heroic tales and scholasticism see M. Boyce
op. cit., 282-293*

P R D d . I48 is not a unified, coherent narrative, but

a compilation of material from many different sources superimposed
upon the basic pattern of the following:
§1-9

HuSedar’s mission in the world

§§22-29

HuSedarmah’s mission in the world

§S37 38
§§ 54! %

SoSyans’ mission, and his raising of the dead

§§70-72

The ordeal of the molten metal

§§9U-95

The vanquishing of evil.

Into this, various strands of many different legends are woven, of
primeval and prophetic events, which incorporate ancient heroes and
demons of mythology into the drama of the future history of the world.
The fundamental plan is sometimes obscured by these elaborations, and
there are several inconsistencies and discrepancies.

The main themes

which are interpolated in ch. I48 are:
The Malkusan rain

§§10-,16 (§§l8-2l)

Y i m ’s Var

§§17

Dahag

§§30-36

Kayxosroy

§§39-49
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KriSasp and Tus

§§50-5l

husbands and wives

§§62-65

Ahlomogih (Heresy)

§§73-85

Demons

§§90-93

Gaw l ewdad

§§90-93

Thus it is true of this chapter that, as M. Boyce has said,
"The creation of a detailed chronology appears to have encouraged
the proliferation of persons and events to fill the empty
millennia" (M. Boyce, HZ I, 29l) ,*
and as the same scholar goes on to conclude:
"The general impression which one receives is that the final
exposition is the product of long transmission and much re-working
in priestly schools, where the learned'drew on ancient traditions,
hut fitted these into new moulds and modified them in the light of
later events, and so gradually created a harmonious whole ."
(ibid., 292).
Our text does not mention actual contemporary persons, peoples
and events as does ZVYt., and the events, of sacred history of this
chapter are apparently held apart from secular history.

West attempted

to put a date to the millennium of HuSedar ("about A.D. 593-635
till ... about A.D. 1593-1635")> based on the details of ZVYt.
231, n. 1, cf. ibid., 228, n.

6,

and ibid., 219, n. l ) .

(SBE V,

If our text

is an allegory of contemporary secular history, it is extremely cryptic.
It appears rather to be a priestly creation which preaches pious
optimism, in conformity with orthodoxy and its authority, in the face
of present turmoil and also of the cataclysmic events which it
prophesies.
3*

The phrase be o hampursagxh 1 ohrmazd occurs at the beginning of

each section on the future sons of ZarduSt.

ZarduSt first went into

consultation with Ohrmazd, according to D k . , when Wahman asked
ZarduSt to come Ciyon oy ... hampursem ke to dad he, ke man dad he
(DkM. 625* 16) "that we may consult him who created you, him who
created me".

This and the subsequent meetings of ZarduSt with Ohrmazd

are called hampursagih, the first seven of which occurred within ten
years (see DkM. 626.

1

ff., transl. West, SBE XLVII,

5o)‘
.

The purpose

of the consultations of the future sons of ZarduSt is not explained in
our text; however, GBd. XXXIII 29 (BTA 28l) states:
huSedar pad den nimudar. u d rast naygambar. az Ohrmazd aved:
Civon ZarduSt awurd ov-iz den awared. ud rawagened
"HuSedar ... the demonstrator by Revelation, and the true
messenger, will come from Ohrmazd; he, too, will bring the
Revelation just as ZarduSt had brought, and promulgate it"
(BTA loc. c i t ., with changes in transcription)•

oou

J4.

48.4-5

According to D k M . 666-7, HuSedar, like his two younger half-

brothers HuSedarmah and Sosyans, is conceived thirty years before the
end of the previous millennium, so that he is thirty years old in the
first'year of his own millennium.

In ZVYt. the figure 1600 is given

for his year of birth (West’s reading, SBE V.

23I

- BTA reads 1800),

which West, loc. cit., n. 1 explains as meaning 1600 years after
ZarduSt’s millennium began, i.e. "in the six hundredth year of his
own millennium, not at the beginning as (ZVYt. III.) §13 seems to
imply".

If the unreliability of Pahl. numerical orthography is taken

into account, our text agrees with ZVYt. on this, i.e. that HuSedar
was b o m in the middle of his own millennium.

However, it is implied

in ZVYt., and stated clearly in our text, that HuSedarmah and SoSyans
will both be b o m at the end of the millennium which precedes their
own reign.
5»

Our

This perhaps represents a simplification of the chronology.

text does not explain why or how this is done - the event is

taken as a miracle, which requires no explanation.
more explicit, but do not agree.

According to ZVYt.

Other texts are
(West III. Ij5»

BTA IX. 2), HuSedar orders the sun to stand still, after his meeting
with Ohrmazd; then "the sun ... stands still ten days and nights;
and when this happens all people of the world abide by the good
religion of the Mazdayasnians.

Mihr ... cries to HuSedar ...

'0

HuSedar ... cry to the sun ... "Move on!" for it is dark in the regions
of Arzah ... etc. etc.

... and ... Xwanirah* " (West, loc. cit., ^ 6f.,

with changes in transcription).

In contrast, according to Dk. VTI.

8. 58,
han xwarSed be ested pad balist 1 asman ... ud abar o han gah
han abaz berased ku han fradorn pad fraz breheniSnlh fraz
brehenld ... harwisn keSwar abar fazed
"the sun stands still in the zenith of the sky ... and it arrives
again at that place where it was first appointed by allotment ...
and it shines over all the regions which are seven" (West, SEE
XLVTI, 106, §58).
As usual, the NP texts are more explicit still, and the stopping
of the sun by Oshidar is seen as a proof of his authenticity as a
prophet, e.g. Jamasp Hama, Unv., Riv* II. 110, transl. D . , Pers. Jiiv.,

i|92:
"When the people of the world see his radiance and glory, they
will submit, the more readily, to truth and will have no doubt
about the religion.
It is said that people will ask for miracles
from him, and he will offer prayers and the sun will stand still
in the midst of the sky for ten days and will raise up its head.
When the people of the world will see this miracle they will be
without any doubt as regards the religion. Then the sun will
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revolve and a great rattling noise will arise at the place where
there is the sun."

6.

The normal processes of nature, which have been necessary during the

period of "mixture" (gumezign) with the forces of death and decay since
the assault of Ahreman (GBd. IT. 10-28, BTA, l|9-5>3)» are here
temporarily halted.

Though it is an event in the future, there is also

a connection with the past, i.e. the state when the prototype plant
suffered no decay, and it is for this connection that this is mentioned
here and in

It is, however, only a minor motif, and serves only

as another "sign of the times", for it is not mentioned in the
millennium of S5Syans; the author does not mention whether the arrest
of the processes of decay is accompanied by an arrest of growth.
7»

In Bd. purs.

36. 36

(Vest, SBE XVIII, xxxvii.

36,

p. 9l) HuSedar

has the epithet mansarlg "liturgical", HuSedarmah the epithet dadlg
"legal", and SoSyans gahanlg "relating to the Gathas, spiritual".
Vest notes that these terms are those applied to the three divisions
of the twenty-one nasks (loc. c it.).

Their application to the three

saviours is just another instance of the multiplied parallelisms
beloved of the scholastics.
8.

By coalescing into one titanic demon, the wolf species appears to

be a greater threat, but in fact it can be vanquished once and for all
by the forces of good in a concerted effort.

The concept of demonic

creatures concentrating themselves into one form is an inversion of the
Zoroastrian theme of original prototype creation;

one man, one animal

etc., became many when opposed by the forces of evil.
9*

M. translates:
"first they will perform YaziSn, and they will not be able to
keep (that wolf) back by the YaziSn".
The passage is parallel to §27, where the Mazdesns successfully

rout the serpent.

The above translation is perferable, though M. Js

is also grammatically possible, because the author, who is a priest,
intends to emphasise the efficacy of ritual worship (yaziSn) against
the forces of evil.
service.

C f . Yt. 3*

It is clear that this term refers to the yasha
on the power of the mathra Airyema. iSyo; this

prayer will be spoken by the SapSyants at FraSo.kareti (Vestergaard,
Fragment 1*. 1, see harmesteter, ZA III. k-5 and further I, civ, and
M. Boyce HZ I, 26l)..

In particular cf. Yt. III.

8:

"The brood of the

snake fled away, the brood of the wolf fled away ... etc." (i.e. before
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the Holy Vord) , Darmesteter, SBE XXXIII. 44*

Cf. the Persian

paraphrase of ZVYt., Unv., Riv., II:
"At that time the soldiers of the army of Oskedar go forth with the
high priest to meet that wolf and strive (to kill it) hut are
overpowered by that wolf. "When Oskedar is informed of this he
reproaches his men. Oskedar with the radiance and glory of the
Creator Ohrmazd and the ritual of the religion and with the Yasna
service kills that wolf and (thus) the wolf is made powerless"
(D., P e r s . R i v ., 477)*
and also cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 35* 18 (D., op. cit., 528-9).
10.

The quantity of evil in the world, though not necessarily

diminished, is thus being concentrated, i.e. the forms in which it
manifests itself are being reduced.

Cf. §29.below, where the

serpent-demon is annihilated, and the evil of that species moves into
the demon of the two-legged race, i.e. the anthropomorphic forms of
Ahlomogih, XeSm, Az, Dahag, etc.
11.

In two HP texts, the HP paraphrase of ZVYt. and Sd. Bd*35* 21 ff.

Malkus comes "when three hundred years of the period of Oshedar pass
by"; this demonstrates that in our text pas az han pad Cahar-sad sal
waran I malkusan bawed means "After four-hundred years (lit. "After
that by four-hundred years ... ") there will be the Malkusan rains",
and not as Mfrza translates:

"After this, for four-hundred years there

will be Malkosan rain".
12.

In our text malkusan is left unexplained.

The word occurs in the

commentary of Pahl. V d . II. 22 to explain Av. zima and Pahl. wadtar
zamestan.

J. Darmesteter connects malkusan with Heb. malkoS "rain":

"this seems to be an attempt to identify the Iranian legend with
the biblical tradition of the deluge" (SBE IV, 16, n. l).
In Pahl. texts malkus is personified; in G B d . XXXIII.

30

he is called

malkus I sej bihr I az toxmag I tur 1 bradreS "Malkus of pestilential
nature, of the race ot Tur
transliteration); in D k M .

1

BradreS" (BTA, 28l, with changes in

668.

17 (Dk. VII. 9. 3), he is called Jadug

malkus "the sorcerer M." , and ibid.,

668,

21-2 giSnag zayiSn malkus

"M. of scanty progeny" (see Vest, SHE XLVII, 108).

Darmesteter’s

interpretation seems preferable to that of Vest, SBE XVJII, 109., h. 2,
and ibid., 479, who notes that Malkos has also been read Markus and
traced to Av. mahrkuSa ("Destroyer"); see also Air. V b ., ll47» and
Vestergaard, Fragment VTII. 2, ZA, 334; Darmesteter, I
also M. Boyce, HZ I, 290, n.
13*

II, 203-5*

4*

This whole passage, including the deliverance and release of

Cf.
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those within the var of Yim, is reminiscent of the flood narrative in
Gen.

6

6.

ff.; indeed in Gen.

21 God tells Noah:

"For your part provide yourself with eatables of all kinds, and
lay in a store of them, to serve as food for yourself and them."
On the connection between the story of Y i m ’s var and the flood story
in the epic of Gilgamesh, and other Mesopotamian legends, see
E. Herzfeld, Zoroaster, I, 331-9 and M. Boyce, HZ, I, 9k-S»

In our

text, with its repeated warnings to men to prepare for the deluge, the
author has a pedagogic purpose; to show that in the time that leads up
to the cataclysmic events of the Resurrection, men will be tested
again and again for their faith, and for their obedience to the den
burdaran "upholders of Religion" (§ll), i.e. the priests; those who fail
these tests, as in the last
§l5 there seems to be a

sentence of §§12-13» are doomed.

gap in the text.

GBd.

and

After

Sd. B d ., ch. 35*

21 f f . foretell a disaster with great loss of JLife, and the destruction
of all plant and animal life; our text makes little mention of this
(exc* §18) and does appear to use the whole episode "to fill the empty
millennia" (see above n.

11+.

2).

i.e seven full months, from the fifteenth day of the third month

until the fifteenth day of the tenth month.
l£.

In D k M .

668.

22-669. 1 (Dk. VII. 9. 3» West S B E , XLVII, 108)

Malkus is killed in the fourth winter by Dahman Afrin.

In our text

it is not clear whether

the personification of

the

winters i.e. Malkus,

is cursed and killed by

the Mazda-worshippers.

In

the last sentenceof

§17 a demon is still at large.

It seems that some part of the text is

missing between §§l5 and 16 of D . ’s edition which would illuminate
these obscurities.
16.

The first sentence of §17 seems out of place in the text as it

stands, perhaps the next sentence follows on from § 16; the opening of
the var of Yim does indeed follow the terrible winters in MX. (SBE XXIV.
XXVII. 29-31) and in DkM. 669. 1 (SBE XLVII. 108).
a discrepancy in our text:

There is however

In Vd. farg. 2. 27 Ahura Mazda instructs

Yima to bring to His vara
"the seeds of every kind of cattle, of the greatest, best and
finest on this earth" (Darmesteter, SBE IV, 17)*
Thus when the var is opened, in theory there shold be no shortage of
gospand in the world; indeed Dk. VTI. 9* 5 (DkM. 669* 3-5) states that
there is
"After those winters, the abundant and great increase in the
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milk of cattle, ... the less distress, of body in cattle, the
fullness and prosperity of the world" (West, SBE XLVII, 108),
However, in our text there is a scarcity of gospand; this discrepancy
between

§§17

and 18 indicates that the text is a compilation of

different sources, and that accuracy of detail is sacrificed to the
author’s main purpose.
17-

Cf. the corresponding text in Dk. VII. 9* 7» DkM. 669* 11 ff*

Presumably, these animals who originate from Y i m ’s var are not
accustomed to human violence since it was not necessary in the var.
18.

According to Vd. 2. 1|1 cattle, like humans, reproduce only every

forty years in the v a r .

For this reason, perhaps, our text foresees a

diminution of them. (Dk. VII. 9* 7-ll)•

Possibly the author of our

text has misunderstood the Dk. passage.
19-20.

Cf. Dk. VII. 9. 8 ff., DkM. 669. 18-670.

ASawahiSt, in

this passage, instructs Mazda-worshippers not to kill gospand except if
one comes up to them saying man

■X*

az

"The devouring dragon will eat me".

1

-X-

ogarag be ^oyed (DkM.

670. 2)

In these circumstances, as in our

text, it is permissible to kill the gospand, presumably because the
Mazda-worshippers will kill the animal with sacrificial rites, so that
the soul will be released and will reunite with GsjuS Urvan.

Killing of

animals without observation of prescribed rituals

incurs the sin

budyozadlh "destroying existence" (see further M.

Boyce, HZ, I, 15>0,

and Henning Memorial Volume, Jl, and below ch. £8. 8l-2.

1

of

Possibly az

ogarag is a reference to the snake-species which is now inhabited by

the demon of the wolf species (see §9 above).

In GBd. XXXIII. 32 the

snake species which HuSedarmah will destroy is:
han 1 az t5xmagjiru.t ... ku mar abag xraf star an
"the druJJ of the race of the dragon ... that is ... the serpents
with the noxious creatures" (BTA, 28l).
21.

Each of the saoSyants thus teaches a new way

righteousness.

of propagating

Also, in this way the future sons of ZarduSt, who are

otherwise rather similar, are made distinguishable one from the other.
22.

i.e. double the dimensions of the wolf-demon in §5 above; the

figure

833 is rounded up one digit to accommodate the Zoroastrian

fondness for the number 33*

23.

See above n. 8.

2k»

It is unlikely that ,this means that Dahag seizes domination from

HuSedarmah.

The latter, like his brothers HuSedar and SoSyans, is the
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epitome of priestly virtue, not of political/military authority; only
secondarily are the three invested with temporal authority (see below
§49» Kayxosroy is xwaday, SdSyans is mob adan- mob ad).

With §30 cf.

ZVYt. IX. 13 ff. (BTA ed.) where Dahag, aroused from his fetters by
Ahlomog "Heresy", devours him, and then one-third of all men, cattle
and gospand etc.

He also smites water, fire and plant.

In the Persian

paraphrase of ZVYt. it is said that Zohak will reign for one-and^ahalf days in the world.

U n v . , Riv., II. 86-101; Dhabhar notes:

"According to Jamaspi and Aogemadaecha Zohak ruled after
Jamsted for 1,000 years less 1
days, and as his period of
sovereignty was destined to be 1,000 years complete, he will
complete his reign of 1
days left over, at.the resurrection"
(D., Pers. R i v ., 472, n. 8).
25-

Hyb. reads:
u d dahag han and zaman kuned dand gospand I andar eranSahr bahar
iwag-iw be Hbyid
(Man. P a h l . I* 99)
"and Dahag will_spend that much time as he eats
of the gospand
which (are) in EranSahr".

26.

M. translates as:
"Who are you, whose soul was the far pervading atmosphere, and
you turned into the shape of a camel?"

According to Dk. IX. 22nd Fargard, DkM. 817 f*, Kayxosroy met Vay of
the Long Dominion, transformed him into the form of a camel, sat upon
him and rode upon him to see the places of the immortal heroes (see
West, SBE XXXXII, 223-6).
27*

See

above n. 26; the same passage in Dk. describes a meeting of

SoSyans and Kayxosroy; §§39-45 are apparently derived from this passage
of D k . , or both texts might have had some other common source.
28.

See Dk. IX., loc. cit., D k M . 818; see also MX. II* 95:
"If Kayxosroy should not have extirpated the image-temples which
were on the lake of Cecist ... the adversary would have become so
much more violent, that it would not have been possible to produce
the resurrection and future existence" (based on West, SBE XXIV,
15, with changes in transcription).

29*

M. translates (similarly §47):
" ... had you not done it, it (i.e. the idol) would have been’a
hand (of the Dev) during the whole (period of the final)
Revolution (of the earth), which is (the time of) the production
of the Good FraSkard".
The difficulty in this § is the word written g w b ’y which Mirza

translates gaw

Av,. gava (Air. W b .

translates this as an adverb:

5o5)*

Nyb. reads duzd (G N B ?) but

"hardly, scarcely" (Man. Pahl. II. 69),
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On the smiting of "Frangrasiyab" (Av. Fraftrasyan) see Yt. 19* 77»

93 (Darmesteter, SEE XXIII, 30i*, 307)*

31.

Cf. D k M . 818. 9:
stayistan 1 kayxosroy den mazdesn
"The glorifying of the Mazda-worshipping religion by Kajfxosrdy".

Kayxosroy had lived before Zoroaster had brought the religion, so here
he is being "updated" and included (anachronistically) in the
Zoroastrian fold.

By contrast, in the next §, the title mobadan mobad

is a title first attested in the 3th cent. A.D.

32.

Cf. Dk. IX, loc. cit.

In the Persian paraphrase of ZVYt.t Sam

(KriSasp) makes a similar threat to Zohak:
"Accept the good religion; if not I will separate your life from
the body with this heavy club'"
(D., Pers. R i v ., U73)
In PRDd. I48 Tus takes Sam KriSasp’s place, because the latter has been
demoted to somewhat doubtful status (see above ch.

33*

M. translates:

18).

"will raise them (in the new body made from) the

dead body", however estend is an intrans. vb. "to stand, be" and must
be emended to a causative form to give this sense.
emendation may be radical, but appears justifiable.

The above
It is assumed that

YK^YMWNd is the result of a mistaken reading of hngycynd as estend
( ’wstynd) ; these two verbs are elsewhere confused, e.g.

§36
3U.

hangezen,

hangezened.
Cf. GBd. XXXIV. 3 (BTA 283) and Sd. Bd.

Pers. Riv., 376).
33*

§31

Xatem-i kitab 11-ll* (D.,

Bailey translates the G B d . text in Zor. Pr o b ., 93-h*

ewenag here is synonymous with kirb "form", pace BTA,

287,

who

translates (G B d . XXXIV. 8) ewenag be dahend "they will give (them)
their protoplasm"; Bailey translates this phrase, and also PRDd. XLVTII
33. in Zor. Prob., 97, and states:
"This is clearly not the a6venak which interprets the
Aristotelian £tdV>$ . The whole moves in a sphere of mythology."

36.

Cf. GBd. XXXIV. 9:
ud en han I man ast kadar-iz-ew han 1 nazdlk paywandtar
"and this is any-whatsoever of my very near relatives" (BTA 287).

M. notes:
"Perhaps this explains Aw. xSnuta:
W K M . XIV. 197 (n. 10)."

xveSavand, see F0. ch. 3,

Unlike GBd. XXXIV. 6, no mention is made of the belief that Gayomard
will be resurrected first.

37*

This has the appeal of a popular text, i.e. that the luxury of

sensual pleasures is emphasised.

Other texts, e.g. GBd., Sd. B d . ,

Xatem-i kitab, do not mention the enjoyment of food in the resurrected
world; Pahl. T. 107 states:
mardom amarg ud azarman be bawend
ka nas az han xwariSn ne abayed
ud ka goSt xward ested pad dad I Cehel salag abar hangezend
u d ka goSt ne xward ested pad dad I oanzdah salag ul hangezend
"men will be deathless and ageless
when after that food is not needed
and if meat is eaten they will be raised at the age of forty
and if meat is not eaten they will be raised up at the age of
fifteen".
Cf. Sd. B d . (ed. D. 177), Xdtem-i kitab §1+3:
va hamlSe sir baSand n a nau bekar bayad
va na ab v a na hlb ke xorand
va hame kas sir va bi tars va bi bim va bl anduh
va Sadman v a bi nivaz bagand
"They become satisfied for ever.
They are not in want
of bread nor of water, nor of eatables,
and all become satiated, fearless, without dread, without grief,
happy and without want" (D., Pers. R i v ., 378).
It is significant perhaps that our text has so much to say on the
supply and variety of food in the resurrected body, whereas, compared
to other Pahl. and NP texts, it says little of the pain, shame and
torment of souls, righteous and wicked, when they see their own and
others s deeds

(cf. e.g.

GBd.

XXXIV. 11+-13, BTA 287-9, Sd. B d . (ed.

D . , 17^-3) Xatem-i kitab §§20-23).

38.

M. translates:
"He who will desire will eat, he who will not desire will not eat*

39*

M. reads:
aveSan ka-San, yam karrenl6* u & Xre8 uc? *vizand u 8 *zaniSn *han 1
*digt-e be kard"
"all those who slayed Yam, and those who inflicted wound, calamity
and a cut of one diSt" .

Nyb. reads (with Yt. XIX. 1+6, Dk. IX. 21. 2-1+ etc. in mind):
-X-

u d ka rist ul hangezed awe San ka-San yim kirrenid ud raSn-Cin
I v.ivanghanan vaSt-ew be kunend (aweSan hamag be mirend se roz
murd nibayend h
See Man. Pahl. II. 168, 217* The text is corrupt here; the above
emendations, like those of
M. and Nyb., are conjectural.
1+0•

M. translates:
"And then these dead (persons) will be raised, also every
dead (person) of those other margarzan sinners will be raised,
except those whose (crime) is ( t h a t o f causing) injury, and also
others (who are not margarzan sinners)."
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Spandarmad is the personification of devotion and obedience, and

as such punishes those guilty of acts of gross impiety and disobedience
to natural and divine law, such as are named in §§66 and 67*

Also,

as the' guardian of earth, most long-suffering and humiliated by evil
in the world, she at last takes vengeance on her violators.
1*2.

Sahrewar is protector of the sky and metals.

In GBd. XXXIV. 18-19

(BTA 289) fire and Airyaman melt the metal in the hills and mountains.
(Cf. Sd. B d ., Xatem-i kitab §£ (ed. D., 173)s
"these metals which are melted flow into that place i.e. fill
in the places of hell until this earth becomes one plain" (D.,
Pers. R i v ., 5>7^)*
In our text, as in others of the post-Sasanian tradition, all men will
finally be purged of their sins and pass to Paradise.

On the original

doctrine of the ordeal see Boyce, HZ I, 22+2— 3U3*

§73 returns to the basic pattern of thechapter.

2+2+.

Hie demon Heresy, as a personification, may be the druz

of §29.

1

do zang

Hie personification of Heresy as the quintessence of all

druzlh which the Mazda-worshippers fight in battle (§73» §79 f*)» is
patently the conception of priestly minds deeply suspici
heterodoxy*

s of

This term may also have embraced apostasy, and so have

special force in the Islamic period.
1*5.

By this admission the author defines Heresy as the shameless work

of the devil himself, repulsive even to the earth (§77)*
1*6.

This simile is reminiscent of GBd. XXXIV.

1*7.

As in §6 (see n. 9) M. translates:

17 (BTA

289)*

"and it will not be possible to keep them back by means of the
YaziSn";
this does not fit the context - for in the next section the two are
defeated.
1*8.

Godihr and Ahlomogih, "Heresy" thus escape to hell.

In G B d .

XXXIV. 28 (BTA, 292) all the other demons are destroyed first, then
Gannag Menog goes down to Hell and metal is poured down onto him (cf.
ZVYt., ed. BTA, VII, pp.
1*9*

67,

121*).

By this method SoSyans destroys all the demons (hamag druz), yet

in @90 f . the demons devise their own method of mutual annihilation.
This example of duplication further discloses the redactor’s use of
different sources.

Cf. also Pahl. T. 106. 1* ff.
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ahreman abag dewan, u d druzan, ud hunuSakan. u d sastaran, ud
kayakan u d karban, akar he hawed u-San dewan ud druz an ray hamag
be xwared
"Ahreman will become impotent with the dews, and druzs, and little
devils, and tyrants, and hostile rulers and priests, and he will
eat all those dews and druzs
5>0.

xwardroS is the Pahl. form of Av. xrwidruS-, epithet of AeSma in

Yt. 19. 92-96.

In G B d . XXXIV. 27, SroS seizes XeSm (BTA 29l).

5l•

In GBd. XXXIV. 28 (BTA, 291)

two demons remain:

£2.

So GBd. XXXIV. 29 (BTA, 29l) •

S 3.

Cf. Pahl. T . 107. S-6:

Ahreman and Az.

ud garodman az han gyag ku ast
abaz o starp ayag aye d
u d hamag gyag garodman be bawed
"and Garodman will come down
from the place where it is (now) to the star-station,
and everywhere will be Garodman."
Si*.

Por this translation see Y. Yamamoto, fThe Zoroastrian Temple Cult
of Pire in Archaeology and Literature, I I f, Orient XVTI 1981, p.99 & ch.5

55.

Once again, the motif of the unification of creations is probably

a late scholastic device to explain the process of PraSegird and to
link the future with the past by re-enacting, in reverse order, the
process of creation (bundahiSn).
56.

"Porty" seems odd, as it is old by the Zoroastrian concept of the

age of physical perfection.

S7*

i*e * f°r ^ e yazads .

M. reads pad xva6ay, but translates "(to do)

for oneself".
S8.

M. translates:

"everyone will be different from the other just as

a woman (is different from a man)."
99•

This seems to be a cryptic reference to the spiritual yasna

mentioned in GBd. XXXIV.

23

(BTA, 289-91), WZ XXXV. l£-l6 (ed. BTA,

^ 3 ~ h i CXXIV-V; transl. Mol£, Culte, 93)*

Perhaps the phrase gaw

tan pad menog be kuned in our text is a euphemism for "will sacrifice
the bull".

The last sentence of §10!* seems to refer to the rite

whereby all men will partake of the zaothra of the bull Hadhayatos and
the parahaoma, after which they will become immortal.

So GBd. XXXIV

23, BTA, 289-91*.
u d yaziSn I pad wirayiSnlh Sogyans abag hayyaran kuned ud gaw
1 hadayans pad han yaziSn kuSend az pih I han gaw ud horn 1
sped anoS wirayend u d 0 harwisp mardom dahend* u d harwisp mardom
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ahoS bawend ta hame u d hame rawignlh
"And SoSyans with his associates will-perform the rite for
the restoration of the dead; and they will slay the Hadhayans
gaw for that rite; out of the fat of the gaw and the white
horn they-will-prepare the-immortal-beverage, and give it to all
men; and all men will-become immortal up to eternity and eternal
progress” (BTA, 289-91* with changes in transcription)*
Thus in our text there is a conflation of ideas in §§103-4:

in §103

the spirits of the gospand are said to merge with gaw 1 ewdad; in G B d *
III.

14, however, it is said that the spirits of the gospand are

absorbed into Go&urwan "the Soul of the Bull” ; in our text the latter
is replaced by gaw I ewdad because it suits the purposes of our author
to make an actual connection with the primeval bull gaw I ewdad, and
thus a return to the original state of bundahiSn; but the price of such
scholastic tidiness is the loss of the multiplicity of animal life in

the world after fraSegird (see M. Boyce, HZ I, 246 and n. 74)*

in

GBd* IV. a* 2, BTA, 53 > GoSurwan is identified with gaw i ewdad*
A further idea in these §§ is that through this rite, i.e. the
tasting of the zaothra and parahaoma, men will no longer desire to
eat meat*

60*

M* reads:
ud pas gav-tan I mardoman abaz aye£* tan-omand pa 6~ geetry bave£
"then (afterwards) there will be the ox-body of mankind, and it
will be in the material form in the world” .

M. interprets this as "an idea of Minotaur of GopatSah", n. 19*
However, this seems an unlikely explanation; the above small emendation
of the text gives a much better sense, i.e. that the body of the bull
(incorporating all animal life), having been created in the spiritual
world by the act of sacrifice

(§104

and see n.

57

present in the material world of the new creation.

above) is also
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49.1

Notes to Chapter 1*9

1.

SyawaS (Av. SyavarSan), the son of Kayus (Av. Kavi Usan), and

father of Kayxosraw (Av. Kavi Haosravah), was put to death by
Erasiyab (Av. Pra/*rasyan) and avenged by Kayxosraw (Yt. 9.
Yt.

17.

1*2; Yt. 19. 77; G^d. XXXIII. 10-11, ETA, 27U-5) •

18,

22;

SyawaS

has the epithet bamlg "splendid, glorious", like PiSyotan (e.g. ZVYt.,
ed. BTA., VII, 19 ff., Bd., purs.

89. 5);

in Yt.

23. 3

(the Afrin 1

paygambar ZarduSt) he is called "beautiful of body and without fault".
SyawaS is traditionally the builder of Kangdiz, "the fortress of
Kang":

according to G B d . XXXII (BTA 269) Kangdiz was one of- several

man "mansions" erected by the Kayanians "with glory, which they call
marvels and wonders" (pad xwarrah, ke abdlha ud Skeftih[a] gowend).
The purpose of his building this stronghold is explained in Dk. VII.

1 . 38:
u d madan 5 kaysyawaxg 1 bamlg; padig desld kangdiz 1 abd kard
pad andar&ariSnxh u d panaglh I was warz u d xwarrah ud raz I
den, 1 az-iS wirayiSn 1 awam ud abaz arastarlh 1 eran xwadayih,
ud abaz paywandiSnlh 1 hamawandlh ud perozgarlh o han 1 ohrmazd
din paydlg (D k M . 598. 15-20)
"And its (the G l o r y ’s) coming to Kay SyawaxS the illustrious;
though he built wondrous formed Kangdiz for the retention and
protection of the much power and glory and mystery of the
religion, through which is manifest the ordering of time and
restoration of the sovereignty of Eran, and the restitution
of power and triumph to the religion of Ohrmazd".
See also M. Mol£, La l^gende de Zoroastre ... p. 11.
In the Ayesta, Kangdiz is not referred to, but there is an allusion
to the land "Kang" or "Kawha" in Yt.

5* 51*:

upa dvaram xSathro. suksm, apano. tamam kaphaya barozaintaya
aSavanaya "at the pass XSathro. suka, the highest in lofty,
righteous Kapha".
(Antara. Kamha is listed among other mountains in Yt. 19* !*•)

In

G B d . Kangdiz is a "region" (kiSwar) among thos other than Xwanirah
(XXIX.

5,

BTA 2^2-3) and situated in the east:

pad kustag I xwarasan. azabar I zreh I fraxwkard, o han kustag
pad was frasang
"In the direction of the east, above the
ocean Fraxwkard, at many frasangs (distance) in that
direction" (GBd. XXIX. 10, BTA 254-5)See also MX. LXII. 13, and, on the building of Kangdiz, ZVYt., ed. BTA,
loc. c i t .; M X . XXVII.
Warner, III, p.

6;7,

57,

A J , ed. Messina, VII. 2, Sahname, transl.

IX, p. 2927, 1. 325*

M. refers to discussions of

Kangdiz in Barth., Air. W b ., 1*37; Herzfeld, A M I . II. 56 ff.; Markwart,
Provincial Capitals of EranSahr, 26 f,,

3I*;

Tav. OLZ, 1926,

883

(M.,
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p. I|56, n. l).
2.

With this passage cf. the sentence in G B d . XXXII. 12:
kangdiz ray gowed ku:
1das tomand ud uayomand u d wenag ud rawag,
hameSag wahar -pad kamal I dewan hud*
"Of Kangdiz He (i.e.
Ohrmazd) says 1Poss es s ing hands, possessing feet, seeing and
moving, forever spring-time, it was ( h o m e up) on the heads of
demons 1."

3«

This "coming" refers either to the immediate succession of

Kayxosraw to SyawaxS and his act of vengeance for his father, or, more
likely, to the coming of Kayxosraw in the millennium

of HuSedarmah,

when he helps the SoSyans in producing the resurrection (see Dk. VII.
9.

10, SBE XLVII, Dk. VII. 10.10); he becomes Lord of the seven climes

(kiSwar) while the SoSyans is established as Mobadan Mobad (see ch. I48•
I48 below) *
R i v ., U3U)*

Kayxosraw is immortal and his food is spiritual (3)., Pers.
Also, see Bk. IX. 16, 19; MX XXVII 59-63, Dd. XXXVI.

3.

According to Dd. XXXV. 3 Kayxosraw was made to pass away by Way of the
Long Dominion.

In the Sahname he disappears mysteriously and does not

return (transl. Warner, IV. 308).
I*.

M. reads gund and compares with DkM. 628. 10, where Tur is called

stapr gund, and with ZKA l 6l. 9 ff*
5.

As M. notes (p. i|58, n.

6)

this passage suggests that SyawaSkard

is the historical name of Kangdiz; Markwart quotes M a s ^ d l ’s statement
"Another (fire-)temple called Kangdih was built by Siyavaksh the hero",
and M. suggests that SyawaSkard here "may be the same as

’SiyavuS-abad’

of Ath-Tha*alibi, quoted by Markwart, op. cit., 27", and,
"If Kangdiz is the same as Soghdiana, as proposed by Markwart,
then all these names would represent one and the same place".

6.

According to Dd. p u r s . 89* 5» Kang is moveable, kang raftar, like

the realm var of Yima/Yim.

In GBd. it is said that

"Kayxosraw set it onto the ground and its seven walls are of
gold, silver, steel, bronze, Iron, crystal and lapis lazuli"
kayxosraw be o zamlg niSast, u-S haft frasp ast zarren, .
asemen, polawaden, brinjeny ahanen, abgenagen u d kaskerien
{GBd., B T A 'XKXjjy "12 )."
7*

Cf. G B d . IX.

3

sezdah kof I andar kangdiz "thirteen mountains in

Kangdiz"; also Paz. T . 3^* 13•
8.

On this § see B. Geiger, WZKM XLII. 120.

C f . the three-legged ass

of Y. i|l. 28; also xar I se pay of GBd. XXIV. d, BTA 19&-7* especially
the words,*
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ud ka andar zreh mezed hamag ab a. zreh yoMdahr be bawed ke -pad
haft kiSwar
"and when it stales in the sea all the water of
the sea which is in the seven regions becomes purified."
9.

Cf. GDd. XXXII. 12:
u-g haft sad frasang I rastagan mayan u-g panzdah. dar padig,
ke az dar o dar pad asp, l rah-e roz l wahar-e pad panzdah roz
Sayed Sudan
"Within it are seven hundred frasanas of roads;
there are fifteen gates into it* from which one can go from
gate to gate with a chariot horse in days of spring in fifteen
days".

10.

With this cf. a similar image in Sahname applied to G-angdiz:
"A wall above one hundred cubits high and eight and thirty
broad; the hold outranged / both shaft and catapult ... "
(transl. Warner, II, p. 281, 11. 2^-7)•

11.

Cf. the description of G-angdiz in Sahname as a paradise on earth

(text p. 6l8, 1. 1720 ff., transl. Warner, p. 280 ff.).
12.

With this i cf. Dk. IX. 16. l£ (D K M . 80$. 8 ff.):
u d pigyotan I wigtaspan pad kangdiz l stendag, ud drafg ke andar
han bewarr'han
^burziSnlgin, ki ~syj,~ samor darend, 1 den
niyoxSidar 1 ahlaw az pasih 1 pigyotan 1 wigtaspan
"And Pigyotan son of WiStasp is in Kangdiz the erect, wherein
there are myriad banners, those of the exalted who wear black
sables, who are righteous hearers of the religion of the
following of Pigyotan son of Wigtasp".

C f . also ZVYt. VTI. 2If.
fraz rawed pigyotan 1 bamlg abag sad ud pan*ah mard, ke sya
sarnor darend
"forth goes Pigyotan the illustrious, with
one hundred and fifty men, who wear black sables."
and also ibid., VIII. 7, ed. BTA, 72/12^-6.

13.

Cf. D d . , p u r s . 89* 3-6; according to Dk. IX.

major triumphs of the sacred beings
(1)
(2)

1+L. 6 there are two

(yazads) over the demons:

when Zardugt converted WiStasp (§3)
(§6) "second when the power and triumph of renewed sovereignty
are again connected with the religion, and mankind, on that
account return to the good religion; and this will be when the
approach of HuSedar son of Zardugt, when the righteous
*Sihr-mayan arrives
dudlgar ka hamawandih ud perozgarlh I xwadayih nog abaz o den
paywandlhed, u d mardom han ray abaz o wehden rasend ud en
bawed pad nazd rasignih r ^ a r d u ^ t hugedar ka y'5hir-mayan 1 ahlaw rased *

Herzfeld, M I

II, 25, $7 proposed emending MSS Cihr I mayan / ctr ZY

m d y ’n to *dihro-menog, a variant spelling of which is
ctrwm’n.

Qihro-menog is one of the epithets of Pigyotan:

on his

miraculous attributes see e.g. PRDd. 1+7• 13 below; Dk. VTI. I4. 81,

12.
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50.1-2
Notes to Chapter 5>0

1.

This chapter could perhaps furnish an example of Pahlavi

scholasticism at one of its low points, in its irrevocably* woolly
definition.

Ch. 50 was partly translated by West, SEE XXIV, £8, n. 1,

and also b y Christensen, Pr.Hom. I,

Christensen (ibid., 53-*^)

discusses the association of Mt. 3razura (of Yt. 19* 2) with the
mountain at the entrance to Ifell first mentioned in Vd. III. 7 and Vd.
XIX. 1$.

In the Yt. the mountain is created by Ahura Mazda; in V d . , it

is demonic.

Christensen supposes that in the Sasanian period the

legend of this mountain gave rise to a legend of the son of Ahreman,
Arzur; according to ICC. XXVII. l£, Gayomard killed this Arzur (on this
and later, NP and Arabic versions, see harmesteter ZA. II. 3?» n. 11;
Christensen, loc. c i t .; and S.SHartman, Gayomart, 31 £"■» 72 ff*> 116;
Markwart, Modi Mem. V o l ., 7^7* 7^7; Reitzenstein, Studien z. antiken
Synkretismus I., p. 18, n. 1.

Argzur is, as Christensen notes, the

counterpart of Hara barazaiti, the mountain of the g o d s , but more
particularly it opposes its peak the Cagad I daidlg, the "lawful
summit", i.e. the peak, of Hara, on which is the Cinwad Bridge on the
ascent to Heaven.
2.

M. suggests griwag might be the crater of a volcano, and that

grlwag corresponds to surax of PR D d . XLVTII. §86.

In Vd. farg.

3.

17,

it is described:
yat arazurahe grivaya ... yat ahmya daeva handvaranti dru^o
haCa gereda<§a
"It is the neck of Arazura, whereon the hosts of demons rush
forth from the burrow of the EruJ".
The exact nature of this evil place was unknown even to the Pahl.
commentator of V d . , viz.:
duSox azer, zamlg az azabar, abar asman: u-S dar ul 5 zamlg:
en ku 1abarI ... beron 1 asman ast ayab ne, a-m ne rogn
"Hell is underneath, the earth above, on high the sky: and its
gate is up on the earth: as to whether it is outside the sky or
not, this is not clear to me" (Pahl. Vd. farg. III. 7)*
The fullest description of Argzur, the gateway to hell, 'is in Ed. purs.
XXXII. B d . A ., p. 69:
(§6) ed se gyag1-pad hangirdig fluSox xwanihed: ast ab ax tariff, ud
nigunig, u d azerig I en zamlg, ud ta-z abardom nigunih 1
asaman, u-S dar -pad zamlg, az abaxtar nemag gyag-ew, ast
arzur griwag xwanihed, kof-ew pad ham k5f I aruzur'( ?lwzwl)
nam, ke andar^iz ^'nibig, kofan I pad dewan meh nam andar
den guft ested.
dewan andar getig hamdwariSnih ud han?taman
pad sar 1 han kof, giyon han 1 arzur kamal xwanihed
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"(Ehese three places summarily are called hell; it is northerly,
and descending, and underneath this earth, even to the utmost
limitless depth, and its gate is in the earth, a place of. the
northern quarter, and is called the Arzur ridge, a mountain
which [is] of the same name as mount Aruzur, which is also in
the scriptures, mountains which are said in the Religion [to
have] a great fame with the dews. The rushing together and
assembly of dews in the world are on the summit of that mountain,
[or] as it is called ’the evil head of Arzur 1
(cf. Pahl. V d .XlX* A-5"
abar o han 1 arzur kamal),
3.

So MR^, J; M. takes BK, K35> hnblyt 1 as ’wblyt, i.e. ’’obaref: fill

up, pour ...,

from avabara” (p. I466, n.2), comparing h m b ’lynd in

Pahl. T . 107* hi most likely, however, the same verb is required in
PRDd. i.e. MR-^, J ’s h n b ’lyt'.
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Notes to Chapter 5l

1.

With this sentence cf. Ind. B d ., XV* 22-3, GBd. XIY. 31 (TDA 105):
az awe 8an pad no mah yuxt-ew 2an ud mard az Sirenih fraxand ewag
madar Jud ewag pidar u d pas Ohrmazd Sirenih x frazandan az :
meniSn awurdaran he kard and Sand parvariSn I frazandan ray padi^
he hiSt hend
"from them were horn in nine months a pair, woman and man. Byreason of the sweetness of the children the mother ate one and the
father ate one. Then Ohrmazd removed the sweetness of the children
from the mind of parents (lit."producers"). So much he left as
much as is enough for the rearing of children".

West translates the first part of this chapter in a note to the ahove
text (SEE Y. 5 7 t n * 2) and Christensen reproduces his transl. in Pr.
Horn. I. 57> n. 2.

See also Bartholomae WZKM XXIX. 37 (Al-Biruni

records a similar legend from Abu iAll Muh. h. Ahmad Al-BalkhI:
wa wulida lihima f a ’akalahu hirsan thmnma alqa allahu fl
quluhih^a^raT’fatan~^Ce^^Sachau, Lpz| 1878\ p. 100. 11. 8-9)
"A child was horn unto them, hut they devoured it from sheer
ravenousness. But then God inspired their hearts with mildness"
(transl. Sachau, 1879, p* 108),
West offers two possible translations of Sirenlh 1 farzandan in the
B d . passage "tenderness for offspring", or "deliciousness of children".
In PRDd. doSarannh lends support to the former, hut f a ’akalahu hirsan
of Al-Bxrunx favours the latter.

Bailey’s transl. "sweetness" retains

the ambiguity of the original word (G B d . 105); Zaehner’s interpretation
of these passages and his conclusion that
"The conduct of the first human couple should therefore
probably be ascribed to a perverted recrudescence of their
concupiscence" (ZZ 179)
seems to be founded on a basic misconception.

178,

His conclusion, ibid.,

that their drinking of milk was sinful, in G B d . 102. 1 ff., Ind.

Bd. XY. 11, ignores the fact that MaSya’s speech was dro-gowiSnlh,
i.e. the milk had not harmed his body, and that it was then the demons,
not Ohrmazd, who removed from them the taste of food; so, in fact,
their abstention from food was their sin and punishment.

Zaehner gives

an equally alien, Manichaean interpretation for the couple’s sexual
relations.

Their barrenness is, however, a punishment for their

ingratitude and demonolatry (aspaslh ... dew-yazagih) .

4

Zaehner ’s

conclusion is that
"MaSye obviously did wrong in uniting with MaSyane to prolong
the life of the species",
and thus he finds in their supposed guilt a motive for their devouring
their first offspring.

It is clear, however, that this cannot be so,
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since the texts make no mention of guilt, but rather state that they
were moved by an excess of Sirenlh/doSaramlh.
2.

Though this may be theologically acceptable, the sentence is

platitudinous and does not resolve the perversity of this uncomfortable
myth.
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52.1

Notes to Chapter 52

1.

This chapter resembles closely a passage in G B d . XXXIV, BTA

(cited by H.W. Bailey in Zor. P rob., 93-U *

Eh© order of the twelve

creations is set out in similar fashion, as followsi
3PRM.

GBd.

1.

asman winnard

asman abestan dad

2.

zamlg winnard

zamlg dad

3*

xwarged -pad rawiSn dad

xwarSed ...

k»

mah pad hamrawiSn dad

mah ...

5>»

star pad hamrawiSn dad

starag andar andarway ... wasxd
hend

6.

?|ordaho Sag ...

lorda dad

7•

andar urwarlha gonag,
boy u d mizag tom tom dad

andar urwar rang dad
gonag„gpnag

8.

andar urwar atarS be dad
ud be ne sozed

andar urwaran u d abarlg CiS
ataxg dad pad asozjgnih

9•

andar aSkamb l madaran
pus winnard

andar burdar l mad pus dad

10.

murw pad wad dad

o ab pay dad ku be tazed

11.

ab pad rawiSn dad

abr dad menoglg ke han l
getig ab bared

12.

abr (dad) ke-g tan menog
han l getig ab bared

way dad ke dagm-dld pad
wad nerog azer

be rust

Unlike P RB d ., however, GBd. gives a reason why the raising of the dead
is easier for Ohrmazd than his first creating:
ewag ewag az awe San ka-m dad. padiS duSxwartar bud ku ristaxeziSnlh
Ce-m andar ristaxez h a y y a n h l Ciyon awegan ast i, ka-m awe San
kard bawed. ne bud,
abar njger ku ka han l ne m d eg-im be kard ud
han l bud Cim abaz ne saved kardan Ce pad han hangam az menog l
zamlg ast az ab x o n t az urwar moy. ud az wad gyan. diyon-iSan pad
bundahiSn padlrift xwahenr
"When I created these one by one, it was more difficult than 'the
raising of the dead, in that in the raising of the dead I have the
help of such as, when I made them, were not. Consider that, when
I made what was not, why cannot I make again what has been, since
at that time I shall ask from the menog of the earth bones, from
water blood, from plants hair, from wind the 3a n , as they received
them in the primal creation" (transl. Bailey, Zor. P r o b ., 9k;
cf. also Bd. p u r s . XXXVI. 3» WZ XXXIV. 6, cited by Bailey, ibid., 9k-5,
and Sd. B d .,

sd. B . , 173J).
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Notes to Chapter 53

1.

In the Persian Rivayats the conditions are given under which patet

may be'performed on another’s behalf (Unv., Riv., I. 36-37*
R i v ., 23-32)*

The Rivayats also describe the five forms of marriage,

including padixSay and Cagar;

Unv., Riv., I. 180 ff.» P., Pers. Riv*,

195-203; on Cagar see also Tavadia, & n S ., p.
S n S ., ch. XII, n. 16.
to the

» Pers.

137*

ft* Uj an<l Kotwal,ffupp.

As M. remarks, in PRDd. LII, Cagar

isapplied

father, not, as is usual, the mother.

2.

M. reads mard ne gayed, and translates "(other) man would not do".

3*

M. reads *gavlh I man ray pa<5 patit baveh and translates "For my

passing away recite the Patit" .

But gaw "go" is more likely, in the

light of the following:
kasi be kasl guyad ke pas guzagtar-ye man az .jada-ye man pig i
dastur gu v a az gunah-i man patit kun (U n v ., R i v .,~ I . 37. 6)
"A person says to another:
'After my death go to the Dastur for
my sake and repent of my sins^'" (D., Pers. R i v ., 33)
(patet should be performed in the presence of a Dastur, according to the
same text, loc. cit.).
i.e. "recite the patetI".

On patet "confession", see above, ch.

XV. c, d, e, esp. XV. e.i|, which are also translated and discussed
b y Asmussen, op. c i t .,

68,ff.

See J.P. Asmussen, 3£9astvanif t , p. 1|8,

who translates this passage of F RDd.

53,

and discusses the subject

matter in the course of a general study of the significance of patet
in the religio-historical development of Zoroastrianism.

Asmussen

explains that in this passage new elements of doctrine adduced in the
Pahlavi commentary to Vd. 7* 72 are extended and that PRDd. 53 is a
key to the understanding of Vd. 7* 72,
"the addition of which is only logical and natural when
•pad patit and patltrh are interpreted as some kind of
compensation, penance"*
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54.1-5

Notes to Chapter 51+

1.

The list of heroes seems queer and does not appear to have any

theological significance.

It is probably merely a further variation on

the theme of the lists of helpers of the SaoSyant in Yt. 19* 95, Dd.
p u r s .35, etc., but it does not seem to have the symmetrical
correspondence with the six keSvars around Khvaniratha which
Darmesteter noticed in Dd., loc. cit. (Et. ir., II, 206-8, and see
M. Boyce HZ I, 281*). In a Persian Rivayat a series of such heroes is
linked with Ohrmazd and the six amahraspands, and they are said to
be "the immortal rulers of the region of glory, Xwanirah" (Unv., Riv.,
II, 49* 1-10, transl. D., Pers. R i v ., l*2l*.
2.

This is another name for the wan I was tokmag "Tree of Many Seeds",

mentioned above and in GBd. VI. d. 5 (BTA, 79), etc., also known as
wan 1 hamag begaziSnlh (GBd. XXIV. 8, BTA, 195), Which grew in the sea
VourukaSa.

It is called Jud-beS "an antidote", lit. "opposing harm"

(pace Mackenzie "harmless", and it is valued, presumably not because it
simply grows there in safety, but because from it every year Tir/
TiStrya takes its seeds to "rain them upon the world with the rain"
MX LXII. 1*2, see M. Boyce HZ I,

138;

as M. Boyce has observed (ibid.,

loo, cit.) there is some confusion in the mythology between this tree
and the nearby G o k a m tree.

Indeed they are identified completely in

PRDd. 51+, for it is rather the latter tree which is a "producer of
FraSegird":

the G o k a m is said to produce the "White Horn" plant which

will confer immortality upon the resurrected bodies of the dead at
FraSegird.

3.

Cf. MXA I 67. 9 ff. (SEE XXIV, ch. 62. 37-1*2).

Cf. MXA 167 (SBE XXIV, ch.

62.

31-6); Unv., Riv., II. 70. 13-17;

D., Pers. R i v ., 1*35-6; see also H.W. Bailey, BSOS VI, 1932, 950-3*
1*.

Wew/Gev/GIw is not only a very well known figure in Sahname, but

also a historical Parthian prince, father of "Gotarzes".

In Sahname

GIw and Tus both are with Kai Khusrau when he disappears.

5*

KriSasp is said to have no soul, yet he is a producer of FraSe.gird.

Again, then he is the most contradictory of heroes - virtually
soul-less and a sao&yant at the same time.

He is included here

presumably because of his great role in killing A§i Dahaka; his
"soul-lessness" is presumably an allusion to his reputed sinfulness
against fire, whence he, as it were, lost his soul (i.e. righteousness)
in hell; his body is said to be preserved on the plain of PeSansa
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(see above, ch.

18)

54.5

and his soul is in Hammistagan?(see above, c h •l&fnt) •
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55•1-5

Notes to Chapter SS

1.

The shadow of certain birds - mountain kite, vulture, black crow,

eagle - destroys the demon NasruSt; see Pahl. Vd. VTI. 2; SnS. XI. 5;
Unv., Riv., I. Ill, D., Pers. R i v ., 113.

These texts deal passim with

n a s a , hixr and other forms of pollution.
2.

These two sentences seem out of place and may be an interpolation,

perhaps from ch. S3 supra.
hamemal

As is explained in Sd.N., ch. i+2, the

sin is very grave, and unlike most sins:

In gunah ba-kar i kerf a naSavad ta xagm ra xuSnud nakunand (§6)
"this sin does not depart, through the act of good deeds so long
as they do not appease the antagonist."

3.

The corpse-bearers ’ task of conveying the extremely polluting nasa

to the dakhma is the subject of detailed discussion in Vd. and the Persian
Rivayats.
elsewhere.

This matter, however* concerning the bridge is not mentioned
Perhaps it is concerned with the necessity of maintaining

the paywand, the tie ritually connecting the corpse-bearers.

The point

here seems to refer to other people standing still or moving and is
perhaps linked with the idea that when a corpse is jolted the Pruj
NasuS has a chance to spring out.
[(..
I.

This subject is treated of in the Persian Rivayats; esp. Unv., Riv.

83.

7

transl. D., Pers. R i v ., 79, concerning skin, flesh, etc.,

dropped in corn-fields.

§3 is & general statement.

The extent of

"sin" would presumably vary with what the hixr/nasa came into contact
with.

S>,

M. reads ke ostar I>hixr-omand "those who are polluted, who are

full of defilement".

Another possible emendation is MNW

ZY h y h l ’wmnd "who have even a little piece of dirt ...

’ndk~c hyl
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56,1-2

Notes to Chapter 56

1.

With this chapter cf. K.J. Jamasp Asa,])HMV 201 ff. (:& Paz.T.

70), see app.; see also PRDd. 9, and also M . , ch. 58.

68-

For a detailed

discussion of the dron service, see M. Boyce and F. Kotwal "Zoroastrian
baj and dron", pts. I and II, BSOAS XXXIV, pts. 1 and 2, 1971; Modi,
Ceremonies, ch. XV; Haug, Essays
2.

1407- 9.

In this chapter Pahl. dron is a technical term for the unleavened

bread of the yaSt

1

keh "lesser service"; for an explanation of the

restriction of the term dron ( < Av. draonah "portion") to bread alone,
see Boyce-Kotwal, art. cit. I,

63.

As Modi explains (op. cit., 368-9 ) i

"The Darun fruit, flowers, wine, milk, etc., which are offered,
and over which prayers are recited, are all jointly known as
my az d a .11
but he adds (370)1
" ... but, latterly, the world Darun has often been mentioned
separately; for example in the Afrin (Darun yashtahom, niyazd
hamirayenim)" •
In this chapter, each of the items of myazd are discussed as to their
value and function in the yaSt I k e h .

The latter part of the chapter

describes the form of propriety in the myazd ceremony.

The liturgy of

the dron service is a slightly modified form of h a III-VTII of the
yasna liturgy:
yaStlmeh,

as yaSt I keh it is part of the preparation for the

"greater service", i.e. the yasna ceremony.

performed for three main purposes:

It is

first, as a service of thanksgiving

to a particular divine being and his associates; second as sroS baj,
with a Snuman, "dedication", to Ohrmazd and also to SroS to be said in
all fire gahs on all three days after a death; thirdly, as a regular
thanksgiving, the yaSt I keh is said as a form of baj I nan xwardan
"grace for eating food", i.e. as an initial baj said before meals (on
these three uses of yaSt

1

dron see art. cit., I, 61; ff.).

The present

chapter appears to be addressed both to priesthood and laity.

In its

non-liturgical form, i.e. as baj 1 n a n , as Boyce-Kotwal ‘explain, it
was practised widely by all adult Zoroastrians:
" ... the dron y a S t , which nowadays ... is used only by priests
in the fire temples, was formerly celebrated much more generally,
by the laity as well as priests, by women as well as men; in
fact b y any Zoroastrian who wore sudra and kustl, and by whom
worship had been, performed (yagt kard ested), anyone, that is,
who had reached maturity and had entered fully into the religious
life of the community."
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56.3-4

3*

With this & cf .j)HMV 201, 11. 1-9; cf.

17»

11-12 (transl. D . , Pers. R i v . J4O 3):

also Unv., R i v ., II,

ma*nl-ye dron inasti dar din dron andaza-ye gehan, hamara
kanare-ye kuh 1 alburz ke peramun-i gehan ast guzda dar miyan-i
dron andaze-ye dakat-i daitl dar miyan-i gehan
"the symbolism of the dron is this; in the religion the dron is
like the world, its edge (is like) Mount Alburz which is around
the world.
The go So dag in the middle of the dron (is) like the
Lawful Summit in the middle of the world."
i+.

abzayiSn "increase", the clear reading of three MSS, isa synonym

for abzoniSn, which occurs in J here, and also in PR D d . £ 8.

U• M.

reads apzuniSn and translates "the rolling (of the middle part of the
dron)".

M. refers to P R D d . LVIII. I* as a similar context; in fact that

passage is difficult to interpret:
dron kanarag ul kunign ud frasast ne kuniSn ud harw do be
abzoniSn u d dron u d frasast edon abzoniSn ku surag nad kust
X did be ne bawed
"The edge of the dron should be lifted up and that of the
frasast should not be lifted up, and both should be raised,
dron and frasast should be raised (to ensure) that the
holes are not through to the other side".
Cf. M i r z a ’s transl., p. 320.
This instruction appears to correspond to a detail of an explanation
of the dron-i Horn/dron-I zaban from instruction by a present-day Irani
Zoroastrian priest, Dastur Khodadad Shahriyar Neryosangi of
Sharifabad, described in M. Boyce, "Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice",

ib :
"Directly before him (i.e. the zot, the officiating priest), on a
round tray, are two round "breads", called in Iran luwok. These
are placed together and slightly overlapping, the left of the right
hand one, ritually called the dron, being over the right edge of
the other one (the frasast)."
According to Steingass, afzuni-i nan is "the fermentation or rising of
bread" (82); however, since traditionally dron is properly -unleavened
bread, the "rising" must be shaped not leavened.
sense of M i r z a ’s transl. of

58. 1*,

This is the opposite

i.e. that

"the c o m e r of the dron cake should be made higher than the
middle portion , and that of the frasast should not be made
(higher) ... " (M., 320).
In P R D d . ^ 6. 1 M. does not explain how "the rolling of the middle
(part) of the dron" could represent men, stars and plants.

It is more

likely that these creations should be represented by the abzayiSn/
abzoniSn, "increase, rising", of the middle, especially considering th
that Av. spanta is rendered by Pahl. abzonig.
abzojn]iSn, Paz.T. afzuiSn.

DHMV 201.

6 has
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56.5-6

5.

On goSodag see P R D d . EVTII l£, 16, 32, 33, 67-71*.

6.

In the yaSt I dron half of the sacred "breads are dron, half are

frasast.

According to Modi dron is "named" (Parsi G u j . nam-padela),

frasast is "unnamed" (Parsi G u j . vagar-namna); this naming is done by
cutting nine marks in the dron, in three rows, while thrice muttering
Av. humata huxta hvarSta "good thoughts, good words, good deeds"
(Ceremonies, 279-80).

(See PaVry, Future Life, 103, n. 2l*3; Kotwal,

Supp. S n § ., frasast, ll*2 , s.v., on how Haug, West, et a l . have confused
dron and frasast.)

In the Persian rivayat of Kaus Kamdin it is said:

dar In.ia nar-ba-riok-i kart na-mlzanlm (Unv., R i v .. II. 17* ll);
Dhabhar translates:
"Here (i.e. in Persia) we do not mark (the Darun)
of a knife" (D., Pers. R i v ., 1*02-3*

with the tip of

Dhabhar adds, in a note:
"Half the number of Daruns are marked with nine cuts in India,
while being prepared ... ".
Dhabhar understands the text as meaning that no such cuts were made
in Iran.

It is perhaps significant that while these "nine cuts" are

always mentioned in m o d e m descriptions of dron, they are not referred
to in PRDd. LVI, HMV 201 f., or PasiT 68ff.

Perhaps, then, here is an

example of a difference in the ritual practice of the Parthian ( ortheastern) and Persian(' outh-western) traditions.

In P R D d . LYIII.

£8

the only reference to "cut" is in § 2 :
... *PS
bwlk' fflN k w n S n 1 ’P^lp PWH u ?ty*p s l y S S n ® ’Y T 1
MNW ’v t w n 1 YMRRWNvt *>
b w l k 1vtP} L ’ kwnSn MH gl
(l). M. emends to ^3* (£L These five words lacking in M R J . (jl
omits *pg PWH •p>t v ,T) slvSgn'. (§1 M. reads e<£. (Ji M. emends to
burray-e. (6) MSS T Y M .
(in a parallel passage, M r . S . l*0r.

6,

M.

u-S ... pad padyab sreSiSn

appears in MS TD, but is lacking in DH.)

This passage may be

translated:
"and [this hold should be made in it and it is] to be] kneaded
purely; there is one who says that a hole should not be made
(in it) for (the dron is) a ^mountain".
Where I read gar "mountain" M. supposes an original dl/dar "hole",
"which has been wrongly read here glsgil:
ideogram T Y M "

(M., 1*77» n * 7)*

clay, and replaced by the

The statements in P R D d .

1

(dron ... kanarag kof x harburz; ... goSodag Cagad I daidlg pad mayan
I dron nihadan ... etc.) suggest that gar "mountain" would give a
reasonable sense here; as M. notes (loc. cit.), in D d . A . p. 108. 10,
T I M y h w S d ’S t ’l should be read gar

1

hoS-daStar.
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7*

56.7

The yagt I dron is dedicated first to Ohrmazd, then to the yazd

of the day.

When it is dedicated with the Snuman of SroS, three dron

and three frasast are consecrated, instead of the usual two and two.
Also,'as Modi says, in the SroS Baj:
"the officiating priest makes the chasluii(i.e. partakes of the
offered sacred bread, etc.) seven times instead of five as in
other Ba.js" (ibid., 363).
In PRDd.

5

6

,

and 3 appear to be contradictory:

§2 ohrmazd pad Judagih

§3
clear:

1

amahraspandan ud yazdan abayed yaSt

abarig abag ohrmazd yaziSn; in fact, however, the meaning is
although (§2) Ohrmazd is to be worshipped separately through

the special consecration of the frasast, the rites are standard for
Ohrmazd and all the other yazds (§3), except for SroS.

The protection

of SroS is required at death, and at other times of danger, for the
removal of pollution - both major and minor - e.g. before and after
baraSnom, investiture of kusti, cutting of fingernails, upon going
to sleep and awaking (Avesta-i dast-u-ruy-Soyln, the "Avesta for
washing hands and face", see Boyce-Kotwal, art. cit., II, 311 and n.
99).

8.

It is not clear to what frasast kanarag ne kardan refers.

M.

translates "making the border of the frasast (higher than the middle
part)"; this sense is not explicit in the text.

A similar phrase

occurs in P R D d . 58.
dron kanarag ul kuniSn ud frasast ne lomiSn (see above, n. k) •
It appears that in P R D d . LVTL, 56. 1,JHM7 201, 5-6, and Paz.T.

68,

the

edge of the dron is likened to Mount Harburz in the way it encircles th
the earth (u-S kanarag I peramon Ciyon lcof I harburz) , not in its being
raised.
frasast.

There is no other reference to the edge of the dron and
I n JHMV 201 ff. and Paz.T*

68

ff. the sense of PRDd. §§3 a^d

U is conflated:
ud frasast hemenlh I ohrmazd xwadav ud -pad Judaglh az dron
nihadan dim en ku ohrmazd akanarag
"and the frasast is the -unity of the Lord Ohrmazd, and the
reason for putting it separate from the dron is this that
Ohrmazd is limitless."
In the Persian rivayat of Kama Bohra the shape of the dron is
described for the yaSt

1

dron with the Snuman of SIruze:

si va se luvak nihadan yek dron yek parsast yek dron pad panj
gu.Se dar ad dun xurSid yek mah ruv ke an Cun mah bagad Titov.,
Riv., I, 155,
~
"33 luvaks should be placed.
(There should be) one lot of daruns
(i.e. sacred calces with names) and the other lot of farsast

56. 9-10

687

(cakes without names) • One darun should have five c o m e r s like the
sun, and one called the mah-rui which is like the moon" (D., Pers.
R i v . , 169)•
Cf. also the following passages from Unv., R i v .;
b ebayad yeki kard xurglcUruy, bebayad yeki dlgari mah-ruy
"One must be made "sun-faced", one other must be "moon-faced"
(I, 169, 8-9)
dronl yeki pan,*) guge konand, z-i har gun a-ye mive bar vei nihand
yeki mahrui-ye ba-manandar mah, ba ateS dron yagtan an jaigah
"one five-cornered dron should be made, all sorts of fruits should
be placed on it.
one moon-faced dron resembling the moon before the fire of the
place of the celebration of the dron"
(I, 169, 19);
see also Unv., R i v ., II, 17, 9s
xurSid-ruy andaza-ye xurSld, mah-ruy andaza-ye mah
"The sun-faced (dr5n) represent s the"'sun, "the moon-faced (dron)
represents the moon";
this passage is followed b y a diagram of dron, frasast, mah-ruy and
xurSld-ruy (see app. I l ) .
9*

M* reads this § differently and translates."The wine which is with the dron represents the water of the sea,
and (the goblet of wine) should be (completely) filled, because
on account of its not being full, it should have given the
evidence that the water of the sea has no tide, the water goblet
is (like) the forest in the sea."

M. explains that purr "complete" is a play on words with pur "tide"
(n. It, p. 1(72-3), a word whose existence is not supported by the
passage he quotes, i.e. G B d . XXI. 7*

M. also interprets MSS *pysl as

ajffylr "water goblet" (though this properly requires an emendation); he
does not explain how "the water-goblet" could represent "the forest in
the sea",

abglr is a rare word in Pahl,

the more common words for goblet are Jam(ag) , paygal, abdan.
M. reads MSS *pysl similarly as ajftvlr in PRDd. LVIII, 19
*pysl MM kwst 2Y d s n 1 BR* XfPgPV/Rgn afiylr az kustl dagn be nihiSn.
abglr does not mean "goblet" in HP; according to Steingass it is
"any hollow place where water collects and stagnates; a pool,
pond, ditch; etc."
It Is possible to interpret the phrase as referring to the crown of
froth on the surface of the wine, as in the ghazal of Hafiz ('entitled.
bar sar I bazar janbazan mimada mlzanad):
duxtar I raz Cand ruzi gud ke as ma gom gudast .».
jame-I darad zi ,1a* 1 u nlm taji az habab
"The daughter of the vine, how many days is it since she was lost
from me!
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56 9-10

She is clothed in ruby and
(On the forest in the sea, see

has a diadem of bubbles”
PR D d . i|6. ll;; cf. also Pahl. V d . V.19 •

With this § cf. also Unv., R i v ., II, 17 • ll+*
ab va urvar va miva andaza ye pi 8a va zirih
"The water and plants and fruits represent the forest and sea” .)
A sentence in the text abar Cim l dron j^BMV 201. 10-llj., P a z .1.

68

ff.)

confirms the reading:
dim en, ku ohrmazd akanarag, ud h w ’pk pad ab I zreh homanag,
•purr abayed kardan, be zreh purr ab, u d ka ne purr, ne abayed,
u d ne homlnag abesar (Paz. navsr) ud widarag ud asprahm o weiag
l zreh homanag, abesar I menog
"The matter is, that Ohrmazd is limitless and the ? is like
the water of the sea, it must be kept full, for the sea is full
of water, and if it is not
full, it is not lawful, and it is
not like the crown and the
path, and the herb is like the
forest in the sea, the crown of the spirit.”
On wine in the yaSt I dron, see PRDd. 98. 18-19.
10.

Again it appears that the text abar bim 51 dron has conflated two

paras, of PRDd.

:

the words ud asprahm o we Sag I zreh homanag

abesar I menog conflate the sense of §§9 and

§6

6

in PRDd.

M. translates

”!Ehe flower is (like) an amulet for the Amahraspands” .

There is an

obvious symbolic connection between the plant/herb which brings relief
to physical sickness and the holy (afson) which bring spiritual well
being into the world.

An example of this link is found in the cult of

Fredon (Thraetaona), as Dhabhar explains:
"According to Vd. 20, Thrita, generally identified with Faridun,
was the first person in this world who invented remedies from
plants for various diseases; hence latterly many nirangs and
afsuns (i.e. charms) with the intermixture of certain Avesta
texts are composed in the name of Faridun, to ward off fever,
sickness, plague and the various evils man is heir to."
(Pers. R i v ., 279)
A definitive statement of this symbolism occurs in Pahl. V d . farg.
VII. lj.li:
ka was beSazenldar o ham rasend. Snitaman ZarduSt. ke pad kard
beSazened ... ke pad urwar beSazened (ke darug dahed) ke nad
mansarspand beSazened (ku afson lamed) t m athra han.iasanti vat
mathr m s p nt m baeSaz m ov edar o ham rasend ke pad mansarspand
begazened. Ce han ast I az beSazenldaran beSazenldartom ke pad
mansarspand beSazeradar l weh ne kuned. ke mard I ago az uruspar
beSazentd (kd afson kunid)
"If many healers come together, Spitama Zardugt, he who heals with
the knife ... he who heals with herbs (who gives medicine), he
who heals with the'holy word (who makes incantations) "hither do
they come to him who heals with the holy word (repeated in Pahl.),
for he is of healers the most healing who heals with the holy word,
who does not do good, who does not do evil either, the righteous,
man who heals from his essence (i.e. who makes incantations)".
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56.11-15

On the symbolism of the herbs (sprahm), and their assignation to
various yazads see Modi, op. cit., 396 ff.

11.

Cagnlg, the "ritual tasting" of the consecrated bread, water,

goSodag etc. is allowed

only after baj is taken, but as Boyce-Kotwal

explain:
"the yaSt 1 dron has, exceptionally, no opening baj; but ...
there is internally an important initial baj to the rite of dagni
to which most of the liturgy forms an introduction. The dagnl
comes, however, almost at the end of the service, and is followed
by only a few Avestan sentences, after which there is an elaborate
closing ba.j to defend the rite" (art. cit., I, 61+)»
Sagnlg (dagnl) of yadt I dron as baj l nan xwardan, which is now
practised only by priests, is described in detail in Boyce-Kotwal,
a r t . cit., I,

67- 8;

see also PRDd.

321+-5; Darmesteter, ZA, I, 75*

^8

. 62-1+; Modi, op. cit., 298-9*

In this § it appears that the yadt

dron is recommended as a baj I nan xwardan for all - priests and

1

laity.

With this § cf. Jamasp Asa,£HMV 202. 1-6.
12.

M. reads:
ke andar myazd vadrang uaray-e xttare&» e~g va<5 1 *niyazay 1
•pad galuy ne baved
"If a person tastes a piece of orange he shall not have the
inflammation of necessity in the throat".

The reading of the emended word is difficult, but doubtless the sense
of the I is that the eating of the fruit prevents dyspeptic wind in the
throat.

13.

M. sees "a play upon the words vad and vadrang" in §9*

On the myazd ceremony see Modi, op. cit., 392-1+; M. Boyce, HZ I,

11+8-9.

Like dron, the term myazd has come to designate, in popular

usage, the ceremony of offering consecrated food as well as that food
itself.

P. Kotwal, Supp. i§n§., l57> defines myazd as*.

"fruits offered up during the stum, afrinagan and ba.j (dron)
ceremonies; hence, one of these ceremonies itself".
As in Sn 8. 13*25 the term myazd is used of the baj ceremony; so also in
ibid.,

12. 19

it "appears to be used for a meal solemnly

eaten in

connection with a religious festival" (P. Kotwal, op. cit., 99* n. 19).
ll+.

On the rite of purification, see Modi, op. c i t ., 9U ff*

8,

this § cf. P R D d . 58.

With

where the necessity for purification is explai

explained:
ne-z kamagih I mard ray be nerang 1 dron rav
"(it is) not just for m e n ’s wishes,
i.e. because men want it,
but for the sake of the ritual efficacy of the dron (service)".
See alsopHMV, 202.
l5 *

i.e. when yagt

n. ll).

6-8
1

dron is said as a baj I nan xwardan (see above,

This form of waz (baj) is referred to in Sd. Bd.

59 (ed. D . ,
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56*16-18

p. 131 f«; transl. D . , Pers* Riv., 51*7)*

16•

M* emends to sayldan "to sweep" by analogy with robidn "sweep" in

PKDd. 58. 8.

17•

M. reads *
... apgir andar dast i mard ast
„
"the water-goblet in the hand of the man i s --------

The meaning is doubtful, but

it is possible, however, that the

preceding tan is the subject of ast and the symbolic meaning is that
man, as viceregent of Ohrmazd in the getig world, holds sovereignty
in his body as a king has it in his crown.
18.

With this § cf. Pahl. T . 122. 3-10:
drayan- HoviSn owoii skeft ku ka han i dravan gVpwiSn mardom hamag
xwared u d hamag draved 1,000 dew -pad nerog o abustan bawed bewar
dew pad nerog I oy be zayed u d damidn i az zofr ud gundagih i oy
be o garodman o -peg 1 ohrmazd Sawed ud mizag i gadnig i han
xwaridn be o ahreman u d dewan rased ud hordad u d amurdad abar tan
i oy nifrin kunend ku to az hordad u d amurdad wed dr ay an ma xwarad
sin ofj chattering while eating [is] so serious that if the
chattering person keeps eating and he keeps chattering, a thousand
demons are conceived in the womb by his power, ten thousand demons
are b o m by his power, and the breath from the depths and its
stench goes before Ohrmazd in Q-arodman and the savour of the
tasting of the food reaches Ahreman and the demons, and Hordad and
Amurdad pronounce curses over his body (saying):
'You, chattering so much against Hordad and Amurdad, do not eati' "

Cf. also MXA I« 33-l*> M . ,
II4O. 21 f.

p u r s.

78.

8 (SBE XVIII, ch. 79. 8), Paz.T.

According to Sd.H., the reason for maintaining silence

while eating is that chattering drives away Hordad and Amurdad:
§ 2 ... dun mezd, v a afrlnagan x^ahand kardan bayad ke hame kas baz
gqrand
Ce dar mesd ke nidaste bad and harr mardi ra feredte bar dast-i
rast istade badad. va mobadan ra do feredte
va dun darayan xorand va hados konand feredtagan az-an
be-davand v a be-jia-yi feredte divi be-is tad

ill

@2

...

be har loqma ke be-xorand dun baj bad ad xordad va murdad
amedasfand afrln be-guyand va agar bi ball xorad dun divan
an.ia hazer badand guy and ke zahr-i mar x o r d l (oh. 21, ed. P., p.l9f •)
"When they wish to perform myazd and afrinagan everyone must
take the b a l
'

§3

For those who are seated at the myazd, for every man an angel
is stood at his right hand, and for the. priests two angels.

%

and when they eat chatteringly and converse the angels go away
from there and in place of the angel a demon stands.

ill

With every mouthful they eat when it is the b a j , the ameda
snantas Hordad and Amurdad give blessings, and if one eats
without ba.j. since the demons are present there, they say:
’you might have eaten the poison of a snake’ *"
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56*18-22

Hordad and Amurdad are vitally connected with eating and drinking, as
is explained in Hk. Ill*
•ud az az *darlh I ahar Cihr pad anabign 1 Cihr: u-S abaz daStar
hordad u d amurdad - xwarign ud xwariSn - az Cihr bandlhed dihr
hayyar az hamestar; u d ka hordad amurdad xwaridn u d xwariSn az
Cihr
bandlhed
Cihr pad anhayyirih
az az
dihr anablhld
u d gyan
-------- - ‘ « .r j i .1 I
-- ^
■ " n P in
" ■ •' — T - .rMir'— — — -- —
■■ ■■ ■! ■ !■ ■■ II
_
pad tan winnirdan ne dayed az do winnariSnih l gyan pad tan
oSomandih bawed i tan
316* ii*). :
i i

He Menasce translates:
"Le moyen pour Az d ’agir sur la nature est de faire d£p£rer la
nature: en retenant de la nature Hordat et Amurdat - nourriture
et_boisson - est retranch£
I ’adjuvant dela
nature et
l ’adversaire
d ’Az; et quand Hordat et Amurdat - nourriture et boisson - sont
retranch£s de la nature, la nature dep£rit, n*£tant plus aid£e du
fait de la presence d*Az en elle.
La vie ne peut s M t a b l i r dans
le corps, la mortality du corps s ’en suit” (ill&me Livre du Hk.,
p . 301).
19•

As F. Kotwal has noted (op* cit*, 110, n. 2), this passage (§®13-

16) is very similar to SnS* XVIII, I-I4.
20.

On xwedodah see above,oh* 8.

21.

On the crime of stealing from the Gahambar see Unv., Riv*,

1+27* 16-17va Cun kasi dlzl az gahanbar beduzdrd gahanbar tab ah Savad va
kerf a na bovad
"and if one steals anything from the Gahambar-festival (that
celebration of) the Gahambar is vitiated and there is no merit
in it".

22.

M* does not translate the last nine words of §16.
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57.1

Notes to Chapter 57

1.

The itha aat yazamaide is a daily prayer of thankfulness and

blessing on the creation.

The zand of itha aat yazamaide (Y. 37* l) is

here followed by that of the aSam vohu.

Dhabhar appears not to have

noticed this, to judge from his note, PHDd.,

170,

n.

5i

"the Zand of Yatha and Ashem is not given in the MSS".
However, the closing words znd 2Y itha W aSam vohu are resumptive of
this chapter, not prefatory to a lost which followed.

The Pahl.

translation of itha here is almost identical to Pahl. Y. 37* 1, 5* 1
and Z K A , ed. D., p. 2 (zand

1

nan bun), except for the omission here

of the gloss bun u d bar ("root and fruit":
transl. p. 100-101, n.

23).

see D. *s note in ZKA,

The Av. text of Y. 37* 1 is.

itha aat yazamaide ahuram mazd^m va gqmca agamca dat apasca
dat
urvarasca... ■-vafjuhiS
raoc&sca
dat bumlmca
vispaca
vohu
' f V “"— '— II*.I'".
.I -IP'S > ■ < < ■ » ■ Ill's « M
..... 11 ill ■■ 1 rjl
I»| I ,1I■
II,.III. rn.\ „ trn m i■>
In this form the m^thra is used together with the aSam vohu especially
as a baj (Pahl. waz) taken before eating meals (see Pahl* V d . , farg.
16. 7?

purs.

78,

West SBE XVTII, 233»

1; Tavadia, Sn§. V ) . D.

notes in ZKA, transl., p. 3> that part of this text is reminiscent of
phrases in Y. 12. 1, the beginning of the Pravarane • ;
• •. ahurai mazdai vaiahawe vohumaite ... va.zi cica vahiSta =
veahe gauS vetahe aSam vefthe raocl, verehe raocebiS roithwan xY athra.
The Pahl. transl. is;
• • • o ohrmazd weh ... ke eigam-izr-ew pahlomlh oy dad, ke oy
gospand, ke oy ahlaylh, ke oy roSnlh, ke o roSnih gumext.
On the Pravarane, see further M. Boyce, HZ I, 253 ff •

Further

comparison may be made with §7 of the Pravarane, which mentions the
creations in the order of their creation:

water, plant, beneficent

cow, righteous man, etc.
Closest to the text of the itha aat yazamaide, however, is GBd.
XIV. 12 (BTA, 129), which records the first words of MaSya and
MaSyanag (their last before their thinking was defiled by the onslaught
of Ahreman "the assailaht"/petyarag) :
ohrmazd dad ab u d zamlg u d urwar ud gospand, star u d mah ud
xwarged u d harwisp abadlh ke az ahlaylh paydaglh gowed bun
u d bar
"Ohrmazd has created water and earth and plants and cattle,
stars and moon and all prosperity, which is called the revelation
of truth, root and fruit".
The second part of our ch. 57* a- Pahl. version-of the aSem vohu
interspersed with perhaps corrupt Pahl. glosses, is different from
the standard Pahl. translation of, e.g., ZKA:
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ahlaylh abadlh I pahlom ast, nek ast fahlaylh , nek oy ke
ahljyinidSr 1 h i n I ij'ahl'oim'"^liylh (ed. P.. l)
"Righteousness is the best prosperity, [righteousness] is good,
good is he who is the sanctifier of the best righteousness".
For the full zand of the aSam vohu see Av* and Pahl. Y* 20, and Dk.
IX. lj.8 (DkM.
Sd. B d .

2.

876
ch.

f., SBE XXXVTI. 308), and for a UP commentary see
1-2 (transl. D * , Pers. Riv., 537)*

Qhis emendation is made in the light of Uir. f. 13 k R*

by Dhabhar, ZKA, transl., 1. n. 2).

7>

cited

Ihis "store" links up with

abadlh in the sense of prosperity ( b a m s full of c o m ,

etc.).

M.

reads evbar and translates as "once".

3*

M. translates both ahlaylh and fraronlh as "righteousness"

fraronih is better distinguished as "honesty"; cf. Sd. Bd., ch. 1|5*

1- 2 :
az har niki ke mardom kunand beh az rasti kardan v a rasti
guf tan hlC kerfe-ve niki nlst va rasti az .iumlat-e Clz
behtar ast ... gah-i u kunad kar kerfe ke nik ast rast guftan
nik ast ankas ke rast-guv baSad Ce rast guftan va rasti kardan
az hame kar behtar ast va bedanad ke in dar fasl-i rast guftan ast
"Ihere is no merit of a virtue better than speaking the truth
and practising the truth from out of all the virtues which men
practise; and truthfulness is the best of all things ... He
who does duties and good works is good i.e. speaking the truth
(is good); happy is that person who is a speaker of truth because
speaking the truth and practising the truth is better than other
works; and it should.be known that this is on the^ subject o f ’speaking
the truth" (D.’s translation, with slight alteration, Pers. R i v ..

537)
•

Also, in the above passage it appears that niki/nik is bette^?
rendered by "goodness/good" than "happiness/happy", as in Pahl.
(pace D. and M.).

59.1-

Motes to Chapter 59

1*

As M. Boyce observes, ManuSdihr, writing of zohr

1

xar u d x u g ,

states:
han gogt pad pakih wizirenid oad be., dadan. o gahanbar
"that meat is to he adjudged clean for giving at the
gahanbar"
(Ep.JMan. I VIII, 3, ed. D . , 38, cited in H. Boyce,
'AtaS-zohr and Ah-zohr* , J RAS. 1966, 10l|.).
Presumably ManuS 6ihr had Muslim dietary laws in mind.

All creatures

of Wahman are held to he clean and here it is stated that all gospand,
hoth wild (kofig) and domesticated (kadrg) are alike; presumably this
means that they are all fit for sacrifice as zohr and as goSodag.
also art. cit.,
2.

103,

Bee

n*

M. reads varray varray "a ram a ram", without indicating emendation;

hut w l k 1/ K M * "ram, lamb" does not in fact appear in the MSS, which
have p ’c y n 1 p ’c y n 1.

pazen "ibex" is a wild animal whose domestic

counterpart is the goat, b u z , ideog.

This ideog. may have been

misunderstood and "corrected" by a copyist to p ?c y n 1.
12, IDA 95*

8,(BTA

In G B d . XIII.

120), the species of goat is said to be of five

kinds: xarbuz gospand u d pazen warrag ud buz "ass-goat, cattle, wildgoat, lamb, goat".

3.

M. reads
iuol ahuy harv sarday: hunl ne roSanay ku im sarday ka&ar
"and a~gazelle all kinds (of wild"gazelle): as regards hunl it is
not clear to which kind it belongs".

Both reading and translation seem unlikely:

ahu "gazelle" is not

mentioned as one of the species (sardag) of gospand in G B d . XIII,
whereas all the other animals named in PRDd. 59 are principal creatures
in that description of the species.

In G B d . XIII the gospand are

divided into three, five and two hundred and sixty-two species
successively.

The classification into three species was probably

the best known:
(1)

Carag-arzanig

(2)

"fit for grazing" (goat, sheep, camel, pig
horse, ass)
gairiSag .... u d wayendag ... ne dast-amog "mountain-dwellers

(3)

ablg u d unlg

... and birds .. • not tamed by the hand"
"those of the waters and of burrows"
(G B d . XIII. 9, BTA 118;
TDA 9U- 11 I f •)•

Possibly this classification underlies this § of PKDd. 59*

The pair

ablg u d unlg is sufficiently rare to have been unclear to the copyist
(the punctuation of K 35 here with full stops between each word (00

)

o-«
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indicates that the copyist does not understand this part of the text).
MSS hunl written in Av. script is hwny in Pahl. script, and identical
to *wny|k].

H.W. Bailey (GBd. 9U* l5» n.)

says that unlg

"i's a learned word from Av. uniU "hole", Pahl. Comm, unak explained
as surak. unik transl. Av. upasma- "under the earth".
Ind.B.,
29* 7 xuni ... ".
See also Bart. A i r . W b ., 396~7» UOI.
The pair ablg ud unlg occur in Y. 71* 9 (Av. upapa- upasma, Pahl.
ablg unlg) ; see further D., Pahl. Y ., Glossary 52, s.v. unilc; unagmanist "living in burrows" occurs in G B d . XIII. 19, TDA 96. 11.

Cf •

also Unv., Riv*, 255* 19 for a BP transl. of GBd., loc. cit.:
panjom ziaki hast xarges pan^j sarde do viabani sarde yek xu
manist y e k v i g e manist ^fifthly that having the form of a hare
is of five kinds:- two are wild species, one dwelling in a
burrow, one dwelling in the forest" (D., Pers. R i v ., 258).
Birds are not mentioned in our text, presumably because they have a
somewhat ambiguous status.

They are considered, with the exception

of owls, as gospand; hens, as domesticated birds, are sacrificed, but
birds are generally unacceptable to the yazads as offerings, perhaps
because they are eaters of carrion.

The dog is also excluded, as it

is virtually sacred.
Ij..

The reason for this dedication of different parts is, M. Boyce

has suggested, that thereby the animal sacrificed is wholly given to
the yazads ♦

The yazads require only the spiritual part of the animal

and all the odours of sacrifice, which are offered by cooking the meat;
the celebrant priest ritually consumes some of the physical parts of the
animal (see M. Boyce, art. c i t ., 103—U) *

For a detailed treatment of

this rite see M. Boyce, '‘Haoma, Priest of the Sacrifice1, V.B. Henning
Memorial Volume, esp. p. 7^- ff*
5.

Cf. Y. 11. 4, the source of this statement; as F. Kotwal notes,

there is no scriptural authority for the dedications that follow
(Supp. S n § ., 96, nl

7)*

6.

In SnS. XI, WiStasp and Jamasp exchange places.

7-

In & n S . only the fatty entrails are dedicated to Arda Frawardj the

pahlug is given to the menogan "the spiritual beings".

In PRDd. the

distinction between the dedication for the Arda Fraward for females
and that for males stems, probably, from a wish to explain menogan.
8.

As F. Kotwal notes, in Supp. SnS. XI. JLjl, the epithets of Sahrewar
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are used for (i.e. instead of) the yazad himself:

59.9-10

amurziSn

ud

srayiSn i driyoSan "compassion and carefor the poor".
9*

It is noteworthy that amahraspandan is here used as a general term

equivalent to y a z d a n .
10.

The last phrase seems to be part of an incomplete sentence and may

be compared with SnS. XI. 5 *
bud hend ke cad nanagih. u d bud ke pad goSodag guft.
ke -pad
ranaglh guft. edon Ciyon guft. xub: ud ke -pad goSodag guft.
harwiz nameistig ne guft ested
"There have been (some) who have spoken about protection, and there
have been (some) who have spoken about goSodag. Those who have
spoken about protection, even as they have spoken, (it is) good;
and those who have spoken about gpgodag, they have not indeed said
everything specifically " (transl. F. Kotwal, Supp. S n § ., p. 21}. f.).
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60.1-6

Notes to Chapter 60

1.

This zand is similar to other Pahlavi interpretations of the Ahuna

Vairya, in Pahl* Y . 19* 13-lU* Pahl* V d *, farg.

8.

19 (transl. by BTA,

and by West* SBE XVIII, I^ljP), and ZKA, ed. D., 1 f f *, transl. D . , 1 ff.
In the summary of the lost Avestan VarStmansar Nask I in Die. IX. XXIV
(DkM. 820 f., transl. West, SBE XXXVII, 227 -£•)» ZarduSt is said to
have been ordained spiritual chief (rad) at birth by Ohrmazd himself;
in farg. II, entitled yatha ahu vairyo, according to Dk. IX. XXV,
Ohrmazd addressed ZarduSt, prophet high-priest and epitome of all
Zoroastrian priests, in what appears to be a commentary on the Ahuna
Vairya.

It is doubtless this tradition which lies behind the zand

of this m%thra in Pahlavi texts.

8,

transl. D « , 12; Sd. B d ., ch.

See also Y. 27, Y. 19; ZKA, ed. B . ,
3*

For a recent interpretation

(and review of studies) of the Ahuna Vairya prayer see S. Insler, "The
Ahuna Vairya prayer", Mon. H.S. Nyberg, Acta Iranica i|, 197^> ^09-21.
2.

M. translates kamag here as "absolute" in both phrases, but does

not explain.

Por kamag as a translation of Av. vairyo see Bart.,

Air. W b ., 1373, Pahl. Y .,• Glossary, IkS f»
3*

rad is glossed by dastwar in Pahl. Y ., 33*

in Pahl. V d . , farg.

8.

radlha by dastwarlha

19; but cf. the gloss fraronlha in some mss of

ZKA, ed. D., 1 (and see D . ’s transl., 2, n. I4) .
i|.

Pahl. V d . , loc* cit., and ZKA, loc. cit., instead have Ciyon

ohrmazd kamag "as (is) the will of Ohrmazd".
The gloss ku han mizd u d padaSn ... etc., in PRDd., Pahl. V d . , and
ZKA, appears to represent a substantial misunderstanding of the
Avestan; Dhabhar (ZKA, transl., 3>

6,

7) compares this with the

Pahl. gloss of Y. 31• 21 and notes that neither has o or pad before
wahman.

6.

M. follows Bartholomae (Mir. Mund., II. 16 ff.) in emending MR^,

J whSSn to wehigan "better things" and translates as "amenities (of
life)".

M. notes that Barth, has shown that vastar&m in the Ahunvar

and vahyo in Y. 53* 9»c were connected by the Pahl. translators
(vastar m is the last word in the holiest of prayers, vahyo is the last
word in the holiest of all texts i.e. the Gathas, and the last phrase
of both is faintly parallel, viz. Ahunvar:
Y. 53* 9:

drigaove vahyo).

drigubyo ... vastaram

Thus the two words were both rendered by

this word, variously corrupted in the extant texts as n y y ’ySn, w h S n 1,
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b h S n 1.

60* 6'

wehlgan Barth, took as the pi. of wehlg (an adj. formed from

weh) meaning "res (fortunae) meliores".

Barth, points out that Pahl. Y.

60. k renders Av. vafihaQham by SPYLyk ’n/wehlgan ~ Skt. transl.
uttamanam uttama "most excellent, best"
7*

On this theme see further Dk. IX. 25, VarStmansar Nask II,

entitled:
abar arzaniglh I pad getlfflg ud nienokx^: nekih pad xwaday ud
das twarihErih "(dstwblyh ’ l y h ) dadan (DkMT 822. 10 ff.)
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61.1-4

Notes to Chapter 61

1.

The idea that animals can be guilty of offences, even capital

sins, is orthodox in Zoroastrianism, e.g. Pahl. Vd. 13* 31 explains
how to treat a mad dog and that it may have to atone for wilful murder.
As Darmesteter pointed out in a note to Vd., farg. 13• 31 (SBE IV, l59»
n. 3 ), there is no essential difference made between man and animal in
these matters and the latter must answer for its guilt.

(Similarly

a gospand can be defiled by nasa and must not be allowed to provide
milk or meat for zohr for one year after the pollution (see Vd., farg.
7 . 77 )*

§§2-5 of this chapter reflect the sense of ch. llj.. 3-6 above.

2 . M. reads mytkww "small fish", and discusses it in his notes to ch.

58 (p. 1+87 *

n. 5l) t since PRDd. 58. 72 has:
mytwk weh ku xar ud xug ud madag

M. translates:

"small fi.sh are better than an ass or a hog or a
domestic female (animal)" (p. 335 ).

As M. notes, a similar word appears in Nir. 113 v. 3 mytwk; GBd., ed.
TDA, p. 95* 7 nmtwk or nmytwk, Pahl. T., ll|5* 18 mtwkck.

M. deduces

the meaning "small fish" from the GBd. passage, reading mytwk, and
noting that"mahiy 1 kucay replaces
PRDd., II4.

mytwk in parallel texts", viz.

6 (D., p. I]., 2 ff.) q.v. supra.

BTA reads GBd.,loc.

cit.

as:
random ewenag han I ablg ke az awe San kar mahig meh fpavagl ud
nldom n a m a t u (p7~120, with adjustment to transcription)

"the fifth genus is that of those dwelling in water, of which
the kar fish is of the greatest [rank] and the smallest is
'namatu'".
3.

This passage is obscure and appears only to be loosely connected

with the foregoing.
are all conjectural.

M. acknowledges that his readings and explanations
M. explains MSS awake, in Av. script, as a

corrupted form of Paz. awaxS (Paz.T., 778* I4), which seems
satisfactory, and adds:
"repentance by feet might mean kneeling, particularly for the
sin committed by the feet, cf. Pahl. T .. Ij.6 . 5 winah.I andar
dast ud nav" (M. 1*91+* n * 3)*
M. reads avaina *hun-e have6 "avaina will be (explained) a pig”,
referring to PRDd., 59- 2

h u m (D., p. 190. l), which, he says,

"can be read avaina as a Pahl. word (p. l|91|-5» n. J4)•> This last
statement, however, is incorrect.
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5>.

M. says raz is "out of the questions", "but again M.*s explanation

v araz, written [wjl *p ~ w z ’p

6.

61.5-8

vizv) is hardly satisfactory.

M. explains keho as a corrupt form of Pahl. k ’swk.

More likely

is represents Pahl. k S w k 1 "tortoise".

7*

See above, ch. . 2 3» n. 1.

8.

M. explains a connection between warzag and az (his reading) in

gaw l warzag "the labouring ox" (e.g. GBd., ed. TDA, p. 1*0. 7 f*) and
gaw 1 az "a cow three years old" (e.g. Pahl. Y . 1|6. 19, see D., Pahl.
Y., Glossary, p. 19)» and gives references for these phrases.
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62.1

Notes to Chapter 62

1.

Although there are no positive grounds for doubting that this

collection of religious handarz does in fact issue from Adurbad l
Mahraspandan, here called Mansarspandan, and his teacher, Mihr Ohrmazd,
it is quite possible that it derives from other sources.

M. Boyce

has pointed out that of the series of handarz which constitute Dk. VI,
"the first and longest set of these probably derives from the MP
translation of the BariS Nask" ("Middle Persian Literature", Iranistik,
1968, p. $2 ) .

It is with this set of handarz, in fact, that there is

the greatest correspondence in PRDd. 62 (see further below).

A second

possibility is that these handarz may be late gnomic sayings
attributed pseudepigraphically to the Sasanian sages, as S. Shaked
suggests (WSS xviii).

Even then, however, such compositions may

originally have been inspired by a much older, Avestan tradition.
Shaked says further;
"As far as one can see, the usual attributions of andarz
compositions are quite consistent in the various, seemingly
independent, sources.
This fact strengthens the impression
that on the whole the attribution of individual pieces of
andarz can be trusted as reflecting a sound tradition"
(l o c . cit.).
In the case of PRDd. 62, however, although several of the wazag
correspond to passages in Dk. VI, and many are similar in thought and
expression, in fact none of the handarz which are elsewhere attributed
specifically to Adurbad l Mahraspandan appear in this chapter; and,
conversely, none of the wazag in this chapter are attributed
specifically to Adurbad elsewhere.

This fact strengthens the

impression that PRDd. 62 is a compilation of handarz drawn from the
tradition of which Dk. VI is the most complete extant record.
As High Priest of Sapuhr II (A.D. 309-379), Adurbad I Mahraspandan
is a key figure in Zoroastrian history.

Accoridng to Ind. B d . , XXXIII.

3 he was twenty-third in line from ManuSCihr and was b o m in the "steel
period" (Dk. IX.

8.

I|.).

As R.C. Zaehnerhas observed, the Pahlavi

books look back to him as to the very embodiment of orthodoxy (Dawn,
I 87), who with his austere views "ranked among the dualists as the
very c o m e r-stone of their orthodoxy" (ibid., 30l) •

Zaehner also

cites D k M . 216. 9-17 - de M . , Dk. Ill, 199 §9, p« 208 f., which gives
the ten counsels of Adurbad (loc. cit.).

In Dk. this is followed by

a striking passage which narrates the twelve counsels of ManI declared
in contradiction of those of Adurbad (DkM., 216, transl. de M . ,
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p. 209)*

62.1

Adurbad is said to have been the hero of an ordeal by molten

metal to prove the truth of his religious beliefs:
"(during his controversy with all manner of sectarians and
heretics.) He triumphed over the greatest of the heretics
among them, who were also called ’fatalists' " SGV 10, 70-1,
transl. Zaehner, op* cit., 187)*
This episode is also referred to in one of the Persian Rivayats,
Sogand n a m e , as having occurred "in the time of Sapuhr ArdeSir (D.,
Pe r s « R i v * , 1*6, TJnv., R i v ., 5>0).

In the shorter version of the

Sogand name Adurbad’s esteem is such that his name is mentioned in an
oath after that of ZarathuStra and before the souls of the pious (TJnv.,
Riv., I. k$t 3)** Pers. R i v *, ko) •
In contrast to the foregoing traditional picture of Adurbad as
"the very corner-stone of orthodoxy", M. Boyce has said of this sage:
"it may be safely assumed that he was a Zurvanite, like the
Sasanian kings and other Persian high priests of their era"
(Zoroastrians, 118).
If this is correct, then the "fatalists" ( av/ayastag^,

) over whom

he triumphed obviously preached a heresy that went too far in its
fatalism for Adurbad.

Moreover, unless the whole episode is

apocalyptic, political and sectarian differences probably lay behind
such a theological dispute.
Since, however, there is no suggestion of either Zurvanism or
asceticism in P R D d . 62, it is unnecessary here to enter into the debate
referred to by S. Shaked' concerning the importance of either in the
Zoroastrianism of the Pahlavi books (WSS, introduction XXI V ) .

This

text is undoubtedly popular in form, and thus, while there are certain
correspondences with Dk. VI, Shaked may well be correct in singling
out the latter text thus:
"Within the fairly large group of andarz books of religious
character, Denkard VT forms quite clearly a category by itself.
All other andarz compositions, whether religious or secular,
can be said to possess popular character. They are all meant
for instruction on a fairly elementary level ... Denkard VI, in
contrast, is evidently addressed to an audience on a higher
intellectual level."
Por the parallels with D k . VT see notes below.

This text is quite

free of the recondite allusions of Dk. VT (see Shaked, "Esoteric

Trends in Zoroastrianism", The Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, proceedings, vol. Ill, 199, n.
xxiv).

6I4,

and op. cit., xxiii-

Also, it may be noted that after the twenty-two precepts of

the frahang I namCiStig, Adurbad concludes in §27 with an admonition
that is virtually identical to his simple frahang in §3*

This
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62.2-6

demonstrates here (as Shaked has tried at length to show with regard
to Ik. V i ) , that, in spite of an element of sophistication, scholastic
moralizing and allegorising, such handarz represent not a departure
from drthodoxy but another means of persuading and urging the laity to
belief in and action upon the fundamentals of the faith.
2.

SnayiSn l dadar ohrmazd is a Pahl. rendering of Av. xgnaothra

ahurahe mazda "by propitiation of A.M."; thus M. *s translation of the
opening words "propitiation of the Creator Ohrmazd" is literal, but it
is unidiomatic English.

Shaked*s translation of a similar opening

phrase in Be. VI (i k M . ij.73* l) Is preferable, WSS p. 3*
3»

M. translates as "pupil".

On the terms erbad and hawiSt see

5. Shaked, a r t . c i t ., App. B; D k M . £ll. 22-£l2. £ has this to say on

the importance of the hawiSt:
u-San en-iz owon daSt. ku pad den wazag Cahar 1 aber madayan,
en-i 2 edon, han 1 winahgar -pad winah ne awenldan, u d han I
druwancUiz dadestan mard xwadaylh ud xwastag ray ne burzidan
ltirbag padaSn az menogan xwastan u d hawiStih kardan madagwar
hawiStih kardan Ce han-iz harw pad hawiStlh kardan be Snaslhed
"And this also they held, that in religion there are four
sayings which are very essential, and these (are) thus, that not
praising a man of wicked character for the sake of power and
riches, asking the spirits for the rewards of good deeds, and
being a disciple.
The chief (of these) is to practise
discipleship, for all those (others) too are known through
practising discipleship."
I4.

frahang has many shades of meaning according to context.

Zaehner*s translation (l o M , 101) of frahang in handarz

1

R.C.

adurbad

mahraspandan §1 as "civilised behaviour" is inappropriate here.

68,

D k . VI.

1
In

D k M . I48I4. 21, Shaked translates frahang as "education"

and explains that it should be understood in the sense of "chastisement,
discipline" (68.

2,

p.

22+7')*

which again is far from the meaning

required here.
£.

In Ik. VI (Shaked, op. cit., C i+9), D k M . £62. £ ff., it is said

that starting from frahang I n e k , through good x r a d , xog, x e m , and
kuniSn

1

frahang

6.

fraron, man can drive the demons out of the world; conversely

1

wad ultimately leads to their multiplication in the world.

"Certainty"/"freedom from doubt" is considered a cardinal virtue,

cf. Bk. VI,

167

(l)kM. £09):

... pad den wazag ew aber madayan en-iz edon; abeguoianlh 1
pad den I yazdan ... agar bazag pad bazag be brinend eg-iz az
xlr 1 yazdan be ne estend
"In this religion one word has much substance, it is even thus:
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■being free from doubt concerning the religion of the gods . •.
those who, come what may (?) do not turn away from the things
of the gods.” (WSS, p. 67.)
Cf. also Ik. VI. 98.
7-

For an explanation of this counsel of perfection see D k M . 92l*. 12-

£29* 6 = Shaked, WSS § 236, transl. p. 93*
8.

DkM. 91*6. 18 gives an extra significance to this simple

benediction:
u~San en-iz owon daSt ku ne herbad bawed [han) 1 ka mord xweS
tan be awiS dahed eg pad getig ahlaw ne lamed
"They held this too: that man is not an erbad who, when a
person surrenders himself to him, does not make him righteous
in the material world" (W S S , §325*, P* 13l)*
In a well-known passage, D k M . £68. 3 ff. (Shaked^Dla), Adurbad
I Mahraspandan lists righteousness as deriving "mostly by action"
(abertar pad kuniSn) , rather than by fate, habit, etc.
9.

In §3 M. translates ahlaw baweh as an optative, but here as a

future indicative.
10.

The virtue of "worthiness" is also crucial in D k M . 5l2. 17 f«:
f arrox han I arzanig ... be harw do den xweS hend menog u d
go tig
"a worthy man is happy ... for both religions are his, the
spiritual one and the material one" (transl. Shaked, op. cit.,
p - 73)-

Cf. also D K M . 573. 6 ff. (- WSS §D7d).
11.

The first five named in this series occur in DkM. Ip77* H

(WSS §23) *

The omissions from this list are noteworthy.

There is

no direct mention of any of the qualities represented by the
amahraspands; there is no correspondence with the list of fifteen
characteristics of a Herbad in Unv., Riv., I, 1*85* 12-19 (h., Pers♦
Riv. 330)•
12.

Above all, there is no reference to purity.

M. reads aStanayih "missionary work" and refers to Salemann,

MSt. I, 130 f.

aStxwahjh occurs in Ik. VI thrice: D k M . 1*97* 20,

976. 16 and 989* ll*

WHS §§111*, Ell, El*9h), and also in Pahl.T. 92,

§66 (aStihxwahih) .

13.

M. translates "cooperation", see n. 27, below.

IJ4.

M. translates these last three "modesty, humility, unassuming

disposition"•
l9.

M. translates "comprehension".
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16.

M. translates "dispensation".

17*

M. translates "uniqueness".

18.

On §8 see Bartholomae, M.Mund. IX. 8.

62.16-21

Cf. D k M . 1+77* 11+-18

radlh ed pahlom: ke daSn o kas kuned ke az oy ke pad-iS kuned
•pad getig big-iz -padaSn ne emed ku-g awiS rased. u-g en-iz andar
nest, ku. o? ke nacLiS kuned weglgan oad snas ud azadlh dared
"Ihis generosity is "best: one who makes a present to a person
from whom he has no hope of receiving anything in reward in this
world, and he has not even this (hope), namely, that the recipient
of his gift should hold him abundantly in gratitude and praise."
(WSS §23, p. 11).
19.

Cf. D k M . 1+77. 12-1I+
rastih ed pahlom; ke andar dam I ohrmazd han kuned 1 oy nad-iS
lamed owon sudomandtar ka-g pad-jg kuned (D k M . 1+771 P» 11J
"Ihis truthfulness is best:
one who acts (in such a manner) to
the creatures of Ohrmazd that the recipient of his action has so
much more benefit when he acts like that to him."
(WSS § 23) •'

20.

§10 is virtually a verbatim equivalent to D k M . 1+77 ■ 18-20:
hunaromanclxh en pahlom ke abag dxuz 1 menog kojxjged kadam-iz
druz namgjgt en panj druz andar o tan ne hiled az areSk waran
xegm n a n g .
In a note to this passage (WSS § 23» n. 6, p. 237 £•) Shaked

observes that lists of demons are fairly common in Pahlavi literature,
and that there are three types of such lists:

one type comprises

"enumerations of demonized vices" (e.gu Dk. VI., loc. cit., Pahl.l., 89
etc.), a second type of list
"consists of names of demonic persons the origins of which are
not necessarily associated with the vices personified",
The third type mentioned by Shaked "consists of archetypal
(see id., purs.

'sinners1 "

76)*

Ihe allegorical manner of interpretation of the first type is,
according to Shaked, precisely what differentiates the theological
conceptions from the mythological, popular trends of the religion
"in that it regarded the deities (and demons, it must be said) as
abstractions of qualities" (Shaked, art. cit., 198).

Needless to say,

PKDd. 62. 10 belongs to the first type.
21.

Cf. D k M . 1+77* 20 ff.:
huxgaglh ed pahlom: ke kar 1 abar ested pad kardan owon
kard ested ku harw gall tan 1 xweg abeguman ku: agar pad ham
zaman be pared eg Cig Cig-iz judtar ne abayed kardan ku han
i-g kard ested.
"This diligence is best: one who dies the work which he is
engaged in doing in such a manner that at every moment he has
certainty in himself with regard to the following: were he to
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die at that hour it would not he necessary to do anything
whatsoever in a way different from that in which he is doing
it11 (W S S , I23 , p. 13);
cf. also D k M . 216. 10-13 (Dk» III* 199) cited by Shaked, op. cit.,
§291, n. 1, p. 278.
22.

Phis and the next § teach that the apogee of the virtue

recommended is in the application of it to o n e ’s own soul;
interestingly DkM. 1;78. 1-5* which corresponds to this §, does not
mention this:

yjadag-gowih ed uahlom: ke oy kas ray saxwan gowed x a-gowand,
ruS mast ud gilag i xweg guftan ne tuwan; han kas ewaz I
ruwan x xweg ud han 1 driyoS weh kas mardom 1 getlg ud en Sag
amahras-pand ray gowed.
"Dhat advocacy is best:
one who speaks for a person who is
inarticulate, who cannot speak his own misery and complaint;
that person speaks out the voice of his own soul and that of,
the poor and good person to the people of this world and these
six amahraspands" (WSS, § 23, p. 13).
On §12 see Bartholomae, ibid., II. 20.
23-

On §13 see Bartholomae, ibid., II. 3*

3n Zoroastrianism the

primordial contract between Ohrmazd and the fravaSis of men is never
forgotten (see G B d . III. 23-1;)•

Dor a Zoroastrian, to exist is

therefore already to have entered willingly into a contract with
Ohrmazd.
21;.

It is certain that this idea underlies the sense of §13*

dad l yazdan is written clearly in K35*

However, this § is

difficult to translate.
2£.

Probably rah I aStlh denotes simply an inward disposition

appropriate to the development of the soul, and through it the world.
Cldag handarz I poryotkeSan, §51;, has:
eg harw kas pad wahman aStlh meheniSn.

R.C. Zaehner translates:

"then (i.e. at the end of this millennium) everyone must add
to his [inner] peace through [the power of] Vahuman" (T o M , 27) •
26,

In DkM. 569* l;-5 the same word is defined thus:
dadestan han bawed ke abar den

1

ohrmazd ested

"That is the law: >A man who stands by the religion of Ohrmazd"
(W S S , SD1C, p. 177).

27*

hamlh is named as one of the three most important things in

religion in D k . VI. 1;3«
not hamlh.

M . ’s "cooperation" translates Pahl. hamkirih

Hhe inclusion of a handarz on hamlh "union" is significant.

Shaked noticed that it seems to be a key term in Dk. VI, as it
designates a relationship of close identification between the righteous
man and the gods (yazads) (see Shaked, art. cit., 196-8,with

citations
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from and references to Dk. V I ) •

62.28-35

Whereas such "union" is not commonly

broached or discussed in Pahlavi books (which appear to be concerned
more with ritual, purificatory, dogmatic and similar areas of
religion), indeed this idea may be traced back to the Gathas and need
not be thought of as the result of a borrowing from Christian or
Islamic doctrine.
28.

M . ’s translation makes little sense (and the reading is unlikely):
"because that thing which has moderation and no wisdom is
proper and a good deed".

Hie above translation is partly corroborated by D k M . 1+80 - 10:
makist pavman kirbag
"the greatest (keeping of) the measure is the virtuous
deed (W S S , §1*0, p. 17).
29.

§§19-21 extol virtues not usually emphasised in texts outside

the genre of handarz.

§29 is found in nearly identical form in Dk.

1*81. 22-21* (=* WSS §1*9) •

On hamal see Bartholomae, M.Mund. I. £, 28 ff.

and ibid., III. 30 for Barth.’s translation.
30.

Part of this § is cited and translated by Shaked in op. cit.,

p. 269 (§173» n. 2).

Shaked finds a NP definition of nihan:

‘aqilane v a huSyarane va ba-tadblr in Parhang-i Nafxsi, and an Arabic
translation of Pahl.IT. nihanih u d aStlh-xwahlh by al-waqar "gravity,
staidness, dignity".
31.

On the general sense of this cf. D k M . 1*71+• 1 ff. (- W S S , §2), and

D k M . £81*. 13-l£ (= W S S , §E36).
32.

Cf. D k M . £1*9. 13-l£ (= WSS, §Bll).

33*

This word occurs in DKM. 1*79* 3*
~y~

20, which Shaked emends to

gl*n obar occurs in DkM. £79*
~

J-un-ir-Lrmj

.. _ _

gilag obar "(a person who) suppresses

complaint" (W S S , §E30a).
3l+*

Cf. D k M . £ 63. 23, where Shaked translates bowandaglh as

"satisfaction" (W S S ,
3£.

§c£9)•

This § is similar to D k M . £1*1. 1 ff. (t= W S S , §30£),

points out that in Dk. VI

Shaked
■

'

"there is a sense in which suffering in this world is
beneficial from the religious point of view. Any
unpleasantness borne by a person in this world is deducted
from the punishment due to him in the world to come" (WSS,
xxxvi f .).
§§8l, 106, A£ and D7b are adduced to make this point*

It must be said

that the sentiments expressed in the remaining §§ of this ch. are

62.36-40
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typical of Dk. VI, rather than of the rest of PRDd.

They also suggest

an attitude of stoical resignation and a mood of finale, hoth of the
chapter and of the rivayat
3 6.

preceding the Dd.

This sentence is reminiscent of Pahl.T. 58 f*
harvj Ce pad to ne nek to-iz pad any kas ma kuned;

cf. also D k M . 588. 22-589. 2 (= WSS, §El+5e).
37*

As M. notes huGaSmih is not to he found in §7 ahove.

M. suggests

that there may originally have heen more than twenty-two precepts (M.,
n.

10,

38.

p. 1+99)-

This is a stylish form of a rhetorical device used twice before

in this ch., i.e. whereby the exception cited is seen to be more
important than the rule it proves:

in § 17, it is said that one should

lay down arms, but never before Ahreman; parallel to this, §18
recommends moderation in all things, except in knowledge, love and
merit.

With the general sense of §26, cf. DkM. 5l5* 1-2

u-San en-iz owon daSt ku hunsand-xiran ana-hunsand xrad ud
daniSn
’’They held this too: those who are content with possessions
are discontented with wisdom and knowledge"
(W S S , §197* P* 77)*
and see Shaked’s note, §197* 1* p* 270.
39.

Cf. DkM. 510. 9 ff. (= WSS, il72), and DkM. 1+73- 1^-20 (WSS, § 10).

1+0.

As M. notes (p. 500, n. ll) , the title Herbad Xwaday was used to

address the High Priests (see Barth., M.Mund., III*

32).
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63.1-5

Notes to Chapter 65

1.

This Avestan spell is incomprehensible.

Presumably it has been

endlessly repeated from some originally coherent formula till it has
become mutilated thus.

272- 8,

Eight nirangs are given in Unv.*Eiv., II.

D. does not translate them, but notes (op. cit.

589)

that

other nirangs are found in E.K. Antia (ed), Pazend Texts, 174-201.
Also, see below here, nn. 8,9.
2.

Because the preceding section is obscure there is no clue as to

the meaning in context.

Thus: If a woman (mad ud duxt used generically

for women) suffers a wound (perhaps on childbirth, etc., perhaps a
still-birth is meant) the visitation (rasidan. i.e. of the priest) is
on three successive days.

The Pahlavi is so terse and capable of

such varied interpretations that this is only one of several tentative
suggested readings.

However, the problem of still-birth is given long

treatment in the Persian Rivayats,

The first three days were considered

critical, in which no drinking water was allowed the woman; she was
administered padyab.

consecrated bull's urin®,"so that she may cleanse

therewith her heart and her inside"(ta dil-i u va andaron-i u pak bekonad
TJnv. R i v ., I, 228.6, and generally ibid. I

223-256

transl. D . , Pers.

Riv., 224-238, on care and ritual purity concerning childbirth).

It

is possible that the padyab was administered by a priest on the three
days after birth.
3.

tab I Saharom

probably means "the fever on the fourth ^/da^/".

C f . the usage by which the ceremonies of the fourth day after death
are called simply oaharom. not caharom roz

(see M. Boyce, Stronghold,

153* n.31» and D . , Pers. R i v . 168, with n. 3).
4*

i.e. the text recommends that if the usual sacred rites do not

suffice to purify the patient, the amulet may be used.
5.

With this retyping the knotted straw round the arm, one can

compare Anquetil du Perron, Le Zend-Avesta, Vol..II, 136-40 for various
'tavid' (- NP

ta'vlz "charm, amulet

, phylactery") or nirang to be

attached to the left arm of the person on whose behalf it has been
uttered.

In a Persian Rivayat (not included in TJnv. op.cit., but given

in Persian and English in D., Pers. Riv. 342f. and 342 n.1) in Antics
MSS, see D . , op.cit..

it is said that to commemorate the return of

rain after a drought., on the day TIr of the Month Tir the Dasturs of
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Iran write a nirang and tie it on the hands of the faithful and then
throw it into the sea (six) on the day Goad (presumably Go§, the
next day)

11So that all calamities may sink into the sea".

By the

18th century the text was evidently written on partchment or paper
and itself attached to the person concerned.

6.

The verb dam-

is perhaps a way of saying to *recite noiselessly*,

i.e. paralletl to *mawag. cf. PRDd. 39*13* and Boyce-Kotwal,
Zoroastrian Ban and Dron I,

71-2.

A pazand nirang would be recited

noiselessly thus after the Avestan waz.

7.

waz az ardwahist grift is a technical expression meaning "the

ba.j of Ardwahi&t is taken*1.

Ardwahi&t is concerned with healing,

being linked with Airyaman; and his ba.i is therefore taken (or, in
other instances, his ya£t recited).

Cf. Anquetil du Perron, on.cit..

136, a tavid for a sick child "on recite le Vadj d'Ardibehescht"
(which is, Anquetil du Perron explains, the two x&iumans of this
Amesaspand); so also p. 137* Pen? one tormented by dews t*le Destour
ecrit ce /tavid/ aprls avoir recite le Vadj, le Daroun et l*Iescht
d *Ardib ehe scht.

8.

There are various instructions with the nirang in Anquetil du

Perron on.cit. for the number of times they are to be recited.
p.

On

139* one is to be said seven times, another is to be said three,

another five times, no higher numbers are given.

In such usages,

the number of repetitions is always odd, not even.
9.

cf. ABE. Bivar, *A Parthian Amulet', BSOAS XXX,

3, 1967,

520-24

which deals with the side of an amulet which appears to show Predon
(Paredon), with mace, subjugating a demon, presumably of sickness.
Most of Anquetil du Perronb nirang (pp.

136,

137* 138* 139* 140, 141*

142) invoke Thraetaona /Predon against sickness and other troubles.

In the Persian Rivayats of Shapur, Bbflaruchi TTnv,, Riv I 284
it is said baz dagtan margira ya^t-i han konand be-nam-i far^dan
"In order to avoid pestilence, the Yasna of Horn should be performed
in the name of Paredon"; similarily, bimarl-ra yaSt-i ardafravahr
be-nam-i faredon. (TTnv*, op.cit.« I, 285*1). "for (avoiding)
sickness, the ya&t of Arda fravahr (should be performed) in the name
of Paredon".
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10.

The latter part of this S is obscure.

63.10-11

Interpreted as in the

translation, this may he a borrowing from the legend of Zardu^tfs
curing the black horse of Wi&tasp, but this is a mere guess.

MSS

JJUlftD may be TV/E.-3 gaw, and the following word,
maybe something quite unkown.
11.

The last word is written in Av. characters

also be read as Pahl. hu^ahajjr "good" (

jj jjo)tThis

can

i.e. as a valediction.
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Notes to Chapter 64

1.

This chapter, was the subject of an article by P. de Menasce

in Anthrouos (1942-1945)» 180-186.

He refers to the study of

lapidary texts brought together by Bidefcand Cumont, hes Mages
Hellenises (see esp. Ergs. 055-075> and in the Introduction, 128150 and 195-198), and also to K.W. Wirbelauerfs monograph Ant ike
Lapidarien. Wurzburg, 1957*

de Menasce mentions also a comparable

text from a Turkish "runique" ms. found at Turf an published by
Y. Thomsen, in the Sitzungsberiohte of the Academy of Berlin, 1910,

296- 506;

de Menasce says of its

C'est celui qui ressemble le plus eL notre lapidaire pehlevi:
les pierres sont designees par leurcouleur du reflet q u fon
obtient en les polissant: le titre parle des sept planetes
et des cinq gemmes et pierres et des vertus qui leur appartiennent.
II est malheureusement fort court.
Certains mots sont obscure
d fautres sugg&rent qu*il peut s'agir d'une traduction du persan"
(art.cit■. 180).
Another text which resembles PKDd. is noticed by de Menasce, from the
Textes Sogdiens. ed. and transl. by E. Benveniste, 1940, no. 5? de
Menasce describes it thus:
”11 est plus etendu, mais il est d fune extreme difficult©:
il nous a cependgnt permis d'interessants rapprochements
linguistiques.
Etant donne son origine bouddhique on peut
se demander si, quant a la tradition magique, il ne se rattache
pas plutot aux lapidaires indiens"
(art. cit.. 180).
In this chapter one can only speculate as to the reasons for
attributing different potencies to different coloured stones.

Having

enumerated the stones under the order of their first mention (brillante,
noire, jaune, rouge, verdatre, bleu-ciel), de Menasce finds that
he cannot explain the Irregularities of the order, and the intrusive
"phrases ou il est question du 'poli1, ou. reflet de les pierre
frotteV.

This difficulty arises because he has misapprehended the

arrangement of the stones (see art. cit*. 181).

The correct arrangement

is quite logical:
. V"

§2 'sabz

s 5 sya + sayisn

§4

§8

&9

§10
§16

sabz

§14

sabz

zard + sayisn

. §15 suxr + sayi&n
§21 xalen + sayisn

§25

§26 asmah-gon +. sayisn

§27

sya + sayisn

sya
sya

§22 sjg

§20 sabz'
sabz

zard

§28 zard

§5 suxr
§11 suxr

£6•xasen

§17
§25

zard

§18 xa§en

zard

§24

§12

xa§en

§7 asmah-gon
§15 asmah-gon
§19

asmah-gon

§50

sabz

^nxr

§29^ suxr §29b xaSen

64,2-10
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The seven colours, mentioned in §31, are treated in this way, the
seventh, i.e. that of the polished stone always occurs second in
the cycle of six; with the exception of sabz, every colour in turn
occupies the second position then moves to the position of the colour
whcih replaces it next in the second position.

When the five colours

have each done this (i.e. by §26), the order is repeated beginning
again with sya + savisn as in S 3.

The last mentioned colour is sabz;7

it occurs where asmah-gon is in the first whole cycle (§7); hence in

§30

it has characteristics reminiscent of the latter colour in s7.

Sabz is clearly intended in both sentences of §30 (pace de Menasce,
who inserts /asman-goh7. see below n.12.).

Presumably, the writer

wished to end as he had begun.
2.

de Menasce translates : "signalement des pierres, qui £, 1*oeuvre

sont le

couteau du bon medicin qui rend le ciel...etc.".

i.e. de

Menasce reads MSS k^lt, but this is surely dared, parallel to dared in

§2 .
3.

de Menasce reads MSS spz as spez "brillante" (

considering Pahl. sabz "green"),

lectio difficilior.

de Menasce compares spez to Ps. Phi.

131.17 BfonTn and Man.MP., the derivatives of 'spyz, Henning, Verbum,
178 ( art. cit.. 184, n,2).
4.

de Menasce translates xa§en as'Verdatre".

These readings are very tentative suggestions,

de Menasce reads

bandend zargon *bar *has veh aparet: "en liant les legumes, on recolte
du beau fruit precocement".

5.

de Menasce reads ne visofet: "ne sera pas vaincu".

6.

de Menasce reads pad har hamemal patkar buxtet

and translates as

"sortira sauf de tout contestation".
7.

de Menasce reads san pas a n . and translates "tout *succes et

^profit" ("conjecturalement en rapprochant de as an *aise, facile1",
art. oit.« 185 n. 14).

See above, textual note 54 to this ch. de

Menasce reads ce xve^et nevak ayafet. "ce q u fil saisira il le
possedera bien", but notes "tous les passages de notrq texte ou ce
mot apparut autorisent la traduction 'peiiser1" (art. cit.. 185, n.16)*
8.

See above textual note 54 to this ch.

9.

See above textual note

10.

29

to this ch.

Another expression for Frai^egird.
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11,

See above textual note 50 to this oh.

12,

de Menasce reconstructs the beginning of this

6A

S

.11-

(subdivided

from D. *s §30) thus: han ke jasman-gon/ flaret " "La pierre couleur
de ciel; celui qui la porte".

The insertion is unnecessary, since

han may be taken as a demonstrative pronoun referring to the ,/rmhrag T7
sabz of the previous sentence, and as object rather than subject of
daredl.

Other sections in this ch. begin with ke as subject (29a,b,

Motes to Chapter 65

1. The final chapter is a resume of several important themes in the
Rivayat,expressed in cosmological terms which contain elements of great
antiquity in Zoroastrianism. The cosmology is very simply drawn, compared
with the astrological and cosmological chapters of e.g. GBd.. and it is
written in a style entirely typical of the Rivayat preceding the Dd.
It seems to have been derived from GBd. or some similarly old Zoroastrian
source. As often in PRDd.. the author's intention seems to be to convey a
message of pastoral, religious import (not merely a scheme of cosmology).
It is again an exhortation to righteousness, here in terms of the levels
of Heaven for the frawahr i a£owan. woven in with cosmological information
on the nature and movement of the luminaries. It must not be forgotten,
however, that in the Zoroastrian context even the physical luminaries
(rosnan) have significance as getig counterparts of spiritual beings who
are *worthy of worship 1 (vazad). The sun, moon, stars and heavenly
phenomena are

1visible

and inapprehensible' (wenag ud agriftar); these

are signs and 'markers',so to speak,of the 'invisible and apprehensible
(i.e. attainable)' (awenag ud griftar) realities of heavenly existence.
Both

these visible and invisible things mediate between the seven

•'invisible and inapprehensible' beings, Ohrmazd and the amahraspands,
and the seven'visible and. apprehensible* creations of this physical world
(such is the conception of GBd. XXVII.17 f •* BTA 250, ed, TDA 194.7ff«)»
According to Zoroastrian thought, before the attack of the Evil Spirit
the sun, moon and stars stood perfectly still (GBd, II.iy»BTA

34,

ed. TDA

29.12 ff.) as they will do again at the time of the Resurrection (e.g. GBd,
XXXIII.34, BTA 282, ed. TDA

220.2£).

The movement of the sun,moon and stars

is explained as combat with the forces of evil. Zoroastrian eschatological
hope is epitomised in the figure of Mlhr,who every night defeats the forces
of Ahreman. It is significant that in PRDd.48.99 it is said that the
spiritual and heavenly beings, and mankind, will coalesce;
"in the form of a man, who is strong, and they
will all be in the form of a man and they will
come to the earth".
As

is shown below (n.10) there is again

eschatological

a connection made between the

and ritual dimensions of the religion, for it appears that

Mihr is also represented as the Spirit of the Dron (service ) } menog i dron.

2,

The distance between each of the stations of heaven is given in ch. 46.7

above as 34,000 frasangs.
3. As'.H.W. Bailey has said, the explanation of the disappearance (and
reappearance)

of the luminaries as through 'windows1 is set out in most

detail in PKDd.

65

(Zor. Prob.,138). Prof. Bailey gives a transcription

of §§9,5,3, and cites an older occurrence of such an account in GBd. Yb.3
(BTA

64,

ed. TDA 55*6f.), which in turn is, as he observes, an explanation

of T t .12.25* Prof. Bailey compares this with the account of celestial
portals and windows in which the sun, moon and stars rise and set in the
Book of Enoch (ibid.,139) - One detail in GBd., loc.cit., is not mentioned
in PKDd. : the windows are located in Harborz (pace Bailey,
firmament', op. cit.,

'in the crystal

138)1

ce sad ud ha^tad rozan ast pad xwarasan _sad ud hastad
pad xwarwaran rad_ h a r b o p Tharw_ roz pad roz.an»e_ .andar
ayed pad rozan-e be_5awed
"for there are one hundred and eighty windows in the
east and one hundred and eighty in the west in Harborz,
every day it comes in through one window, goes out
through one window",
i.e. the sun comes in through a 'window' in the east and goes out through
a 'window' in the west. The

360

'windows' of the sun correspond to the

days of the solar year, minus five days, which are explained in GBd. Vb.6
(BTA 64, ed. TDA

56.6- 9):
ud hah panrf roz T gahanig pad hah rozan be ayed ud be
Sawed; rozan ne guft ested, Se agar be guft he dew5n
raz be danist he ud wizend handaxt he
"and on the five Gatha days it comes and goes through the
same window(s); the window is not mentioned, for if it
were mentioned the dews would know the secret and would
plot harm".

The number of 'windows'for the moon (270) and stars (180) does not
correspond to their appearances in the year. Presumably they are arrived at
through mythological or scholastic sense of proportion (of

360).

The same

numbers are given in GBd.

4.

The same dimensions for stars, moon and sun are given in GBd.II. 16

(BTA 34, ed. TDA 29.7-12).
5.

According to GBd.VII.2 (BTA 86, ed. TDA 72.4ff) some of the stars

(axtaran) have the seed of water (e.g. Ti^trya), some have that of earth
(e.g. Hafto ring),

others of plants.

6.

This is WahiSt'Paradise', as it is usually known.

7.

I.e. it is not, as we say, reflected light. As in many cultures, the
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65.8-10

light of the moon was thought to he a subtle power; in GBd. the word
xwarrah is used of its light:
mah xwarrah baxfcarlh i gehan uanzdah abzaved
panzdah nirfseduthe moon (in) distribution of
xwarrah to the world waxes fifteen(days),wanes
fifteen(days)" ;
cf. H.¥, Bailey, op. cit..42. 60 f . ).
8.

xwarSed payag seems to be a mistake for mah payag. and is probably

a gloss (cf. @4 above and S
9.

13

below).

The narrative is i n t e r r u p t e d by this I, which exhorts the laity to

pay the price of righteousness,
10. In Gbd.XXVT .67 ff* If is said that ft is the radiance of the yazad
Xwar which purifies the world after the nocturnal pollution of all the forces
forces of evil:
harw
Sab.
bus i asp homanag nasruSt
zamig
ud
ab ud
dam
mm 11
ai1” iiM—
.... pad ...
br-,a
t--— ■
—
^
dam-iz i asowan be_dwared, ud ka xwarsed ul ayed hamag
zamig dewan be zaned ud vo^dahr be kuned
■'every night like the mane of a horse pollution comes
to the earth and water and righteous creations also,
and when the sun rises it smites the dews all over the
and purifies it (i.e. the world)"
(BTA 222, ed. TDA 171.9ff.).
In PRDd.

65

Xwar yazad is not mentioned; however, in identical imagery

(p a d \ a r a g ciyon

buil i asp).in PEDd, 3*2

the nightly battle with the

dews is done by the Menog i Dron . Here Mihr performs the same action
every night, and it is reasonable to suppose that they are the same
spiritual being (see above ch.

9,

n.3)..
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Index of rarer words and difficult readings

MSS
abgenag i sped

/?pkynkf ZY spyt/

46.4* 8

adwadad

/*tpd3t l /

37.a.8;

afurenTd

pwlynyt \J

iie>ew

W 9 &

42.5,6

62.27

H o ffs '

agur

Z^kwl/

18.e.10

anespSs

/Vnsp*s/

47.7

anyai

63.6

are&niz

ftksrj
ftX&nyv'J

asayag

f t s fy k y

asp-obar

^sp^wp^l/

18.f.5

asron

/*slwn/

26.4

a&yan

3.1.c .7

aSt-xwahlh

ft&yd?nl/
ft ¥t -hw 3hyh/

avaina

/m

awake

61.6

axizin-

fthrj
fthycte.^/
fthycyn-ft

azg

ftz $ 7

61.6

bayaspanan

/by’sp^n^n/

18.b

buz

ftzj

59.2

dabr

/dP i7

35.6?

dade stan-pahikar

/ci/Hst^n* ptk5l/

14.2

dastad

/dst’t \ J

8. a. 2

ltCVf€3f

debahrih

/dyphlyh7

4.1

- h j 3 c j?

axezag

J

di¥t

jx v js fv

31.a.3 -

'

x

t^u u 4"
" iu o y * C iH '

18*f.12

w

62.7,14
61.6

i^en^
rfe ty
aSa)

56.9
29.4

ire v o

37.a.13

dewok

/dywwk7

8.e.9

dosenag

/dwsynk/

18.e.9?

estenid

/*stynyt27

46.11

ew-tag

/XD-tfk/

11.1

frabd

/pipi?

46.6

frax-goyod

/pi3 hw-gwywt j7

10.1.1

garranag

/gl^ir’k j /

35.^.2

gaxzag

/glck^Z

2 1 .b.2.

gasaf

/gap/

8.e.9

gaw-ba'£ki¥ag

/TWR5 bs'kck»7

9.3

gilag^-obar

/gik-’wp *17

62.21

gohar

/gwh^l/

18.d.2

gokan

/gwk^n/

9 .1,

37.6.4

i^H4»r
>(Dr»ev

♦ ( 'f K W O
i V

eu»
4>li/

11./I,

38

yffy
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go&war

/gwbb l/

8.e.9

guhgard

/gwhglt/

goharid

/gwh^lyt/

21.a.9
8.0.10

gunjf

/gwnc/

8.e.9

gurbag

/gwlbk^Z

8.e.9; 21.a

\9t)»d§!f9

hampassazaglh

^/hmpackyh/

38

-*oa>

huwehm

/tiwryyhm?

48.50

hamxwast

Ttmahw^stJ^/

harbag

/hl^k/

16.b.7
21 .a .10

kam-wizar

/k^mr-wc*!/

karzang

Tklcng/

kasp

tie lW t'

#y\f
i

I^&UP
19 t ) 9

/ksp/

2.7, 17.d.7
21.a .11
61.6

ka'bawag

2E:Swg7

21 .a. 8

keho

I h J

61,6;«.C.9

kirm-rez

/klm-lyc^

21.a .14

kokaro aba karo

/krj

63.5

kudenag

^/Wbynk^/

47.9

mard-obar

/GBR^-^wpai/

18.f .5

marb

^i§7

18,f.22

mayg

48.9,

ZP7*

y>j»9,m y m !Q# 9^9
\9f?19
Jx>vr jsjy

29

mog-mard

/mgwg^GBR^/

39.b.3

nakkira

^nkyl^j/

41
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2 1 .a.16
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^/na^y-k^7

47*5

nasa-pak
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37.15.2
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55*1

nigand
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46.5
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62.17

niyandar

/nyw*ndl/

46.9

nog-nabar
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17.a .2

orunend
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18.d.11
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15.a.13, 14

ozarak
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15.0.5
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/i?WN TB

49*3
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46.6
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42.3
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pegog
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18.f.21

krty
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vnMy\
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^i,0 > W > /a u ’£,* * * { p t

)W\
/b rft
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e £ 0 ©
x # »
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purr wextar

,/pwl wyht^l/

47.46.21
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/pwl wcwst^l/

47.46.21
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42.11

raz

$ *g

61.6
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e»D

21.a .12

51

sar i gar
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<46.27

sas

Z 5 V
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48.95
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41
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V y *

3 j0 h 5 » , 0 * O h h 5
-H5Hy
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/O*©'

l ) W

5, 15

II??

-\)iro>

63.1
-“ V H V - b «;

tarunagih
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29.1
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21.a .8

tog

3^ 4/

55.5

unig

£& ■: J

59.2
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61.6

G w *.'J

warr

17•d. 10; 23.28
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warzag

61.6

wardag

way-agenih
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8.a.9

wayendag (?)
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61.6

waz id
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23.28

wirazend
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18.d.11

wirozag

/wlwck/

16.b.9

xarbandagan
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18.e.16, 57.ti.15

xwasini&i
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13.a.9

zan-ta6a
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8.e.9
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jw r v t*
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m x y
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’
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